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A c t i v e  tectonics i s  def ined  within ?he study as tectonic movements that are 
expected t o  occur  wi th in  a future time span of concern. to  s o c i e t y .  Such move- 
ments and t h e i r  assoc ia ted  hazards include. ear thquakes,  vo lcanic  e rup t ions ,  and 
l a n d  subsidence and emergence. 
The e n t i r e  r snge  of geology, geophysics, and geodesy i s ,  t o  some extent, 
p e r t i n e n t  t o  t h i s  t op ic ,  The needs f o r  useful f o r e c a s t s  of t e c t o n i c  a c t i v i t y ,  
s o  t h a t  ac t ions  may be taken t o  mi t iga t e  hazards ,  ca l l  f o r  s p e c i a l  a t t e n t i o n  t o  
ongoing t ec ton fc  a c t i v i t y - - i t s  r a t e s ,  s t y l e s ,  and p a t t e r u s .  Many of these pro- 
c e s s e s  cannot be descr ibed reasonably using the  l i m i t e d  instrumental o r  h i s t o r -  
i c a l  records;  however, most can be adequately descr ibed f o r  p r a c t i c a l  purposes 
using the geologic  record of the pas t  500,000 yea r s .  In  th is  context, f u r t h e r  
progress  in understandi.ng active t e c t o n i c s  depends on cont inued researcheon a 
range of geologic ,  geophysical,  and geodet ic  t o p i c s ;  p a r t i c u l a r l y  important i s  
improvement i n  t h e  sccyracy of d a t i n g  techniques f o r  r ecen t  geologic  ma te r i a l s .  
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Preface 
This study is pnrl of n sericl: of Strrdies iilt Geopllysic~ that have been undertaken for 
Lhc Ccopllysics Eicscarch Frrrun~ by the Ccophysics Study Committee. One purpose of 
each stucly is to provide nsscssmccts from thr? scientific community to aid policymakcrs 
in decisions on societal problems that involve geopliysics. A n  important purt or such 
asbesslncnts is un cvaluatian of thc adequacy of current geophysical Irnowledge and the 
appropriutcness of currcnt rescarcll programs as a sourcc of information required for 
those decisions, 
9'11;s study on active tectonics was initiated by tlle Geophysics Study Committee and 
Illc Gcophysics Research Forum in consultation with the liaison reprcsenltltives of the 
agencies that: support d ~ e  Geophysics Study Committee, relevant comrnittecs and boards 
witllin the National Research Council, and members of the scientific cornmunily. 
The study addresses our current scientific understanding of active tectanics-pz:tic- 
u:arly the patterns and rates o l  ongoing tcctonic processes. Many of these processes 
cannot bc described reasonably using the limited instrumental or I~istorical records; 
ho~vever, most can bc describecl adequately for practical purposes using the geologic 
record of the past 500,000 years. A program of fundalnental research Focusing a p e -  
ciallj* on Qn;rternury tectonic geology and gcomorphalogp, paleoseismola~, neotec- 
tonics, and geodcsy is recommended to better understand ongoing, active lectanic 
processes, 
The preliminary scientific findings of llle authored background chapter.? were pre- 
sented at an American Geophysical TJnion symposium in San Francisco in 13eccrnber 
1083. In completing their chapters, the authors had the benefit of discussion at this 
symposiunl ns well as the commcnts of scveral scientifir referees. Ultimate rcsponsibil- 
ity for the individual chapters, however, rests wit11 their authors, 
Thc Overview of the sludy sumlllnrizes the higlllights of the chapters and formultltes 
conclusions and recommendations. In preparing the Overview, the panel chairman 
and the Geophysics Study Committee hacl the bcncfit of meetings that took place at the 
symposium and of the comments of the panel of authors and other referees, Responsi- 
biiity for the Overview rests with tllc Geophysics Study Conllnittee and the chairmall 
of the panel. 
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Overview and 
Recommendations 
Ninety-two thousand people were killed in the Tambora, Indonesia, eruption of 
1815; over 820,000 were killed in the Sian, China, earthquake of 1556; 240,000 were 
killed by theearthquake of 1976 at Tangshan, China; and about GOO0 were killed in the 
1985 earthquake in Mexico City. Less spectacular, but economically serious, are the 
effects of slower tectonic processes or tectonic events of smaller amplitude that can, for 
example, disrupt river channels or warp coastlines and harbors. Only the most stable 
blocks of the Earth's crust provide suitable long-term repositories for the disposal of 
radioactive waste, yet almost no region is completely free ol  tectonic changes over 
millenia, Thus, the evaluation of active tectonic processes is critical to many of man- 
kind's activities, so that hazards can be minimized and structures can be sited and 
constructed in ways that serve their functions most effectively, economically, and 
safely. 
To fully evaluate ongoing tectonic activity and its associated hazards requires knowI- 
edge of the rates, styles, and patterns of tectonic processes. Many of these processes 
cannot be described reasonably using the limited instrumental or historical records; 
however, most can be described adequately for practical purposes using the geologic 
record of the past 500,000 yr. 
In the following discussion active tecto~~ics is defined as tectonic nlovements that are 
expected to occur within a future time span of concern to society, and the significance 
of active tectonism to society is of special concern. The entire range of geology, geo- 
physics, and peoday is, to some extent, pertinent to this topic; but the needs for useful 
forecmts of tectonic activity, so that actions may be taken to mitigate hazards, call for 
special attention to ongoing tectonic activity, its rates, styIes, and patterns. The ques- 
tion of what constitutes ongoing is itself addressed because the patterns of activity lead- 
ing to some catastrophic events cannot necessarily be delineated by a few-year-long 
data base or even by a11 of recorded history. For example, some of the largest earth- 
quakes that have occurred were generated along segments of great faults that are now 
seismically very quiet. In some places, the historical seismic record suggests, inaccu- 
rately, an inverse pattern of what the long-term geologic record demonstrates. 
Unclerstanding Ihe pcriod from the present to about 500,000 yr ago (the late Quater- 
nary) forms the best basis for analyzing active tectonics of concern to society. To study 
this period of time calls for a special mis of geologic, seismological, geopl~ysical, and 
geodetic techniques, many of which need major research efCorts to achieve their full 
potential. Sonla of the most critical needs are highlighted in this Overview. Detailed 
discussions of recent advances in understanding active tectonic processes and their rates 
appear in the authored chapters that follow this Overview. 
Many research programs that can provide background for thestudy of active tecton- 
ics have been considered in earlier reviews by the Nationul Research Council, including 
such reports as Geoplttjsicul 1)redictions (1978), Earthqtiake flesearc~t jot tlic' Sajcr Sil- 
irtg of Critical hcilities (1980), Geodclic Motlilori~~g trj fcctoiiic Dcjormnlion-To- 
ward u Strategy (1981), Effectius Use of Earthquake Dala (1983), Seistnograpllic Net- 
toorks: I'roblams and Olrtlookfor llic 1980s (1983), Explosive Volcanism: It~ccption, 
Euolrttion, and Huzurds (1984), and Sais?nologicul Slutlies of the Cotitinctltal Litho- 
splrora (1984). Research needs in, for example, seismologicul and geodetic techniquesof 
importance to active tectonics are well formulated in these documents. The present 
study makes no attempt to review all these previous analyses but builds on them and 
specifically endorses some previous recommendations. For the most part, the previous 
reports have not addressed the p~rmodern part of the time frame af Lhe past few hun- 
dred thousand years, which must be understood to evaluate ongoing tectonic activity 
fully, 
Some potentially powerful techniques that should be developed by accelerated re- 
search are considered in this study. The recently e~nerging subdiscipline of paleoseis- 
moloby-in which geologic techniques are used to identify and evaluate prehistoric 
earthquakes-has provided some of the most important recent advances in earthquake 
prediction. Similar techniques have also permitted evaluation of seismic hazards for 
urban areas and for critical facilities such as dams and nuclear reactors, Essential to 
such geologic research and evaluations are the ages of geologic units, Only by having 
the geologic history calibrated by known dates can we calibrate the (1) recurrence 
intervals of earthquakes and volcanic eruptions and (2) continuing rates and changes of 
rates of all tectonic processes. The determination of rates of processes and means of 
dating materials of late Quaternary age ((past 500,000 yr) tiius are considered of high 
priority for research attention. 
Among other facets of geology that have been underused in studying active tectonics 
is geomorphalogy. Landforms are everywhere; they are extremely sensitive to active 
tectonics: and geomorphic analysis has the potential for providing insights into active 
tectonic rates, styles, and patterns of deformation available through almost no other 
approach. Serious efforts are needed to accelerate research in quantitative gcomor- 
phology , 
The need is recognized for improving geodetic nxasurements of active tectonics 
through new land-based instruments, such as two-color laser distance-measuring de- 
vices, and space-related techniques, ;uch as the Global Positioning System (GPS). Re- 
gional seismic networks are considered essential to track the patterns of ongoing strain 
release, to assist in mapping the activity of faults, and to assist in tracking the move- 
ment of magmas under volcanoes. Rapid data gathering, processing, and analyses are 
imperative. Great volumes of data from regional seismic networh and a variety of 
strain meters and geodetic networks must: be handled quickly if useful forecasts (with 
lead times up to a few weeks) of earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, and landslides are to 
be made successfvlly. 
In summary, this study addresses tectonic processes, their rates, and methods of 
identifying and evaIuating active tectonics by analysis of events, especially in the time 
frame from the present to about 5U0,000 yr ago. Except for brief comments, the socio- 
economic and engineering accommodations for coping with the problems created by 
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active tectonic processes are not addressed; they are in the domain of other specialists 
and other reports. 
ACTIVE TECTONICS 
In the earth sciences "tectonics" refers to the deformntional structures and architec- 
ture of the outer parts of the Earth and to the evolution of these features tl~rougll imo, 
Examples include folds, warpings and tilting of crustal blocks, and displacen~ent on 
faults. In this study we define "active tectonics" as "tectonic movements that are ex- 
pected to occur within a future time span of concern to society," 
This definition of active tectonics has evolved from the many definitions of active 
fault that have been used in the past. The lack of agreement on a single definition of an 
active fault has caused confusion and attendant engineering, social, and legal difficul- 
ties. Many of the definitions inappropriately have mired elements including criteria for 
identifying faults, criteria for estimating degree of activity, and value judgments about 
the level of activity tllat constitules acceptable risk to mankind, 
The terms actiuefar~lls and ~ c t i t l s  lcclotaics imply that events are currently happen- 
ing, but herc the term cttrrently is ambiguous. The prcsclit is a moving instant that 
progresses ever forward in time. To most people currently very likely is thought of in 
minutes, or at most in years, whereas to a geologist a time sample that appropriately 
represents currently or present might span many thousands of years. Focusing the defi- 
nition of active tectonics on the future avoids selecting a single period o l  time to repre- 
sent the presenl. and ernpllasizes tlie prediction of future tectonic events, which has the 
greatest potential benefit in guiding hazard-reduction actions. 
The frequency of occurrence of specific faulting events has been incorporatecl in 
some definitions of active faults. Thus, various public agenciw deCine an active fault as 
having had displaccrnents (a) in 10,000 yr, (b) in 35,000 yr, (c) in 150,000 yr, or (d) 
twice in 500,000 yr. Such definitions have come to carry legal significance, and the 
great range in time frame has caused confusion, The differences reflected in these defi- 
nitions relate principalIy to the degree of activity and to the levels of risk that are 
acceptable to various agencies. A far less confusing approach is to simplify tbe defini- 
tion itself, to describe the rates of processes separately from the processes themselves, 
and to judge what risk is acceptable to society separately from the description of pro- 
cesses and their rates. 
Geologists, geophysicists, and geodesists can identify tlie geologic structures and can 
describe and evaluate the degree of activitjr and the patterns of activity. It is the role of 
engineers to try to accommodate and minimize the deleterious effects of tectonic activ- 
ity; policymakers must decide whether the rates of processes and engineering accom- 
modations of those processes result in an acceptable situation or level of risk. 
TECTONIC PROCESSES 
Tectonic deformation may occur as broad warping of the Earth's surface, termed 
epeirogeny, to produce or reshape the larger features of continents and ocean l~asins, or 
it may beorogenic, that is, in more localized regions and belts to form mountain chains. 
The vertical movements of epeirogeny may result in plateaus and basins, whereas the 
more complex deformational processes of orogcny, or mountain building, include, for 
example, folding, faulting, plastic deformation, plt~tonism, and volcanism. 
The styles and rates of tectonic processes range widely: the most active and complex 
tend to occur along the margins of lithospheric plates. The continental margin of west- 
ern North America, where the Pacific, North American, and Juan de Fuca-Gorda 
plates join, exemplifies the complexity that can exist at such boundaries. Strike slip 
predominates where the Pacific and North American plates are in contact in Califor- 
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nia; convergence and subduction occur where the oceanic Juan cle Fuca-Gorda plates 
slide beneath the continental North American plate in Oregon and 'Nashington; and, 
where the three join at the Mendocina triple junction, several directions i!nd rutcs of 
plate motion must be accommodated in a complex geometric: pattern. The oblique 
relative movements of the Pacific and North American plates farther south in Mexico 
result in the shifting of Baja California northwestward away from continental Mexico. 
A similar pattern of crustal extension is pr? ent across the intraplate Basin and Range 
province. 
Examples of epeirogenic movements include the broad uplift of the Colorado Pla- 
teau, the Monroe Uplift across the lower Mississippi River Valley, the isostatic rebound 
of the Canadian and Scandinavian shields following deglaciation, and the depression 
of parts of the East Coast of North Ameri~a. 
Active orogenic movements are well characterized by active faulting and active fold- 
ing. Major strike-slip faults, such as theSan Andreas Fault system in California, disrupt 
the landscape by offsetting streams, sedimentary basins, and mountain masses. The 
lateral movements are almost always accompanied by at least some vertical movement 
of crustal blocks. Irregularities in the fault trend, or on the fault surface, cause local 
rotation of stress; crustal blocks may be forced upward or downward-generally with 
the vertical movement accommodated along oither reverse or normal faults-or the 
blocks may be rotated between branches of a fault. 
Extension of the Earth's crust dominates in some provinces, and, as in the Basin and 
Range province of the western United States, extension is accompanied by vertical 
adjustments of range-sized blocks under the influence of gravity. Horsts and grabens 
develop as individual crustal blocks rise or drop, or the range blocb tilt so that one edge 
drops downward while the other edge rises. 
Many ranges along plate boundaries are the products of folding of stratified sedi- 
ments. Folding generally represents processes of crustal shortening; crustal shortening 
also may involve the thrusting of one block over or under another, along relatively 
gently inclined faults. 
Where crustal plates collide rather than slide laterally past one another, t h ~ :  oceanic 
plate tends to slide beneath the continental plate in a process known as subduction, 
although not uncommonly part of an oceanic plate rises and slides over the continental 
plate (obduction), During collision with the Asiatic crustal plate, the Indian subconti- 
nental plate has been thrust perhaps more than a thousand kilometers beneath the 
Himalayas and the Tibetan Plateau. 
Many smaller crustal blocks, or microplates, have collided with and have been ac- 
creted to the major continental plates, Investigations during the past decade suggest 
that some microplates have migrated at rates of tens of centimeters per year and have 
traveled across several tens of degrees of latitude. Such mobility of the Earth's crust is 
an important a5pect of active tectonics. 
In the overall crustal shortening process, large thrust faults emerge from the lower 
crust and flatten asthey near thesurfsceso that slabs of crust kilometers thick move tens 
of kilometers over underlying parts of the crust, In addition, large slabs (kilometers 
thick) of the Earth's crust may slide or glide off regionally uplifted terrana under the 
influence of gravity or as the result of widespread crustal stretching. Surfaces of decou- 
pling or detachment along which sliding takes place may involve tens of thousands of 
square kilometers, and the scale of folds and faults in the deformed plate above this 
detachment surface may be complex and measured in tens of kilometers. Growth 
faults, which are similarly gravity driven, can produce hazardous ruptures both at the 
surface and at depth. It is difficult to distinguish between those structures driven by 
gravity from those resulting from either shortening or stretching of the upper mantle 
and lower crust, and the distinction in places is moot. 
Other gravity-driven movements of smaller mwses of Earth materials are initiated ir. 
regions of high relief, including, for example, landslides, debris flows, and mud flows, 
as well as volcanic-related lava flows, ash flows, and lahars, Even thougl~ such move- 
ments of muses result from active tectonism and may constitute severe hazards, they 
are considered to be secondary to the more fundamental active tectonic processes and 
thus are not discussed extensively in this study. 
RATES O!I' ACTIVE-TECTONIC AND CEOMORPMIC PROCESSES 
Even the most stable intracontinental and intrnoceanic basin areas of the Earth's 
surface are constantly changing, although at rates difficult to detect by classical geo- 
detic techniques. But along the margins of continents and ocean basins where plates of 
the Earth's crust collide or interact, the rates can be rapid and even catastrophic and, 
for volcanic eruption, cxplosive. 
Explosive rates are represe~ted by such dramatic volcanic eruptions of historical 
times as Tambora (1815) and Krakatau (1883), in Indonesia, Mount St. Belens, Wash- 
ington (1980), and El Chichon, Mexico (1982). Along great faultsIatera1 displacements 
of about 10 m, along tens of kilometers of fault length, have occurred abruptly and 
suddenly to generate great earthquakes. Eyewitnesses of the 1983 Borah Peak, Zdal~o, 
earthquake reported that a meter-high scarp formed in less than a second, Laboratory 
and field analyses show t1:at Eault ruptures propagate at rates of 2-3 kmlsec. 
Longer-term average rates of processes are esemplified by as much as 10 cm per year 
of relative motion between the major plates of the Earth's crust. Geodetic nets a few 
tens of kilometers wide across the plate-boundingsan Andreas Fault in California show 
relative motion of up to 3,5 cmlyr; this rate is confirmed close to the fault using 
creepmeters spanning only a few tens of meters across creeping segments of the fault. 
This rate contrasts with a rate of between 5,s and 6 cmlyr for the relative plate motion 
between the North American and Pacific plates, as determined from the rate of seafloor 
spreading calculated from the positions of the magnetic stripes that lie symmetrically 
on the two sides of the East Pacific Rise, The difference of 2 to 2.5 cmlyr between the 
rate of motion on the fault and that of the plates is distributed across the western part of 
the North American continent, possibly affecting areas as far inland as 1000 km. 
Verticd displacements of the Earth's crust can involve a sudden uplilt of as much as 
10 m, as occurred at Montague Island during the Alaskan earthquake of 1964, In the 
active regionsof the Great Basin provincc of the western United States, average vertical 
displacement rates of mountain blocks relative to basin blocks not uncommonly have 
been as high as several tenths of a millimeter per year lor several millions of years. In 
Japan, near the Kozo-Matsuda Fault, average displacement rates as high as 5 mmlyr 
over thousands of years are recorded. Although the centers of continents are generally 
thought to be relatively stable, average uplift rates may range from 0.01 to 1.0 mmlyr 
for several tens of thousands of years. Uplift rates on the Monroe Uplift, in the Missis- 
sippi Valley, for example, have been of this general rate, It  is estimated that the crest of 
the Ventura anticline in southern California has been rising a t  a rate of about 10-15 
mmlyr for a few hundred thousand years. 
Optimism about improving our capability of making meaningful short-term predic- 
tions of volcanic eruptions and developing methods to predict earthquakes is predi- 
cated primarily on improving our ability to measure and to recognize significant 
cllanges in rates of deformation. Among the signals used for successful prediction of 
eruptions at Mount St. Helens were increases in the rate of displacement of the surface 
of the new lava dome and the rate of thrusting on the crater floor adjacent to the lava 
dome (Figure 1). Increased rates of tilt of the flanks of Kilauea volcano in Hawaii have 
been recognized for several decades as indicators of magmath filling of shallow reser- 
voirs and impending eruptions of the volcano. Interpretations of increased seismicity- 

proccssos of erosion, such as neo!inn, raindrop impact, ice, and geocl~cmict~l processes, 
interact in different climates to ilffect collectivdy the overnll Jcgradation and dcstruc- 
tion of landforms con:;tructccl by tcctonic l>rocesccs. 
Slopes of fault scarps or wave-cut cliffs may br modificd rapidIy by gravilt~tional 
processes. The near-vertical frce fnceof a few-meter-higll scarp may disappcnr ivitllin a 
Few hundred yct~rs, as ~naterful fulls nff d~esteep face to rest at the nnglc of rcposc in a 
debris slope covering the free fnce. The scarp later becon~es modified by downslope 
mcwement of material according to a diffusion model, which operates at slower and 
slower rates. I-Iowevcr in n descrt climate, a meter-high fault sctlrp may be clearly 
recognizable for a hundred thousand yeurs. 
TECI-INIQUES FOR EVALUA'l'INC AC'I'IVE TECTONICS 
The entirc range of geologic. gcopiiysiaal, and geodetic techniques may [lave a bear- 
ing on cvulttating active icctoilics, but for studying ongoing proccsscs some are more 
llseful tllnn others, 
The period of past bellavior of tectonic movements that is significant to predict fu- 
ture movamcnts may range Irroin clays to thousands, or even millions, of years. In #en- 
eral, liowcver, the predictive valt~e of events of the past decreases witlr age, but tltc 
lerlgtli of lime ut~algzed nrtrs! be srrjjiciiotltl lol~g to sat)iplc ud~c~trutcly a purlictrlur 
sc~rie.7 oj CVCII~S,  cltaltges i ) j  rflte,s of L'c)L'~~~s, or cltu~~ge~s iti pattrrII.s o j  tcctot~i~r .  For 
example, largc intraplate eartliqttakes gcnerally recur on a given fault at intervals of 
several thousands of years, and, thus, an estin~ate of eartl~cluake potential basccl on only 
a century or two of recorder! history rnuy mistakenly suggesl qtliesccnce in rcgions that 
hold the most severe thrent o j  great earthquakes, Each sample interval of time provides 
different insight into tcrtonirl processes, Rcpcuted gcndetic rneasuremcnts nladc over 
days or decades provide details of tectonism unidentifiable in most geologic studies, but 
only from the longer-term geologic recorcl cun many tectonic movements be identificcl 
and their rates determined. 
In regard to active tectonics, tlle segment of dle fi~turc of greatest concern to man- 
kind generally is only thc nest few years to few decades, although for safe disposal of 
some radioactive waste the period is thousands or tens of thousands of years, 
Events of the past 100,000 to 200,000 yr, and especially of the past 10,000 lo 20,000 
yr, are parlicillarly significant as n basis for predicting Iuturc trends, Geodetic 1ccl1- 
niques can be used to identify and quantify very rcce~it historical tectonism, and real- 
time geology and geophysics have already becn used to proviclc predictions of specific 
future events, Some of the greatest successes lhave been achievcd in  predicting eruptions 
of volcanoes, The t~asic physical and ct~ernical models that can be translated into geo- 
physical, geochemical, and geologic predictions are in tl-re process of rapid evolulion, 
and many advances seem to be just over the horizon. 
Though this emphasis is on events of late Quaternary time, we do not exclude signifi- 
cant eviclcnce about tectonic Ilistory and processes obtainable fro111 longer periods of 
geologic time. for example, the past few million years, or latest Neogene and Qualcr- 
nary time. Ncotectonics, wl~ich pertains to thc tectonics of this longer period of time, is 
the focus of the Neotectonic Map Projcct under the Geological Sucie~y nf America's 
Decade of North American Ccology (DNAG) project. For this review, r~eolaclorrics is 
distinct fron~ actiuc tecto~iics but is recognized as providing an important set of data. 
Even tlie longer record cannot be ignored, becatise to a large extenl t1lose structures 
that originalecl in Mesozoic and Tertiary time grcatlp influence the patterns of Quater- 
nary structures, Paleozoic and older structures have less influence. Stress orientations 
may have changed, but during any period of strain the prefracturcd nattire of the 
Earth's crust and other anisotropisrn affect tlie response of the crust. Furthermore, the 
tectonics of ofd features now inactive can cast light on those ci~rrently active. 
A strategy for geodetic! monitoring of active tectonics was concisely presented in 
Gaodelic Mottitorit~g uf Tectonic De~urr~lulio~~-Towurd  Strutcgtj (1681), and a few 
highlights of t h a ~  stcldy serve to indicate the suggested types of problems, monitoring 
techniques, and evaluation procedures. 
Quaiions exist, for example, about the relationship between the Chandler woblrlc of 
the Earth and earthquakes and whether major eurthqunkcs cause a discernible change 
in the polar path. Up to a point, classical astronomicr~l observations can be used to study 
such problems. However, improved geodetic space techniqtles sucli as very-Iongbnse- 
line radio interferometry und satellite laser ranging are rapidly advancing our under- 
standing of p!ate motiots; such observational techniques are beginning to allow the 
direct measurement of present-day plate motion, Such studies car1 cast light on the 
rheologicul properties of the usthenospherc, its viscosity, and whether gross strain is 
rather more impulsive than continuous. Regional strain measurements are currently 
made by laser-ranging techniques in which measurements are infrequent, By employ- 
ing two-color laser-ranging techniques, corrections for atmospheric conditions are 
made automatically in data processi!:g and vcry frequent obscrvations are practical. 
Small trilateration nets, level lines, and stretcliecI-wire creepmeters spanning only a 
few tens of meters are used foi studying localized deformation along faults. Tiltmeters, 
linear strain meters, and volumetric strain meters are among instruments currently 
used to study tectonicstrain. The precision required is of the order of a few parts in ten 
million, but some measurements of the order of a few parts in a billion or smaller are 
desirable. Most instruments do not have, or barely have, such capabilities. Noise near 
the Earth's surface, furthermore, exacerbates tlw problem of recognizing tectonic sig- 
nals of such small size. Long-term stability of instruments is a special problem. 
The historical recard prior to modern instrumentation can provide important insight 
into longer-term ratw and patterns of volcanism, earthquakes, and crustal deforma- 
tion. In an area of active uplift in Iran, for example, a canal built 1700 yr ago has cut 
down about 5 m below its original bed, indicating an uplift rate of about 2 mmlyr. In 
western North American, the historical record of earthquakes i.5 not even 200 pears 
long, but in China it is alnlost 4000 yr long, although reasonably complete for only 
about 1000 yr. Similarly there is a historical record of volcanism that is useful as a 
measure of the frequency and characteristics of eruptions. 
Because of low rates of tectonic strain accumulation in many places, the periods of 
timerepresented even by recorded Ilistory do not adequately sample longer-term trends 
and cycles, The historically most: inectivesections of great faults, indeed, may be cundi- 
dates for generating the largest future earthquakes. Geologic techniques provide die 
only means to sample sufficiently long time spans during which many rates and put- 
terns of tectonic processes must be analyzed. 
The stratigraphic record contains clear physical evidence of past events. In Japan, 
for example, bountiful evidence of complex volcanism is preserved by layer upon layer 
of volcanic ash, breccias, and lava flows. Furthermore, abundant tephra layers-each 
of which lras a distinctive chemical and mineralogic characteristic and was deposited 
within a few days or weeks-over large ureas provide distinctive time markers that 
permit many local and regional tectonic events to be analyzed in the contest of a time 
frame. 
Stratigraphic relations along active faults may reveal a sequence of successive offsets 
and deposition of sediments that permit the reconstruction of the history of faulting, 
the recurrence intervals, and size of faulting events. Sedimentary structures sucli as 
sand blows, clastic dikes, and deformed beds related to liquefaction may reveal the 
history of strong ground shaking and add to the evidence of prehistoric earthquakes. 
Repeated deposition of colluvial wedge5 along the bases of fault scarps creates unique 
stratigraphic relations from which an interpretation of the paleoseismological record 
can be derived. 
Analysis of gross stratigraphy--thc composition of tIlc litllolo~ic units and illc clcfor- 
inntion of beds-can indicute whcthcr rates of uplift nearby were rapid or slow, 
whcther volcanic arcs were nearby, or wl~e l l~cr  tcrrnncs that coniributcd clusls Lo I11c 
scdin~ents had later moved away. At small scalcs, as in c~xcuvutions cl~ig across active 
faults, the sequence of scclimcntation iind frrulting c:in be anulyacd to determine how 
oftcti large prehistoric earthquakes occurrecl. Thc patterns nnd rates of silting of rivers 
are extrcmcly sensitive to tectonic changcs. 
Landforms, created Ily the competition between tectonic constructional and ero- 
sional clestrttctionul proces:sacs, contain abundant cvidcncc of active tectonics. Classical 
geo~norpl~ology, however, has concentrated primarily on descriptions of landforms, 
and process and stuges of erosion wcrc stulcd in only generalized terms, In tile past 
decade or so, quantitative, process-oriented geomorphology has been directed toward 
problems of active tectonics, Studics of marine terraces, river gcamorphology, fault 
scarps, ancl cruptivc volcanic features have dcrnonstr:lted a rich and readily available 
source of i~rfornration nbout active tcclonics recorded in landforms, Coseismioally up- 
lifted marine terraces rnay provide evidence of prehistoric earthrluakcs. Direct mea- 
surement of fault-scnrp morphology, for example, \ V I I ~ I I  analyzed according to an cr- 
ror-function solution of a diffusion ~noclel, can approximate the date of a great 
prehistoric earthquake. From such iinnlysis, L11c pattern and recurrilncc interval of 
large earthquakes can be determined even where avcragc recurrence intervals arp mca- 
sured in tliousancls of ycars, In summtlry, ns more resparch is carried out on the e f i ~ c t  of 
-active tectonics on landforms, geon~orp l~olog~~ can bcco~ne one of the mnrt powerful 
tools for pvalti:iting active Icctonics. 
Clearly, tectonic processes are complex, often nonuniform, and the emphasis given 
here on predicting future tectonic activity introduces thc important prol)lem of how 
best to state the likelihood of future events. A variety of formal n~athernatical methods 
is currently available for e- ;~ressing probubility, but furtllcr study is warranted into 
techniques of conveyinr .c, Lot11 lay and technical audiences the likelihood and conse- 
qilences of complcx 1. ,tonic activity. 
Applications of such techniques as described above llave rccenily led to some new 
insights nbaut active tectonics. TIle findings descril~cd I~elow, furthertnore, indicate 
sonic areas of research that are worthy of furtller attention, 
Intlividual or graups uf large prehistoric eartl~cluakes crrn be clearly identified IIJ* 
gcologic means, such as by microstratigraphy ancl rnicrogcomorpl~olo~ry, The rcscarcl~ 
efforts so directcd are now tcrmcd palcoscismalagy. Uy siicll mettlocls the long-tcrrn 
patlcrns and timing of some great t.artl~cli~akcs have l~een analyzed. 
Coherence of signals among gravitational changcs, lateral ctlangcs, and vertical 
changes confirm that tectonic changes on n time scalc of moirlhs or years arc reul and 
arc amenable to analysis. From such sti~clies the normal c1yn;lmic bchuvior of the 
Earth's crrtst miry be determined, and the predictive valuc of unusual changcs can be 
assessed, 
A variety of activc-tectonic realms of divcrse sizes has been recognized and de- 
lined; each realm is churocterized by distinctive patterns and rates of deformation, 
Such analysis provides a basis for zonation to nssist in the reduction of geologic hazards. 
Foldingcan be an important active-tectonic process. In the past, folding has been 
ignored to a large extent in itctivc-tectonic sliidics cven thoug11 u rich and voluminous 
mass of information about folding has heen in existence for a long time in the classical 
tectonic literature. Furthcr analysis will permit evaluation of the strain budget, that is, 
the distribution of strain, betwecn faulting and folding. 
Some well-known physical models such as the diffusion or heat-flow model have 
heen applied successfully to the analysis of geomorphic procescs. 
Determining the distribution of m~croseismicity has prove11 to be one of the best 
lccl~niqucs fur dcfinicg ttic pattcrn of activc faulting Such s+rrdics cnn "pnint" tllc 
three-cli~iiensioni~l tirnr-space relation tind show how strain is propaguted. Aclclition- 
ally, rligitlllly rccordud rlatn from broudbund, wiclc cIyn;rmic-rangc scisnionleicrs liave 
pcnnitted greatly improved analysis of tlic faultingprocclss. 
Broud vcrticnl clltlnges in dcvation tliut occur on nn historical lime scale, within 
what arc generally tl~ought of as stable intrncontintlntal regions, have llccn for~nd to 
affect clrurnoticully the rcginies of 11iujor rivcrs, bankstalrility and silting, and naviga- 
tion q!ncl floocl control. 
Only wlicn an infrequent paroxysm of the Earth's crust occttrs in tlic form uf an 
crrrthquakc, volcanic eruption, or 1:lndslidc is t l ~ c  dynamic nature of the Earlti's crust 
brought clearly to pl~blic attention. Largely unnoticed arc slower rnavements of the 
Earth's crust, which, ncvcrthcless, arc costly in lcrins or engineering counlermeasures 
requirccl or the constraints thut arc placed on lancl uscs. Thc dcmands for safely and 
continuity of service required of moc[crn.dap critical facililics, such as nuclear reactors, 
largc darns, ancl structiircs for dcfcnsc, rcquirc n kno\t~ledgc of tlie Enrtli's crust well 
beyond tlie current state of geop1i)rsical and gcologic infonnution. As a result, costlj. 
mistukcs hnve been made, and I~igli-priority programs httvc been delayed or cancelecl. 
Witlio~it a d o ~ ~ b t  the future will call for more such uscs in projects h a ~ ~ n g  even greater 
sopl~istication, greater potcnlial hazard, ancl rnorc curnplcs interactions with tlic 
environment. 
Tllc T r u g ~ r l l ~  of I ~ I I ~ ~ N I I ~ C  
Eor lhc itrant of information about active tectonics, numcrous nlistakes and cs- 
trcmcly costly cl~lilys or csnccllntions c ~ f  major cnginccring projc-cts Iisvc rcsultcd. A 
fcw case histories will serve as es;rrnples, 
I n  tliecarly 19GOs, LhePticific Gas trnrl ElcctricCornpany l~ugtrn to rlevclop asitc far ii 
nuclcar rcactor at l3oclcga Uriy in nortfirrn Culifornia. Thc first sitcsclccted was astride 
the part of the Snn Andrws Fnult that c;ruscd thc grctit San Francisco carltiquskc of 
190G. Fnon, Ilowcver, i t  bccnrne recognized thal (hc fault rl~igl~t pose probl~tt~s, nncl thc 
sitc was rnoved n fc\v kilolncters \vest, Ilut still near t l ~ e  fiiult zonc. During t l ~ c  sct vti- 
lioil of the giant pit (Figure 2) that upas to contail1 thc reactor, faults wcrc found and 
conccrn was raiscci thal mo\lemcnt on tl~cscscconcltrry faults might rul~turc tlic rcactor 
ancl cause a ~najor clisnstcr. 
At that time. and to ti rnajar cstcnt even toclag, thc geologic nnd geophysical cornniu- 
nitics simply 11;. J no scientifically based answers losurli Fundamental questions as: Will 
tile nest rupture rccur on tlic 1906 break of tlic Sttn A~~clrcas P rtlt. or will il occtir on 
some otlicr fault l~rancli or drand within the kilometer-wide lault zone? How nltich 
clisplacemcnt can bc cspcctcd on brancli faults ancl panillcl faults at clistanccs of several 
kilornetcrs from the main break'? IIow does :i history of one displacerticnt in 10,000 or 
35,000 yr on a branch faulk factor into a calculation of probability of a futurc displace- 
ment on that branch falilt? 
In  1969 the Bodcga nay nuclotir reactor project was cnncelccl eftcr several years of 
acrimonious dehutc, bccatise no one had tllc ncedcd scientific information wit11 which 
to asscss the stability of the site. As a result millions of dollars were spent unproduc- 
tively, The lack of understancling of activc tectonics has caused problcrns in the devel- 
opment of siniilar facililics. 
As an additional cxaniplc, in 1970 the building of a large thin-arch clan at Auburn, 
California, in Ilic foolliills of tliesicrra Ncvndu was stoppcd. Altliougli mucll had been 
learned abotit cartlic~uake hazards in thc ensuing years sillre tllc Uoclcgii Uay nuclcar 




started in 1980 under joint state and federal support. Preliminary prototype res~onse 
plans have been colnplcted for an industry, a county, a large city, and a small city. 
Elements of the prototype plan include, for example, voluntary self-help, communica- 
tions, special problems of schools, law enforcement, and concerns of financial institu- 
tions, An early requirement for the project was an accurate scenario of the tectonic 
process, in this case the detailed effects of a major earthquake when it happened and 
the likely content of an earthquake prediction if it were made. These needs could be 
fulfilled only poorly or not at all because of the state of earthquake science. All adminis- 
trative, societal, economic, and other steps to cope with the impact of active-tectonic 
processes hinge on understanding those processes and the rates at which they operate. 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH I'RIORITIES AND ACTION'S 
A program of fundamental research focusing especially on Quaternary tectonic geol- 
ogy and geomorphology, paleoseismology, neotect.onics, and geodesy is recommended 
to better understand ongoing, active-tectonic processes. Capability should be devel- 
oped to assess the potential for, or to predict, tectonic activities up to several thousand 
years ir? the future. To accomplish these goals, special attention should be given to the 
following research areas that constitute cspecially powerful techniques or gaps or areas 
of weakness within the complex matrix of scientific disciplines needed. 
We stress strongly, however, that the priorities given here are predicated on tila 
existence of a healthy level of fundamental research in related, broad subjecis including 
understanding the continental lithosphere, plate tectonics, energetics of tectonic pro- 
cesses, seismology, and volcanism. Other National Research Council reports have al- 
ready addressed many of these topics. 
Research Prioritia 
Dating Techniques: The greatest need is for data and models concerning the rates 
of active-tectonic processes. Public-policy decisions, for example, about what levels of 
earth-hazard risks are acceptable, rest largely on evaluations of the rates (and the vari- 
ability of rates) of processes, the frequency of events, and the prediction of when haz- 
ards might become critical. To this end, new and improved techniques of dating mate- 
rials and events of Quaternary age are needed. For example, thermoIuminescence, 
uranium trend, beryllium-10, aluminum-28, and soil development are among two 
dozen or more potentially useful dating techniques currently being investigated as al- 
ternatives to the more widely used techniques, including radiocarbon dating. Tandem 
accele~.ator m a s  spectrometry may permit several of these new techniques to become 
practical and may improve the usefuIness of oldcr techniques. The breadth of applica- 
bility and precision of each technique need improvement, 
Tectonic Geomorphology: Research in tectonic geomorphology aimed at docu- 
menting rates, styles, and pztterns of movements is recommended as one of the poten- 
tially most effective means of analyzing ongoing tectonicprocesses. Research in quanti- 
tative geomorphology is especially important. 
0 Geodesy: Research using geodetic techniques should be expanded to delineate the 
patterns and scales of ongoing deformation, We endorse the recommendations in the 
1981 report Geodetic Monitoring of Tectonic Dejorrnatiot~-Toward a Strntcgy by the 
Committee on GeodesylCornmittee on Seismology. Techniques described in that re- 
port range from ground techniques using strain meters and laser-ranging devices to 
space techniques using very-long-baseline radio interferometry (VLBI) and the Global 
Positioning System (GPS). 
PaleoseisrnoIogy: Because major tectonic processes such as those manifested by 
seismicity are commonly grossly misrepresented by the historical time sample, pa- 
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leoseismic techniques should be furthered. Physicul cxplorution, such as trencIiing to 
expose and permit nlicrostratigrnphic analysis in critical places, and geomorphic tech- 
niques aimed at paleoseismology are of big11 priority. 
l ied-Time Geology: Recording, processing, and interpreting of geologic changes 
in a time frame cf seconds to weeks-which can be termed "real-time geologyw-arc 
needed for the dcveloprnent of short-term predictive capability. Special instrumenta- 
tion, automation, and rapid computer processing of data arc required. A far more 
detailed understanding tllan currently exists of certain real-time Earth processes is 
needed. 
Probability Strtclie~: Methods for expressing the probability of future tectonic nc- 
tivity neccl mudl improvement. Incomplete data and debatzlle interpretations of data 
will continue to be a problem, and yet both oonclu~ions and uncertainties must be 
communicated as precisely as possible wit' i r ~  tlie technical community as well as to 
nontechnical decision makers, 
In order to advance these research areas of high priority, the following institutional 
considerations and technical approaclies are emphasized: 
Research in dating techniques suitable for analysis of Quaternary geology should 
bc (a) recognized as a high priority for support by funding groups-both governmental 
and private and (b) encouraged through workshops and syn~posia under the auspices of 
professional societies, 
Studies of Quaternary geoloby useful in analyzing active tectonics should be more 
effectively integrated into the earth-science curricula of universities. Special attention 
should be given to tectonic geomorphology including the observational, experimental. 
and quantitative-theoretical elements. 
Emphasis should be given to research programs that employ geodesy to analyze 
the dynamic as well as thestatic features of the Earth's crust. 
Clear and specific identiky should be given to research concerning Quaternary 
structures, processes, and rates of processes. 
Research programs to develop short-term (up to a few weeks) predictive capabili- 
ties for active tectonics, along with the ability for rapid data analysis, should be estab- 
Iishcd or accelerated by those federal and state agencies responsible for issuing geologic 
hazard warnings, To this end, regional seismic networks and systems for monitoring 
strain and stress in real time are critical. 
0 Preplanning is needed to assure the effective study of events of opportunity, The 
observation of volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, or landslides while they are occurring 
can reveaI facts about Earth processes unavailable at any other time. For example, 
recording of strong ground motion during an earthquake, measurement of changes in 
pore pressure during a landslide, or the changes in composition of gascs duringvolcaliic 
eruptions can be car r id  out only at specific critical moments. 
The continuity of carefully selected programs aimed at gathering long-term base- 
line data with temporal significance is desirable. 
The importance of regionalseismic networks to the study of active tectonics should 
be cansidered and should continue to be: evaluated by the appropriate institutions. 
Wider use of trenches, tunnels, drill holes, and other artificial excavations to re- 
veal structural and age relations of tectonic units is desirable. Instrumentation of tun- 
nels and boreholes, furthermore, can woid spurious signals (noise) found near the 
Earth's surface and thus permit recording of smaller signals significant to active tecton- 
ics. 
The further and more complete use of aerial photography and remote sensing at 
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many scales and in many radiation bands can reveal or clarify geomorphic and geologic 
relations otIierwise unavailable, Side-looking radar, which permits illumination of the 
landscape from angles impossible by natural sunlight, can enhance selected gecmor- 
phic and tectonic trends. New, sophisticated technolop,y, such as used in the airborne 
profilitlg of terrain (APT) system, may provide previously unobtainable data on geo- 
detic and geophysical changes that arc a direct reflection of active tectonics. 
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Active Tectonics Along the 
Western Continental Mar& of the 
Conterminous United ~ t a ~ s  
JOHN C. CROWELL 
Uniuersily oj Califorr~ia, Sarrla Barbara 
ABSTRACT 
Active-tectonic deformation along the continentnl margins of Baja California, California, Ore- 
gon, and Washington is the result of crustal mobility at the joining of the North American, 
Pacific, and Juan de Fuca lithospheric plates. South of the Mendocino t.lple junction, strikeslip 
predominates along a broad and braided system of botli major and minor faults with u roughly 
northwesterly strike. Blocks between faultsare warped, folded, uplifted, depressed, and rotated 
as shown by deformed erosionalsurfaces andstratigraphic markers, by geodetic and geophysical 
measurements, and by earthquakes. On thesoutheast, this wide transform belt merges with the 
divergent boundary at the head of the Gulf of California. Farther to the northwest, the belt joins 
the convergent plate margin near Cape Mendocino. On northwestward, vertical tectonic move- 
ments predominate. 
Geophysical, geologic, and geomorphic investigations of the coastal belt extending from the 
deep Pacific Ocean on the west to well within thecontinental cordillera on the east are revealing 
much concerning the manner of deformation along such a wide plate boundary. Data coma bath 
from intensive study of local sites, including those for engineering projects, and from broader 
regional studies. Melded results from many types of investigation, skillfully summarized on spe- 
cial maps depicting tectonic behavior, will aid in evaluating sites for construction projects and 
will contribute to basic tectonic understanding, Toward these ends, stimulation is needed to 
coordinate symbiosis among all geoscientists, rangir~g from engineering pdogists to global 
tectonicisb. 
INTRODUCTION 
The western margin of North America is tectonically 
active. Here rugged mountains and deep valleys are  as- 
sociated with earthquakes and ground warping, which 
attest to the mobility of the crust. This is the belt where 
g iant  Iithospheric plates meet-the North American 
plate on the east and  the  Pacific and Juan de Fuca plates 
on  t h e  west. This mobility is measured and documented 
by employing many approaches, some instrumental and 
others through geomorphic a n d  geologic mapping, 
which are  described elsewhere in this voIume. In this 
short paper I review briefly the  nature of the crustal de- 
formation taking place at present and  back into the geo- 
logic past for the  past half-million years o r  so along the 
western continental margin. 
Studies of crustal deformation are  important in that 
they provide information useful in the  siting and design 
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of critical engineering structures. But they also reveal 
much concerning the nature of crustal deformation and 
contribute to our understanding of the strength of the 
crust and the way structural flawsor ancient weak zones 
influence where faulting and folding take place, Local 
studies reveal the style, rates, episodicity, or clustering 
of deformational events. They document the style and 
distribution of strain features such as faults, folds, warp- 
ing ,  rotations, translations, and earthquakes. This in- 
formation needs then to be dovetailed with regional in- 
vestigations focused on arriving at better plate-tectonic 
generaiizations. The latter research aids in arriving at 
improved geologic models, and these in turn will aid in 
understanding what is controlling deformation at local 
sites. To the extent that the models are applicable they 
will aid in extrapolating concepts to regions where engi- 
neering structures are needed and planned but where 
direct information on active deformation is missing be- 
cause of the piecemeal and incomplete nature of the per- 
tinent geologic record. 
The question arises: How far back into the geologic 
past are deformational data useful in understanding the 
ongoing flexings and breakings of the crust that affect 
human enterprises? A first answer to this question is: as 
far back as the deformational style and strain pattern 
are essentially thesame as thoseoperating today, Except 
within limited areas, the plate-tectonic control of defor- 
mation has been the same during the past million years 
or so. The limited areas where strain patterns and styles 
of deformation have changed significantly are at plate 
boundaries, and especially at junctures such as near the 
Mendocino triple junction. Locally within major plates, 
as along braided fault zones, deformation styles evolve 
through time but across limited areas. 
ACTIVE-TECTONIC REALMS OF 
CALIFORNIA, OREGON, AND WASHINGTON 
In general, the active-tectonic realms correspond to 
the physiographic provinces of the western contermi- 
nous United States because tectonic activity is primarily 
responsible for mountains and valleys, the shape of 
coastlines, and the boundaries of regions such as the Ba- 
sin and Range province. An active tectonic realm is, 
therefore, defined as a reb4on wherz the tectonic defor- 
mation in progress at present and for the past half mil- 
lion years or so has the same style and pattern. This 
means that the orientation of folds and faults undergo- 
ing growth and the locations and type of earthquakes 
and volcanic centers are nearly the same throughout the 
realm. Several rnaps have already been published that 
show features such as earthquake distribution, stress 
patterns, and elevation changes (e.g., Buchanan-Banks 
el at., 1978; Zoback and Zoback, 1980, 1981; Sbar, 
1982; Cable and Hatton, 1983). The boundaries be- 
tween sorne realms are sharp, but most are transitional. 
In addition, the concept involves scale, In working with 
an area the size of a city or county, small difference may 
be significant and may warrant separation into differ- 
ent subrealms. When dealing with a region as large as 
the three Pacific Coast states and adjacent portions of 
Baju California and British Columbia, however, gener- 
alizations are appropriate and local differences are 
smoothed. 
In Figure 1.1, only the main provinces are demar- 
cated. They are described briefly from south to north 
because of the convenience of picturing the sliding of 
western North America obliquely away from the diver- 
gent plate boundary in the Gulf of California. The main 
splintered boundary is the San Andrea.; transform sys- 
tem, irpon which most of this sliding takes place. The 
Basin and Range physiographic province is primarily a 
broad region of stretching in this scheme and is the re- 
gion north of the Mendocino triple junction where 
oblique plate convergence is taking place, The floor of 
the Pacific Ocean west of northernmost California, Or- 
egon, and Washington is both moving relatively north- 
westward with respect to the continent (Pacific plate) 
and also eastward beneath it (Juan de Fuca plate). All 
these movements are relative, however, with respect to 
the North American lithospheric plate, which is by no 
means fixed. For example, as the Atlantic Ocean wid- 
ens, North America may be viewed as moving relatively 
westward. 
Gulf of Calgornia 
The peninsula of Baja California, as it moves north- 
westward, is in the process of being rifted from the 
mainland of Mexico, thereby opening the Gulf of Cali- 
fornia. The crust flooring the Gulf is expanding as new 
seafloor is formed at depth along a series of spreading 
segments defined by a pattern of oblique transform 
faults (Figure 1.1). The peninsula broke away from the 
Mexican mainland on the east about 4 million years 
(m.y .) ago (Larson et al. ,  1968; Moore and Buffington, 
1968), and the spleading process is still continuing. This 
movement pattern results in several superimposed styles 
at a local scalc within the region: strike-slip displace- 
ments near the major transform faults, sagging and 
warping over pull-apart basins where the rift floor is 
stretching, and downslope displacements along the 
margins of the Gulf of California where high-standing 
terrain of the old continent is relatively unsupported at 
theedge of the rift. 
The Salton Trough lies at the northwestern end of the 
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FIGURE 1.1 Mup showing octivc-tectonic rcillms along the wcsterll mergin of thc contcrrninous United Stutw. I3ounduritq bctwacn reulms are 
tmnritionnl. Busc map mndifiud  fro^^^ Drummond ct 01. (1981). 
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Gulf of California rift and reflects transition iiito the 
San Andreas transform systern (Crowoll and Sylvester, 
1979; Crowell, 1981; Johnson ct al, ,  1982). Within this 
region several complex fault zones (Elsinore, Sun Ju- 
cinto, and San Andreas), characterized by braided 
slices, extend northwestward from spreading cnnters 
within the head of the Gulf, Crustal blocks and slices 
within and between these fault zones rise and sink ("por- 
poise structure") as lithospheric displacements con- 
tinue; some mountain blocks move upwnrd and now 
stand high as the result of squeezing and shortening, 
whereas, not far away, other sectors are depressed to 
form basinal receptacles for sediments washed in from 
adjacent highIands. Even alluvial surfaces formed but a 
few rnillenia ago arc warped and disturbed in this tec- 
tonically active region. Such a pattern of deformation is 
shown by earthquakes, geodetic measurements, and the 
interpretation of landforms (Sharp et al. ,  1972; Keller 
et al., 1982). The crustal deformation to be expected 
beneath n local site thesize of a few city blocks-an area 
appropriate for most engineering structures-will 
therefore depend critically on exactly where it is sited in 
such a region, 
Baja CaIijoornia Pc~iirtsrrla nd I~eriirisular fiattgcs 
West of the Gulf of California lies the peninsula of 
Baja California and its northwestern extension into 
southern California constituting the Peninsular Ranges 
(Gastil et al,, 1981). This is primarily a region of deeply 
eroded basement rocks, broken into only a few long 
slices that are tipped westward, Compared with most of 
California the region is relatively intack and stable, ex- 
cept for belts along the major fault zones such as the 
Elsinore and San Jacinto. Its western margin is transi- 
tional into thc California Borderland province along 
splays of the Newport-IngIewood Fault zone, which 
parallels the present shoreline just offshore. The north- 
western margin of the Peninsular Aanges borders one of 
Califr,rnEats most complex tectonic regions, a region 
abutting the Transverse Ranges. Here, bordering the 
Los Angeles Basin, Miocene and more recent crustal ex- 
tensions and rotation of blocks have not yet been com- 
pletely investigated. It is a region where at places folds 
are currently forming and faults are actively displacing 
alluvial surfaces (Harding, 1976). In rough terms, khe 
northwestern margin of the Peninsular Ranges block is 
being forced into the Transverse Ranges as it is carried 
northwestward during the opening of the Gulf of 
California, 
Culiforiaia Borderland 
The topography of theseafloor to the west of southern 
California and the northern part of the Bnja California 
Peninsula is characterized by basins and ranges (Moore, 
1969; Howell and Vedder, 1981). Some of the rangcs are 
surmounted by islands, others reach up to near sea level 
to form shoals. Many of the ranges are bordered by long, 
straight, discontinuous fault scarps as shown by subsea 
topography and the linear srrangement of earthquake 
epicenters. The region is one where the topography re- 
flects the structure closely: the subsea mountains, 
formed mainly in post-mid-Miocene times, have been 
only slightly eroded, Basins, on the other hand, are be- 
ing infilled by turbidity currents that are bringing sedi- 
ment down submarine canyons from source areas on 
lend well to the east. The flat floors of basins have been 
smoothed by sedimentation processes. 
One of the most active regions tectonically in western 
North America lies athwart the northwestern trend of 
mountain ranges fringing the continent and is appropri- 
ately named the Transverse Ranges. To the soutlleast 
the Peninsular Ranges parallel the trend of the continen- 
tal margin, and to the northwest so do the Coast Ranges, 
Great Valley of California, and the Sierra Nevada. 
In this east-west trending province, marine terraces 
near the city of Ventura, for example, are moving up- 
ward at  rates of as much as 7.5 mrn per year (Lajoie 
ct at., 1982), In the same region, strata laid down at 
marine depths of several thousand feet only a half-mil- 
lion years ago are now warped and uplifted well above 
sea level and are deeply eroded (Yeats, 1977). The re- 
gion, which extends both east and west of the Big Bend 
in the San Andreas Fault system, is one where different 
parts have had different tectonic histories during the 
past million years or so (Jahns, 1973; Allen, 1981; Cro- 
well, 1982; Yeats, 1983), Some faults root at depths 
where earthcluakes originate, others are related to slid- 
ing of beds across each other during folding and are rela- 
tively shallow and not so likely to generate dangerous 
earthquakes. The region also includes the area of the 
enigmatic Palmdale Bulge, where geodetic measure- 
mentsshow either general uplift during the last few dec- 
ades or episodic uplift, although the interpretation of 
the measurements is controversial (Castle at al., 1976; 
Jackson and Lee, 1979; Mark et nl . ,  1981; Strange, 
1981, 1984; Stein, 1984). Moreover, the Transverse 
Ranges and parts of bordering realms include tectonic 
blocks that have been rotated clockwise during Miocene 
times (Luyendyk et al. ,  1980). Altllough these tectonic 
rotations are not known to be going an today, ttioy liuve 
contributed to the heterogeneity of the bedrock, and so 
affect strain patterns now under development, 
The Snn Fernando earthquake of February 9, 1971, 
was located within the Transverse Range$ on a fiiult dip- 
ping northward beneath the San Gabriel Mountains 
(Grantz et al., 1971; Onkcshott, 1975a). The fault was 
one of many known to have broken young deposits and 
with fault landforms along it, such as the Raymond, Cu- 
camonga, Sierra Madre, San Andre, ., and Sun Jacintc, 
But it was not known bcsforehund that this fault, nor t!~c 
segment where the ground was broken, was most likely 
to be the site of a disruptive earthquake. Most of t11.x 
active faults in this region, and elsewhere around the 
Los Angela metropolitan region, havc now been de- 
marcated, but tectonic understanding has riot yct pro- 
~ r w e d  fur enough for geoscientists to pinpoinl with 
confidence which fault is most likely to break next. 
Faults known to be recently active are rnost likely to 
rupture again, but more research to learn wlhiclh Are the 
most dangerous is required, 
The geologic situation in the vicinity of the San 
Fernando earthquake serve. to illustrate problems in 
appraising future earthquake hazards. Young and dat- 
able sedimentary deposits, such as alluvium and terrace 
deposits, are needed to ascertain the time of sllovement 
of tectonic features that disrupt them. Faults are com- 
monly known to be active where they cut deposits only a 
few thousand years old. Faults are suspected of being 
active where the youngest strata or geomorphic features 
cut are several tens of thouviand or a hundred thousand 
years old. In the absence ok datable young beds that are 
clearly cut by faults or warped and distorted by folding, 
there is at present no satisfactory way to determine 
whether a fault should be labeled as active and is likely 
to break again in the near future, Many faults are map- 
pable in older rocks. but they may have been formed by 
geolo@cnlly ancient deformations under tectonic re- 
gimes and stress situations long abandoned, 
The difficulties are illustrated in Figure 1.2, a cross 
section through the region of the San Fernando earth- 
quake and extending northeastward into ancierlt rocks, 
including those of Precambrian age. Along the edge of 
the valley, transected young deposits prove that the 
faulting is young, but faults within the higher rnoun- 
tains underlain only by basement rocks may have been 
active at intervaIs any time since the rocks wcre consoli- 
dated over a billion years ago. These ancient rocks have 
also been tilted and folded as shown by layering in igne- 
ous rocks formed by settling of crystals on the flat floor 
of a magma chamber in Precambrian time, Whether the 
tilting of the layering, which was originally nearly hori- 
FICUIIE 1.2 C~r~lmgic cross suction tl1ro11g11 tllu I~ypocuntcr of thc 
SUII Arr~undo curtlirl~lakc or Fctlrunryll, 1971. Ilclcr ka (cxt fnr discus- 
sion. Modiliud fro111 Oltkcdiatt (19751), Pig. d l ) ,  
zontul, took place not long after crystallization or but 
recently cannot be determined from examining local 
imtcrops. Regional understanding of thc tectonic 
history, Iiowever, may provide n basis for useful 
inferences. 
That the basement rocks in this region have been 
folded and displaced recently is also shown by the shape 
of the unconformity between young deposits and the 
basement (Figure 1.2; Oakeshott, 1975b). The syrltrline 
beneath the San Fernando earthquake fault is accompn- 
nied by an anticline above it, even though along the 
plane of the cross section there are no outcrops of the 
unconformity for about 8 krn northward. The folded 
unconformity, dated as young because the deposits just: 
above it are geologically young, proves that thc latest 
deformation of the basement block took place in recent 
times. But this interpretation does not preclude many 
other deforrnational events, including several episodes 
of folding and faulting in the geologically remote past. 
During the earthquake the San Gabriel Fault did not 
rupture the ground surface so far as is known; this major 
ancient fault was ignored in the modern stress regime. 
Old faults may well become reactivated if they are ori- 
ented so that the resolved shear stress on them is suffi- 
cient for slip within the present-day tectonic situation. 
For this reason it is desirable for investigators to learn as 
much as they can concerning the style of deformation so 
that they can advance reasonable inferences concerning 
which faults are dangerous. Models of crustal structure 
and behavior that are well substantiatezd may be helpful 
in this task. 
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CalifDrt~ia Coast Rariges 
Northwest of the Transverse Ranges, and reaching 
into the area near the Mendocino triple junction, are 
several low but rugged ranges interspersed with long in- 
termontane valleys. The region constitutes the Coast 
Ranges. They break off sharply both at the shoreline on 
the west and with the topographicully flat Great Valley 
on the east. Throughout the mountain belt, the ranges 
are uplifted and deformed as shown by warped young 
terraces and surfaces (Buchanan-Banks et al., 1978; 
Page, 1981), The Coast Ranges are also constructcd of 
ancient rocks that have been involved in a complicated 
history through geologic time, For example, nany of 
the older strata were formed at a convergent tectonic 
boundary between Iithospheric plates coming in against 
the continent from Pacific regions. Many faults in such 
areas have moved again and again, and some may now 
be active, although it is difficult to document the timing 
of the most recent displacements owing to the paucity of 
young offset strata, 
Thestretch of the San Andreas Fault through the cen- 
tral Coast Ranges is straight and constitutes the near- 
surface boundnry between the lithospheric plates, Ac- 
tivity along it is shown in two ways. First, it is the locus 
of continuous slow creep, and, secoird, from time to 
time noticeabIe earthquakes takc place upon it, such as 
the Parkfield earthquake of 1966 (Brown at at., 1967). 
The reach of the fault subject to creep and frequent 
m a i l  earthquakes extends on northwestward from near 
the town of Yarkfield into the San Francisco Bay area, 
This is the part of the fault system that is under close 
watch instrumentally by  the U.S. Geological Survey, 
Seismographs and instruments of other types are moni- 
toring the behavior of the walls on either side of thc fault 
in a search for premonitory changes in strain, tilt, incg- 
netism, electrical field, the depth and character of small 
earthquakes, and the gas contents and water levels in 
wells (Raleigh st ol., 1982), When a major earthquake 
occurs along this segment of the San Andreas, geoscien- 
tists hope to have gathered many kinds of information 
pertinent to understanding when, where, and why the 
earthquake happened. 
The Coalinga earthquake of May 1983 took place in 
the central California Coast Ranges, with its epicenter 
near their margin with the Great Valley and about 30 
krn from the San Andreas Fault (Eaton et al , ,  1983; 
Namson el ol., 1983; Wentworth et al . ,  1983). Although 
the tectonicsetting of the earthquake isstiIl under study, 
it appears that relatively rigid crustal layers are dcform- 
ing differently from those at depth. The occurrence of 
the earthquake at distance from the San Andreas Fault 
attests to the mobility of a broad belt near the litho- 
spheric plate boundary and also that geologists have 
much to learn concerning its dynamics. 
To the south of Parkficld the fauIt last ruptured dur- 
ing the Fort Tejon eurthquake of 1857, one of thestrong- 
est earthquakes in Cdiforniu recorded history (Sieh, 
197Ra,b). This enrthqunke displaced ground fentures 
about 30 feet right laterally along the fault from the 
southernmost Coast nanges, through the Big Bend rc- 
$ion of the San Andreks Fault and the central Tranverse 
Ranges, to the vicinity of the city of San Bernardino. 
Within the Sun Francisco Bay region elongate crustal 
blocks are separated by several major faults of the San 
Andreas transform system, such as the San Gregoria, 
San Andrew (proper), Hayward, and Calaveras (Cro- 
well, 1976: Page, 1981, 1982). These faults are neither 
exactly parallel to each other nor to the direction of 
movement between the Pacific and North Arnerican 
lithospheric plates, Where the faults diverge or con- 
verge in map view, blocks between them may be either 
squeezed or stretched. Where they are stretched, the 
terrain sags to form valleys and sedimentary basins, and 
where squeezed, terrain rises to make mountains. San 
Francisco Bay itself may well owe its origin to the s a g  
ging of the block between the San Andreas and Hay- 
ward Faults so that ocean waters frorn the Pacific are 
able to flood eastward upon the continent. In this re- 
gion, terrains between major faults are undergoing de- 
formation as shown by out-of-place old-erosional sur- 
faces-some have been much uplifted and dissected; 
others, such as marine terraces, are now depressed far 
below the levels where they were formed (Atwater 
et al,, 1977). Soft mklnnges of the ancient Franciscan 
Complex stand high and are prone to severe landsliding. 
The region as a whole is undergoing deformation, but 
deformation is even more concentrated along tlle major 
fault zones (Brabb and Hanna, 1981; Prescott el al., 
1981). 
North of San Francisco Bay several terrains between 
discontinuous active faults are recognized (Herd, 1978; 
Fox, 1983). Shear stress between the two lithospheric 
plates is apparently spread across a region running 
through broad lnxvlands near the city of Santa Rosa. The 
belt of displacements includes the San Andreas Fault on 
the west and extends well to the east into the high Coast 
Ranges, roughly on line northwestward from the active 
Calaveras and Concord Faults. This region is one where 
the active plate boundary is broad and diffuse and 
where crustal slices within it also show "porpoise struc- 
ture." Geologic mapping with an emphasis on docu- 
menting recent deformation is hampered in the north- 
ern California Coast Ranges by widespread dense 
forests and brush, steep terrain subject to landsliding, 
and the paucity of datable young rock. 
II.1crtdocirto Triple ] t r ~ ~ c ! l o t ~  
The region onsl~orc from tlio Mendocino triple junc- 
tion, where the tilo Juan dc Fucn, Pacific, and North 
Americun litl~ospheric plates meet., is complcx tecloni- 
cally (Atwater, 1970). It  lies transitionally between ter- 
rains on tlic south undergoing transform displacements 
and those to the north undergoingobliqtie convergence. 
Moreover, the relative n~ovement between the major 
plates is cerrllng the triple junction slowly northwest- 
ward relative to the continent on the east, so that 
through time, transform-belt tectonic features are being 
overprinted on those formed under a regime of oblique 
convergence. Invcstigution of a few patches of Quatcr- 
nary strata show both folding and faultii~g. In fact, 
wrench fatilting forming ahead af tlie arrival of the San 
Andreas transform system is rccognized 120 km north of 
the triple junction (Kelsey and Cashman, 1983), 
From thc Mendocino triple junction, coastal tnoun- 
tain rangesextend on northward horn within California 
through Orcgon and Wasljington. Farther inland in Or- 
egon lies the Willamettc Valley nnd still farther cast- 
ward tlie Cascade Range, Activc volcanoes surmount 
the Cascade Range, including Mount St. Helens (Lip- 
man und Mullineaux, 1981), and nre inferred to be the 
consequence of subduction of the Juan dc Ftica plate 
bcneutli the continent. The belt of active volcanoes cx- 
tends from Mount Lassen on the south, onshore to the 
southeast from the Mendocino triplc junction, thmugh 
Mount Shwta, and on nortlrward through both Oregon 
and Washington an3 southernmost British Col~imbia. 
Along this trend, active deformation associated with 
volcanism tllerefore also requires evaluatio:~, but the 
volcanic belt lies well to the east of the constline. 
Along the coast, uplifted marine terraces attest to vcr- 
tical tectonic movements, but active-tectonic investigd- 
tions are sparse. The coastal ranges, including tlie 
Olympic Mountains in Washington, were uplifted be- 
ginning in Pliocene time and are still rising (Snavely und 
Wagner, 1963; Gable and Hatton, 1983). Fault scarps 
of Quaternary age have been identified on tlie south- 
eastern part of the Olympic Peninsula (Wilson el al., 
1979) and on the seafloor (Snavely et d l . ,  1980), Earth- 
quakes, such as those near Mount Rainier in 1973 and 
1974 (Crosson and Frank, 1975; Crosson and Lin, 
1975), and geodetic measurements prove receni defor- 
mation (Ando and Balaz?, 1979). Investigations skimu- 
lated by the 1980 eruption of Mount St. Helens are add- 
ing much to understanding of the tectonics of thc region 
(e.g., Weaver and Smith, 1983). 
In northwestern Washington tho tectonic style of ac- 
tivo deformution changes gradually from one of oblique 
convergence to one of transform displacements ussoci- 
ated with the Qtteen Churlotte Fault zone. This zone, 
wliicli lies off die coast o l  British Columbia, forms the 
baundary bctwecn tlie Pacific and North Americnn 
plates northwmt of the Juan de Fuca Rise. The trunsi- 
tion zone lies inl~oard primarily of the fragtnented Juan 
de Fuca plate (Figure 1.1; Clowes ct at.; 1083). High 
river terraces and upland srrrfac~s of Quaternary age at- 
test to active uplift in the Coust Mountains of British 
Columbia, inferred to be due chiefly tn verticnl cxpan- 
sion after heatingof a thick crustal slal); this active uplift 
is docunlcntcd by the unroofing and setting of fission- 
track dates (Parrisli, 1983). Active tectonics in this re- 
gion appear to bc the consecpcnce of isostatic adjust- 
ments to a previous history of oblique subduction that 
has thickened the crustal slab, 
Several other provinces lie to the east of the coastal 
belt and lacally display active deformation but are not 
dealt with in  detail here (Figure 1.1). They inc!ude the 
Great Valley of California, the Willamette-Puget 
S ~ i ~ n d  Lowlands of Oregon and Washington, Sierra Ne- 
vada, Cxcadz Ranges, and Basir~ and Range province. 
In fact, f ro~n a global viewpoint, the whole of western 
North America constitutes tile deformed margin of the 
North American plate (Atwater, 1970). The custern 
edge of this belt corresponds to the abrupt eastern es- 
carpment of the Rocky Mountains wl~cre they meet the 
Great Plains. The relatively stable cratau Iie~ still far- 
ther east and underlies the middle of the continent. 
DISCUSSION 
These bricf descriptions of active-tectonic realms 
along the Pacific Coast: emphasize the mobility of the 
region. Earthquakes, geodetic surveys, other geophysi- 
cal measurements of several types, geomorphic studies, 
and geologic observations document irregular ground 
movement both vertically and horizontally, Many small 
areas tlie size of cities have been intensively studied, so 
that their deformationa1 history is well known, but these 
areas are scattered and unevenly distributed, In addi- 
tion, tho kind and quality of data documenting nctive 
deformation is unsatisfactorily variable. 
Documentation of recent deformation from earth- 
quakes and from most. geophysical measurements deals 
with the present and the past Few decades only. It does 
not span time intervals long enough to reveal an under- 
standing of average conditions-the time sampling is 
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just too short (Allen, 1975). Therefore basic documenta- 
tion of recent deformation is lucking both areally and 
temporally. The former can bc remedied only in part by 
adding many instruments throughout a region. Despite 
the huge cost, only short-time-span infcrmation can 
result . 
However, widespread sti~dies in tectonic geomor- 
phology-locally quantified by appropriate regional 
studies involving geophysical measurements and iso- 
topic and soil dating-will add uselul information on 
averages over several millenia. Investigations of these 
sorts have been most fruitful in local areas, especinlly 
around San Francisco Bay and in the Santa Barbara- 
Ventura regions (Atwater el ol . ,  1977; Keller et al., 
1982; Lajoie et aE., 1982; Yeacs, 1983). These types of 
study need to be extended tl~roughout he coastal belt 
wherever there are young datable strata to work with. 
By means of such investigations, deformational histories 
extending back into geologic time for tens ulC thousands 
of years will provide better understanding of the episo- 
dicity or continuity of i-ntes of uplift, sinking, warping, 
folding, and faulting. 
A long look at the late Cenozoic geologic history of the 
tectonically mobile belt shows that activity along major 
fault strands of the San Andreas Fault system, for exarn- 
pIe, has switched from fault to fault (Crowell, 1979). 
Studies of critical areas using geomorphic data should 
aid in understanding the timing of these switching. 
They will also help in characterizing the sty!.e and tim- 
ing of crustal movements on slices within tauli: zones 
themselves, 
Vast prvL ortions of the mobile belt extending inland 
from the Pacific Coast a m  not c~nt inuou~ly  underlain 
by young datable strata or datable geomorphic surfaces 
and so do not lend themselva~ to geomorphic or geologic 
study aimed at demarcating episodes of active dcforma- 
tion through time. Documentation of deformation in 
silch regions will tllerefore always be piecemeal and in- 
complete. Many of these intervening regions are under- 
lain by older rocks deformed many times through the 
geologic ages. Tectonic overprinting of one style on an- 
other makes it difficult to separate the results of those 
crustal rnov2ments now under way from the results of 
ancient ones. Conclusions concerning deformation in 
these regions will therefore have to come largely from 
extrapolation from where data are available to inter- 
vening areas where there are none. These extrapolations 
need to be based on understanding of the regional tec- 
tonic behavior and on well-co.nstrainud tectonic models. 
With this information in hand we may be able to place 
geophysical instruments, such as stre.in gauges, at criti- 
cal Iocetions where they can provide warnings of im- 
pending earthquakes. 
The classification of active-tectonic realms in this 
brief paper is built on the plate-tectonic concept, and 
much local research at present is striving to add details 
to this cnnct:pt and to improve models. In fact, maps at 
scales ranging from local areas to large regions, showing 
the style of active deformation, will provide ii useful 
way to synthesize and portray data from both observa- 
tions and models, More subsurface data are also needed 
to improve the models. Much crustal extension and 
shortening prevails in the upper few kens of kilometers of 
the crust. Profiles using the reflection seismograph wiII 
be especially helpful in outlining the structure at depth, 
including the position and character of dbcollement 
zones. The fine structl~re and behavior of small crustal 
units or blocks in three dimensions is not yet fully 
melded into global plate-tectonic theory, 
Progress in tectonic understanding will be strongly 
accelerated if there is better coordination among many 
types of geoscientist whose professional foci~s initially 
differs widely. Local studies by eqgineering geologists 
will improve understanding of the x-ay sm all sectors be- 
have through time. They reveci: the style, rates, episo- 
dicity, or clustering of deformational events, that is, 
they reveal the strain pattern under development in lim- 
ited areas, Investigations undertaken to evaluate the 
safety and suitability of sites for major engineering 
structures such as high-rise buildings, nuclear power 
plants, bridges, tunnels, and dams provide examples of 
such local studies. Data and inferences from these inves- 
tigations will add significantly to tectonic models, 
which in turn will aid in extrapolating to areas where 
active-tectonic data are sparse or lacking. All goscien- 
tists need to find ways to stimulate coordination leading 
to mutual syrnbiosis. 
During the decades ahead geoscientists foresee a 
marked improvement in the applicability of tectonic 
models, thanks to the integration of data from local de- 
tailed studies, both geologic and geophysical. Geoscien- 
tists are challenged to inonitor these local studies and 
strive to place them into a regional synthesis. Both data 
and inferences can be depicted on maps and diagrams 
that are especially designed to show and discriminate 
between basic information and interpretation and to 
show active-tectonic realms more satisfactorily. Science 
and society will both benefit significantly. 
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ABSTRACT 
Majordeformationsof the Eurth'ssurfnce arelargely consistent with the tenetsof plate tectonics, 
which predict that such activity sllould be focused at thevarious boundaries alongwhich massive 
lithospheric plates collide, pull apart, or slide past one mother. Yet crustal deformations also 
occur well into the interior ol these plates. Some may represent the "distributed" effects of 
distant plate boundaries, as, for example, the earthquakes of the intermontane western United 
States, Some, such as the geodetically observed uplift over a deep magma chamber in the nio 
Grande rift of New Mexico, may correspond to incipient formation of a new plate boundary* 
Others, like the subtle, broad uplifts and subsidetices in the nominally "stable" cratonic interi- 
ors, are much more puzzling. Such motions often appear estranged, if not divorced, from 
accepted plate-tectonic processes. Postglacial rebound, a welI-known phenomenon in portions 
of North America and Europe, ulso appears to be an inadequate explanation for many 
observations, 
Understanding contemporary motions of plate interiors is often hindered by the paucity and 
uncertain accuracy of relevant geophysical and geodetic observations. Yet intraplate tectonics 
constitutes more than a scientific enifma. Even seemingly slow vertical motions may threaten 
river courses or seafront properties on socially relevant time scales, and the subtle strains accu- 
mulating eIsewhere may portend future earthquakes or volcanoes in the least predictable places. 
INTRODUCTION 
Even a cursory glance at global earthquake activity 
makes dear that much of the world's tectonic activity is 
concentrated in relatively narraw belts (Figure 2.1). Ac- 
cording to the theory of plate tectonics, these earth- 
quake belts, and the similar patterns of volcanic activ- 
'Robert E. Reilinger is now nt the Massachusetts Instituteof Tech- 
nology. 
ity, mark the currently active boundaries between 
large, lithospheric plates that are moving re!ative to one 
another (e.g., Dewey, 1975). The Pacific "Ring-of- 
Fire," for example, is associated primarily with subduc- 
tion of the lithospheric plates carrying the Pacific Ocean 
beneath other plates carryinghsia, North America, anci 
South America. In the United States, the San Andreas 
Fault is considered a classic example of active tectonics 
associated with two plates (Pacific and North America) 
sliding past one another. 
However, plate boundaries are L r  from being the 
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FIGURE 2.1 GLobatmis~nicity. Enrth(11lukcs tend to beconcentrated alongrclutivelpnnrro~v hclts that dcfinetheboundnric~of nctivclithosphcric 
plutps. Howevcr. some earthquul:es also occur wdl within the plnlcs thus defined, Examples incLudc southeust Asia and the intennontunc western 
United States (uftcr Bnrnzangi nnd Dorman, 1968). 
whole sto-y as far as active tectonics is conce.ined. In 
many payis of the world, within both ocean basins as 
well as continental interiors, tihere are concentrations of 
earthquake and volcanic activity that seem divorced 
kern plate-tectonic precepts. Hawaii is a dramatic ex- 
ample. The volcanoes of the Hawaiian Islands-Emperor 
Seamount chain are generally believed to result from 
upwelling of magmas from a source beneath the Pacific 
lithospheric plate. Although the geometry of the vol- 
canic chain appears to be due to the motion of this plate 
over the underlying mantleahot spot," the hot spot itself 
is arguably a phenomenon independent from theoverly- 
ing global plate framework. 
Regioossuch as southeast Asiu and the western United 
States, where plate Lfiundaries cut into continents, seem 
especially prone to intraplate tectonics. The volcanic 
and seismic activity in such areas is conspicuous (Figure 
2.1) and often dramatic (Figure 2.2). The semantics of 
whether tectonic activity in such areas should be be con- 
sidered truly intraplate or treated as some kind of dis. 
tributed effect of a distant plate boundary largely begs 
the issua. Regardless of nomenclature, the fundamental 
causes of many such phenomena remain unclear, and 
their place in the plate-tectonic framework unresolved. 
The ancient Precambrian cores af the world's conti- 
nents contain special problems for und,rstanding active 
tectonics. Although the most obvious manifestations of 
contemporary tectonics, such as seismicity, are decid- 
edly less pronounced than along the plate boundaries, or 
even in thc geologically younger intraplate regions, 
earthquakes do occur in the craton and near its periph- 
ery. In the United Stntes, two of the most destructive 
earthquakes in history occurred not along the San An- 
dreas Fault but in the nominally "stable" eastern United 
States near New Madrid, Missouri, in 1811-1812, and 
near Charleston, South Carolina, in 1886. Seismicity 
continues in many parts of the eastern United States, 
and faults of relatively recent geologic vintage have 
been identified (York and Oliver, 1976). 
That parts of the cratonic interior are tectonically ac- 
tive in the present time should perhaps rlot 'ue surprising 
in view of the geologic record. Features such as the 
Michigan Basin and the Adirondack Dome (Figure 2.3) 
are incontrovertible evidence that the cratons were sub- 
ject to major vertical motions in the past that I:,ck a clear 
connection to the plate-tectonic scenarios of those times. 
Geologic strata attest to many gentle inundations and 
uplifts of the interior platforms that reflect relative mo- 
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FIGURE 2.5 Arcuuffuctcd by the 1886Charlestoneurthquukccom- 
pared with other major U,S, oarlhqunka (modified nftor Rankin, 
1977). Eurthquukes in t l ~ c  eustcrn United Stutes urc felt. over u lurger 
area than un equivalent-sized earthquake in tho west nwing to more 
efficient propagation of selsmiu enerby. intensities ure given using the 
Modified Merculiscule. 
evidence of surprisingly large horizontal strains in 
southeastern New York, which may reflect ongoing duc- 
tile deformation at depth. However, an examination of 
the limited number of horizuntal resurveys in other 
areas of the eastern United States associated with seis- 
micity failed to detect any significant motion (Krueger 
et al., 1983). 
This paucity of surface manifestation, together with 
the comparatively low recurrence rate of ezrthquakes 
and relatively short historic record, makes seismic-haz- 
ard mapping an especially difficult endeavor in the sta- 
ble interior. Yet earthquake hazard can by no means be 
neglected in these areas. Major earthquakes in the New 
Madrid, Missouri, area in 1811-1812 and near Charles- 
ton, South Carolina (Figure 2.4), are well-known testa- 
ments to the uncertain vulnerability of major popula- 
tion centers in such nominally quiescent regions (Sykes, 
1978). Potential seismic hazard in the stable interior is 
exacerbated by the. more efficient transmission of seis- 
mic energy. An earthquake in the eastern United States 
is likely to be felt over or damage a much larger aree. 
than an equivalent sarthquake along the San Andreas 
Fault, for example (Figure 2.5). Mitigating hazards 
from earthquakes in the stable interior remains one of 
least tractable yet most important problems in contem- 
porary tectonics. 
MAGMA INFLATION 
Another dramatic demonstration of intraplate tec- 
tonics are the oceanic volcanic chains such as Hawaii, 
which unequivocably confirm that not all volcanoes lie 
over subduction zones. Movements associated with such 
volcanoes have been closely monitored for some time 
(e, g., Wilson, 1935) and are generally thought to reflect 
the episodic inflation and deflation (eruption) of subsur- 
face magma chambers (o.g., Decker, 1969), Observa- 
tions of ground motion near volcanoes, together with 
attendant seismic activity, have proven to be effective 
predictors for future eruptions, 
Somewhat less well known, perhaps, are other results 
that suggest subsurface magma injection in areas of not- 
so-recent volcanism. One example of surface defornia- 
tion attributed to magma at depth comes from the Rio 
Crande rift of central New Mexico. A variety of geo- 
physical measurements near Socorro, New Mexico, in- 
dicate the existence of a thin, but extensive, mid-crustal 
magma layer (Sanford el a l , ,  1977). Precise leveling 
over this magma body indicates vertical uplift of about 
15 cm over a 4C-yr period (Reilinger and Oliver, 1976). 
Recent measurements indicate (Figure 2.6) that the cen- 
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FIGURP 2.6 Uplift in central New Mexico munsured by repeated 
leveling (Larsen et a!., 1085). This movemcnt is attributed to infl ation 
~f B mid-crustnl magma body. This inflation may also be rcrponsible 
fnrseismicity of (his area, 
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tral uplift over the magma chamber is flanked by a zone 
of subsidence, the overall pattern suggesting with- 
drawal of magma from one reservoir and injection into 
another (Larsen et al., 1985). An intriguing aspect of 
this uplift is that it occurs in an area where there have 
been no historical eruptions, although volcanic rocks in 
the rift attest to such activity as recently as 100,000 yr 
ago (Lipman and Mehnert, 1975). Whether this ground 
motion portends some future eruption or is part of somc 
normal cycle of magma transfer at depth with little 
chance of breaking out at the surface has yet to be 
ascertainsd. 
Geodekic observations have been linked to possible in- 
tracrustal magrnatism in other parts of the Ria Grande 
rift (e.g.,  Reilinger et al., 1979), in Yellowstone Na- 
tional Park (Pelton and Smith, 1982), and, most re- 
cently, near Mammoth Lakes in eastern California 
(Savage and Clark, 1982; Castle ot al., 1984). In the lat- 
ter example, changes in elevation and horizontal strain 
have been interpreted to indicate magmatic resurgence 
of the Long Valley caldera by inflation of an approxi- 
mately SO-km-deep magma chamber, This inflation 
may be responsible for a series of four magnitude-6 
earthquakes in the area in 1880. Because there have 
been several explosive eruptinns and extrusion of rhy- 
olite domes in this area during the past 400 yr, and bc- 
cause Long Valley is less than 200 miles from major cit- 
ies like Sacramento and San Frarrcisco, deformation and 
seismic activity are being monitored in order to predict 
possible future activity. 
The local and regional doming near Yellowstone is 
difficult to relate to standard plate-boundary processes. 
Magma injection is thought to result from a "hot spot" 
that can be traced into the North American continent 
along thesnake River Plain (e.g., Suppe et al., 1975). In 
this sense it is clearly an intraplate phenomena. On the 
other hand, it could be argued that the apparent magma 
uplifts near Mammoth Lakes and in the Ria Grande rift 
really represent plate-boundary processes. The former 
may. be a relict of the subduction-related volcanism, 
which for the most part ceased when the West Coast 
converted from a convergent to a strike-slip margin. 
Likewise the New Mexico activity could well represent 
the beginnings of a new plate boundary, a rift that may 
evolve into a new ocean basin by splitting off the south- 
western United States. 
Semantics notwithstanding, such examples must be 
considered in order to understand intraplate phenom- 
ena. After all, neither lies upon a currently active plate 
boundary per se. More to the point, the geologic pro- 
cesses that they represent may ~ d l  pertain to other "in- 
traplate" phenomena wIlose association with similarly 
defunct or precursor boundaries is simply not yet so 
apparent, 
CRUSTAL LOADING 
Contemporary deformation of the stable interior is 
virtually synonymous in many minds with postglacial 
rebound. The broad doming of recently deglaciated 
parts of North America and Scandinavia has long been 
documented by geologic studies of warped beach ter- 
races and geodetic measurements of continued uplift 
(Figure 2,7). This motion is perhaps the best under- 
stood, geomechanically speaking, of any type of intra- 
plate deformation, although controversy still revolves 
around distinguishing those possible deep-earth rheolo- 
gies that are most consistent with the observed rebound 
effects (e.g., Kaula, 1980). 
An important aspect of recent studies of postglacial 
phenomena, especially sea-level changes, is that this is a 
global phenomenon, not restricted to the immediate 
area of glacial retreat. Concepts such as the collapse of a 
peripheral bulge (e.g., Walcott, 1972) have been re- 
FIGURE 2,7 Postglnciul rebound of Rnnoscandio (Balling, 1080). 
Contours represent uplift in rnilljmeters pcr year meuured by praisc 
levcling. 
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fined to predict a complex pattern of relative motion of 
land and sea the world over (e.g., Clark, 1980), 
A persistent suspicfon is that the stresses associated 
with postglacial rebound may be sufficient to trigger 
seismic activity in deglaciated regions (e.g., Stephans- 
son and Carlsson, 1980). However, the correlation be- 
tween rebound and earthquakes seems tenuous at best. 
Land uplift following glacial unloading has also been 
reported on a more local scale. Wicks and Shofnos (1865) 
correlated an anomalous drop in sea level in southeast- 
ern Alaska with recent retreat of a small ice sheet. The 
rate of this local land uplift is on the order of 4 mmlyr. 
Ice is not the only crustal load capable of driving sur- 
face deformation. Crittenden (1963), for example, re- 
ported both geologic (deformed shorelines) and leveling 
evidence of continued local uplift in the area of former 
Lake Bonneville, This rebound is inferred to follow the 
removal of the water load associated with climatic 
changes in postpluvial periods. Depression of the land 
surface by filling of new reservoirs is well known (e.g., 
Longwell, 1960). Holzer (1979) even reported evidence 
thnt drawdown of aquifers in southern Arizona has been 
followed by a rebound effect. In addition, Opdykect al, 
(1984) attributed post-Pleistocene uplift in northern 
Florida to crustal unloading associated with limestone 
dissolution in Karst areas. 
Redistribution of crustal loads by erosion, sedimenta- 
tion, and faillting is fundamental in geology. Sedimen- 
tary infilling clearly augments thermal subsidence to 
form some of our major basins (e.g., Sleep, 1971), and 
the importance of crustal loading by thrust sheets is be- 
ing recognized a5 a major factor in the formation and 
evolution of foreland basins and basement arches 
(Quinlan and Beaumont, 1984). Perhaps a contempo- 
rary example is found in the south central United States, 
where leveling results (Figure 2.8) have been inter- 
preted to show uplift of a forebulge associated with sedi- 
mentary loading of the Mississippi delta Uurkowski at 
al., 1984; Nunn, 1985). 
EPEIROGENY 
Sedimentary strata that overlie large areas of the sta- 
ble interiors like the central United States and eastern 
Europe record a history of broad upwarping and 
downwarping relative to sea level (e.g., King, 1977). In 
some cases, large basins or domes have formed, appar- 
ently unrelated-except by age-with distant plate 
boundaries. Formation of these relatively gentle tec- 
tonic features is called epeirogeny, a term that still car- 
ries an aura of mystery. Indeed, there is no widespread 
agreement on what causes these interior motions. 
One of the most surprising results to arise from the 
analyses of precise leveling data is that many of these 
platform areas seem still to be going up or down at geo- 
logically rapid rates. For example, a map of vertical 
crustal motion in eastern Europe (Figure 2.9) published 
not long ago shows parts of the Rusqian platform going 
up and down at differential rates of several millfmeters 
per year. Leveling in the eastern United Statcs (Figure 
2.10) likewise seems to suggest that vertical neotectonic 
motion is the norm, not the exception, in these areas, in 
spite of a long-term geologic record of relative tmnquil- 
lity (e.g., Brown and Oliver, 1976). Although some of 
these apparent motions may be remnants of postglacial 
rebound, as in the Baltic Shield or the Great Lakes area 
of the United States, most lack a clear-cut neotectonic 
explanation. 
However, before ascribing these motions to some 
new, unheralded form of intraplate tectonics, it is im- 
portant to recognize that there are major outstanding 
questions about the accuracy of the geodetic rneasure- 
ments on which most such studies are based. Recent 
work has shown, for example, thnt systematic errors are 
moreserious than previously thought and that apparent 
changes in elevation once believed to be neotectonic in 
origin are now perceived by some to be artifacts of ob- 
servational errors (Strange, 1981). 
Unfortunately, assessing the influence of geodetic er- 
rors on estimates of vertical crustal motion in areas like 
eastern North America is still in an early stage, and ini- 
tial results are too few and inconcIusive (e.g., Fadaie 
and Brown, 1984). Yet even a cursory glance at Figure 
2.10 provides grounds lor skepticism. In this figure are 
two independent estimates of crustal motion, one based 
on water level and leveling in southeastern Canada and 
one based on leveling and sea-level data for the eastern 
United States. Although the rates are similar, these esti- 
mates show 1 disturbing degree of inconsistency where 
they join along the United States-Canada border. Until 
these data sets are reduced jointly and uniformly it is 
perhaps unfair to expect complete agreement; yet, tile 
question remains as to whether some of these patterns 
are more the result of statistical smearing of unrecog- 
nized and inadequately treated systematic errors than 
real ground motion. 
A prominent trelld of the map in Figure 2.10 is the 
apparent uplift of the AppaIachians relative to the 
coastal regions and interior plains. Yet this relict moun- 
tain belt is generally thought to have last been active 
over 200 m,y. ago (Williams and Hatcher, 1983). Since 
certain types of leveling error are known to correlate 
with height, is the Appalachian "uplift" really the accu- 
mulation of such errors? Is the similarly inferred con- 
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PICURE 2.9 Gontemporury vertical crustal 
motion (millimeters per year) of cnstcrn Europe 
Infcrrcd from prwize rdcvellng (ufter Mschcri- 
kov, 1973). 
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FIGURE2.10 Appuruntvcrticnl motion (millilnctcapcr ycar) of ttlc 
castcrn Unittrl Stutcr from pr~vlse rulcveling (Eustcrn Utlitcd Stntcs 
results from unpublist~cd mup by C. Jurkowski; Greut Lukts iind Cn- 
nndiun results from Vnnicek and Niiw, 1980). Snrnc of thcrc puttcrns 
have hxn clucstioned hccuusc of urlccrtnintics ubout ttw uccurucy of 
thcgeadetic meusurcmcnts on which they arc burul. 
temporary uparching of the Adirondnr!: nome in New 
York State (Isachsen, 1975) likewise ..ut.oclc'., or are real 
and important neotectonic motions t .:':;- ievealed? 
Until thorough error analyses are completed, proper 
reservations about the reality of significant neotectonic 
motion in at least parts of the stable interiors seem war- 
ranted. However, evidence for neotectonic motion in 
such areas does not hinge solcly on geodetic data. Holo- 
cene motions along the East Coast have been inferred 
from tilted beach terraces (Winker and Howard, 1977) 
and from submarine geomorphology (Officer and 
Drake, 1981). Adams (1980) has even attempted to cor- 
relate the reIatively detailed changes In river drainage in 
the deep interior of the United States to contemporary 
tilts indicated by leveling, Anderson et al. (1984) cited a 
correlation between patterns of modern subsidence in- 
dicated by leveling and post-Pleistocene deformation of 
wave-cut terraces near Eastport, Maine. Albeit many, if 
not all, of these inferences of motion could be challenged 
to some degree, the issue of neotectonics of the interior 
remains unresolved. In fact it is the continuing uncer- 
tainty about what is reully going up and down in many 
parts of the interior that constitutes perhaps the domi- 
nant problem of active intraplate tectonics. 
DISCUSSION 
Although intraplate motions are remote ulrnost by 
definition from plate boundaries, it does not necessarily 
follow thnt they are unrelated to plate-boundary forces. 
The concept that lithospheric plates are rigid is a first- 
order treatment at best, and the geologic record is re- 
plete with evidence that interiors rwpond and deform to 
the actions at their edges, The tectonic collage thnt is 
now southeast Asia, formed by the collision of the In- 
dian subcontinent into the Asinn underbelly, is elegant 
proof that plate-boundary forces exert an influence hun- 
dreds of kilometers into the interior (e.g., Molnar and 
'I'apponnier , 1978). 
Some of the intraplate stress patterns mapped by Zo- 
back and Zoback (1980) for the United States (Figure 
2,11) suggest affinities with activity at boundaries of the 
North American plate. The extensional stresses of the 
Basin and Range, for t-ample, have been interpreted as 
distributed shear from the San Andreas Fault system 
(Atwater, 1970). East-wmt compression of the eastern 
United States has been argued to reflect plate-driving 
forces (Sbar and Sykes, 1973), although other explana- 
tions have also been discussed (Zoback and Zoback, 
1980, 1981). Yet neither intraplate stress patterns nor 
seismicity are by any means simple, and the link, if any, 
to distant plate boundaries is more often obscure than 
not. 
One possibie reason for complexity in intraplate tec- 
tonics is reactivation, i.e., the concept that present tec- 
tonics is guided by crustal heterogeneities formed dur- 
ing much earlier times. Woollard's (1958) appeal to 
reactivation of older geologic structures as an explana- 
tion of eastern United States seismicity has been echoed 
in various guises ever since. Sykes (1978) surveyed an 
array of evidence suggesting that intraplate neotec- 
tonics is influenced by structures inherited from earlier 
times, when plate boundaries may have been more di- 
rectly involved (Figure 2-12), For example, Zoback 
et al. (1980) reported seismic reflection data that docu- 
ments continued Cenozoic motion on Cretaceous faults 
in the Mississippi Valley region. Ancient crustal flaws 
may well serve to guide and focus plate-boundary forces 
in locally diverse, perhaps destructive ways, although 
the mechanics of this process are not completely under- 
stood (e.g., Zoback et al., 1980). 
However, reactivation is at best only part of the pic- 
ture for activc tectonics in intraplate regions. Postgla- 
cia1 rebound is another, and hot spots are undoubtedly a 
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FIGURE 2.12 Intruplntc tectonics rnuy bc influrwed by fnlrcritcd 
tmtonicstructurcs, In tlrlsexumplc, relict trunslorm faults left behind 
from thc openingof the Atllrntic muy serve as v~eakncsscs thnt concen- 
trate modcrn intrupltitcstrc~cs, thus constitutingpntcntial focfofscir- 
mic nctivity (Sykcs. 1878). 
zontal motions associated with plate tectonics (Minster 
and Jordan, 1978). Moreover, the geologic record is full 
of cyclicity (Vaii et al . ,  1977). 
SOCIAL IMPACT 
The social ramifications of contemporary intraplate 
deformations are various. Some are relatively obvious: 
co-seismic deformations can damage nearby structures 
and disrupt or sever support services such as water or 
communication lines. Other types of deformation may 
have more subtle impact. The apparently slow vertical 
motions in the stable interior may yet be significant in 
planning long-term engineering projects. For example, 
a differential rate of only a centimeter per year will ac- 
cumulate to a meter in a century. In a coastal region, a 
meter change in average elevation can translate into 
mi'jor shifts in effective shoreline positions, positions 
that have fundamental economic and legal significance 
(Bossier, 1984). 
Intraplate deformation can also have indirect signifi- 
cance. For example, movements that precede and are 
reluted to earthquakes clearly have value in prediction. 
Generally speaking, to the extent that intraplate mo- 
tions provide clues for our understanding of t t e  state 
and evolution of stress in plate interiors, they are poten- 
t i d y  critical guides for mitigating hazards from more 
obvious phenomena such as earthquakes and volcanoes. 
NEEDS AND TRENDS 
Current understanding of the active tectonics in in- 
traplate regions is mixed. On the one hand, broad con- 
cepts have been developed for areas likc Hawaii (hot 
spots), Scandinavia (postglacial rebound), the Basin 
and Range of the western United States (distributed 
shear), and southeast Asia (India as a rigid indentor) 
that provide useful frameworks for monitoring, relat- 
ing, and mitigating hazards from specific phenomena 
like earthquakes or volcanoes. Yet observations from 
other areas, such as the eastern United States, remain 
difficult to relate to any encompassing tectonic theory. 
Although much has been learned about intraplate 
phenomena, basic questions remain. How are stresses in 
the plate interior related to forces at plate boundaries? 
To what extent are contemporary tectonics influenced 
by preexisting structures? How accurate are the geo- 
detic measurements that are often our primary saurceof 
information on contemporar;. deformations in such 
areas? Wow do we recognize the influence of subtle lev- 
els of active tectonics in the geologic (geamorphic) re- 
cord? What are the best observational strategies for 
monitoring motions in areas of varying degrees of tec- 
tonic activity? What is an appropriate level of effort for 
tectonic investigations in intraplate areas in relation to 
the more active interplate zones? 
It is easy to become complacent on the issue of intra- 
plate tectonics. After ail, damaging earthcpakes are 
usually few and far between, and the secular motions 
seem too slow to warrant much concern, even if they 
prove to be real and not artifacts of measurement error. 
However, the relatively low frequency with which in- 
traplate events seem to affect our lives does not alter the 
fact that they can have and will continue to have major 
economic and social impect. There is more than suffi- 
cient reason to justify efforts to fill our considerable gaps 
in understanding intraplate motions. 
Future progress in studying intraplate tectonics re- 
quires many things. Many areasof the United States luck 
any geodetic resurveys with which to estimate contem- 
porary doformation. This is especially true of horizontal 
measurements outside the well-known seismic zones of 
the western United States. Tssues of accuracy in geodetic 
measurements must be satisfactoriIy resolved. Monitor- 
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ing programs that most effectively address issues of con- 
temporary dynamics must be designed and funded nt an 
adequatelevel. Furthermore, it must be recognized that 
these monitoring programs must be long term. New 
technologi,-s must be brought to bear and integrated 
with conventional tech1 ~iques, And certainly more rc- 
search is needcd to integrate and cross-calibrate seismo- 
logic, geodetic, and geomorphic measures of active tec- 
tonics to broaden our base of observations. 
In many respects these demands are being addressed. 
For example, the National Aeronautics and Space Ad- 
ministration, the U.S. Geological Survey, the National 
Geodetic Survey (NGS), and others have been develop 
ing andlor applying new techniques such as very-long- 
baseline interferometry (VLBI), satellite laser ranging 
(SLR), and the Global Positioning System (GPS) to 
monitoring crustal deformations (e.g., Coates et al., 
1985). The NGS has made an important effort to de- 
velop new corrections for geodetic leveling (e.g., 
Holdahl, i981), and research has become much more 
meticulous as far as evaluating the accuracy of measure- 
ments (Jackson el al., 1980). Yet much remains to be 
done. Funding agencies and investigators alike must re- 
alize that proper resolution of critical issues concerning 
active tectonics of plate interiors will require a long- 
term commitment because of the very nature of the pro- 
cesses involved. 
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ABSTRACT 
Active faulting is a geologic hazard with a causative relation to earthquakes and associated 
strong ground motion, surface faulting, tectonic deformation, landslides and rockfalls, liquefac- 
tion, tsunamis, and seiches. Plate-tectonic models for the Earth's crust show that most active 
faults occur near plate boundaries, and research has been concentrated in interplate regions. 
Intraplate regions have less fault activity and represent a potential hazard that only recently has 
been recognized. Faults are delineated by geologic, remote-sensing, seismic reflection, gravity, 
magnetic, and trenching methods. Fault activity is assessed using geologic, geomorphic, geo- 
detic, and seismolagic data. Correlations of fault length, displacement, and area with earth- 
quake magnitude are utilized to assess earthquake hazards of faults and form the principal data 
for risk analysis. Estimation of earthquake recurrence rates and characterization of fault behav- 
ior provide additional input data for risk analysis. 
Recent attention has been focused on the character of subduction in the northwestern United 
States. An absence of large seismic events along this convergent zone has led to the speculation 
that the zone is nseismic. Recent studies indicate, however, that if this is true, this zone may be 
unique when compared with other subduction zones of the world, Ongoing studies are trying to 
determine if this region has had large earthquakes in the geologic past. The recent discovery of 
the active geomorphic features along the Meers Fault in Oklahoma has prompted studies of this 
and adjoini..,g regions. 
INTRODUCTION 
The assessment of earthquake hazards invoIves con- 
sideration of earthquake magnitude, intensity, fre- 
quency, recency of the last event, probability of occur- 
rence, and human experience and values. 
The appraisal of earthquake potential is feasible be- 
cause historical data show a good correlation between 
earthquake size and the fault rupture parameters of 
length, maximum displacement, and fault rupture 
area. Most earthquakes have proportional tectonic ef- 
fects, with earthquakes of below magnitude 6 having 
fault ruptures of up to 10-km length and a few centi- 
meters maximum displacement, but rnagnituda 8 + 
earthquakes have up to 400-km length and 10 in of dis- 
placement. This relation also can be used for paleoseis- 
micity evaluations to infer from prehistorical evidence 
the potential size of future activity on the same fault 
segments. 
The historical record of worldwide earthquakes 
shows an excellent spatial correlation with plate-tec- 
tonic movements. Most of the historical or geologically 
young fault ruptures are located on or near boundaries 
between plates and microplates, 
importance to Society 
Most evaluations of active faults are conducted at or 
near plate boundaries, where consideration of design, 
siting, zoning, communication, and response to earth- 
quake hazards is necessary for all types of major engi- 
neering structures in order to reduce potential loss of 
life, injury, or property damage. The seismic motion or 
deformation effects on facilities such as nuclear genera- 
tors, dams, communication centers, and other lifelines 
is critical because of great potential harm to society. 
The importance of earthquake evaluation in intra- 
plate regions has been recognized recently. In  the intra- 
plate region east of the Rocky Mountains, earthquakes 
affect larger areas than in the western United States, 
Although intraplate earthquakes are more infrequent 
and unexpected, the impact OF earthquakes on society 
can be greater than is generally perceived because of the 
large affected areas and greater population density in 
the eastern United States. 
Difficulties in Making Evaluations 
The evaluation of faults, particularly assessment of 
their seismic potential, is often difficult because of the 
following factors: poor conditions of surface exposure 
(concealment by bodies of water or young sediments); 
plastic deformation of near-surface materials; transi- 
tional or branching rupture character; detachment, dC- 
collement, or listric faulting of shallow materials; con- 
flicting or incomplete geologic, seismologic, or 
geophysical observations; incomplete bases for analysis; 
and basic assumptions about activity or nonactivity of 
faults. These factors have led to smaller, shorter, more 
discontinuous expression of surface faulting parameters 
in almost one-fourth of the historical examples of sur- 
face faulting in North America. 
Approach for Earthquake Eualuation 
Two approaches for earthquake-hazard assessment 
have been used in the United States. The western United 
States is dominated by active-tectonic processes and 
many active faults. Those faults with proper orionta- 
lions s r  connections to plate boundaries may be active 
and can be evaluated by methods that are discussed in 
this paper. Faalts withir. this region are commonly as- 
sumed to be active r~nless there are contrary data. 
In the central and eastern United States-in intra- 
plate regions east of the Rocky Mountains-most faults 
are inactive and rarely have the potential for being 
sources of damaging and hazardous earthquakes. 
Earthquakes of these zones may not show characteristics 
typical of active faults, with lower magnitudes (com- 
monly less than 5.75 or 6), and may be assumed to have 
random or "floating" epicenters within a province. 
Man'sstructures may need to be designed conservatively 
for the largest historicdl ear,hquake of the region or 
province or may be designed conservatively for a higher 
magnitude or intensity. Most faults for such regions are 
commonly assumed, or may appear to be inactive, al- 
though the Meers Fault (Oklahoma) and the scarp at 
Reelfoot Lake (near New Madrid, Missouri) suggest that 
some faults of central United Sta t~s  may be active, and 
deterministic assessments should be used. 
Many different disciplines are used for studying ac- 
tive faults. Some of these are shown in Figure 3.1 in a 
time perspective. 
Ordinary seismic wavcs 
Longperiod seismic waves 
(large earthquakes) 
F r ~ e  osrjllation 
of the EaAh 
Earth tides 
1 SeLrmologfcol Band J Earthquake faults and other seismic land dclormations 
Geodeflc Band 
F'IGURE 3.1 Time relations of different dkciplinm associated wit11 
octivcfaulting. (Fram Kusnhura, 1881.) 
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SEISMOGENIC MODEL, 
Earthquakes are generally assumed to be elastic 
waves radiating out from a rupture in the Earth that 
slips suddenly and generally in a brittle manner, Most 
evaluations of the potential for surface faulting and 
earthquakes assume that earthquakes of above magni- 
tude Ms = 6 are by brittle failure and are represented by 
fault-rupture parameters. This simple m i d  is effective 
for many examples of surface faulting, particularly for 
faults with moderate to steep dips and with good surface 
exposure, The releaseof energy is a function of fault rrup- 
ture parameters and is also affected by the elastic re- 
bound of the strained volume of rock: associated folding 
(King and Stein, 1983; Hill, 1984; MoIinari, 19841, de- 
tachment faulting (Hardyman, 1978; Berberian, 1982), 
fault type and attitude   lo^ angle thrust faults), and 
surface exposure. 
HAZARDS RELATED TO FAULTS 
Eorfhquakeand Ground Motion 
Perhaps the best-known hazards of active fatilting are 
the destructive effects of earthquake shakik,  often 
called "strong ground motion." Sudden movement 
along a iault or fault zone radiateselastic waves that are 
generally strongest near thecausative fault and taper off 
or attenuate away from the fault. Strong ground motion 
is the single largest naturaI factor in causing earthquake 
damage, including loss of life and property, failure of 
structures, disruption of utilities, and numeroussecond- 
ary effectssuch as landsliding and liquefaction. 
The characteristics and intensity of strong ground 
motion at different sites usually varies with a number of 
factors, including earthquake size, attentuation, and lo- 
cal ground response. Variation of strong ground motion 
with distance from a causative fault has been one of the 
most discussed factors, based on many analyses of 
strong-motion records from historical earthquakes and 
various theoretical considerations. Recent studies by 
McCarr (1984) show that the intensity of strong ground 
motion may vary with the type of motion along a fault 
(e.g., reverse motion versus normal motion), Details of 
the geometry of fault zones can have a large influence on 
strong ground motion. Local areas where the fault is not 
so free to slide concentrate stress (Bakun et al., 1980, 
1984; Aki, 1984j; when these places are broken and the 
stress is released a large amount of high-frequency en- 
ergy is generated resulting in high-frequency ground 
motion. 
Source directivity, a phenomenon involving the prop- 
agating fault rupture and its relationship with the elas- 
tic waves being radiated, can have a pronounced effect 
on the frequency and amplitudes of the radiating waves 
and should be addressed for sites near the causative fault 
(Singh, 1981). Other factors such as the radiated wave's 
travel path characteristics (Singh, 1981), topographic 
effects at a site (Davis and West, 1973), and site materi- 
als and geology (Rogers st al., 1983) can also affect 
strong ground motion. Many siting and design studies 
use a sophisticated approach to strong ground motion 
estimation involving the combined expertise of the seis- 
mologist, the geologist, and the engineer for determinis- 
tic and probabilistic studies. 
The effect of strong ground motion is incorporated 
into building codes and may influence zoning (Berg, 
1983). Geotechnical studies of soik as well as geologic 
and seismologic fault studies arevital to this ground mo- 
tion potential assessment. 
One of the most direct hazards (effects) of active 
faulting is displacement or offset at the foundation of a 
structure (Swiger, 1978). Ruptures can occur suddenly 
during earthquakes or slowly or gradually by creep. 
Three main types of fault movements associated with a 
faulting event are primary, secondary, and sympathetic 
movements. A primary rupture occurs along the main 
fault responsible for the earthquake and can be esti- 
mated from observations and regression analyses (Slem- 
mons, 1982b; Bonilla st al. ,  1984) of historical earth- 
quakes and fault displacement. These are commonly 
based on rupture length or maximum displacement; ac- 
tual observed effects can be reduced by drag anddistrib- 
uted rupture, plastic failure, detachment, and other 
causes. 
The construction of some brittle structures may not 
tolerate even small fault rupturing. The proposed Au- 
burn Dam in California was in advanced stages of site 
preparation when the possibility of fault displacement 
of about 15 cm in the foundation was estimated by 
Woodward-Clyde Consultants (1977), The consultants 
and a special review panel essentially concurred that, 
although the recurrence interval was very long, the 
maximum expected ground displacement of about 15 
cm could occur with an associated earthquake of magni- 
tude 6.5. The concrete double arch dam co~!d not 
accommodate this large a foundation displacement, 
and the proposed dam was abandoned as inappropriate 
for the site even though $200 million was spent for site 
preparation. 
Secondary ruptures are those that occu: along branch 
faults and other faults subordinate to the principal fault 
trace. These faults locally accommodate deformation 
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from the main fault and generally have lesser displace- 
ments. Bonilla (1970) showed that secondary rupture 
displacements decrease with increasing distance from 
the fault. 
Sympathetic offsets occur when strain release along 
the main fault or vibratory ground motion disturbs the 
state of stress of another fault, causing it to undergo dis- 
placement. During the 1968 Borrego Mountain earth- 
quake, sympathetic displacement occurred on three 
faults, the Imperial, Superstition Hills, and San An- 
d r e a .  Investigations by AHen et al. (1972) reported 
sympathetic offsets of 1- to 2.5-cm right-lateral dis- 
placement and that the longest of these ruptures was 30 
km long and 50 km from the epicenter. 
Surface displacement can occur gradually in areas of 
tectonic creep and nontectonic fluid withdrawal. In 
California, several ftlults are undergoing tectonic creep, 
with a maximum reported creep of 3.2 cmlyr along the 
San Andreas Fault in San Benito County (Burford and 
Harsh, 1980). 
Tectonic Deformation 
Tectonic deformation refers to area1 or regional de- 
formation that may or may not be associated with mod- 
erate or large earthquakes, Dramatic effects of tectonic 
deformation have been noted by observing the vertical 
displacement and tilting of shorelines during the 1964 
Alaskan earthquake, which shows evidence of Land 
movement relative to sea level, An area of south central 
Alaska, of probably over 110,000 mi2 of Iand and sea 
bottom, was affected by warping, horizontal distortion, 
and faulting (Plafker, 1972). The upper growth limit of 
barnacles showed a maximum of 37.8 feet of vertica! 
displacement when the pre-earthquake and post- 
earthquake shorelines at  Montague Island were com- 
pared (Plafker, 1972). In the Kodiak islands, a maxi- 
mum subsidence of 6.3 feet of the shoreline was re- 
corded (Plafker, 1972). Plafker commented, "Regional 
uplift and subsidence occurred mainly in two nearly 
parallel elongate zones, together about 600 miles Iong 
and as much as 250 miles wide, that lie along the conti- 
nental margin." Earth movements, detected by geo- 
detic measurements, were recorded after the 1971 San 
Fernando, California, earthquake (MI, = 6.5). These 
measurements s'howed the mountains to the northeast of 
the causative fauIt shifted upward as much as 2 m and 
horizontnlly as much as 2 rn (Savage st al., 1975). 
Folds and large crustal upIifts and tilts have generally 
been assumed to be aseismic and to represent gradual 
plastic failure. Recent: activity at Coalinga, California, 
has shown that this, however, is not always the case. 
The damaging 1983 Coalinga earthquake (Ms = 6.6) 
occurred in an area where active faults and large-mag- 
nitude earthquakes were previously unrecognized. Post- 
earthquake investigations concluded that no surficial 
faulting accompanied the earthquake (Clark et aE., 
1984). Studies by King and Stein (1983) showed that up- 
lifted Holocene terraces on the main fold associated 
with the earthquake could be identified and are consis- 
tent with the regional deformation accompanying the 
earthquake (Stein, 1983). Other earthquakc that were 
associated with folding and compressional regimes are 
the 1978 Tabas-e-Golshan, Iran, earthquake (Ms = 
7.5) and the 1980 El Asnam, Algeria, earthquake (Ms = 
7.25). 
The relationships recognized at Coalinga have led to 
a re-examination of major folds of the California Coast 
andTransverse Ranges and adjustment of seismic design 
of nearby major engineering structures. keats (1982) 
suggested that surface faults along anticlines may be 
weakly seismic or low-shake faults, These faults, also 
called flexural-slip faults, are thought to be related to 
the folding structure, with displacement occurring 
along bedding planes of the units being folded (see 
Yeats, Chapter 4, this volume). Hill (1984) suggested 
that some of the Coalinga earthquakes may be related to 
flexural-slip events. Late Quaternary fault scarps are as- 
sociated with the Toppenish antidine of the Yakima 
fold belt in Washington (Campbell and Bentley, 1981j, 
but whether these are seisrnogenic has not been re- 
solved, 
Criteria for discriminating between seismogenic and 
aseismic geologicstructures have yet to be developed for 
evaluating folds or areas actively undergoing tectonic 
deformation. Resolution of these issues is important for 
seismic evaluation of many engineering structures in 
areas with Late Cenozoic folding, Tectonic tilting or 
warping must also be considered for level or gradient- 
sedsitive structures, such a5 aqueducts in Owens Valley 
and also on the western edge of the San Joaquin Valley. 
Secondary Effects 
Secondary effects associated with earthquakes in- 
clude landslides and rockfalls, liquefaction, seiches, and 
tsunamis. These effects can cause severe and widespread 
damage; although the effects may be severest in the epi- 
central region, they may extend out to distances of as 
much as 1000 km. Landslides are often induced by 
earthquake shaking. The scale of these features can vary 
from slides a few meters long to slides kilometers in 
Iength. During the 1976 Guatemalan earthquake (Ms = 
7.5) over 10,000 landslides were generated in an area of 
16,000 km2 (Harp et al., 1981). One of the most notable 
slides occurred in Peru in 1970, where a large, seismi- 
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cally induced landslide originating 130 km from the 
earthquakeclaimed at least 18,000 and possibly as many 
as 25,000 lives (Gere and Shah, 1984). Splashes or waves 
caused by landslides may also have extensive effects; the 
1958 earthquake induced a landslide into Lituya Bay, 
which caused a giant wave reaching 1720 ft above sea 
level (Miller, 1960). 
Liquefaction is a phenomenon in which near-surface 
water-saturated sediments are shaken, lowering their 
rigid strength and behaving as n semiliquid material. 
Structures such as buildings and pipelines built on 
ground that liquifies can tilt or sink or may be moved as 
the ground flows. This phenomenon has been noted in 
many earthquakes including classic effects of large 
apartment houses tilting in Niigata, Japan, during the 
June 1984 earthquake andspectacular effects during the 
March 1964 earthquake at Turnagain Heights and 
Valdez Harbor, Alaska. Liquefaction effects can be pre- 
dicted in a gross way using simple linear diagrams 
(Youd, 1978) or more precisely with sophisticated corn- 
puter models for specific sites (Youd et ul, , 1978). 
A seiche is a wave set up in a body of water in response 
to earthquake waves and also can occur great distances 
from the earthquakesource. The danger of seiche is tern- 
porary flooding of areas near lakes and reservoirs and 
overtopping of dams, During the 1954 Dixie Valiey- 
Fairview Park, Nevada, earthquakes, a seiche was set 
up in a covered water reservoir in Sacramento, Califor- 
nia, 300 krn away, damaging support pillars, concrete 
walls, and gunite panels (Steinbugge and Moran, 1957). 
Large ocean waves created by uplift or downdrop- 
ping of the seatloor during an earthquake are called tsu- 
namis. Tsunamis can move hundreds oE kilometers per 
hour and destroy facilities and structures along the 
coast, thousands of kilometers from the earthquake. 
Warnings are issued when there is a large earthquake in 
oceanic areas, which allows coastal residents to go to 
safety on higher ground until the tsunami danger has 
passed. 
Detailed observations and investigations of secondary 
effects have led to the understanding, prediction, and 
mitigation of these effects in many areas. Today, sec- 
cndary effects can often be identified and risks assessed 
thanks to geologic, geophysical, and engineering labo- 
ratory and field studies. 
TECTONIC SETTING 
Plate-Tectonic Relationships 
Plate-tectonic concepts are accepted by most earth 
scientists as a working model of the crustal behavior of 
the Earth. This model suggests that the Earth's surface is 
composed of several large plates and numerous smaller 
plates that are slowly moving and rotating with respect 
to each other. Since this behavior is dynamic, faulting, 
earthquake activity, and rates of fault slip and folding 
are closely related to the rate of movement between 
plates. Most seismic activity occurs along plate bounda- 
ries, areas known as interplate areas. Intraplate areas 
are areas within plates and have less seismic activity and 
lower rates of tectonic activity than interplate areas. 
Closer inspection of interplate regions reveals smaller 
"microplate" tectonic domains characterized by a par- 
ticular faulting style, such as the Basin and Range prov- 
ince in the western United States. 
Interplate Regions 
These regions have many active faults with a poten- 
tial for future displacements and associated earthquake 
activity. The methods described in this chapter are espe- 
cially appropriate for many faults in these regions. 
There is a great range in rates OF fault activity with re- 
currence intervals that range from decades to hundreds 
of thousand years. Additionally, the plate and micro- 
plate boundaries vary from sharp and narrow to broad 
("soft") zones that may extend h~sdreds to thousands of 
kilometers from the main boundary, including most of 
the western United States, although there are "islands" 
of inactivesubplates within this region and variations in 
rate of activity within active provinces. Wallace and 
Whitney (1984) described an example of variable rates 
of tectonic activity within the Great Basin province. 
Complete evaluations of a fault are needed to assess the 
following characteristics: seismogenic character, seg- 
mentation, recurrence interval and slip rate, recency of 
fault activity, and the relation to the site or area being 
evaluated. 
The maximum magnitude of earthquakes varies with 
seismotectonic province or fault and includes a range in 
values for each type of plate boundary. The maximum 
historical values include M,, (moment magnitude) val- 
ues of over 9 for some subduction zones, Ms (surface 
wave) magnitudes of up to about 8.3 for strike-slip 
faults, and Ms magnitudes of up to about 7.5 or 8 for 
extensional zones. 
Intraplate Regions 
Seismic hazard evaluation of intraplate regions has 
evolved rapidly in the last few years, altllough processe~ 
will become more refined and better understood. nates 
of activity are generally orders of magnitude lower 
within intraplate areas as compared with interplate 
areas. The low rates of faulting and warping and sub- 
dued geomorphic expression of deformation may be due 
to broad basinal or domal uplift, These lower tectonic 
rates are generally accompanied by less earthquake uc- 
tivity than for interplate regions, In general this has 
caused more focus and awareness of earthquake hazard 
in interplate regions and less concern in the intraplate 
regions. An excellent summary of intraplate seismicity 
(and other intraplato tectonism) is given by Sykes 
(1978), who noted that intraplate seismicity appears to 
be localized along pre-existing zones of crustal weuk- 
ness. Seismicity in the eastern United States within the 
North American plate exemplifies this concept. 
Seismic activity in the New Madrid area, where the 
large earthquakes of 1811 and 1812 occurred, appears to 
be bcalized dong a pre-existing rift structure in the con- 
tinent (Sykes, 1978). blthough at the time the rift was 
formed the cantirient was under extension in that re- 
gion, recent activity appears to be related to compres- 
sion. This change in stress regimeshows how a pre-exist- 
ing structure (e.g., rift) can be reactivated in later, 
different strain episodes. The crustal weakness appears 
to be the Iocus of earthquake-related strain release, The 
1886 Charleston earthquake was located in a Paleozoic 
orogenic belt, an inactive or relic interplate region on 
the eastern edge of the continent. Low seismicity and 
cover of young sediments has not allowed the tectonics 
and source zones of the Charleston earthquake to be un- 
derstood a5 well as in the New Madrid area. 
The Meers Fault of Oklahoma is another example of 
reactivation of an ancient geologic structure. The Meers 
Fault, a segment of the Frontal Fault zone, was formed 
about 500 m.y. ago as. part of the southern Oklahoma 
rift. During a later arogeny it underwent extensive com- 
pressional (reverse) as well as left-lateral displacement, 
Studies of the Meers Fault show that the fault is cur- 
rently active and has a dominant lateral component 
(Ramelli and Slemrnons, 1985; Slemmons et al., 1985). 
The potential size of intraplate earthquakes, al- 
though they are infrequent, is great, The New Madrid, 
Missauri, earthquakes of 1811 and 1812 are estimated to 
have Ms magnitudes of over 8; the Charleston, South 
Carolina, earthquake of 1886 was about Ms = 7. The 
recently discovered Meers Fault has characteristic fea- 
tures that suggest Ms = 6.5 to7.5 earthquakesin the late 
Quaternary (Slemmons et al., 1985). 
IDENTIFICATION AND DELINEATION OF 
ACTIVE FAULTS 
Geologic Methods 
Many active faults are poorly delineated on most pre- 
1950 geologic, structural, or tectonic maps. These com- 
monly emphasize ancient and inactive tectonic features 
rather than neotectonic structures, Recognitioil and de- 
tailed mapping of historical and Quaternary faults in 
many zones of neotectonic activity, partinularly at or 
near plate boundaries, have led to recent improvements 
in the delineation of active faults, In aidition, the possi- 
ble reactivation of intraplate faults such as the Maors 
Fault has emphasized the need to re-examine other 
faults and folds in central and enstern United States. 
Ratnote-Sensing Methods 
Remote-sensing methods can be effective in detect- 
ing, delineating, and describing the character of active 
faults and neotectonic features. The rnrist effective 
methods accentuate fault scarps by employing imaging 
techniques using special illumination angles, wave- 
lengths, or stereographic effects. Some of the methods 
for earthpuake-hazard analysis are summarized by 
Glass and Slemmons (1978), but newer equipment and 
methods and rapid developments in analytical tech- 
niques require continued adapts.tion of many of these 
concepts. Examples of instrumental and structural anal- 
ysis are in Williams (1983) in the section on geological 
applications, and for applications in nuclear power- 
plant site investigations ill McEldowney and Pascucci 
(1979). 
Low Sun angle and radar imagery methods are espe- 
cially effective in detecting and delineating active faults 
and folds. Special low-Sun angle photography of faults 
can have the advantages of relatively low cost and ap- 
propriate scale and optimum shadowingor highlighting 
of scarps by selection of solar azimuth and altitude. 
Since this is the most effective single method of assess- 
ment of active faults, it is one of the most widely used 
methods for aerial photography and reconnaissance 
(Glass and Slemrnons, 1978). nadar imagery of some 
areas is ava.ilable at much higher cost and on smaller 
scales, may have the advantages of some ground pene- 
tration in arid regions, and can be taken at any azimuth, 
time of day or night, and in cloud or fog cover. 
Recent studies using ground penetrating radar for 
fault trace identification have been very successful. 
Black et al. (1983) studied an area along the San Andreas 
Fault zone that has been extensively trenched and found 
good correlation of the ground penetrating radar re- 
cords and the trench logs. Bilham and Sceber (1985) 
used subsurface radar profiling to detect colluvial 
wedges associated with former movements along the 
Lost River Fault and wide zones of faulting along the 
San Andrea, Fault: system. As this method is refined it 
will become an even more powerful method of fault de- 
tection and delineation. 
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Ceoph ysical Mellrods 
Observations of seismicity can sometimes lielp to de- 
lineate active faults. Persistent alignments of seismicity, 
especially at the ends of identified faults, can occasion- 
ally be considered seismic sources or seismogenic exten- 
sions of a fault. Many active faults have associated seis- 
micity, including the Calaveras, Wayward, and central 
San Andreas Fault zones of central California, which, 
however, may only indicate the creeping segments of 
these faults. Other sections of the San Andreas Fault sys- 
tem that are not currently creeping are not clearly delin- 
eated by small earthquakes. Areas of relatively high seis- 
micity may warrant examination for active faults. 
In  the eastern United States, alignments of high seis- 
micity such as near New Madrid are associnted active 
subsurface faults. Other major basement: faults are asso- 
ciated with seismicity and may be active (Gordon, 
1985); these also could be examined, 
Seismic reflection techniques can lielp to delineate 
subsurface fnults in sedimentary basins, both on land 
and beneath lakes and oceans. Thcse techniques are 
used for recent fault detection and delineation studies, 
particularly in offshore California (Greene ct al. ,  1973) 
and along the central California coastal margin near the 
Hosgri Fuult (Crouch el al , ,  1984) ncar Point Conccp- 
tiun (Pipkin and Ploessel, 1985), and in the offshorezone 
of deformation betwecn the Inglewood Fault and Rose 
Canyon Fault (San Diego). Seismic reflection profiling 
by the Consortium for Continental Reflection Profiling 
(COCORP) has revealed the down-dip nature of many 
faults and a major detachment surface under the Sevier 
Desert of Utah (Allmendinger et bl,, 1983). 
Gravity methods are most effective for studying fault 
zones where astrongdensity contrast exists between ma- 
terials on either side of the fault. This situation occurs 
along faults where basement rocks are displaced against 
sediments or fault offsets in basins where the thickness of 
sediment differs across the fault, These methods are es- 
pecially effective for regions of extensional faulting, Zo- 
back (1983) used gravity techniques to delineate the ge- 
ometry of range bounding normal faults in the Basin 
and Range province along the Wasatch Fault zone in 
Utah. 
Application of surface magnetic and aeromagnetic 
survey methods for evaluation of active faults is dis- 
cussed by Cluff et al. (1972), Krinitzsky (1974), and 
Sherard et al. (1974). These methods can be used to de- 
tect and delineate faults concealed by recent sediments 
and provide a relatively inexpensive method of contour- 
ing the thicknessof basin fill. Smith (1967) located intra- 
basin, largely concealed, major fault grabens within the 
Dixie Valley graben using aeromagnetic methods. Some 
of these gruben boundary Faults were also accurately de- 
lineated by the faulting of the 1954 Dixie Valley earth- 
quake. Smith provided a detailed outline for applying 
magnetic methods to tile Basin and Range province with 
normal- and oblique-slip faults. 
Bniley (1074) used a magnetometer to determine the 
surface fault location of the Chabot Fault, California, 
where anomalous drops in magnetism suggested loca- 
tions of fracturing and subsequent leaching related to 
faulting, Theeastern limit of the Chnbot Fault zonewas 
identifiedso that buildingscould besiled to avoid poten- 
tial surface rupture, Similar upplicatioils may be useful 
in defining active fnults that are concea.lcd by young nl- 
luvium or bodies of water. 
Exploratory hfclllods 
Exploratory methods for fault ussusment advocated 
by Louderbuck (1950) were little used until the lute 
1960s when they assumed an important rolc in fault 
evaluations to assess such features GS for activity, age 
dating, pttleoru~ture and liquefaction events, slip direc- 
tion, recurrence intervals, and slip rates. An adequate 
exploratory trenching and borehole program is critical 
in evaluation of active faults and is a major part of both 
domestic and foreign assessments. Specific applications 
to fault assessment are included in Taylor and Cluff 
(1973). The use of trenching as an exploratory mcthod 
for nuclear power plant siting is discussed in Hatheway 
and Leighton (1979). 
DETERMINATION 0 1 7  FAULT ACTIVITY 
Before 1950, most geologists did not distinguish be- 
tween inactive faults and those with a potential for re- 
newed displacements and associated earthquake activ- 
ity, yet this is a critical part of man's planning and 
design, Slemmons (1982a) listed over 30 definitions for 
"active" or "capable" faults of which only three were 
made before 1950. No definition for active faults is uni- 
versally accepted, although two elements are present in 
most definitions: (1) the potential or probability of fu- 
ture displacements in the present tectonic setting and (2) 
the time of most recent displacement (e.g,, historica~, 
Holocene, Quaternary, or "in the present seismotec- 
tonic regime"), The first element, potentiaI, is critical to 
all assessments for larger earthquakes; the second, re- 
cency, relates indirectly to rate of activity, which pro- 
vides a more quantitative measure of degree of fault ac- 
tivity. Fault activity can also be classified by fault slip 
rate. Figure 3,2shows the general relationships between 
three factors: (1) the time since the last event or recur- 
rence interval, (2) the surface wuvc magnitude, und (3) 
fnult slip rate. This figure also sllows the general gco- 
morphic expression for eacll interval of fault slip rates, 
although such factors as climate, time since the last 
event, variations in fnult slip rute, or noncharacteristic 
activity can affect the landforms. Cluff and Cluff (1984) 
noted that the common current usc of "active" und "in- 
active" can be a scientific oversimplification thut may 
lead to improper siting or design of engineered struc- 
tures. Use of quantitative measures for degree of activ- 
ity, such us fault slip ratc und recurrence interval with 
probabilities and variance, can lead to deterministic 
values providing meaningful numliers for analysis by 
probabilistic methods. 
Geologic indicators 
One of the most convincing arguments or evidence of 
fault activity is the cross-cutting or non-cross-cutting re- 
lationship with n datable unit, If Holocene activity is the 
criterion for activity, then a Holocenc age unit crossing 
the fault could be an ideal location for a trench site, If 
the unit isoffset, then the age of the unit and the amount 
of offset can be used to estimate a slip rate and a recur- 
rence interval if tile nature of characteristic earthquake 
is known. A wide variety of types of Holocene deposits 
have been used for evaluation of fault activity, most 
commonly alluvial and volcanic deposits. Deposits are 
dated by carbon-14 radiometric methods, tephro- 
chronoloby, soil development, fossil stratigraphy, and 
many other techniques, Pierce (Chapter 13, this voi- 
ume) presents a good summary and review of Quater- 
nary dating mcthods, E1:posures of faulted units lnuy be 
found in stream cuts und lundslide scars or in road cuts 
or other man-made excavations. To prove whetl~er u 
fuult or strand of a fault system is active, a trench may be 
dug a t  the proposed site and the geologic units and soils 
inspected for faults. If no demonstrated fuult activity 
h:is taken placc in thcse geologic units within the defined 
"active" fault period, the proposed structure can be con- 
sidered reasonably safe from damage from surface 
faulting. 
The structural aspects of young gealogic units adjacent 
to faults may also provide information ubout activity of a 
fault. Adjacent units may bc brecciuted and shattered, 
haveopen fissures, be tilted or warped, or havesccondary 
effects of faulting and liquefaction effccts (e.g., sand boils 
and sand dikes), In a detailed study of a fault, the youth- 
ful geologic units should be described, delineated, and 
inspected for evidenceof young faulting, 
Gcornorphic Indicators 
Tile freshness of appearancr; and type of geomorphic 
expression of faults is related to the age of faulting (Mat- 
suda, 1975; Slemmons, 1977, 1982a; Wallace, 1977, 
1978), Geomorphic investigations into faulting are rela- 
tively easy and can yield considerable information, 
Many landforms such as depressions and sug ponds, 
open rifts, and prominent high-angle scarps suggest 
youthfulness and further help to identify tile active 
traccs or strands of faults zones (Figure 3.3). 
A geomorphic investigation begins with examination 
of aerial photographs or an aerial reconnaissance. Ovcr- 
view of the geomorphology allows delineation of kcy lo- 
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cations for ground investigations. Low-Sun-angle tech- 
niques for reconnaissance or pliotography have been 
extremely useful in detecting subtle geomorphic feu- 
tures that would have otherwise been missed (Glass und 
Slemmons, 1978), such as in cities where geomorphic 
expression of scarps may have been smootlled out or al- 
tered, but general elevation differences still exist, 
Key areas found through geomurphic! investigation 
are often used as sites for furthcr geologic ifivertigutions 
as exploratory trenching. Geomorphic investigations 
form a large part of the data base used in paleoseismic 
investigations. Freshness and continuity of geomorphic 
expresslan in space strongly suggest a surface ruptuie 
created during one event or over multiple events closely 
spaced in time, 
Recently there have been numerous efforts to quan- 
tify the degrec of degradation of fault scarps relative to 
age (seeChapters7,8, and 12, this volume). 
i, aodetic Indicators 
Recognition of activity alongsome faults is possible by 
repeated geodetic surveys. Geodetic methods are capa- 
ble of detecting and meawring tectonic strain of regions 
or across active faults. Reduction of thc geodetic data 
permits determination of rate and direction of ground 
movement. Tho data provide another measure of fault 
displacement, both seismic or aseismic, and can assist in 
locating active branch faults or focus on areas of current 
movement within complex zones of faulting. Sylvester 
(Chapter 11, this volume) presents several methods of 
near-field geodetics including level lines, alignment sur- 
veys, trilutcration, triangulation, and creepmeters. Re- 
gional geodetic Ieveling and trilateration surveys are 
made to monitor regional strain accumulation and re- 
lease (Prcscott et al., 1979; Vanicek et al,, 1980). 
Advances using satellite geodesy, e.g., the Navstar 
Global Positioning System (GPS), offer surveying tech- 
niques \vith a precision stipcrior to classic surveying at 
one-twentieth the cost (Kerr, 1885). 
Detailed studics of earthquake epicentral and hypo- 
central distributions of many fault zones can indicate the 
activity, continuity, location, dip and strike, seismogenic 
depth, and possible stress regime of the fault zone. How- 
ever, this is often a difficult task. The quality of scisrnic 
data must bescrutinized 3 r d  understdod. The best-qual- 
ity data conle from dense seismometer networks that are 
limited to a few areas and are often temporary. Quarry 
blasts and possible geothermal, volcanic, and reservoir- 
induced seis~nicity must be separated from fault-related 
seismicity and can bc analyzed as an additional sdsmic 
hward. The remainder may be a well-defined zonc of 
activity or a diffuse pattern of distributed activity. Waii- 
defined zones of activity are common in aftershock areas 
and along creepingsections of faults, Diffuse patterns are 
harder to interpret but a t  le;r:t indicate that somestrain is 
taking place in tiic xea .  A diffuse pattern of historical 
seismicity suggests a m t ~ i m u m  IiisLoric eartliilutikc (for 
tho area including the fault) nnd warrants further invcsti- 
gution of fuulting in the uren. 
Elirthq~tukc activity along r\ fault zone clearly indi- 
cnkes that the fault zone is active at Icast at seislnogcnic 
dcptlis, Hotvcver, the type of activity nccds to be evulu- 
uted to assess the liazard and risk. A fault that slips ascis- 
micully represents a different type of risk than a fuult 
that slips with largo rupture events. Adjoining scctions 
af the same fuult may hchuve differently and, for cxilnl- 
ple, the San Androas Fault bctwecn Parkfield and San 
Jtran Butltista uppcurs to be cliurrrcterizcd I>y creep and 
frequent lower magnitude (Icss tlinn 0) cartlicluakes, 
whereos the adjoining section to the south has abrupt 
brittle failures, about 150-yr recurrence intervals, trnd 
up to magnitude8.3 curthcluakcs. 
Rates u j  Aclioitg 
Rates of tlctivity mfiy be lcarnccl from the stucty ot 
geomorphic features (Matsuda, 1975); faults with high 
slip rate ~ R V O  abtind~111 and well-d~velopud landforms 
and steep scarps (Wallace, 1977: Hanks ct a] , ,  1981; 
Chapters 7, 13, snd 14, this volurnc). Tlic interrclation- 
ships of time between characteristic earthquakes (the rc- 
currence interval), fault slip rtrtc, and ettrthquakc niag- 
nitude are shown in Figure 3.2. Slip ratcs prusentcd in 
this figure arc based on avcragc displaccmcnt, which is 
more likely to be mcasurcd during ficld studics, ratlicr 
than masimuni displaccmcnt, We hiive ussumcd that 
the average clisplacement is onc-half tlie rnssin~um 
displacement. 
EARTHQUAKE SIZE AND ACTIVE F A U L T  
PARAMETERS 
Earthquake magnitude scales arc one of thc mosl im- 
portant cnrtliquukcsizeso~irce parameters used today in 
seismology ancl activc-tectonic studies. Magnittidc 
scales hnve different forms sucli as local magnitude 
(MI,), surface-wave miignitirdc (Ms), body-wave n iap  
nitude (MI,), and coda-cluration magnitude (M,) (Kana- 
~nor i ,  1977; Bath, 1981: CIiung and Bernrcuter, 1981), 
These different forms were originiilly created to nccom- 
modatc different kinds of seismic networks (u.g., ncnr 
field versus far ficld) in thc rnagnituclc cletermillntion of 
carthquakcs. One of the principal differences bctwcun 
the magnitude scales is the period of the wavc measured. 
This difference of measured frequcncy arises from the 
variety of instrument responses of scisrnometers used 
and the changing frequency spectrum of the waves 
reaching seismameters ut vurious distances from the 
eartIiqt~ukc sources. The local ~ntlgnitudc scale was in- 
trodrlced by C. P, Richter For earthquakes in southern 
California with epiccntrui distances of 600 km or less 
and -ill d~pt l i s  of 15 kt11 or less. Boll\ ,MI. and hi,, arc 
clc' ~ n e d  from the amplitude of wavcs with a period 
of J L I ~  1 scc, and the values of these magnitudes are 
tholrght to saturate at a!>out magnitude 7.25 (Chung 
and Bernrcuter, 1881). Thus, as the rupture gets larger 
in area from that of a magnitude 7.25 earthquake, tlie 
values of MI, und MI, increase very little and do not rep- 
resent tllc entire energy released from the eartfiquuke. 
The surface wavc magnitude is suitable for globs1 dis- 
tances tind is mcasurcd at periods near 20 sec. The Ms 
scalc saturates at about mugniti~de 8.6 (Chung and 
Bernrcuter, 1881), 
Another useful seismic es t im~le  of earthquake size, 
theseismic munlent is defined as tlic product of tlie 
rupture area (A), the average displncernent of the I tip- 
t i ~ r c  (D), und the shcur modulus along the rupture 
(Brunc, 1968), 
h1[, = pAD* 
Hanks and Kunamori (1979) developed a moment rnag- 
nitudesca!c (M,, )  based on wismic moment, whcrc 
MI,. = 21310g Mo - 10.7. 
I 'hc mornent magnitude is an important scalc bccause it 
rclatcs directly with the pliysical propertics of tho rut)- 
turc and does not, by clefinition, saturate. 
Eartlitluake size is one of t11c  no st important factors 
in wismic-hazard t~ilnlysis untl can be estimated using 
specific fault poramctcrs. When using [nagnittide data, 
i t  is important to understand thc characteristics of the 
scale being used, sucll as saturation, and to rtnderstand 
the quality or range in errors and uncertainties of tlie 
data used for tlie mngnitudc estimate. 
For111 Rrrptrrrc I'(rrunierer.snr~ri EartI~rlrrokc Size 
Toclicr (1958) recognized that there was ii good rela- 
tionship in l a r g  historical earthquakes bet\vecn size or 
rnngnituclc and the lognritlin~ic parameters of total sur- 
face rupture length, rnaximum clispiacement, or length 
times maximum displnccnicnt. Subsequent reports by 
Iida (1959,1965), Bonilla (11167, 1970), and BoniIla and 
Uuchanan (1970) refincd tlie original linear regressions. 
Bonilla wit11 his colleagues (Bonilla and Buchana~l, 
1970; Mark, 1977; Mark and 13onillu, 1977) and Slrm- 
mons (1977) added new data points and rejected poor 
data, iniproved magnitude values and statistical prac- 
, 
tices, and scrutinized the quality of field measurements 
of faulting parameters. More compatible linear regres- 
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sions with lower standard deviations and better fit were 
obtained by Slemmons (1982b) and using moresophisti- 
cated magnitude values and statistical methods by 
Bonilla ct al,  (1984). Where there is good field expres- 
sion of the length undlor maximum displacement from 
geonlorphic expression of fault scarps, or where these 
parameters can be measulwd from soil-stratigraphic rc- 
Iations, it is possible to infer the approximate magnitude 
of pnleoseismic events. These correlations between fault 
parameters and earthquake magnitude have been made 
for sit:ing and engineering design of vital structures in 
man:; parts of the world for diverse tectonic settings, 
including extensional aleas such as the Basin and Rangc 
provinct: (Wallace, 1977, 1978; Cluff et a / . ,  1980; 
Schwartz and Coppcrsmitli, 1984) and regions of strike- 
slip faulting (Sieh, 1984; Sieh and Jahns, 1984) and for 
thrust faulting in regions with compressional tectonics 
(Woodward-Clyde Consultants, 1984). An application 
to intraplate locations is shown by the left-oblique fault- 
ing of the Meers Fault zone in Oklahoma. There a 26- to 
38-km-long fault scarp can be mapped. Using correla- 
tions of length to &IS magnitude, the scarp can be in- 
ferred to have formed during prehistoric earthquakes of 
between 6.5 to 7.5 magnitude (Slemmons ef al., 19d5). 
This paleoseisrnic evidence is especially important since 
no historical earthquakes have been recordcd in the 
area. Elsewhere in this zone a general alignment of epi- 
centers of small earthquakes has been noted (Gordon, 
1985). 
In  summary, active fault parameters such as length 
and displacement can be used to estimate earthquake 
magnitudes through the regression formula presented 
by Slemmons (1982b) or Bonilla et a / ,  (1984), and the 
parameters can be used directly in a moment magnitude 
calculation. An example of these correlations isshown in 
Figure 3.4. 
Thesegmentation of fault systems involves the identi- 
fication of individual fault segments that appear to have 
continuity, character. and orientation; these suggest 
that a segment will rupture as a unit (Slemrnans, 
1982b). Individual fault segments have different char- 
acteristics relative to adjacent segments or are separated 
from adjacent segments by identifiable discontiniiities. 
Figure 3.5 illustrates the concept that fault zones rup- 
ture in segments with an example from Turkey. During 
the period 1939 to 1967, the North Anatolian Fault sys- 
tem ruptured as segments and not as a single thraugli- 
going event. 
The  delineation of segments involves the identifica- 
tion of discontinuities in the fault system. Discontinui- 
EARTHPUAKE MACNlTUPE 
I>ICUI1E 3.4 I\elatlo~~sl~ig betwcuncurtl~r[uukc magnitude (rCls) and 
rni~xin~lrn dis[rlur.elnunt for sirikc-slip fui~lts. (Fro111 Sle~trmot~s, 
1!182l>. 1 
ties can be divided into two categories, geometric and 
inhomogeneous; thcsc categories are borrowed from 
seismologists who have used these terms for asperities 
and barriers (Aki, 1984). Examples of geometric discon- 
tinuities include fault intersections, such as branch 
fatilts or cross-fault terminations; fault-zone features, 
such as en echelon segments, separations, and changcs 
in attitude; and fault terminations. Inliornogeneous dis- 
continuities include variations in fault width, local 
stress regimes, and rates of displacement. 
Segall and Pollnrd (1980), acknowledging that fault 
traces consist of numerous discrete segments, have de- 
veloped a two-dimensional mathematical solution for 
nonintersecting cracks. Their solution describes thc rne- 
chanical behavior of left-stepping versus right-stepping 
en echelon cracks in a right lateral stress regime. Segall 
and Pollard state, "for right lateral shear and left-step- 
ping cracks, normal tractions on the overlapping crack 
ends increase and inhibit frictional slidii~g, whereas for 
right-stepping cracks, normal tractions decrease and fa- 
cilitatesliding." Bakt~n ef al. (1980) studied theseismic- 
ity and behavior of the San Andreas Fault zone in cen- 
tral California where strain release is cllaracterized by 
creep and moderate earthquakes. In their analysis, they 
modeled fault segments in an en echelon fashion (Figure 
3.6). Behavior of these segments was as would be pre- 
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FIGURE 3.5 Scquencoof luultingalong tl\eNorth Anatolkin Fuultzone, Turkq,  for tl~rpcriod 1039-1983, (Modified from Am' * 1978.) 
dicted by Segall and Pollard's   nod el, strengthelling the 
idea that fault systems behave in a segmented manner, 
If the discontinuities are large enough, segrnerltation 
of a fault system may be intuitively easy (e.g., a 10-km 
en echelon step appears to he a substantial discontinuity 
with a good chance of stopping a rupture). In less clear 
cases of discontinuities, several lines of geologic, seismo- 
logic, and geometric evidence must be gathered to sug- 
gest or substantiate the existence of the discontinuity. 
An understanding and delineation of the entire earth- 
quake history of a fault can be used as relatively strong 
evidence of segmentation. Once convinccd that a partic- 
ular segmentation is reasonable, various approaches in- 
cluding correlation with faulting parameters can be 
used to estimate earthquake mugnitudcs. Schwartz and 
Coppersmith (1984; Chapter 14, this volume) suggested 
examples of fault zones for which the segmentation 
model may be applicable. 
EARTHQUAKE RECURRENCE ESTIMATION 
R ccu rren cc Models 
Earthquake recurrence intervals can tpary markedly 
from fault to fault. Historical seismicity of the Parkfield 
segment of the San Andreas Fault system suggests a re- 
currence rate of 21 -t 4 yr (Bakun and McEvilly, 1984), 
whereas soils and trenching data suggest to Machette 
(1978) that the Courlty Dump Fault in New Mexico has 
a recurrence interval of 90,000 to 190,000 yr. As pointed 
out by Wallace (1970) and Schwartz and Coppersmith 
(1984; Chapter 14, this volume), the slip rate of a fault 
directly affects recurrence rates, 
Various models have been used to explain earthquake 
recurrence, including the time-predictable (Shimazaki 
and Nakata, 1980; Bufe st u l , ,  1977), slip-predictable 
(Shimazaki and Nakata, 1980), and the periodical 
model (Bakun and McEvilly, 1984). 
Wallace (1970) discussed recurrence for the San An- 
dreas Fault. Subsequent refinements in dating, explor- 
atory trenching, geomorphic expression, and low-Sun- 
angle aerial reconnaissance or photography have 
greatly c cpanded kno~vledge of fuulting recurrence, pa- 
leoseismicity, and scmp morphologic change. These 
new methods are critical to active fault evaluations and 
timing and prollability analysts. 
Studies determining paIenscismic history havo been 
coriducted recently at PaIlett Creek (Sich, 1984) and 
Wallace Creek (Sieh and J:ihns, 1984) and at Cajon I'ass 
(Wuldon and Sieh, 1985) along the San Andreas Fault 
zone. Cross-cutting relationships and radiocarbon dates 
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limit the ages of the prehistoric ruptures, and can be 
used to determine a local recurrence interval and slip 
rate for the fault. Although the 1886 Charleston earth- 
quakes apparently did not rupture the ground surface, 
preventinga direct analysis of recurrence rate, studies of 
licluefaction-related sand Mows in the Chrirleston area 
by Clberrneier cC al. (1985) suggest at least two prehis- 
toric events occurred that may be used to establish the 
recurrence interval of large aarthcluakes for the area. 
Thatcher (1984) noted examples in which geodetic mea- 
surements may also lead to rccurre~~ce estimates. 
Sekirrric G ~ p s  
Mogi (1979) pointed out that the term "seismic gap" 
has been used to dscribe two different phenomena. 
Mogi termed a scismic gap of the first kind as a gap in the 
spatial distribution of rupture zones of the largest earth- 
quakes in a seismic belt, Asecond kind of seismic gap is a 
gap in the seismicity of smaller-magnitude earthquakes 
before larger earthquake$. 
FIGURE 3.6 (Tap) Schurnutic fault modcl st]-ttcturc, Interior af the 
smooth, continuous, ncnrly planar segments urc creeping putdtcs (C). 
Stuck pntchcs arc classified as pinned (P), unpinned (li), or bent (B) if 
thcy occur at a left-stcppingoffsct, a right-stcppingoffsct, or a chung 
in strike, rcspcctively. (Bottom) Specific model for the Bi:nr Vullcy- 
Limekiln Road section of thc Sun Andrcas Fault in central C,~lifornia. 
(From Bakun ef al., 1980.) 
Wallace (1981) described seismic gaps as active-tec- 
tonic zoncs between recently active fault segments with 
high potential for reactivation in the near future, Wal- 
lace and Whitney (1984) examined the paleoseismic!~is- 
tory of three segments of the Central Nevada Seismic 
Belt-the Dixie Valley Fault segment, the Stillwater 
Fault scgmcnt, and the Pleasant Valley Fadt  zone seg- 
ment. They found that scarps 10.' to 1 0 9 r  of age and 
approximately E-Iolocene age (less than 10' yr) are 
present in places along all three segments. However, 
within historical time, only the Pleasant Valley faults in 
1915 and the Dixie Valley faults in 1954 ruptured, 
Within the intervening Stillwater seismic gap them are: 
no free faces preserved on Holocene scarps, indicating 
that they are probably oider than 300 yr. Wallace and 
Whitney (1984) commented that "the Stillwater gap is a 
likely site for future major faulting, but the low level of 
seismicity in the gap area sllggests that the next major 
earthquake Is not inlminent," 
Other fault systems where seismic gaps of the first 
kind have been identified are plate boundary systems. 
McCann et al. (1979) conducted a comprehensive study 
of large earthquakes and seismic gaps along major plate 
boundaries. Figure 3.7 shows large earthquakes and 
seismic gaps along the major plate boundaries near 
Alaska. Thesecond type of seismic gap applies mainly to 
the earthquake prediction and management. 
CASE STUDIES 
Character of tlie Subduction in Northwesterrr 
United States--Seismic or Asairmid 
Several lines of evidence suggest the Juan de Fuca and 
Gorda plates are beingsubducted underneath the North 
American plate in the northwestern United States. 
These include (1) the Cascade Range, an active ande- 
sitic chain of volcanoes; (2) seismicity related to the Ben- 
ioff-Waduti zone (Smith and Knapp, 1080; Cockerham, 
1984; Tabor and Smith, 1985); (3) geodetic deformation 
consistent with suhdnction (Ando and Balazs, 1979; 
Savage ct al. ,  1981): and (4) deformation of marine ter- 
races consistent with subduction (Adarns, 1984), Al- 
though active subduction seems clear, this system has 
been relatively aseismic with respect to great subduc- 
tion-zone earthquakes, Subduction is either proceeding 
with relatively little coupling with the overriding plate 
and thus large elastic strains are not being stored, or 
the subducting Juan de FucalGorda plate is strongly 
coupled with the overriding plate, producing condi- 
tions in which a large earthquake could occur in the 
future and the historical period is a period between 
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Active Faults Related to Folding 
ROBERT S. Y EATS 
Oregon Stalc Utr iuersily 
ABSTRACT 
Active convergent zones contain fold-and-thrust bclts that deform a sedilncntary wcdgc 1,s low- 
angle thrusting and flexurul-slip folding over u subjacent, rrlore rigid buscmcnt, Flexural-slip 
faults form by bedding slip during flesurul-slip folding and arc observed wllcn unconformably 
overlying deposits are  dcforrned by renewed folding, These fatllts arc upthrown toward syn- 
clinal axes and dic out in fold hingos. Bcndirig-moment faults lire produccd becuuse tllc convex 
side of u folded lnycr is lengthened norrt~tll !o tllc fold axis and placed in tension, forming normal 
faults and cxtcnsion frnctures, whereus tll B conc~ves ide  is sI1~)rtened und 11l;rced in compression, 
forming reverse faults. Neither class oi iault is likely to cxtcnd downward to rocks of such high 
strength that enougll elastic strain energy could be  stored to produce a largc earthquake when 
released suddenly. Howcvcr, all known historical examples arc  coscismic, and age relations on 
such second-order faults rnuy apply to subjacent first-ordcr seistnognic faults. Some folds such 
as Anticline Ridge a t  Coulingti, California, apparently are surfilce esprcssions of buried seismo- 
genic faults. Regionally, fold-end-thrust bclts may be modeled by lhc snow plow model of Duvis 
c.t a[.  (1983) if the slope of thc upper and lower boilndurics of t11c forward-tnpcring wedge, the 
coefficients of basal and internal friction, and the ratio of pore pressure to hydrostutic pressure 
are known, This model implies that the deforrnution migrates toward tllc nlargin of the thrust 
belt such that youngest structures arc a t  the edgc; und pore pressures within individual folds, 
even those buck from thc edgc, probably exceed hydrostatic. 
INTRODUCTION 
Folds and low-angle thrust faults are an important 
component of ancient mountain belts. Thus it is surpris- 
ing that they are not more widely reported in the litera- 
ture on active tectonics, Part of the reason for this is that 
mountain belts characterize zones of plate convergence, 
and most of these zones comprise the accretionary 
wedges confronting island arcs and are, accordingly, 
offshore. The southern margin of the convergence zone 
of southern Asia extending west from the Himalaya to 
the Zagros Mountains is perhaps the most notable excep- 
tion on land. 
Most of the literature on active tectonics deaIs wit11 
zones of strike slip: the San Andreas Fault system of Cal- 
ifornia, the Alpine Fault system of New Zealand, and 
the North Anatolian Fault system of Turkey, among 
others. Yet even in these zones, there are smaller regions 
dominated by tectonic convergence: the Transverse 
Range! of California and the ranges and basins of the 
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northwestern South Island and central Otago, New 
Zealand, for example. Both the full-scale convergence 
zones, such as the Himalaya, and the zones subordinate 
to transform faulting, such as the Transverse Ranges, 
contain examples of active folds and low-angle thrust 
faults, and future research is likely to discover that ac- 
tive folds and thrust faults arc os widespread in the uc- 
tive convergent zones as they are in extinct mountain 
belts, This chapter reviews the state of knowledge of 
structures related to folding in light of their impact on 
society. 
MECHANICAL BACKGROUND 
The mechanical properties of foid-and-thrust belts 
were considered by Elliott (1976) and Chapplc (1978), 
building on the earlier work of Hubbert and Rubey 
(1959). Chapple (1978) noted that fold-and-thrust belts, 
whether on land or offshore, should show (1) a basal 
surface of ddcollement below which there is little or no 
deformation; (2) an overall shape in cross section of a 
wedge tapering toward the edge of the mountain belt 
with its base, the basal d8collement, sloping toward the 
interior of the mountain belt; and (3) extensive horizon- 
tal contraction in the tapered wedge above the basal dB- 
collement. Davis et al. (1983) considered the mechanics 
of a fold-and-thrust wedge to be analogous to that of the 
wedge of snow that forms ahead of the blade of a mov- 
ing snow plow. The snow deforms until the wedge ac- 
tains a critical taper, then slides stably, growing as new 
snow is accreted at the Front of the wedge. Parameters 
essential to an understanding of the mechanics of a fold- 
and-thrust wedge include the angle of topographicslope 
of the wedge toward the frontal edge of the deformed 
belt, the angle of rearward slope of the basal d4colle- 
rnent, the coefficient of internal friction within the 
wedge, the coefficient of sliding friction on the base 
(about 0.85 according to Byerlee, 1978), and the ratio of 
pore fluid pressure to the vertical stress imposed by over- 
burden (X). Davis ct aI. (1983) applied thcir mechanical 
model to the active fold-and-thrust belt of western Tai- 
wan, where extensive subsurface information is avuil- 
able, and they determined the critical parameters to be 
angle of forward topographic slope 2.9 0.3', rear- 
ward slope of the dbcollernent B O ,  and X equal to 0.7. 
The fold-and-thrust wedge is above sea level, and the 
topography is at steady state: thickening of the \vedge by 
contractile tectonics is balanced by erosion, which pro- 
ceeds at a rate of 5 to 6 mmlyr (Li, 1976; Suppc, 1981). 
The modcl is sensitive to the nature of material compris- 
ing the di!collement, wherc it is assumed that essentially 
pure frictional sliding occurs. However, evaporites 
characterize the fold-and-thrust wedges af the Zagras 
Mountains (Stllcklin, 1968) and the Salt Range of Paki- 
stan (Seeberetal,, 1981), and these may yield plastically 
ra ther than by pressure-dependent Coulomb friction, 
The snowplow model has two important implications 
for active tectonics: (I) the age of deformation should 
migrate outwarcl toward tho front of the wedge, and (2) 
rociis within the wedge are near the point of critical fail- 
ure and nre likely to exhibit pore pressures greater than 
hydrostatic. 
Yeats ct al. ('1981) pointed out that faults that do not 
extend downward into rocks of high strength will not be 
expected to produce large-amplitude ground accclera- 
tion that is due to seismic shaking because such rocks 
under near-surface confining pressures arc not capable 
of storing enough elastic strain energy to gnerate a 
large earthquake when that struin enerby is released in- 
stantaneously, Because fold-and-thrust belts terminate 
downward at a basal dkcollement over an undeformed 
rigid basement, the question of their seismotectonic 
signature is nn important one. Where the d&collement 
contains rocks of such low strength that deformation 
may occur plastically under low confining pressure, as 
in the Zagros Mountains and the Pakistan Salt Range, 
internal deformation is probably not accompanied by 
large earthquakes (Berberian, 1981; Seeber ct ol., 1981; 
Seeber, 1983). In the thinner portions of fold-and-thrust 
wedges, the rock are probably not under sufficient con- 
fining pressure to possess much shear strength, even 
though they behave according to Coulom\> friction 
laws. However, in the thicker portions of wedges, the 
earthquake potential is not so clear. Seeber et aE. (1983) 
suggested that the greatcst uarthquakesof the Indian Hi- 
malaya occur in front of the r a n g  in the Ganges fore- 
deep, even though this area has been characterized by 
low instrumental seismicity in recent years. The largc 
isoscislnal areas of these earthquakes and lack of surfacc 
rupture in great llistorical earthquakes of the Ganges 
flood plain suggmt that a large part of the d4collernent 
surface mwes as a blind thrust, producinga detachment 
earthquake. The 1964 Prince William Sound, Alaska, 
earthquake also may be of detachment typc (Seeber 
ct ul . ,  1981). 
FLEXURAL-SLIP FAULTS 
General Slatcirrar~l 
Most folds characteristic of foreland told-and-thrust 
belts form by flexural slip. A stuck of stiff beds alternat- 
ing with thin, less stiff layers is end-loaded, and these 
beds buckle by slip on inherently weaker bedding sur- 
faces separating stiffer beds (Ramsay, 1967, pp, 392- 
393). Slickensides on these weak surfaces are perpendic- 
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~ilar to the fold axis, Thickness of individual competent 
I~eds remains constant from hinge to limbsof folds. Rock 
layers are flexed, arid upper layers slip over underlying 
layers toward anticlinal hinga and away from synclinal 
hinges. Slip is zero at fold hinges. On the limbs of the 
fold, the amount of slip on bedding faults depends on 
the maximum dip of the limbs and the thickness of each 
flexed layer. Because such bedding faults, called flex- 
rrral-slip faults ' ~ v  Yeats ct al. (1981), do not produce 
stratigraphic separation, they are not likely to be recog- 
nized unless there is a sequence overlying the flexural- 
slip fold with angular unconformity, and continued 
folding causes displacement of these younger deposits. 
Such deposits are cut by faults that are parallel to bed- 
ding in the folded sequence and upthrown toward the 
subjacent synclinal axis. The younger deposits are likely 
to be tilted toward thesynclinal axisso that their dip is in 
the same direction as that in the subjacent, more 
strongly folded beds. Because flexural-slip faults remain 
in bedding, they do not extend to depths greater than 
the amplitude of the flexural-slip fald. Furthermore, 
displacement vanishes in the axis of the synclinc where 
the faulted bedding plane is deepest. Beds at  these 
depths, which would in most cases not exceed a few kilo- 
meters, are Iikely to have shear strength too low under 
such low confiningpressures for bedding faults to gener- 
ate large earthquakes, particularly in view of the fact 
that such faults form along the structurally weakest 
layers, 
Flexural-dip faulting was first described (although 
not named) by Suggate (1957) and Young (1963) in the 
Grey-Inangahua Basin of the northwestern South Is- 
land, New Zealand (Figure 4.1). The Grey-Inangahua 
Basin is a northeast-trendingstructural depression filled 
with Cenozoic strata resting with angular unconlormity 
on a terrane consisting of Mcsozoic and older rocks, in- 
cluding granitic basement. The Cenozoic strata are 
folded asymmetrically on the west side of the basin 
against the Paparoa Range. The folded strata are over- 
lain with angular unconformity by gIacial outwash 
gravels that form prominent surfaces above present 
river level. South of Gila Creek, one of these surfaces is 
cut by faults parallel to bedding in subjacent strata and 
upthrown toward thesubjncent synclinal axis (Suggate, 
1857). Thesurface is also tilted toward thesynclinal axis 
(shown diagrammatically in Figure 4.2). 
A terrace riser cuts across the faults, and the fault 
scarps are higher an the mom elevated terrace surface 
(Suggate, 1957; Yeats, in press; Figure 4.2). The 
changes in scarp height may be explained using Lensen's 
FICURE 4,l  'l'cctonic tnup of the Bulhr rugion, Snutl~ Islund, Ncw 
%culutid. tleavy liricsurufu~~lts with I)ur and 1~;111 on dn~vntl~rowli sldc. 
Arruws on montrclincs ~ ~ o i n t  tm downwarpod stdc. Sl~ort lluuvy iincs 
show flcxurul.sl1p fuulk suts In Crcy-Inuligahuu Ilaqin: 1313, nluckl~i~ll: 
IIR, UIg Rlvur; CC, Cilcs Crcck; IIC, nougir Crrvk (uctivu in 1968); 
RO, Iltrtokohu (uctivc in 1908); 112, tnang;~hrtn (aotivc it1 1868). 
(1968) reasoning at Brunch River, New Zealand. Fsult- 
ing occurred after the outwash stream had abandoned 
the terrace surface southwest of the terrace riser and 
while it still Dowed acrass the Iower terrace surface to 
the northeast. Further erosion removed the fault scarps 
northeast of the terrace riser where the stream still 
flowed but preserved the scarps on the abandoned, 
higher surface to the southwest. Renewed faulting oc- 
curred after the stream had abandoned thcoutwash sur- 
face altogether. The scarps northeast of the terrace riser 
reflect only the later faulting whereas the scarps south- 
west of tile terrace riser reflect both episodes of faulting. 
Tronsvcr.sc Ranges, Califortiia 
Flexural-slip faulting is also documentcd in the Ven- 
tura Basin, California, northcast of Santa Paula, where 
Pliocene-Pleistocene strata are strongly folded and lo- 
cally overturned on the north flank of the Santa Clara 
syncline and are overlain by alluvi J fans derived from 
mountains to the north (Figure4,3) (KelIer el al., 1982; 
Rockwell, 1883). Surfaces of these fans are tilted toward 
the Santa Clara synclinal axis and are cut by faults that 
are parallel to bedding in the subjaccnt, strongly folded 
PICURE 4,1! Ulnck diagru~n sliow itig rcltitla~~s at Gilcs Crcck, Soi~ili 
Island, Nuw Za~lund. Out\\~usl~ grn\als ovcrlic strcply dippint: strata 
on linil~ of syncliric in which synclin:~I uxis is so~~thctlst nf dii~gru~n, 
GTUVC~S ikrc tilted Ic>rvnrrl synclinnl ,rxis. Rurlrljng-plllnc (ncxt~rrrl..sli~~) 
fuul~s prupugi~tu I I O W I I T ~  throttgl~ grt~vcls ant1 sppear 11s scarlls hcing 
awi~y frorn synclit~ul uxfs. Fu~rlt scarps rlrc hlgllcr crn 11lgli side of tcr. 
rucu risur, fr~tlicatl~~g that somc fuufliny occurrud after o t ~ t \ \ ~ ~ s h  druin- 
U ~ C  Iiad alandonud the hlgli side or tile tcrriicc riscr 11111 still truc~~ptcil 
thr: low sido, Additloaul faulting occ~trrcd eltcr tlrc druinngu 111tcl 
ubundoncd thc tcrrilcc ultngctl~ur, Putllt sci~rp rZ F:tccs i111 thc dcl~asi- 
tionul slnpuund is ungullicrl, i~iciici~ti~~g tllnt it rorn~etlsost~tldcrlly 111s~ 
therillvi>ccr~~~yyingo!d orrtwasll clit~riricls were j~orldcrl ~ r t  l~ i~realsoi~r l~ .  
Falrlt scarp ll ulso for~ncd insti~t~tairm~~sly, but it issrrn~ll ennltgh tlinl 
rill drulnugc was n~uintuir~erl i~cross it, tlicrul~y ~ I I I I ~ ~ I I ~ ~ I I C S C B ~ ~ I .  
strata and are upthrown toward the synclinal axis, The 
faults show normal sal~arution where tbesubjacent. bed- 
ding is overturned and reverse separation whcre bed- 
ding is upright (Figure 4.3), Ffln emplacement during 
tilting resulted in a cycle starting with fan deposition, 
then tilting followed by fan entrenchment, tllcn deposi- 
tion of a new fan surface, which was itself subsequently 
tilted. Seven gomorphic surfaces ranging irr age from 
present day to an estimated 120,000 yr are recognized 
by Keller et al. (1888) and Rockwcll (1983) on the basis 
of degree of soil development calibrated in part by "'C 
dates and on the amount of tectonic delormation. Four 
of the older surfaces show increasing tilt and scarp 
height with increasing age, 
Other examples of flexural-slip faulting in the Trans- 
verse Ranges are recognized in the Oakview urea of the 
Ventura Basin (KelIer at al., 1982) and Point Concep- 
tion, west of Santa Barbara, California (Cluff ct al. ,  
1981). 
Shinano River, Niigula Prcjcctrire,  Japan 
Active folding has been recognized in Jnpnn for many 
years (Otuka, 1942), and attempts have been made to 
compare riltes of folding of river terraccs with rates af 
folding of subjacent strata (Sugin~tm, 1987; Kuizuka, 
1967; Nukumuru und Otu, 1969). 'The most extensively 
documented active folds occur in cenntrul Jupnn along 
the Shinano River (Otu, 1969), w h i d ~  flows northwurd 
across folded strnta of the Pliocene-Pleistocene Uonuna 
Group. These folds are overlain with angular uncon- 
formity by fluvirl terraces that are themselves folded. 
Strikc faults cut the terraccs at Yamumoto-yam;! (cross 
section fi of Figure 6 of Ota, 1969) and northwest of 
Ojiya town (cross section 7 of Figure 6 of Otn, 196B). At 
Yamarnoto-yamn, Gta observed that the faults arc up- 
thrown in the direction of tht.synclina1 axis of the foldcd 
Uonuma Group and of thc oldest fluvial terrace, In a 
recent visit to the firen with the author, she confirmed 
that the terrace remnants betlveen the strike faults slope 
taward the synclinul axis, indicating that the faults are 
probably flexural-slip faults. 
The enrly work northwest of Ojiya town Iiad sug- 
gested that the strike faults there are downthrown to- 
ward the synclinul axis. However, Oti: and Suzuki 
(1979) described a new quarry exposure near Katakai, 
which exposed the faulted terrace and the underlying 
Uonuma Group (Figure 4.4), Four faults parallel to 
bedding in the Uonuma Group cut the overlying terrace 
and are upthrown toward the synclinal axis. In the 
quarry cxposurp, the steeply dipping Uonuma Group 
+ SSE older fan 
FICUnE 4.3 Diugru~n~nuticcrfisss~rtion ncross north flunkof Sunta 
Clara synclinc cast of Surlt~r I'n~ila, Vcnt~lri~ Basin, Cnliforniu. Flex- 
urul-slip fatilts bavc normal supirrution wherc sut~jurent strrla ure 
ovcrturnuil, mvorsc suj~artltion whcrc sul~juccnt striltu nrc upright, 
Oldcr fun 11s  rnnrc sqlurution and tilt than younger Fun. hlodifi~ul. 
from Ye& el ui. (1981) kind Kcllcr ct a!. (1982). No vertical cxoggcra- 
tian. Inact: OT, Orcutt-l'imbcr Cunyom flexurilt-slip faitits, OV, Ouk- 
view flext~rul-slip firt~lts. 
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ing basement rocky rather than fnults produced by flex- 
ural-slip folding. 
Field evidence suggests that at least thc larger flex- 
ural-slip faults at Ciles Creek and Blackball in tlie Grcy- 
Innngal~ua Busin arc coseismic (Ycats, in press), The 
flexural-slip faults a t  both these lociilities focc west, up 
the depositional slopc of the outwash surfaces tliiit they 
cut (Figure 4,2), The surface at Giles Creek is groovcd 
by braided channels thut fornlerly cnrricd outwash 
gravels fram glaciers on t l ~ c  uust side of the I'aparotl 
Range. After ubandontncnt of the outwasll surface, the 
brnidcd channels remained, but they now curry only the 
runoff derived from the surface itself whereils formerly 
they carried detritus fram the Paparoa Range. Most of 
the wcst-facing fault scarps arc ungullied, evcn tliougli 
they arc very olcl; thc fuults cut surfaces more than 
100,000 yr old (Suggnte, 1965; Nathan, 1978b; R. P. 
Suggato, New Zealond Geologicul Survey, pcrsonal 
communication, 1984), but they do not cut an outwash 
surface at Ulackbull considerecl to be 18,000 to 23,000 yr 
old (Nathan, 1978b; Suggute, 1965; Suggate ancl Moar, 
1970). 
The  ungullied west-facing scarps at Gilcs Creek arc in 
contrast to cxtensivcly gullied east-facing sciirps on the 
same surfacc, scarps presumably related to rangc-front 
faulting (Ycats, in press). Rill drainage down the old 
outwash channels dissects the scarps tliet face east, 
down the depositional slopc, but collects at the basc of 
the west-facing scarps, forming smull bogs or small 
streams that drain parallel to khc scarp and off the sur- 
face. TIic only west-facing scarps that are gullicd arc! 
those in which scarp llcigl~ts arc relatively low, sudi as 
the soutI~ern parts of scarps U ant1 D of Suggcrke (1'357) 
and scarp C of Young (1963). If t l ~ c  west-facing scarps 
had formed by aseismic creep on flexural-slip faults, the 
rill drainage should have bcun ablc to maintain itself 
across the slowly rising fault sciirps (Figure 4.2), just as 
it does when scarp height is vury low, 1-Iowc~lcr, the 
drainage is blocked by the sciirps, suggesting that tlic 
scarps formed suddenly, accompanying an carthquakc. 
To be ungullied by the draintige, a scarp must appear 
instantaneously znd must be lligll enough that the 
former drainage, even at muximum stream flow, is un- 
able to overtop tile new scarp. Tlic flexural-slip fault 
scarps northeast of Ssnta Paula, California, face up the 
dcpositional slopc of the fans that they cut (Figure 4.3), 
but the high initial slopc of the fan surfacc and tlie high- 
volume stream flow under the accasional torrential 
rainfall experienced in southern Califnrniii result in gol- 
lying of the newly forlncd scarps, evcn if they do forrn 
suddenly. 
BENDING-MOMENT FAULTS 
Deformation of a flexed layer cun be treated ;LS bend- 
ing an elastic plutc around a fold axis. If the plate is bcnt 
by cqual and opposite moments applied at its ends, the 
convex side is longtl~cncd and placed in tension, and tho 
concavc side is shortened and placed in compression 
(Figure 4.6; cf. photoclastic expcrimcnts of Currie 
el al., 1962). The compression and tension of the sides 
arc produced by a couple ar bcnding moment (Johnso~i, 
1970, pp. 41-50). Between that portion of the plate in 
cornprcssion and thut portion in tension, there is a ncu- 
tral surfacc on which therc is neither compression nor 
tension (Figure 4.6), Tho strain within a bcnt plate is 
approximately proportional to the distance from the 
neutrnl surfacc und inversely proportional to the radius 
of curvature of the plate. 
On thc convcx surface, tlie minimr~m principal com- 
pressivestr~s.~ (a3) is tangent to the platesurface but pcr- 
pundicular to the axis of bending, whcre&s on the con- 
cave surface, the maximum principal compressive strcss 
(a,) Iias this oricntatian. If tlrc neutral surface is locuted 
at the center of th? plate, the dcviatoric stress (ol - us) is 
zero at thc nculnil surface and lllaximum at tlic convcx 
and concave surfaccs. If the bran1 is structurally iso- 
tropic and liornogencous, and folding is upright, initial 
rupture above tllc yield stress will be by extension frac- 
tures or normal faults at the convcx surfacc and by re- 
verse faults at the cuncavc suriace (Figure 4.6). These 
faults arc small scalr bccatise they extend to no greater 
depth than the nci~tral surfacc of the flexed plate. Such 
faults should not bc capablc of lirrge earthquakes if  the 
fluxed platc is a sedirrlentary bed of low strength and t!te 
radius of curvature of tlic fluxurc is rclntivcly stnall. 
Thc importance of bending-moment faults in scismic- 
risk avaluations is in ihc tlltit these faults arc likely to 
FLCUliE .I.B tluntli~rg ~norncnl Talllts dr~velopc.cI on 1l1c uc~ncsvu i ~ n d  
uc111vcx sirlw tor o l lcx~rl  laycr. Faults slrottld occur nlr troth upper i~ird 
lowur SIIF~CC~, l111t tllcy I~~ IVU u~ilyIJCCII nl~survcd oil 111)pcr SIIPIUW. 
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be enuountered in trenches across scarps suspected of he- 
ing faults. The trench is dug with thestrategy of encoun- 
tering late Quaternary deposits cut by a suspected fault, 
To be recognized ns bending-moment faults, fault dis- 
placement must be normal on the convex side of a fold 
and reverse on the concave side. Two examples from 
trench investigations follow. 
The Ventura Fault in the Ventura Busin of California . 
forms a linear, south-facing scarp that trends easlward 
along the foot of the hills bordering the city of Ver~tura 
on the north (Sarna-Wojcicki at al., 1978). In east Ven- 
tura, the scarp diverges from the foothills and maintains 
an easterly strike whereas the edge of the hills trends 
more to the east-northeast (Figure 4,7). In this area, the 
surface of the Harmon alluvial fan is cut by a south- 
facing scarp attributed to the Ventura Fault. The scarp 
forms the boundary between an uplifted bench of older 
deformed deposits on the north and young undeformed 
sediments on the south (Sarna-Wojcicki st al., 1976). 
The seismotectonic setting of this fault in a region of 
north-south horizontal contraction predicts that it 
should have reverse dispIacement, However, two 
trenches across the Ventura scarp (Figure 4.7) show sev- 
eral norms1 faults that offset a11 but latest Holocene sedi- 
ments (Sarna-Wojcicki at al., 1976; Gardner ~ n d  Stnhl, 
1977). The nornw! faults are c0ncent:ated in the flexed 
region and are interpreted as bending-moment faults, 
These faults are secondary features apparently pro- 
duced by displacement on the subjacent Ventura Fault. 
Age of youngest sediments displaced by the normal 
faults can be assumcd to date the latest movement on the 
Ventura Fault, but the orientation and sense of dis- 
placement on these normal faults cannot be extrapo- 
lated to ir,fer sense of displacement on the Ventura 
Fault. 
In the city of Carnarillo, south of Ventura, trenches 
dug by Gecltechnical Consultants, Inc., across a linear, 
south-facing scarp (Gardner, 1982) were dug to slled 
light on labe Quaternary movement history of the Ca- 
marillo Fault, a north-side-up member oi the Simi re- 
verse-fault system (Figure 4.8). The trenches (Figure 
4.8) revealed an increase in south dip northward toward 
the scarp, but instead of a high-angle reverse fault dip- 
ping north, a low-angle, north-dipping reverse fault 
and a set of high-angle, south-dipping reverse faults 
were found. These faults are interpreted as being pro- 
duced by bending moment on tile concave side of a 
monoclinal bend in Quaternary sediments that axe ei- 
ther draped over a'buried fault or are part of a pressure 
ridge. This interpretation makes it unlikely that the 
faults exposed in the trenches are seismogenic, and it 
also impl t :~  that th.: trenches provide no evidence about 
whether the Camarillo Fault itself is seisrnogenic. As in 
the case of the Ventura Fault, the youngest sediments 
warped across the scarp or cut by bending-moment 
faults can be assumed to have been deposited prior to 
latest movement on the subjacent Camarillo Fault. 
Bending-m~ment faulh are also found at Toppenish 
Ridge, an east-trending unticlinc in Miocene basalts and 
Quaternary sedirne~its in south-central Washington 
State (Campbell and Bentley, 1981; Figure 4.9). On the 
north side of Toppenish Ridge, surface ruptures near the 
hinge of the overturned Satus Peak anticline in basalt 
cut late Quaternary alluvium and landslide material. 
These ruptures were interpreted by Campbell and 
Bentley (1981) us related to bending moment in the 
hinge of the fold, The hinge of the overturned syncline 
immediately to the north is characterized by thrust 
faults that cut Quaternary alluvium, Campbell and 
Bentley (1981) interpreted these as the surface expres- 
sion of a dkcollement thrust (Mi11 Creek thrust) passing 
underneath the anticline. I consider it to be more likely 
that they are due to bending moment on the concave 
side of the syncline. 
Finally, Philip and Meghraoui (1983) present evi- 
dence that normal faulting on the hanging wall of the 
1980 El Asnam thrust fault (Figure 4.10) is produced by 
bending moment as the strata in the hanging wall are 
folded. These are called "extrados fractures" by Philip 
and Meghraoui (1983). In addition to normal faults, 
tension cracks appear close to the surface with edges ver- 
tically offset and with dip-slip slickensides. Two cases 
are presented. Where thrusting is dip-slip (Figure 4.10A 
and 4. lOB), normal faults are parallel to the thrust fault 
trace and to the anticlinal axis, Where thrusting is 
oblique-slip (Figure 4.10C and 4.10D), the normal- 
fault grabens develop at an angle to the thrust fault t.race 
and the anticlinal axis. In plan view, they resemble pull- 
apart basins. The extension is due not only to anticlinal 
bending but also to left-obliqueslip in the hanging wall. 
As in the case of the bedding-slip faults at Kef el Ma ,  
these faults are low-seismic although they are coseis- 
mic-that is, they are part of the deformation accompa- 
nying a major thrust-fault earthquake, but thcy them- 
selves do not deform strata that are strong enough to 
store much eiastic strain energy. 
FOLDS RELATED TO FAULTING 
The discussion above has concentrated on faults that 
are by-products of folding. They are near-surface struc- 
tures, hence they aresmall scale and unlikely to generate 
largeearthquakes. However, the flexural-slip and bend- 
ing-moment fai.~lts at El Asnam accompanied the 1980 
earthquake (Philip and Meghraoui, 1983). They accom- 
panied near-surface folding that vras itself a by-product 
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of a deep-seated left-lateral reverse fault that generated 
the 1980 muinshock (Philip and Meghraoui, 1983) 
(Fault A of Figure 4..5). In s similar fashion, the folds 
generating the flexural-slip faults in the Grey-Inanga- 
hua Basin, New Zealand, may themselves be related to 
deep-seated reverse faulting at the margin of the Papa- 
roa Range ((Figure 4. l). The seismogenic Newport-In- 
glewoad FauIt in ihe Los Angeles Basin, Culifornia, is 
for the most part not exposed at the surface. The fault 
cuts basement rocks, but the fault zone is expressed at 
the surface as en echelon antidines formed as pressure 
ridges along the fault (Barrows, 1974; Yeats et al., 
1981). Near Ventura, Caiifornia, the Mantnlvo Mounds 
are late Quaternary anliclinul ridges that mark thesur- 
face expression of the Oak Ridge high-angle reverse 
fault that does not itself reach the surface (Yeats at al., 
1981). 
The May 1933 earthquake at Coalinga, Cztlifmnia 
(Ms = 6.5), did not rupture the ground surface (al- 
though one aftershock did) but instead augmented a 
fold at Anticline Ridge, as based on geodetic data (Stein 
and King, 1984), Deformation of thestream bed of Los 
Gatos Creek, an antecedent stream that cuts across the 
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anticline, and an alluvial fan surface indicates that fold- 
ing similar to the 1983 event has been taking place for 
the past 2500 to 10,000 yr at a rate of surface uplift of 1 
to 4 mmlyr. The folding resembles that of subjacent 
strata and indicates that the folding may have been tak- 
ing place for at least the past 2 m.y. Stein and King 
(1984) modeled the folding as having beer1 generated by 
a reverse fault with a slip rate of 3 to 12 mmlyr based on 
the deformation of Los Gatos Creek and 1 to 4 mmlyr 
based on the deformation of underlying strata, Folding 
is coseismic with an average recurrence interval of 
earthquakes the size of the 1983 event of 200 to 1500 yr 
(Stein and King, 1984). In dissent, Hill (1984) noted the 
failure of the 1983 aftershocks to define a subsurface 
fault piane. Focal mechanisms of 10 earthquakes at 
Coalinga have nodal planes that are parallel to folded 
bedding at the epicenter of each event, leading Hill 
(1984) to suggest that the Coalinga earthquake was pro- 
duced by deep-seated flexural-slip folding, 
ACTIVE TECTONICS OF ON-LAND 
FOLD-AND-THRUST BELTS 
Flexural-dip faults and bending-moment faults are 
secondary features related to flexural-slip folding, 
which itself characterizes foreland fold-and-thrust 
belts. Davis et al. (1983) developed their mechanical 
model from a study of western Taiwan (cf. Suppe and 
Wittke, 1977; Suppe and Narnson, 1979; Suppe, 
1980a,h, 1981; Namson, 1982). The active-tectonic set- 
ting of fold-and-thrust belts is illustrated in this paper by 
a rliscussion of the active foreland thrust belt of northern 
Pakistan and India, $art of the Elimalaynn convergence 
zone between the Indian and Eurasian plates, and the 
central Ventlira Basin of California, where the conver- 
gence zone is limited in length, apparently controlled by 
the blg bend of the San Andreas Fault. These two re- 
gions offer the possibility of determining rates of conver- 
gence directly from the geologic record. 
Active foreland thrusting occurs on a continental 
scaie in the foothills of the Himalaya as the Indian shield 
is overrldden by its own northern margin in a series of 
south-verging thrusts (Yeats and Lawrence, 1984). The 
Precambrian Indian shield slopes gently northward be- 
neath the Indo-Ganges floodplain and is overlain by 
flat-lying rnolasse deposits (Siwalik Croup), which are 
'1 ure older versions of the modern drainage system ( r 'g  
4.11). In India, the alluvial plain consists of a northern 
domain in which large rivers break out of the mountains 
and flow south across broad distributary fans, a central 
doinain in which the south-flowing streams merge with 
the east-southeastward flow of the main Ganges River 
and flow parallel to the Himalayan Eront, and a south- 
ern domain in which small-volume rivers flow north- 
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ward from the Indian shield into the Ganges (Geddes, 
1961; Figure 4.11A). The depositional axes of Pleisto- 
cene and older Siwalik molasse basins are parallel to the 
Ganges River but north of it; the older the molasse, the 
farther north its depositional axis (Acharyya and Ray, 
1982). Tlle molasse basins are forced southward owing 
to the southward advance of Himalayan thrust sheets 
such that it may be possib!e at a given site to progress 
upsection from southerly, shield-derived sediments to 
northerly, Himalaya-derived sediments (Figure 4.113; 
Tandon, 1976; Parkesh ct ul., 1980) and finally to the 
appearance of the thrust sheets themselves. Lyon-Caen 
and Molnar (1985) suggested that the age of the basal 
molassesediments overlying the Indian Shield decreases 
southward at a rate of 10-15 rnmlyr. 
Active faults are found in the interior of the Himalaya 
of Nepal and India as well as the southern mountain 
front, but only the mountain-front fault (Himalayan 
Frontal thrust) shows north-aver-south thrusting (Na- 
kata, 1972, 1982; Nakata es al,, 1984). Major thrusting 
in the Kathmandu intermontane basin predates deposi- 
tion of the Lukundol Formation, which is Pliocene in 
age as based on magnetostratigraphy and vertebrate fos- 
sils (Yoshida and Igarashi, 1984; M. Yoshida, personal 
communicatian, 1984). 
The southward advance of d&collement thrusting 
may be better calibrated in northern Pakistan (Figure 
4.12) where the molasse basin is wider and subsurface 
evidence more abundant. New thrusts appear within 
the previously undeformed foreland sediments resting 
on top of the northward-sloping Indian shield, The Salt 
Range overrides its own fan material and alluvium 
along the newest thrust-the Salt Range thrust of late 
Quaternary age-ilnd mast of the major deformation is 
younger than 0.4 m.y. ago (Ma) (Yeats et al., 1984; 
Point A, Figure 4.12). Farther north, near Rawalpindi, 
major deformation is dated as between 1,9 and 2.1 Ma 
on thu basis of molasse deposits caIibrated by magnetos- 
tratigraphy and tephrochronology above and below the 
major angular unconformity (Raynolds and Johnson, in 
press) (point B, Figure 4.12), snd the Soan syncline he- 
gan to control deposition about 3 Ma (Raynolds, 1980). 
The distance between points A and B projected perpen- 
dicular to strike is 100 km, and the age difference be- 
tween the end of deposition of subsequently deformed 
rnolasse deposits at: the two points (2.1-0.4 Ma) is 1.7 
m.y,,  a rate of southward migration of deformation of 
60 mmlyr. Farther north, at the southern edge of the 
Peshawar Basin (point C. Figure 4.12), major thrusting 
predates deposition of nontnarine deposits as old as 2.8 
Ma as dated by magnetostratigraphy and tephrochro- 
noIogy (Gurhank, 1983; Burbank and Tahirkheli, 1985; 
Yeats and Hussain, 1985). The distance between points 
B and C projectc:d perpendicular to strike is 70 km, and 
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the age difference between the oldest deposits after ma- 
jor deformation at the two points (2.8-1.9 Ma) is 0.9 
may.,  a southward younging of 78 mmlyr. Those rates 
imply that new thrusts appear and propagate in  the pre- 
viously undeformed molasse basin at rates higher than 
the convergence between the Indian and Eurasian 
plates. 
Southward migration of the Siwalik foredeep in the 
Jhclum re-entrant, eastern Potwar Plateau, as based on 
southward progradation of conglomerate facie? (Ray- 
nolds, 1880), takes place at a rate of 30 mmlyr. This 
progradation was influenced by increased uplift rates in 
the source area5 as well as southward advance of Hirna- 
layan thrust sheets, so thc rate of advance of thrust 
sheets would be jess than 30 mmlyr, These rates may be 
FIGURE 4.12 Tectonic map of southcrn mar$n of 1.Iimnlaya in with the motion of ~ ~ d i ~ ~  
northern Pukistan, Intermontane I~aslns are shudrd. Points A, R, and 
C arelocaiities wl~crc a g o f  rnujor dcfarmation may Iredatcd;s~u!twt. plate with respect to Eurasia of 40 mmlyr at the western 
Sawteeth mark lato Quaternary tllrlrsts; arrows murk late Ouatcrnarv end of the Himalaya to 65 mmlyr at the eastern end 
strike-slip fault, (Minster and Jordan, 1978). Either most of the conver- 
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gence between Eurasia and India is being accomma- 
dated at the southern margin of the thrust belt rather 
than being more uniformly distributed between the 
thrusts at the southern margin and more interior and 
more poorly dated thrust zones, such as the Main Cen- 
tral Thrust, or southward propagation of thrusts takes 
place faster than the rate of plate convergence. 'The rate 
of underthrusting of India beneath the Himalaya is 18 
mmlyr based on data from large earthquakes since the 
year 1900 (Molnar and Deng, 1984), suggesting that 
only part of the Indian-Eurasian convergence is being 
taken up within the Himalaya, with the remainder be- 
ing taken up by escape-block tectonics farther north, 
The Transverse Ranges of California are controlled 
by north-south contractile tectonics related to the big 
bend in the San Andrea Fault. In the Ventura Basin, 
continuous sedimentation throughout most of Quater- 
nary time wasstrongly influenced by contractile tecton- 
ics. These sediments have been age-calibrated by 
tephrochronology, magnetostratigraphy, and radio- 
metric dating (Izett et al., 1974; Bluckie and Yeats, 
1976; Lajoie et al., 1979, 1982; Liddicoat and Opdyke, 
1981). Based on this calibration and on the construction 
of balanced cross sections across the Ventura Basin, the 
rate of convergence of the northern edge of the Ventura 
Basin against itssouthern edge is 23 mmlyr over the past 
0.2 m.y. at Ventura (Yeats, 1983), over half the north- 
south component of Pacific-American plate motion in 
this area, which is 42 mmlyr (Bird and Roscnstock, 
1984). Most of this shortening occurred across tb.e Ven- 
tura Avenue anticline and the adjacent syncline to the 
north (Yeats, 1982). 
The Ventura Avenue anticline contains a giant oil 
field with more than 1460 weIIs, resulting in an exten- 
sive, detailed data set on its internal structure (Figure 
4.13). Prior to formation of the anticline, the Taylor 
low-angle thrust fault set began to form 1,3 Ma along a 
weak layer in tIleP1iocene turbiditesequence, moved up 
a 45" ramp, and stopped motion about 0.65 Ma. Maxi- 
mum netslip rate was2.8 mmlyr to thcsoutheast (Yeats, 
1983). Following the end of deposition of nonmarinc 
coarse-grained strata of the San Pedro Formation about 
0.2 Ma, the anticline began to buckle. The Ventura 
River was antecedent to this buckle, and uplift of the 
crest of the fold is calibrated by deformed river terraces 
that have been dated by '.'C, with age extrapolations 
beyond the limits of l.'C dating based on a soils chrono- 
sequence (Keller et al., 1982; RockweI1, 1983). Uplift 
rates on the anticline1 crest were 4.3 to 5.2 mmlyr for 
the last 29,600 yr, 10.5 to 11.5 mmlyr from 80,000 to 
29,600 yr ago, and 15 to 16 mmlyr from 200,000 to 
80,000 yr ago (Keller et al., 1982), Rockwell (1983) 
demonstrated that a rootless buckle fold formed by end 
loading would undergo rapid displacement normal to its 
loading direction early in its formation, and this clis- 
placement would slow down as the fold became more 
fully developed [Rockwell, 19133; Yeats, 1983; cf. theo- 
retical considerations by Currie ct al, (1962) and Adams 
(1984)]. The fold is still under high horizontal stress be- 
cause it is overpressured, with the ratio of fluid pressure 
to overburden pressure increasing from 0.55 to 0.8 as 
radius of curvature decreases from 300 to 30 m in the 
core of the fold (Yeats, 1903). 
If the fold isstill undergclingcontraction as uplift of its 
crest mntinuas at a decreasing rate, how is this contrac- 
tion being accommodated? The limbs may still be steep- 
ening, but an alternative way to accommodnte con- 
traction may be the Ventura Fault (Figure 4.7). The 
south-facing fault scarp occurs at the sharp boundary 
bztween flat-lying strata of the Santa Clara syncline and 
south-dipping strata of the south flank of the Venturv 
Avenue anticline. Thissharp boundary dips 45' north to 
depths of several kilometers and is planar, and it is as- 
sumed that this boundary is the Ventirra Fault at depth 
(Fi y r e s  4,7 and 4.13). It is younger than most cf the 
folding because it is planar, in contrast to other reverse 
faults that curve over the crest of the anticline and, 
therefore, formed a low-angle tllrusts during the early 
stages of folding (Figure 4.13). Altl~ough the faalt scarp 
is linear and well documented, subsurface ~vell correla- 
tions indicate little or no stratigraphic separation across 
the fault. As shown in Figures 8, 10, and 11 of Yeats 
(1982), horizonscan be correlated across the fault with a 
sharp change in dip, but no displacement. Thisled me to 
propose earlier that the Ventura Fault formed by bend- 
ing moment (Yeats, 1982), a conclusion that is probably 
wrong. My present view is that the fault formed so re- 
cently that it has not had time to accumulate enough 
displacement to be documented without ambiguity in 
thesubsurface. The evidence for this is the planar nature 
of the boundary between flat-lying and steeply dipping 
strata. The Venti~ra Avenue fold may have acquired a 
configuration that is stable to continued horizontal 
stress if there is a zone south of the fold along which 
further dispIacement may take place, If displacement 
occurs by soutliward sliding of the Pliocene-Pleistocene 
turbidite sequence over a subjacent Miocene ductile se- 
quence, this displacement may break through to the sur- 
face as the Ventura Fault, as illustrated in the inset to 
Figure 4.13. 
SOCIETAL IMPLlCATIONS OF ACTIVE 
FAULTS A N D  FOLDS 
Yeats st al. (1981) suggested that f!exural-slip faults of 
the Ventura Basin would cause ground-rupture prob- 
ROBERT S. YEATS 
lems, but would not result in large earthquakes wit11 
major seismic shaking, These faults curve into bedding 
in flexural-slip folds, and they do not extend downward 
into rcrcks of such high strcngth that sudden relcnse of 
stored elastic strain energy wauld cause a large earth- 
quake, The 1981 Lompoc earthquake showed that flex- 
ural-slip faults are not aseismic, and Yeats (1982) re- 
ferred to them as lotv-dloke fuulfs, Bending-moment 
faults are also low-shake faults, as are at least some 
thrust faults involvingonly the sedimentary cover. 
But all known historical examples of bending-mo- 
ment and flexural-slip faults accompany earthquakes, 
so if they are low-seismic, they are also coseismic. TIlere 
are no known examples of flexural-slip faults forming by 
creep. The Giles Creek, New Zealand, flexural-slip 
faults show evidcncc of at least two cpisodes of faulting 
within a few thousand years, then no evidence of addi- 
tional faulting in the last 20,000 yr, despite the fact that 
the Grey-lnangahua Basin where they occur produced a 
large earthquake in 1968. FlcxuraI-slip faults (and per- 
haps bending-moment faults as well) that cut late Qua- 
ternary depasits Inay be used to monitor the recurrence 
of stick-slip faulting on subjacent seismogenic faults that 
may not cut late Quaternary deposits. The relations be- 
tween coseismic flexural-slip and bending-moment 
faults to theseismogenic El Asnam thrust are instructive 
to this point. The flexural-slip faults northeast of Santa 
Paula, California, may provide information about 
movement on the nearby San Cayetano Fault (Figure 
4 4 ,  and the flexural-slip faults in the Grey-Inangahua 
Basin may document displacement on seisrnogenic re- 
verse faults bounding the basin on the west. Finally, the 
coseismic growth of the Anticline Ridge anticline during 
the 1983 Coalinga, California, ear thqu~ke may provide 
information on the recurrence interval of a subjacent 
seismogenic reverse fault. 
An implication of tho mechanical model of Davis ct 
bla .~  ID blotb 
I III~SIOV* #hall al. (1983) is that folds in active fold-and-thrust belts are 
K likely to be cverpressured, and Davis et 01. (1983) sum- 
marize evidence that overpressured folds exist in sub- 
aerial fold-and-thrust belts in Taiwan and the Hima- 
cn*ft, M n d I l o n * ,  
P~~~~ I I ~ ~ * I ~ ~ *  laya and in submarine accretionary wedges adjacent to 
the Middle America, Aleutian, and eastern Caribbean 
trenches and off the coasts of Oregon and the Pakistani 
Makran, The Ventura Avenue anticline, in a somewhat 
similar contractile environment, is perhaps the most ex- 
tensively documented overpressured structure in the 
world. Future oil exploration in active fold-and-thrust 
belts offshore and onshore should expect overpressured 
FIGURE 4.13 ~ l ~ r t t l - 5 0 t h  cross suctiun ucross Ve~ltura Avenue ~ I I -  reservoirs and adopt necessary techniques to prevent 
ticlinc near Ventwin Hivur, showing tlie 0553 m deu11 twt \well, Sficll- 
Taylor 653 (T-653). In inset: ORF, Ouk nidgc Fu111t; I1MF. hcd blowouts. 
Mountain Fault; VA, Ventura Avcnuc anticline; VF, Venturu Fnult. Another implication of the model of Davis et al. 
Oak View terrace dated us 32,000 yr boforc pracnt, (1983) is that folds migrate out toward the edge of the 
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fold belt, and therefore the most frontal folds and 
thrusts are most likely to be still growing, Accordingly, 
ground rupture is most likely in these frontal structures 
and less likely in those structures farther buck. How- 
ever, even these more internal structures are likely to be 
overpressured, and changes of fluid pressure due to wa- 
ter flooding may produce failure, because the tapered 
wedge is assumed to be on the verge of shear failure 
throughout (Daviset al. ,  1983). 
Where the basal d6collernent in fold-and-thrust 
wedges is colnposed of material that deforms plastically, 
displacement may not be accompanied by Inrge earth- 
quakes. Where the basal dkcollement yields by Cou- 
lomb fricti~n, its ability to produce large earthquakes 
may depend on the thickness of the wedge. Where the 
wedge is thick, very large earthquakes may occur 
(Seebar et at., 1981). 
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Alluvial River Response to 
- 
Active Tectonics 
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ABSTRACT 
Alltivial rivers arc influenced tiy changes of valley floor slope, and tl~crcforc dufurmation of the 
valley floor by  active tectonics can causc pattern chung, uggrudution, and degradation. 
Cunsls tlavc been ub~ndoncd owing to uplift in lrun, irnd major floods und uvulsivcslrih of'tlre 
Indus River has been uttriluted to cartliquakc-generated darns and tilting of tllc lndlts Valley, 
Streams crossing tbc Monroc uplift in Lauisianu und tltc Wiggins uplift In Mississippi show 
pnttcrn, gradient, and dcpth changes that indicate that these uplifts arc uctivc. Tl)c Mississippi 
Rivcr shows cffects of tltc Lake County ur,d Monroe iiplifts, 
Slow defarn~ution of a vlillcy floor will eventually alfcct chunncl stability, 'I'bis poscs \wards  
tostruct~~reson r ncar thc rivcr t~nnks as well us to bridgesand pipeline und powerlirlc crossings. 
Nuvigit.ion rnay be itnpuircd, and lhc variability of averllurtk flooding along tliu rivcr CHII calisc 
legal problems. 
INTRODUC'I'ION 
Alltivial rivers, those that flow between banks and on 
a bed composed of sediment that is transported by the 
river, are sensitive to changes of sediment load, water 
discharge, and variations of valley floor slope (Schurnm, 
1977). Therefore, in addition to the dramatic effects 
when stream channels and terraces a r e  offset along 
faults (Wallace, 1967; Stevens, 1974), other tnoresubtlc 
effects should be recognizable when deformation is ver- 
tical, slower, and aseismic. 
Many of the major rivers of the world follow structural 
lows and major geofracture systems (Potter, 1078). In 
fact, Melton (1959) suspected that streams that have ad- 
justed to tectonic activity are numerous, and the lower 
Mississippi River and Rio Grande are clearly in areas of 
structural instability us are the lower Amazon, Niger, Ti- 
BUS, Euphrates, Rhinc, and Indus, among others. Thc 
high discharge of thcse rivers should permit them to 
maintain their courses in spite of active tectonics, How- 
ever, large rivers, b~wausc of their low gradients, may, in 
fact, be the most significantly affected by the minor 
changes in slope caused by active deformation. 
In spite of thc practical significance of active tecton- 
ics, only a few investigators have considered its cffects 
on alluvia1 rivers (Tator, 1958; Schumm, 1972, 1977; 
Adarns, 1980; Russ, 1982; Burnett and Schumrn, 1983). 
It  is possible that this situation exists because variations 
of channel morpholoby and behavior can also be attrib- 
uted to downstream variations of discharge and to the 
quantity and type of scdiment load; therefore, the 
effects of active tectonics are difficult to detect. In ad- 
dition, thc attention of geomorphologists rind photoge- 
ologists generally has becn conccntratccl on the 
identification of gologic structur~s that arc ussumed I 
be quiescent (Howard, 1967; Ollier, 1981, p. 18U, 
rather than on the cffcct of ongoing dcformatian on al- 
luvial chunnels. Ncverthclcw, gcomorphologists work- 
ing in petrolcum exploration, c. g., DeBlicux (1951, 
1962) and Tutor (11)58), indicated that fluviuI anoma- 
lies, such as local development of meanders or a braided 
puttorn, lacat widening or narrowing of channels, 
anarnalous ponds, marshcs or alluvial fills, variations of 
levee width or discontinuous levccs, and srny anomalous 
curve or  turn, arc possible indicators of active tectoi~ics. 
In nddition, uctivc tectonics can produce nickpoints, 
convexities or concavities of the longitudinal profile, 
channel depth variations, and, of course, either aggrrl- 
dation or dcgradation, 
Another problem is tIiut uctivc tuctonics tukcs severat 
forms. Deformation can be along faults (shear, normal, 
or reverse in a downstream scnse) or pairsof faults (horst 
and graben). Thcsc faults should havc tile same effect as 
a monocline, dome, or basin. In addition to local struc- 
tural features, the cniire vallcy may he tiltcd upstream, 
downstream, or latcrally. The possibilities arc gre;rt, 
but, in reality, the primary e f f c~ t  of tectonics will 11c 
local steepening or reduction of gradicnt or cross-valley 
tilting. 
In addition to thcse prinla~y influcnccs on chailncl 
and valley grndicnt and configuration, thcrc will bc scc- 
ondary effects, as the rivers respond to tllc changcd gra- 
dient (aggradation or dcgradution), and thcrc will be 
tertiary effects, as hcrcused or increased scdirncnt loads 
influence rcachcs downstrcam of the dcforrncd reach 
and as aggradation or degradation in the deformed 
reach progrcsscs upstream. In addition to tcctonic cf- 
fectq, there can hesimilar influences as a rcsrllt of diffcr- 
cntinl compaction of sediments (draping) ovcr buried 
topographic highs, 
TECTONIC EFFECTS 
Where tectonism has becn persistent lor long periods 
of time active deformation will producc a c:hannel rc- 
sponse that will be superimposed on thc long-term tec- 
tonic effects. Major vallcy doformiition or total disrup- 
tion of the river system can be tho r~sul t  of long-term 
tectonism. 
Volley Change 
The most commonly cited evidence for dcformation is 
the wnrping of alluvial terraces in a vallcy. If th r  clcfnr- 
mation 113s persisted the oldest terrace is the most. dc- 
formed by uplift (convcx) or subsiclence (concnvc), and 
it will show the greutcst offset by fuulting (Machidu, 
IIJilO; Zuchiewicz, 1976, 1980). Where there lius been 
uplift or subsidence, tcrraccs ure warped v!~wi\rd or 
downward, and the extent of the displacerncnl cun bc 
dctcrmined by comparison with thc longitudinal profile 
of the present river if, i~idced, the river has adjusted to 
the past dcformation, Muchida (1960) ussumccl tliul the 
longitudinal profile of a tcrrucc is described by a ncgo- 
tivecxponcntiul function in u downstream direction and 
that deviations from this curve indicate deformation. 
Valley-floor deformation can also be indiuatcd by depth 
to bedrock. Alluvium will bo tIiickcst over dawnfaultcd 
or downfolded zoncs und thinnest over areas of uplift 
(Kowalski and Radzikowska, 19B8). 
When uplift is too rapid to be accommorlutcd by a 
rivur tlierc will be disruption of tlie drainage pattern 
(Sparling, 1987; Twidaie, 1871, pp, 133-138; Ollier, 
1'381), For example, Frcund el (11. (1808) have evidence 
that rnovc~ncnt along the Dcad Sea rift in Israel dis- 
rupled s:rcarns that fornlcrly drained from Jordan and 
crosscd what is now ihr: Dead Sca Valley to the Mediter- 
ranean Sca. Portions of the channels of these rivers are 
now displaced about 43 km as a result of movcn-~cnt 
along the boundary faults of tflc Dead Sea rifL. The Mur- 
ray River on the Riverinc Plain near Echuca (Victoria, 
Australia) is an irnpra5sive exnmple of channel modifica- 
tion by tectonic activity (Bowler and Harforcl, 10G6), 
The Cadcll Fault !>lock has converted the Murray Rivcr 
frorn a singlc cllannel to un anustornosing systen~ of 
channels tllatsurround tliu obstruction. The :~bandonecl 
segment of tlic Murray Rivcr is prcser\?cd on the dil~slopc 
of the fault block. A particularly active tectonic arcu is 
the ctrstcrn sick of the East African rift valley ncnr Lake 
Victoria. Doornkamp and Ternplc (1966) described tlic 
formation of lukm in snrnc valleys, us a result of gradicnt 
reduction, and thib ?niilci be thc first stage of drainage 
disrul~tion, 
In  many cases, incising channels will encounter rcsis- 
tan( strata, which may retnrd or provcnt tlie mainte- 
nance of an unteccdent conditbn, Incised meander pat- 
terns can also indicate dcformation bccnusc tlie alluvial 
river pattern is affccted by the deformation bcfore it be- 
comes fixcd by incision into beclrook (Cardner, 1975). 
EVlBENCE FOn ACTIVE TECTONICS 
The preceding discussion reviews evidence for past 
deformation but not ncccssarily for active tcctonics. 
Modern river and valley-Raor rnorpliolo~y and geodetic 

(pattern 4) and u typical braided-strcum (pattern 5) 
complete the sequence. The rclntive stability of these 
channels in terms of tlleir normal crosionul activity and 
theshape and gradient of the channels, as related to rcl- 
ative sediment size, load, vclocity of flow, and stream 
power, are also indicated on Figure 5,1. It has been pos- 
sible to develop these patterns cxpcrimentally by  v u y -  
ing the gradient, sediment load, stream power, and type 
of seditnent load transported by the chunnel (Schumm 
and Khan, 1972). 
The range or channels from straight through braided 
forms a continuum (FigureS,l), but experimental work 
and fizld studies havc indicated that tlie pattern c11:lnges 
between braided, meandering, and straight occur at 
river-pattern thresholds (Figure 5,2). The pattern 
change takes place at critical ranges of volley slope, 
stream power, ancl sediment loud (Scliumm and Khan, 
1972). 
Observed rivers can be placccl within the five general 
categories. I-Iowever, within the meandering stream 
group there is considerable runge of sinrrosity (1.25 to 
3.0), which is the ratio of channel length to valley 
length. In addition, in t I~c  broidcd-stream category 
there are bar-braided and island-braided channels. Is- 
lands are vegetated bars. There arc also multiple chan- 
nel patterns termed anastornosing, anastornosed, or un- 
abranch channels (Schumm, 1977, p. 155; Smith ancl 
Smith, 1980). In fact, it has been suggested that 14 chan- 
nel pattcrns can be recognizecl (Figure 5.3). 
Experimental studies and field observations confirm 
that a change of valley-floor slope will causc a change of 
channel pattern and dimensions, The change will dif- 
fer, however, depending on (1) where the channel lies 
on a plot such as that of Figure 5,2, (2) the type of chin- 
nel (Figures 5.1 and 5.31, and (3) the amount and rate of 
deformation. 
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FIGURE 5.3 "I'lic rnnge of al l~r~inl  c innncl paltctns for lliu thrcc 
cliunnul type  stlawn in Figurc 5.1. A ,  13cd-load cl~;i~~nc.l 1rsLtcrns: R, 
mixed-loud channel p:iitcrns; C ,  suspcr~dcd-load channel pattcrns. 
Froni Sc l i~~mm (1081). 
FIGURE 5,2 Relation b e t w i ~ n  vallcy (flumc) slopc ilnd stn~tnsily 
(cllanncl Icngthlvulloy slope or valley slopclcirunnel slopc) during cx- 
perimrnh at constant discliarge. Sediment load, strealll poiipcr, and 
velocity incrorisc with slol~u, ~rntl a similar rclntiun can be dc~ulopotl 
with thesuvarial~lw. From ScIlutnm ant1 Khiln (1472). 
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Slight incro~ses of valley slope will sl~ifi  river patterns 
from left to right on Figures 5.2 and 5.3, as the river 
adjusts its gradient by paltcrn cl~ange. With grcuter 
changes of valley slope, incision may produce sufficient 
sediment to cause n change from one type of channel to 
another with a rnetam.lrphosis of a mixed-load channel 
to bed-load channel (Figurc 5 4 ,  In addition, dgnifi- 
cant reductions of slope or greatly increased sediment 
loads will produce uggradation and very likely a bruidcd 
channel, as a result of sediment deposition. 
Braided channels are the result of higl~ bed-load 
transport on sts 2p gradients or of deposition. Therefore, 
a braided char.ne1 can be in equilibrium or unstable. 
The  anastornosing pattern (pattern 14 of Figure 5.3) is 
still anenigma. It may be a relatively steep gradient sus- 
pended-load channel analogous to the bed-load and 
mixed-load braidcd channels (Figure 5 4 ,  or it may be 
the suspended-load equivalent of the unstable braided 
channel that forms where overbank flow produces m d -  
tiple channels in a valley. 
In an effort to determine the effects of active tectonics 
on alluvial channels experimental studies were per- 
formed by Ouchi (1983, 1985) and jin (1984) in a large 
flume (8.5 m X 2.4 rn), the center section of which 
could be raised or lowered by l~ydraulic jacks. Figtire 
5.4 summarizes the results for braided and meandering 
channels during uplift and downwarping. Because the 
braided channel could not change its pattern, as a result 
of uplift, it degraded forming terraces. The sediment 
produced by the incision caused uggradation down- 
stream, and the reduced gradient upstream also caused 
aggradation, 
During downwarping the experimental braided 
channel degraded in the upper steepened reach, and it 
aggraded downstream. Adjustment was much slower 
during subsidence because during uplift channel inci- 
sion is concentrated in a channel, whereas adjustment 
by aggradation requires deposition not only in the chan- 
nel but over the valley floor. The nggradation in zones B 
and C reduced downstream sediment loads and induced 
degradation in zone D (Figure 5.4). 
Adjustment of the meandering channel was as ex- 
pected with increased overbank flooding upstream and 
an increase of sinuosity on the steeper reaches during 
uplift. Jin's (1984) results alsosliow clearly the meander- 
ing-channel response to uplift (Figure 5.5). 
Note that in each case (Figure 5.4) the secondary re- 
sponse to the primary deformation causes tertiary ef- 
fects in zones A and D both upstream and downstreai,? 
of the zones of deformation (B and C), Figure 5.4 is pre- 
sented to illustrate the complexity of the channel re- 
sponse to active tectonics. In  each care if  the experiment 
had continued without further deformation there 
FICIJl{E 5,11 E f f ~ ~ t  of uplift and s~ll~sidcncc or1 I~ruidcd utlrl Incull- 
derirlg cxl)crirnur~tal clinnncls. %onw of nutivt! dcfurnlation (11, C) uru 
sq)arut~rl I)y tllc axis of dcfermution. %one h ulntreuln und Zonc I) 
rlownstrcam from tIic7.r~ncs of :~ctiveduforr~~utionsl~ow tertiary cffuots 
of vnllay slope ctrsngc. Thc position of tlic dcscril~tivc term indicatus 
gencrully wl~cru tl~u prncaLi or cl~ani~ul form is prcscnl, ModlfIcd from 
Ouchi (1083). 
would be additional channcl adjustment, For example, 
in the uplift experiments degradation, which was con- 
centrated at tlle axis of uplift (Figure 5,4), would have 
extended upstream to at least the boundary between 
zones A and B. 
Alluvial channels are sensitive indicators of change, 
However, they adjust to cllanges of hydrolagy and sedi- 
ment load as well ;IS to active tectonics. Therefore, it 
tilay be difficult to determine the cause of channel 
change because man's activities and climatic va~iations 
both act to alter discharge and sediment load during his- 
toric time. Channel pattern change alone is not suffi- 
cient evidence for active tectonics, rather it is one bit of 
FIGURE 5.5 hfenndcring uhanncl pattern changu, tu a result of 1111- 
lift in ccntvr uf figure. A shnws ~ncindcring channel dcvelopcd aftcr 
400-h run time, B slows effect of uplift on this 3.5-m wucl~ ul cxpori- 
rnentul channcl ultur an additional 100 11. U~~strearn rcacll sho\vs evi- 
dcncc of avertank flooding, tlcvclopmunt of ~n~llt iplc channels, and 
aggrudution. Ilownstrcum rcach shows incrcasc of meander umpli- 
t~ldc, wavclcnglt~, urld sinuosity its well us dugrudntion and u cutoff. 
Flow is from lclt to right. S'.il~plcd pattern rcprcscnts sund an flood- 
plain. Vertical-line pattcrtl roprucnts silt and clay duposi~s on flood- 
plain, From Jill (1984) 
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evidence that i~lust be supported with other morpho- 
logic evidence of aggradation, degradation, or survey 
data. In many areas the evidence will be circumstantial. 
Nevertheless, anomalous reaches that are not related to 
artificial controls or to tributary influences may reason- 
ably be assumed to be the result of active tectonics. 
EXAMPLES 
Examples from the Near East, Pakistan, and the 
lower Mississippi Valley illustrate tIie impact of active 
tectonics on the effective utilization of rivers and canals. 
Near East 
Where man has built long-lusting structures, active- 
tectonic effects are recorded by displacement of these 
features. For example, in the southeastern corner of 
Iran, the Shaurn anticline forms a range of low hills. 
Folding began in late Pliocene, and it still continues 
(Ambraseys, 1978). In the first or second century A.D. 
two canals were cut across the anticline in order to lead 
water from a canal system on the northeast flank to the 
more extensive and fertile plains on the southwest. 
These channels afford a unique opportunity for measur- 
ing the uplift of the anticlines since the canals were 
built. One canal still carries water, but, where it crosses 
the anticline it has cut down about 3.5 m below its origi- 
nal bed. The other canal has been abandoned. An accu- 
rate survey along its alignment shows that, along the 
anticlinal axis, the bed of the canal has risen at an aver- 
age rate of approximately 1 m per century (Lees, 1955). 
In the Tigrus and Euphrates Valley, where there is 
active tectonics (Lees, 1955; Adams, 1965; Mirjayar, 
1966), canals have also been abandoned. They show re- 
versed gradients and incision. 
Indus Valley 
There are numerous active faults in the Indus Valley 
(Kazrni, 1979). The most spectacular effect of active 
faulting is due to the Rann of Cutch Fault zone in the 
lower Indus Valley. In 1829 a severe earthquake re- 
sulted in the 6-m uplift of a 16-km-wide and 81-km-long 
tract of alluvial land. This feature was locally known as 
Alah Bund (Oldham, 1926), and it blocked an eastern 
branch of the Indus River. The channel at h a t  time was 
dry, but flow was re-established during a flood in 1828. 
Lye11 (1857, p. 462) stated that "forseveral years after 
the convulsion of 1819, the course of the Indus was very 
unsettled, and at length, in 1826, the river threw a vast 
body of water into its eastern arm, forcing its way in a 
more direct course to thesea, burst through all the artifi- 
cial barriers that had been thrown across the channel, 
and at length cut right through t!ie Alah Bund." For 
discussion of recent history of the Indus see Holmcs 
(1968), and for an interesting hypothesis concerning the 
decline of an Indus civilization see Dales (1966), who 
suggested that one ancient ' r' valley city (Mohenjo- 
daro) was flooded as a rr ,najor tectonic activity 
forming a dam in the Ina. dlley. This is possible as a 
r a d t  of vaIley-floor warpinby but not as the result of a 
major natural alluvial clam (Lambrick, 1967). Finally, 
the westwardshift of the Indus River during the last few 
thousand years suggests major avulsive changes owing 
to westward tilting of the Indus River valley (Wilhelmy, 
1969). 
Mississippi Valley 
Lake County Uplijt  The great 1811-1812 earth- 
quakes near New Madrid, Missouri, have created con- 
siderable concern about the possibility of a recurrence, 
Therefore, extensive studies have been carried out in 
this area, and the literature relating to the geophysics 
and geology of the Mississippi Embayment between 
Memphis and Cairo is abundant (McKeown and Paki- 
ser, 1982). 
The area of deformation near New Madrid is referred 
to as the Lake County Uplift (Figure5.6). Thesurface of 
the uplift is as much as 10 m above the gneral  level of 
the Mississippi River Valley. The deformed area has a 
maximum length of about 50 km and a maximum width 
of about 23 lim. Its relief is uneven, and the surface is 
dominated by two elongated bulges. 
The Lake County Uplift consistsof part of four differ- 
ent geomorphic surfaces, the modern Mississippi mean- 
der belt and three separate Mississippi River braided- 
stream terraces. Lateral migration of the Mississippi 
River during and follo\ving the most active periods of 
deformation has eroded a considerable amount of the 
uplifted surface, During great floods of the past, the as 
yet u~eroded portions of the Lake County Uplift existed 
as isiands on the Mississippi River alluvial plain. 
Russ (1982) cited the following evidence of active de- 
formation of the Lake County Uplift: (1) profiles of the 
Lake County Uplift reveal that the structure is signifi- 
cantly highcr than the natural occurring landforms of 
the modern meander belt (Figure 5.7A); (2) thelongitu- 
dinal profiles of abandoned river channels and natural 
levees have been significantly warped, some to the ex- 
tent that the original river flow direction has been re- 
versed; (3) the modern floodplain is also warped (Figure 
5.7B); and (4) the Reelfaot scarp vertically offsets aban- 
doned Mississippi River channels, which once flowed 
across the area. 
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PICURE 5.6 Map of New Madrid region 
showing thc Lake County Uplift. From Russ 
(1982). 
FICUnE 5.7 Longitudinal profiles l~ctwccn Mississippi nivcr miles 845 to 930. Localiola arc sllo\vn nn Figllres 5.6 and 5.8. A, Natural-levee 
profilc and low-wiltcr pmfilcs: B, floodplain profilc. From Russ (1982). 
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ALLUVfA L RIVE'H RESIJONSE TO ACT1 V E  TECTONICS 
An examination of Figure 5.7 reveals that all the pro- 
files have a similar shape, suggesting that they may be 
the resuIt of the same events. The profiles are convex 
upward, a configuration that is commonly associated 
with uplift, and Russ (1982) concluded that this shape 
may be due to recent and even current deformation. 
Russ also stated that several aspects of the meander pat- 
tern of the Mississippi Hiver suggest control by tectonic 
processes. Above the uplift axis, between Cairo, Illinois, 
and Hickman, Kentucky, the river is currently rela- 
tively strnigh: From Nickmnn south to Arkanstls, how- 
ever, it is sinuous (Figure 5.8). It is possible that the river 
straightened its course to increase its gradient in an area 
where tilting is reducing it, whereas downstream the 
high sinuosity reflects steepening (Figures 5.2 and 5.3). 
The river is constrained by the topographically high 
Sikeston Ridge to the north and the TiptonviIle Dome to 
the south. 
The positio.: of the Mississippi River course within its 
meander belt also suggests the possibiIity of tectonic in- 
fluence. Between Cairo, Illinois, and Hickman, Ken- 
tucky, and in general between Blytheville, Arkansas, 
and Memphis, Tennessee, the river flows along the east- 
ern edge of its meander belt (Figure 5 4 ,  However, be- 
tween Hickman and Blytheville the river shifts to the 
west. I t  is conceivable that the river has been deflected 
to the west as a result of the uplift. However, old maps 
FlCUHE 5.8 hlilp of Misqissippi Vnllcp hctwccn Mmnphis, Tcnncs- 
srw, and Cairo, Iltinois. 
indicate that the position of the river in 1765 is similar to 
that oE today. Thus, any significant tectonic deflection 
must have occurred before 1765. 
The effect of the New Madrid earthqua1:e on the Mis- 
sissippi Siver provides an extreme example of the ter- 
tiary eff~tcts of active tectonics on a major river d u h g  a 
long period of time. For example, Walters and Simons 
(1984) studied the history of the river, and they summa- 
rized as follows: From 1765 to the winter of 1811-1812 
the lower Mississippi was a graded river, and there were 
four neck cutoffs during that period. Beginning on De- 
cember 16, 1811, and continuing intermittently 
through February 1812, the New Madrid earthquake 
shocks caused bank caving, which introduced tremen- 
dous quantities of sediment into the channel. The most 
severe caving occurred in the reach from the confluence 
of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers to below Blytheville, 
Arkansas (Figure 5 ,s ) .  The increased sediment load 
caused excessive shoaling, enlargement of islands, and 
at  some locations new islands and point bars were 
formed. During the years following the earthquake 
(1818-1874), the sedimetit begark to move gradually 
downstream, This increase in sediment load caused re- 
duction in meandering, and the number of cutoffs dou- 
bled, From 1875 to 1932 the number of neck cutoffs de- 
creased. Above Osceola the introduction of sediment 
was almost instantaneous, and the response was the for- 
mation of a wider aggrading channel. Below Osceola 
the response was a steepening of the gradient by mean- 
der cutoffs and sinuosity reduction. 
From the examination of gaging-station records and 
especially specific-gage relations, Walters and Sirnons 
(1984) concluded that the lower Mississippi River chan- 
nel from above New Madrid, Missouri, to Red niver 
Landing, Louisiana, -was aggrading aFter about 1880, 
perhaps ns a result of the sediment introduced by the 
New Madrid earthquakes. 
Monroe Uplift The Monroe Uplift, the extent of 
which is defined by deformed Cretaceous and Tertiary 
strata, is a dome approximately 120 km in diameter. It  is 
situated mostly in northeastern Louisiana (Figure 5.9), 
but it extends into southeastern Arkansas and west cen- 
tral Mississippi (Wang, 1952). Its eastern-most exten- 
sion itlcludes the Mississippi River between Greenville 
and Vicksburg, 
Geologic evidence that the Monroe Uplift was active 
since the Tertiary has been presented by several authors, 
Veatch (1906) discussed the existence of two active lin- 
earstructures, which pass through the uplift. He further 
claimed that recent movement along the west end of the 
flexure has resulted in the formation of a series of shoals 
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on the Sabinc and Angelina Hivers and swamping of an 
area in the Angelina River Vullcy in wastern Texas. 
The uplift consists of the Boeuf and Te,~sus Basins as 
well as Macon Ridge and the Mississippi River from mile 
450 to 530. The basins are composed of large back- 
swamp areas crossed by several old Arkansas River 
channels with well-developed natural levees. Macon 
Ridgc in the center of the uplift is composed of five mid- 
Wisconsin glacial outwuh terraces (Saucier and Fleet- 
wood, 1870), which form a narrow, north-south trend- 
ing, elongated area of high ground. 
Several streams-Ouachita River, Bayou Bartholo- 
mew, Boeuf River, Big-Colewa Creek, Bayou Macon, 
and Deer Creek (Figure 5.10)-that cross the Monroe 
Uplift in nortfienstern Louisiana and generally parallel 
the Mississippi River were studied by Burnett (1982). 
They flow gericrally to the southwest across the uplift, 
and they locully occupy old abandoned courses of the 
Arkansas River. 
"be Mississippi River has a hiahly irregular thalweg 
pro& through the Monroe Uplift (Winkley, 1980). The 
thalweg slope is sihnificantly reduced or even reversed 
in part of the uplift: zone. At river mile 485, the mean 
thalwrgslope is - 0.00004, but it increases downstream 
FIGURE 5.8 Index mup showing location of Mo~~roe  (h l )  and Wig- to + 0.0001. This suggests that deformation is occurring 
gins (w) Uplifts. and that it is affecting a major river, 
Evidence of recent surface movement on the Monroe 
Uplift is indicated by prrcise geodetic surveys. The geo- 
deticsurveys do not cross the uplift axis, but: they suggest 
uplift of the southern part of the area between 1934 and 
1966 (Burnett, 1982), The longitudinal profiles of Pleis- 
tocene and Holocene terraces show convexities, which 
are due to uplift. If the Monroe Uplift is still active to- 
day, the modern stream and valIey-floor profiles should 
exhibit the effects of the uplift similar to those shown by 
terrace profiles. Indeed, vallcy profiles of the Monroe 
Uplift strcamsshows an obvious zsne of upward convex- 
ity (Figure 5.11). 
Comparing the amounts of vertical deformation of 
the terraces and floodplains in the Monroe Uplift area to 
their ages of formation provides a means of estimating 
contemporary rates of uplift in ttii: area. By this 
method, the convexity in the olrlest and highest Macon, 
Ridge terrace profile (Qtbl) indicates dlat about 3.8 m 
of vertical defarn~ation has occurred a t  the uplift axis 
--- TERTIARY BOUNDARY 
OF MONROE UPLIFT since this terrace was formed (Figure 5,11). Saucier 
5TATE BOUNDARY (1970) estimated the agc of this terrace to be 33,000 yr 
o K) 20 J O ~ ,  old, Therefore, the maximum rate of uplift is estimated 
-k~lornrlws 
o 10 zo 3 40 til be about 1.0 mnl per year during the last 33,000 yr. 
For the other profiles the rates vary from 0.01 to 
FIGURE 5.10 Indcx mup of Monroc Uplift. From tlnrnott and 1.4 mmlyr. 
Schumm (1983). Sinuosity for the five rivers is plotted with reference to 
the position of the uplift axis (Figure 5.12), In each case 
sinuosity increases as the axis is approached or crossed. 
Where sinuosity is high above the axis, there is n de- 
crease of sinuosity as the axis is spproached (Bayou 
Bartholomew). The results arc as suggested by Figures 
5.2 and 5.3. 
To examine the variability of the channel-bed clcvu- 
tion and also changes in the bank height along the 
streams that: cross the Monroe Uplift, chan~lel thalwcg 
elevations were plotted in relation to the valley distance 
along Boeuf River and Big Colewa Creek (Figure 5.13). 
These projected channel profiles are not affected by 
changes in sinuosity because the tllaIweg elevation (or 
low water elevation) at a given location is plotted with 
reference ta valley distance rather than channel distance 
(Burnett, 1982). 
In Figure 5.13, the difference in the elevation of the 
projected channel profile and that of tllevalley profile at. 
a given !ocation represents the depth of the channel be- 
low the valley surface at that location. The reaches with 
large differences in elevation between the valley surface 
and channel (high banks) are those where the channel 
has downcut or degraded. Also, where average bank 
height issmall thechannel has not degraded, or it has, in 
fact, aggraded. The projected channel profiles do not 
parallel the valley profiles, indicating that varying 
amounts of degradation or aggradation have accurred 
along the channel. TheBoeuf River has apparently com- 
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pensated for the uplift, but the Big Colcwa Creek profile 
contains a major convexity (Figure 5.13). At the axis of 
the tlplift and in the downvalley zone of the uplirt, thc 
average bank heights are, in general, high (1 1 to 13 m 
for the Boeuf River and 6 m for Big Colewa Creek). 
These observations indicate that degradation has oc- 
curred at and below the upIift axis, but above the axis 
V A L L E Y  D I S T A N C E  F A O M  M O U T H  ( k m )  
V A L L ~ V  OIITWIZI FUDY u m r r  11111 IL-I 
PIGURIC 5.12 Vurii~tioils of sinuosity ulongsix strcall~s crossing tliu 
FIGURE 5.1 1 1,ongitudinul valley prnrilcs of struurlls crnssil~g t l ~ c  Mt~~iroc Uplift. Ilislnnau i!l~ovc utlrl I~ulow al~lifl nxis isshown. Down- 
hlvnrou Uplilt, and hluaon Iiitljic. \vI~ich is ;I runlnunt of 11 I'lclstnccnr. slra~rn is In tllc rigllt. Arrowsinclicrltcusis ol~iplifl, t~ndcross fhatcl~ir~g 
Mix3is5ippi Aivcrtcrracc. Fro111 Utirnctt a11d Sch~tn~nl (1983). S I I O I I ~ S X O I ~ ~ S  OI rnnd~ri~ 11111ift. 1:rorn IJtlrnclt (1982). 
FIGURE 5.13 Vullcy irnd ~ ) r o j c o ~ c d - c l ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ e l  profilcr or Bauul Ilivcr 
and Rig Colcwa Crcek. Frum Iiurnett (1982). 
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floor. C. Cllungc orsinnosity. From I31rrnclt ;III(I Scllurnm (1983). 
FIGURE 5.15 Vcrtical hcncliinnrk rnovcmcnt tllong ;I Nation~rl Cu- 
odetic Survey route l~etween Juckson, hlississippi, and Nun, Orlc;lns, 
Louisiuna. Fro111 Brown and Oliver (1076) with pcrrnission or tfrc 
Amcriciln Cunphysio:~I Union. 
degradation has yet to affect the profile of Big Colcwa 
Creek. 
The Big Calewa Creek channel can be used to sum- 
marize the effect of uplift on an alluvial channeI. It can 
be divided into three zones of activity along its valley 
(Figure 5.14A). The lower zone, from the mouth ta val- 
Iey krn 32, has u high average \,ank height of almut G m. 
The middle zonc, from valley km 32 to G5, shows a clear 
upstream decrease in the average bank height from 6 to 
2 m. The upper zone, above valley km 65, has a constant 
low average bank height of 2 m. Degradation may have 
occurred in the lower zone, whereas entrencllment is 
still in progress in the middle zonc, and in the upper 
zone entrenchment has not yet occurred. 
Figure 5.14B shows cllanges in valley slope and chan- 
ncl thalweg slopc with valley distance. The valley slope 
remains high from the mouth to valley km 40, and then 
it suddenly decreases. The break in slope, at valley km 
40, dcfines the apparent location of the uplift axis. The 
thalweg slope is high from the mouth to valley km 55, 
and then it also suddenly decreases. The fact that the 
two curves do not coincidesuggests that the channel has 
incised through the axis of uplift. 
Sinuosity is approximately 1.2 in the upstream stretch 
of Big Colewa Creek (Figure 5.14C). Downstream be- 
tween valley km 50 and 55, sinuosity increases to about 
1.7, and tllen it gradually decreases to 1.5 at the mouth. 
In summary, numerous relations between the mor- 
pholoby of the streams and terraces and the underlying 
Cretaceous and Tertiary structures of the Monroe Uplift 
indicate that the area is still active tcctonically. The pat- 
terns oF changes and the present stream morphology 
provide information on the response of streams to active 
uplift within their valleys, 
Wiggins Upl i j t  In conirast to the MonroeUplift, ac- 
tive displacement of the Wiggins Uplift (Figure 5.9) is 
clearly displayed by geodetic surveys (Figure 5.15), 
Bogue Homo Creek is analogous to Big Colewa Creek in 
;his area, and it displays similar morphologic differ- 
ences. Above the axis of uplift the channel is anastomos- 
ing, and the main channel is relatively straight. Imme- 
diately below the axis the channel has incised below the 
former floodplain to form n low terrace, and sinuosity is 
higher. Numerous cutoffs have occurred, and locally 
braided reacl~es have developed as a result of increased 
sediment loads resulting from incision, 
A gaging station on Tallahala Crcck provides evi- 
denccof channel incision at an average rate of 12 rnmlyr 
since 1940 (Figure 5.10). This is three times the rate of 
measured uplift: however, a channel probably adjusts 
episodically to cnntinuous uplift (Ouchi, 1983). 
A factor that makes comparison of cliannel behavior 
ALLUVIAL H I V E R  IIESJ'ONSE TOAC'I'IVE TECTONICS 
tectonic deformation of the alluvial valley of streams 
crossing the uplifts (Burnctt, 1982). 
r r r r  or mrronb 
FICURE 5.10 Spccific gugc plot for Tallal~t~ln Rivcr ncur Runnels- 
town, hlisslssip~~i. T l ~ c  water-surfucu clcvation w ~ s  ddctcrminetl lor u 
spc~ific discharge of 78 cfs fur tach ycitr of rcuortl. Tt~is discliurgu is 
baqc flow and rcflccts changc ol I~ud elcvalioli. From I3urnctt :ind 
Schu~nm (1883). 
difficult is the size or the energy of thc chanrlel. Small 
channels such as Big Colewa Creek and Bogue Homo 
Creek have been unable to kccp pace and incise across 
the uplift axis. Streams of intermediate size such as Tal- 
lahala Creek have incised across the axis, but their long 
profile still shows a convexity. Large rivers such as the 
Pearl River (19,900 km3 have been able to keep pace 
with the uplift, and its projected-channel profile is rela- 
tively straight, although terraces and the valley Floor are 
deformed (Figure 5.17). Above the axis of uplift the 
Pearl River is not anastornosing, but it has developed a 
new floodplain below the axis of uplift, and the former 
floodplain is a low terrace. 
Changes of channel morphology can frequently be at- 
tributed to tributary contributions of water discharge 
and sediment load, but on the Monroe and Wiggins Up- 
lifts, the patterns of channel change are related to active 
FICURE 5. I7 Longitudinal profilcs of terraces and floodpluin and a 
projected-channel profile of thc I'earl River, u mujor river crossing tlie 
Wiggins Uplift. A projected-ctlaanel profile is rt plot ol cl\annd-bd 
elevation against vullcy distuncc, which clilninatcs tllcuffccl.ofsinuos- 
ity of thc chunncl longproflle. From Burnctt und Schumm (1983). 
Mississippi River In the preceding discussion of the 
Mississippi River Valley, three areas of active tectonics 
have been identified, the Lake County Uplift, the Mon- 
roe Uplift, and the Wiggins Uplift. Russ (1982) demon- 
strated an effect of the Lake County Uplift on the Missis- 
sippi River gradient and pattern. Maps (Fisk, 1944) of 
the old Mississippi River meander courses show that i.he 
Mississippi River has maintained very high sinuosity val- 
ues in this area during the last 2000 to 6000 yr (Figure 
5.18). 
Winkley (1980) discussed the possible effects of the 
Monroe Uplift on the past and present morphology of 
the Mississippi River in the vicinity of Grecnville Bridge 
(mile 531.3), where the Monroe Uplift has cxposcd Ter- 
tiary bedrock in the Mississippi River channel near 
Sreanville. Meander loops have grown and cut off at the 
same location several times, and the sinuosity has been 
consistently high near Grecnville (Figure 5.18). In this 
sinuous zone, the Mississippi River has shifted laterally 
across the Yazoo Clay, being unable to cut through it. 
Watson et at. (1984) suggested that the Wiggins Uplift 
ha7 increased sinuosity farther south near Natcher (Fig- 
ure5.18). 
As the average slope of the Mississippi River low-wa- 
ter surface is about 56 mm per river kilometer, with 
even slow uplift rates of from 3 to 5 mmlyr the effects on 
this great river can besignificant, Studies are under way 
to determine the extent of the effects of active tectonics 
on this major commercial artery, Obviously if there is a 
significant influence on the river, it will have implica- 
tions for navigation, flood control, and the taxpayer. 
SIGNIFICANCE 
Some alluvial rivers are currently adjusting to active 
tectonics, and this must be considered as an additional 
explanation for river instability, Furthermore, geomor- 
phic studies provide independent support for the results 
of the National Geodetic Survey resurveys because river 
response to tlplift conforms to that expected from field 
and experimental studies of river morphology else- 
where. 
As ntited above, active tectonicscan be responsible for 
aggradation, degradation, channel avtilsion, and pat- 
tern change, both downstream and upstream of the de- 
formed reach. Therefore, the net result of active tectun- 
ics is unstable river reaches that are characterized by 
incision, deposition, bank erosion, meander cutoffs, or 
the development of meandering, braided, or anasto- 
mosing patterns (Figure 5.4). 
FLCURE 5.18 VariaLlons of hiississillpi 
llivcr sf1111osi1y l~ulotv Ciliri~, llli~~ois, 11s clttcr- 
1iiincd fro111 I I I ~ I ~ S  ])rul~i~rccI !]I I7C-1, 1820- 
1830, 1881- 1893, trntl t030-1'331. Nolcc(~~~sis-  
t c ~ ~ t l y  I1ig11 villuos of sintlosit>' in  ru;lcl~cs 
~ d f ~ r t ~ d  by Lakc County Uplilt (Cairo. 1111- 
nois-Citr~~tI~crsvillc, LIisst111ri); Xio~lrrlu UllliTt 
Navigation can be affected I>y aggradation and the 
development of bars. Bank erosion, incision, and pat- 
tern change can impact riparian use and causc loss of 
valuable structures ((hridgs, loading clocks) as ~vell as 
agricultural lend and homw, Tlle frecluency of ovcr- 
bank flooding will be incrcasecl in reaches of aggrada- 
tion und reduced gradient-. Changes in the freqilencp of 
overbank flooding through a zone of active tecionics 
will change the position of "ordinarg high water," 
which is usually ii legal l~ounclary, ar.d this may lead to 
confusion and litigation concerning the lucation of the 
river bank. 
If rivers are affected by active tectonics then obvi- 
ously canals will be. Canals are usually constructecl to 
carry relatively clcar water on gentle slopes. As in tllc 
Middle East, a slight warping can seriously affcct tlie 
efficiency of the canal (Leary el a l . ,  1951). 
The evidence of rivcr response lo active tectonics can 
be used to evaluate the tectonic stability of llazardous 
waste-disposal sites, For esample, in addition to tho cri- 
teria presented carlier, studies of salt domes in eastern 
Texas suggest that the Oakwood Salt Domc may lie ac- 
tive hecause channels on the central dome are incised ~111 
to 4 m, and there are three abandonecl channel reaches 
that suggfst lateral movement of thc channels away 
from the dornc (Collins el nl., 1981), Furtllermore, as in 
the past, fluvial evidencc can be used to identify those 
areas most favorable for exploration for gns and oil, The 
geomorphic techniques can be used to aid in planning 
geophysical surveys and the selection of drillirtgsite-i. 
(Crccxoillc, Mississippi); nnd \{figgins UpliTt 
Active tectonics in some areas has Ilad a disastrous of- 
rcct. Eartllquakes in the uppcr Indus Basin liavc trig- 
gered massive Inndslides that irnpollndcd vast atno~lnts 
of water ihnt eventually ovcrlopped t l ~ c  natural dam 
and caused catastrophic flooding downstream, In addi- 
tion, valley-floor clcforrnation coulcl lead to major 
avulsiveshifais of a rivcr. The effects discussed herein arc 
prirnarily related to aseismic cleformotion, I~u t  it  is this 
slow deformation that has been ignored when rivcr be- 
havior is studicd. Clearly more delailed stttdies of the 
effects of activc tectonics on alluvial rivcrs are needed to 
establish thc within-channel hydraulic cllanges that can 
be cspected and the engineering response that is  re- 
quired to mitigate thcdctrimental cffectson riverstabil- 
ity and use. 
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Coastal Tectonics 
INTRODUCTION 
Between one-third and one-half of the Earth's marine 
coastlines lie along or near tcctonically and seismically 
active plate boundaries (Tnman and Nordstrom, 1971). 
Many of the world's niajor population centcrs lie nlong 
these active coastlines and, therefore, are vulnerable to 
adverse impacts of large earthquakes, Fortunately, 
there has been remarkable progress over the past t\vo 
decades in the field of coastul tectonics. the study of re- 
cent crustal deformation and paleaseismicity in coastal 
regions. Of particular importance is progrcss in =tab- 
iisiiingcarthquake recurrence, dating recent fault activ- 
ity, and measuring rakes of recent crustal deformation, 
all of whirh arc crucial in determining earthquake po- 
tential anrl assessing seismic hazards and risk. Much of 
the recent progress in coastal tectonics stems directly 
frorn the development of new doting techniques that. 
have led to a hetter understandingof Quaternary [past 2 
million years (m.y,)] sea-level fluctuations and their re- 
lationship to marine strandlines (abandoned or relict 
marine shorelines), which are among the most numer- 
ous and widespread tectonic markers in. the Quaternary 
geomorphic record (Figures 6.1,6.2, and 6,3). 
S I ! ~  IeveI is the common and unifying element of 
coastal tectonics. Present sea level, the universal datum 
for measuring elevation, is the most convenient refer- 
ence for detecting ongoing vertical crustal movement 
and assessing short-term tectonic stability in coastal 
areas. Accordingly, coastal tectonics often includes 
analysisaf tide-gaugedata (Figure 0.4) and other histor- 
ical and archeoIogica1 information that might reveal ap- 
parent sea-levd chilnges. Past sea levels derived from 
the geologic record comprise a composite datum for 
measuring long-term crr~stal movement. Consequently, 
coastal tectonics also includes mapping and dating ma- 
rine strandlines and separating the vertical crustal 
movements from the past sea-level fluctuations they si- 
FIGURE 6.1 Emergent nlnrinc strancllines form stuplike terracci on thc Pnlus Vordcs I'c~iinsulu of sonthcm Culifurniu. Thar. i ~ n d  similar 
strandlinw on tectonically uctlvu coutlincs r i~ard both crustal uplift and major gtacio-et~slatic sctl-level fltlctuotions (SLY Figure 0,6). Thc low-vcst 
strundlinc terruce isabout 100 kit and tl~uhiglw~t isahout lOOD ka, l'lielrighcst point on t l ~ c  11cnins11li1 sabout 450 rn al~ovusu;i levcl, hlodificd fro111 
Davidson (1889). 
multaneously record. Because marine strandlines are 
the physical records of past sea levels, the study of sea- 
level history is an integral part of coastat tectonics. 
Time-trunsgrwive sequences of displaced and de- 
formed Pleistocene 12 m.y. to 10,000 yr (10 ka) ago] ma- 
rinestrundlines document patterns 01 znd, whcrcdated, 
yield rates of continual, long-term crustal deformation 
(Figures 6.1 ancl6.2). Sequences of emergent Holocene 
(past 10 ka) strandlines (Figure 6.3), which occur only 
along the most rapidly uplifting coastlines, commonly 
record abrupt coseismic uplift events of 1-15 m (see Fig- 
ures 6.25-6.28 below) that cumulatively comprise the 
iong-term deformation recorded by Pleistocene 
strandlines. Consequently, sequences of Holocene 
strandlines often record past eartIlquakes and, where 
dated, yicld earthquake periodicity and provide a 
means of forecasting future seismic events. In many 
areas, apparent sea-level changes documented by tide- 
gauge records (Figure 6.4) or subtleshifts in the location 
of the modern shoreline reflect ongoing vertical crustal 
movement. Frequently, this movement is opposite in 
sense to long-terrn trends and, therefore, may represent 
postcnrthquake crustal relaxation or pre-earthquake 
strain accumulation. 
Coastal tectonics includes the study of both onshore 
(emergent) and offshore (submergent) marine strand- 
lines and structural features. Howevcr, offshore coastal 
tectonics is a highly specialized field and is beyond thc 
scope of this brief review, which focusci mainly on the 
formation and deformation of emergent marine 
strandlines and stressas: their importance in determining 
the style and measuring the rates of recent crustal defor- 
mation, cspecially in highly active coastal regions. Most 
examples of strandline displacement and deformation 
cited in this rcvicw reflect sustained tectonic processes, 
but a few, included mainly for comparative purpescs, 
reflect transitory volcanic and giacio-isostatic crustal 
deformation. 
COASTAL MORPHOLOCY AND TECTONIC 
SETTING 
On global and regional scalcs coastal rnorpholog!l 
correlates closely with tectonic setting (Inman and 
Nordstrom, 1971). The greatest geomorphic contrast is 
between the subdued coastlines along pasive continen- 
tal margins and the rugged coastlines along convergent 
plate boundaries. Along most coastlines modern (acli\?c) 
coastal Iandforms are similar to their Plcistocenc coun- 
terparts, which suggests that current tectonic and 
coastal processes have been fairly uniform over consid- 
erable periods of time. 
Most exl~osed cnastIines along passive continental 
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FIGURE G.2 Cros+sc?ctic~nul profiles of emergent Plcistocenc 
strnndlinc terrucm. 
A, Erosiol~al strandlinw near Sucta Cruz, Culifornia. Solid line is 
existing tol~ogrulll~ic profile. DmIied line rcpreTcnts originul profileof 
cach strilndline terrace, wl~ich consists of a relict wave-cut platforrn 
l~tlckcd by a relict seacliff, l'l~cinir:rscckion of t t~e~~latfortn iind tllcsca 
cliff is lllcslrvrclinc angle, which clost.?ly appraxi~iri~tcs the palcoslure- 
line. Scuwurd thinning wedges of ull~tvi:~l sodimcnt dcritpcd {rum thc 
degrading sea cliffs overlie the wavc-cut plutforms, A lZIl-k:~ 
strandlirle wiu rcmmvcd from thissecliotl wllcn the next lower (104 ka) 
platform wus cut; tltc 120-k:~ strar~dlinuc~ccl~rs i  fcw kilornckurs north 
of this site and is projwted cmto (tiis cross swtion. Thc thrcc lowest 
strandlirlcs were dated Ily pal~urntological, amino i~cid, und gmlnor- 
p1111: ;~~llniqucs.  Thc uverigc !c~lllift rnic (0,35 rnlku) wasderived fron~ 
I l ~ c  vertical displaccrncr~~ (28 ~ n )  of tllc 82-ku strandlinc. The h rec  
highest strilndlines wcrc d:ilcd I)y ~xtrupolirtiot~ of this ~tplift rutc U I I ~  
by nurncrical analysis o l  the ~)ragravir,cly guntlerslol~cs of s~rcct.x~ir,cly 
higher (older) relictsca cliffs. Modilicd from I1ar.b el (11. (1884). 
B. Dcposition:ll sfrandline k ~ r r i i ~ s  on t l~c  I.?~IOII l 'cni~ul:~,  Pallua 
New Guinea. Each platforrrl is a relict corn1 rccf. U-scrics dates on 
fossil corills frtm thae  strandlinc~ yicld u hislory of glucio-el~static 
fluctuations t l~atscrvaas a tectanicdut~~m For mcusuring vertical tcc- 
tunic rnt~vcnlcnts on other cosstlints ihrouglru~it he world (sm Figure 
KG). Tllc rnuxim~~m avuruge 1111lift ratec11.l mlka on tllc Iluon Penin- 
slrfa WILS dcrivcd from the rnowirn~~m vertical disl~li~ccmcnt (500 rn) trf 
the 12O.k;l strandli~le. Note thui the thrcc Iowtlst s~ra~itllil~cs on t l ~ c  
Snnta Cruzcoaattinecorrelate with [Ire tf~recIiigl~ut sfr;indlincs in this 
seqtlencc. Modificd from Cllappull (l974a). 
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Thescstrandlinn, unlike tlicir I'lciatnccncm~tnterpnrts, rcprcsunt pc- 
riodic coscismic uplift cvcnts, not sca-level fluct~~utions ( cu Pig~~rcs 
6.7,6.25,6.26,6.27, und 8.28). The Inwcst plutforln (IV) rucords up- 
lift that accompanied two major earthcluukw in 1703 and 1823, nnd 
thc thrcc higliut strandlines were datcd hy rarliocarbon nnutysis of 
fossil shells. The avcragc uplift rntc is 3.8 tnlku (SLT Figilrc 0.25). hind- 
i f i ~ d  from Mntsuda ct nl. (1978). 
I3, Depositionul strnndlinw (I~cach ridges) ;it Tc Araroii on North 
Island, New Zcaland. Each ridgc most likely rcprcscnts ustorm cvcnt 
not a ~ ~ c i s m i c  oplift event, If uplift events arc rccordcd in this sc- 
qucncc of strilndlines, they are indistinguishnblc from storm cvcnk. 
The average uplift rate dcrivcd from the highest 11cach ridgc (6 kit) is 
1 rnlku. Modifid from Garrick (1879). 
margins consist of broad coastal plains bordered off- 
shore by widecontinental shelves and gentle continental 
slopes. These relatively stable coastlines are character- 
ized by depositional landforms such as broad sandy 
beaches and offshore barrier bars and at low latitude< by 
broad coral reefs. The southeast coast of North America 
and the northeast coast of Australia ere typical passive- 
margin coastlines with low-to-moderate topographic 
relief and subdued depositional landforms. Much of the 
former is bordered offshore by barrier bars (Oah  and 
D u  Bar, 1974), and most of the latier by extensive coral 
reefs (Hopley, 1983). 
Long-term tectonic stability along most passive-mar- 
gin coastlines is expressed stratigraphically by unde- 
formed continental and marine sediments that underlie 
flat coastal plains and continental shelves and 
geornurphically by broad accretionary strandline ter- 
races that consist of subdued beach ridges separated by 
abandoned tidal flats (Oaks and Du Bar, 1974). How- 
ever, rapid sediment accumulation, such as at the 
mouth of a large river, may isostatically depress an oth- 
erwise stable passive-margin coastline (Figure 6.4C) 
(Fisk and McFarlnn, 1955; Hicks and Crosby, 1974). 
Also, occasional large earthquakes, such as the 1886 
Charleston, South Carolina, seismic event on the Atlan- 
tic coast of North America (Hays and Gori, 1983), indi- 
catc that passive continental margins are not completelj~ 
aseismic, even though there is little stratigraphic or geo- 
morphic cvidcnce in these areas of reccnt, near-surface 
crustal deformation. 
In contrast to the subdued coastlines along pa5sive 
plate boundaries, most coastlines along or near active 
continental margins consist of costal hills or mountains 
bordered offshore by narrow continental shel!*es and 
I I I I I I 
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FICUnO 6.4 Tide-gauge rccords. 
A, San Francisco, California-the sccular driFt of this rccord ( - 2  
mmlyr) is similur to that round in other partsof the world and, therc- 
fore, probably rcprcsents custatic risc inscu level. 
R ,  juncat~, Alaska-the extreme apparcnt drop in sce-level repriL 
scnts crusknl uplift due to either tectonic uplift or residual glucio-cu- 
static rcbnund. 
C, MLwi~$ippi dcfta-tllc apparent risc in sea-lcvcl represents s i~b-  
sidcnce duc to sediment compaction and isostatic adjustments of thc 
crust to thcscdimcnt load nf the Mississippi dcltu. Thc e~tstulic rise (2 
mmlyr) wa~arbtractcd from tlre rclutivcratts to obtain tlic uplift and 
subsidence rates. Modified from I l ick~ and Crosby (1974). 
deep subrnarir~e trenches, particularly in the circum-Pa- 
cific region. These tectonically active coastlirles are 
characterized by rugged erosional landforms such as 
steep sea cliffs and rocky headlands, islands and seil 
stacks. However, at low latitudes coral reefs commonly 
form narrow depositional platforms even along rugged 
coastlines (Figure G.ZB)(Chappell, 1974a). The moun- 
tainaus west coast of South America is an active-tectonic 
coastline that geomorphically reflects regional crustal 
uplift and subsidence related to rapid plate convergence 
and resultant subduction along the offshore Peru-Chile 
Trench (Plafker, 1972). The hilly-to-mountainous coast 
of California in western North America is an active-tec- 
tonic coastline that geornorphically reflects slower re- 
gional uplift and local basin subsidence related to 
oblique plate convergence and resultant large-scale, 
right-lateral displacement across the San Andreas Fault 
system. 
Long-term crustal instability along most active-tcc- 
tonic coastlines is expressed stratigraphically by folded 
and faulted marine sediments that fill )routhful struc- 
tural basins and geomorphicalIy by narrow uplifted and 
deformed Pleistocene ;;-andline terraces that notch 
steep coastal slopes (Figures 6.1 and 6.2). Short-term in- 
stability along extremely active coastlines is expressed 
geomorphically by emergent Holocene skrandline ter- 
races (Figure 6.3) and by dramatic changes in the loca- 
tion and configuration of modern shorelines that result 
from rapid vertical crustal movements (Figure 8.4). 
Most of the Earth's seismicity occurs along or near ac- 
tive-tectonic coastlines (Tarr, 1974), and many large 
earthquakes in these areas are rccordcd geomorphically 
by emergent Holocene strandline terraces (Figure 6.3A; 
also see Figures 6.25-6,28 below). 
The subdued coastlines bordering the shallow epicon- 
tinental seas in North America (Hudson Bay) and Fen- 
noscandia (Bay of Bothnia) are exceptions to the general 
rule that coastal regions undergoing rapid crustal defor- 
mation are characterized by marked topographic relief. 
However, the rapid crustal uplift recorded so dramati- 
cally by sequences of highly emergent Holocene 
strandlines in these recently deglaciated areas reflects 
transitory isostatic rebound (see Figure 8.10 below) not 
sustained tectonic deformation. 
MARINE S'rRANDLINES 
Marine strandlines are tl~c geological and historical 
records of former sea levels. In the geologic record ma- 
rine strandlines are the depositional and erosional re- 
mains of abandoned marine shorelines (Figures 6.1,6.2 
and 6.3), and in the historical record they are most com- 
monly tide-gauge measurements (Figure 6.4) or high- 
water marks on man-made coastal structures. 
Astrandline, or asequence of strandlines, is a relative 
sea-level record that potentially represents both real and 
apparent sea-level changes (Figure 6.5): 
relatius = TCUZ + apparent. (6.1) 
Real sea-level changes are absolute vertical movements 
of the ocean's surface and may be local to worldwide in 
extent; if worldwide, they are called eustatic changes. 
At PLEISTOCENE Br HOLOCENE 
FIGURE 6.5 Relative, apparent, and 
rcal sea-lcvcl 
A, Late Pleistocene. 
B, Eloloccnc. 
All sea-level records (strandlina or tide- 
gauge mcasurclnents) are relative, which 
rncans they potentially reprcqclnt botll appar- 
ent and rcal sea-levcl chungcs (rclatiuc = real 
+ apparent). Apparent sca-level chimgcs are 
the inverse of the vertical crustal (or ground) 
movcmcnts that tbc~n and, thcrc- 
forc, are the focus of u11 co;~stal tectonicstud- 
im. The apparentsm-level history is obtained 
by algbraicully or grapllically subtracting 
the real sea-level history from the relative rc- 
cord of marinc strandlines. In cllcct, t11c real 
sen-level history is a composite tcctonic duturn. 
lcvcl record. In this casc, thc uplifting coastline 
strandline; D is the vertical dlsplacemcnt (D = 
. . I 
I I I I I ;-no I I I 
ha 120 80 40 kl 0 4 0 
AGE AGE 
Thc real sun-level history i s  olrtuined hy subtracting npparcnt sea lcvcl changcs from a relative seu- 
Is a movingscu-lcvul datum. /Z is thc prcscnt elevation of n strandlinc; L. is il~coriginul ulcvutian of a 
E - c); A is the ageof astrandline; R is  the crustal displacement rutc (R = DIA). 
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I7IGURE 6.H lllcistocenc sea-level fluctuu- 
tions und origin o l  emergent J'leislocene 
strandlincs. Emergent strundlintssimultune- 
uusly record tectonic uplift and nliijor sea- 
levcl Iligllstunds. T h c  rising coastline is a mov- 
ing strip churt on which seil-level higlistunds 
a rc  recorded sequentially as strandlines 
whose ugm incrcusc wit11 clcvution. Tlleslopc 
U P L I F T  (R)  of tl~cdiugonal ine mnnccting each high- 
stand to the clavution o l  its strundlinc is t l ~ c  
average i~plift rate. If the uplift rate was con- 
l ~ ~ ~ t l ~ t l l l l l l l l  strnt, tbu uplift lines for all strandlincs urc 
ha 300 roo 100 o purallel. Strundlincs formed during low- 
AGE 
stands are usually destroyed by sut)scquent 
sea-level fluctuations und rurcly uppcur 111 lhuctnergnt  g~wlogic record. Strnndlincsgoitngcr thanGD ku appear abovcsealevul only wl~cretllcnplift 
rate is greater than 1 mlka. Thc  seu-lcvcl flttctuution curve wus derived from a sccplence of U-scriw dated mral-rccf strandlincs on tbc iluun 
Pcninsulu, Pupuu New Cuincu (Figure G,2B) by subtructing tcctnnic uplift from the rclutivc strandline rccord (Figure G S A ) .  Sea-1cvr.I curve 
n~odiffcd frotn Clrilpl)ell(1083): oxygen-isotopcstagcs (14) Froni decp-suu corm (Slrucklutot~ und Opdyku, 1073). 
Quaternary sea-level history was characterized by peri- 
odic eustatic fluctuations of 100-150 m caused by the 
advance and retreat of continental glaciers. Apparent 
sea-level changes are not real but result from and are the 
inverse of vertical ground movements. Consequently, 
apparent sea-level changes are only local or regional in 
extent. 
The primary task in coastal tectonics is separating the 
apparent component from the real component of a rela- 
tive sea-level record. This is done graphically or alge- 
braically by subtracting the real sea-level history from a 
relative sea-level record: 
apparent - relative - real, (6.2) 
In effect, the real sea-level history is a fluctuating tec- 
tonic datum to which each strandline (tectonic marker) 
must be correlated by age (Figures 6,5,6 .6 ,  and 6.7). 
The real sea-level history is obtained by subtracting 
apparent sea-level changes (the inverse of vertical 
crustal movements) fror.1 a detailed and well-dated rela- 
tive sea-level record (Figure 6.5): 
real = relatiue - apparent. (6.3) 
Pleistocene strandlines converge, constant long-term 
uplift a t  a particular locality can be demonstrated em- 
pirically (Chappell, 1983). The greatest uncertainties in 
short-term sea-level histories stem from the assumption 
of coastal stability. Where short-term stability at a 
coastal locality cannot be demonstrated by independent 
geodetic data, subtle sea-level changes can be expressed 
in only relative terms. An additional complication is 
In this case, the tectonic history is an absolute sea-level 
' ha  
I I I J 
4 0 
datum and can beeither movin~ or stationary. A rapidly AOE 
- - 
and steadily rising coastline is ihe best datum for rnea- 
FIGURE 6.7 I~Iolocene sea-level chungcs and origin of emergent suring major, sea-1eve' fluctttations (Fi yrer Holocene rtrundlinn. In conkrust to P le i s tmnc  stmndlina, c m e r g n i  6.514 and 6.6) (Chappell, l g g 3 ) 5  tvhereas a I.IoIoccne strandlincs represent discrete uplift events or storm events, 
line is the best datum for measuring minor, short-term not sea-level fluctuutions. The lligllcst strundlinc correlates witti the 
sea-leveI changes (Figures 6,5B and 6.7) (BIoom, 1970; tangent point at  thesea-tevcl inflr~t ion between 7 ka and 5 ko BP. All 
scholl al . ,  1970). ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l l ~ ,  the greatest uncertain- lower strandlines represent two pulmshnrelinw, one oc~upied  uring 
the transgressive phase and one during the regcssivc phase (scc Figure ties in most sea-1eve1 histories derived 6.5B lor relative ma-level chnngcl). Tile m-level  curve is p n m l  
strandlinedata stem from the simplifying assumption Of and muy vary slightly from rcgion to rcgion owing to minor geoidnl 
constant uplift. However, on a tilted coastline where distortions. 
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that different measurement techniques (e.g., geodetic, 
tide gauge) oucasionally yield conflicting results for 
short-term sea-level changes (Brawn, 1978). 
Pleistocene Stratidlities 
Along steep coastal slopes in uplifting areas Pleisto- 
cene strandlines occur most commonIy as narrow 
(c 1 km), steplike terraces within a few hundred meters 
above present sea Ievel. Consequently, a vertical se- 
quence of uplifted strandline terraces resembles a flight 
of stairs (Figures 6.1 and 6.2). Each strandline terrace 
consists of a virtually horizontal erosional or deposi- 
tional platform backed by ashep sea cliff along its land- 
ward margin. The shoreline angle, the intersection of 
the relict platform and sea cliff, clasely approximates 
the location and elevation of the abandoned marine 
shoreline and is the linear structural marker depicted on 
most longitudinal profiles of deformed strandlines (for 
examples see Figures G,8A, 6.13, 6.17, 6.20, and 6.21). 
The shoreline platform, also referred to as the terrace 
platform, is the planar tectonic mcrker depicted on 
most cross-sectional profiles and detailed isobase maps 
of deformed strandlities (Figures 6,2 and 6.3A; also see 
Figures 6.19 and 6.21 below). 
Commonly, a thin (1-3 m) veneer of shallow-water 
sand, gravel, and cobbles, which locally contains fossil 
marine shells used for dating, overlies the terrace plat- 
form. Where subaerial slope degradation is rapid, a sea- 
ward-thinning prism of alluvium derived from upland 
streams and abandoned sea cliffs overlies the platform 
and its associated marine sediments and buries the 
shoreline angle (Figure 6.2.4). In these areas the geo- 
morphic expression of successively higher (older) Pleis- 
tocene strandline terraces is progressively subdued, and 
the position and configuration of both the shoreline an- 
gle and the terrace platform must be derived from bore- 
hole or shallow seismic data (see Figure 6.21 below) 
(Bradley and Griggs, 1976; Lajoie at al., 1979b). How- 
ever, in some areas the progressively greater degrada- 
tion of successively older relict sea cliffs provides a 
means of dating emergent strandlines (Figure 6.2A) 
(Hanks et al., 1984). Along gentle coastal slopes in 
sIowIy uplifting areas emergent strandlines commonly 
consist of broad (1-10 krn) terrace platforms backed by 
low sea cliffs obscured by relict beach ridges and duiie 
fields (Hoyt and Hails, 1974: Lajoie et a]., 1979a). 
A general consensus has doveiaped over the past two 
decades that a flight of emergent Pleistocene strandlines 
is the geologic record of periodic glacio-eustatic sea- 
level highstandssuperim~osed on a rising coastline (Fig- 
ure 6.6) (Broecker et al., 1968; Mesolella et al . ,  1969; 
Matthews, 1973). In this model, a rising coastal land- 
mass is a moving strip chart. on which brief sea-level 
highstands were successively recorded as depositional or 
erosional strandIines. StrandIines also formed during 
sea-level lowstands (Emery, 1958; Lewis, 1971a,b, 
1974; Bidlon, 1972), but along uplifting coastlines most 
of these strzndlines were destroyed by wave erosion dur- 
ing subsequent sea-leveI fluctuations and, therefore, 
rarely appear in the emergent marine record (Figure 
6.6). An important exception is found in the deeply in- 
cised sequence of emergent strandline terraces on the 
Huon Peninsula of Papua New Guinea, where sca-level 
lowstands are recorded as deltaic accumuIations pre- 
served beneath a protective cover of coral reefs depos- 
ited during subsequent sea-level highstands (Chappell, 
1974a, 1883). Along many subsiding coastlines, 
strandlines formed during sea-level lowstands probably 
dominate the subrnergent geomorphic record but are 
difficult to distinguish from strandlines formed during 
highstands (Moore and Fornari, 1984). 
The most detailed tectonic datum for deriving uplift 
from emergent Pleistocene strandlines on coastlines 
throughout the world is the paleosea-level curve ob- 
tained by subtracting well-documented constant tec- 
tonic uplift from the relative sea-level record of emer- 
gent coral-reef strandlines on the Huon Peninsula of Pa- 
pua New Guinea (Figures 6.2B and 6.6) (Veeh and 
Chappell, 1970; Bloom et al . ,  1974; ChappeII, 1983). 
There, uranium-series dates on fossil corals yield a pa- 
leosea-Ievcl curve back to about 340 ka before present 
(BP) that agrees with longer, but Iess detailed, sea-level 
curves derived from emergent coral-reef strandlines on 
the island of Barbados in the West Indies (Broecker et 
al., 1968; Mesolella el a l . ,  1969; Matthews, 1973; 
Bloom at al., 1974; Bender et a l , ,  1979) and from oxy- 
gen-isotope data from deep-sea cares (Shackleton and 
Opdyke, 1973). The uplift rate (maximum 4.0 mlka) of 
the Huon Peninsula was derived from the elevation of 
the prominent 120-ka strandline that formed 2-10 m 
above present sea level during the last major interglacial 
sea-level highstand (Thurber et al., 1965; Veeh, 1966; 
Ku ct a!., 1G74; Neumann and Moore, 1975; Marshall 
and Thorn, 1976; Stearns, 1976; Harman st ai., 1978; 
Shubert and Szabo, 1978; Szaba et al., 1978; Szabo, 
1979). The most important features of the New Guinea 
palrosea-level curve as a tectonic datum are the periodic 
interglacial highstands at approximately 100 ka inter- 
vals and thesuccessively lower interstadial highstands at 
approximateIy 20 ka intervals over the past 120 ka. Vir- 
tually all PIeistocene strandlines along emergent coast- 
lines throughout the world were formed during these 
brief paleosea-level highstands. The longer paleosea- 
level records on Barbados and in the deep-sea cores indi- 
cate that the main 100-ka cycle of interglacial high- 
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stands extends back t9 at least 700 kn (Shackleton and 
Opdyke, 1973; Bender et al., 1979). 
Morner (1976, 1983) argued that no locally derived 
Pleistocene sea-level curve should be used as a world- 
wide tectonic datum because the sea surface, an appiox- 
imate geoid or equipotential gravitational surface, is 
grossly distorted by gravitational fluctuations on a time 
scale of 10-100 ka. If correct, this supposition implies 
that major, glacially induced changes in ocean volume 
were expressed by neither synchronous nor uniform sea- 
level fluctuetions. However, similar absolute ages of 
Pleistocene strandlines on emergent coastlines through- 
out the world and, morc importantly, similar elevations 
of sea-level highstands on several independently derived 
late Pleistocene sea-level curves demonstrate that, 
within reasonable margins of uncertainty (f 5 ka and 
f 10 m; Stearns, 1976, 1984; Harmon at al., 1979; 
ChappelI, 1983), major sea-level fluctuations were syn- 
chronous and relatively uniform over at least the past 
300 ka, and most likely much longer (Veeh and Valen- 
tine, 1967; Bloom et al., 1974; Konishi et al . ,  1974; Ku 
and Kern, 1974; Moore and Samayajulu, 1974; Chap- 
pell and Veeh, 1978; Harmon eC al., 1975; Marshall and 
Launay, 1978; Bender et al., 1979; Dodge st al . ,  1983; 
Ward, 1985; also see references on elevation of 120-ka 
highstand in preceding paragraph). Also, reasonable 
graphical correlations of undated strandline sequences 
in Japan (see Figure 6.14 below) (Miyoshi, 1983), New 
Zealand (W. Buli, University of Arizona, personal corn- 
munication, 1983), and California (Hanks et al., 1984) 
with 120-ka to 40-ka highstands on the New Guinea pa- 
bosea-level curve indicate that strandlines from all four 
areas were synchronous and had a common datum. An 
apparent: exception is found along the southeast Atlantic 
coast of North America, where the ages, but not the rel- 
ative heights, of late Pleistocene highstands agree with 
paleosea-level data from New Guinea and other parts of 
the world (Belknap, 1979; Cronin et at,, 1983). How- 
ever, the discrepancies of 20-30 m found along this pas- 
sive continental margin may represent subtle tectonic or 
isostatic crustal movements not regional sea-level varia- 
tions. In any event, although rapid geoidal distortion is 
a potential problem that requires further investigation, 
most existing data indicate that geoidal distortion could 
not have been significant over late Pleistocene time, 
Consequently, there is no compeIling reason not to use 
the New Guinea sea-level curve worldwide as a first- 
order tectonic datum, at least over the past 120 ka. 
Because virtually all emergent Pleistocene strandlines 
were formed during sea-level highstands (Figure 6.6), 
the task of dating a particular strandline is reduced to 
correlating it with a specific peak on the New Guinea 
paleosea-level curve using one or more absolute (iso- 
topic) or relati++.e (geomorphic, paleontologic, and 
chemical) dating techniques (Chappell and Veeh, 1978; 
Kennedy et al., 1988; Sutherland, 1983: Hank? ct al. ,  
1984). Uranium-series analyses of fossil corals yield the 
most reliable absolute dates for Pleistocene strandlines 
(Broecker and Bender, 1973; Harmon et al . ,  1979), but 
because fossil corals are virtually restricted to tropical 
latitudes, less-reliable dating techniques must be used at 
higher latitudes. 
Frequently, only one or two Pleistocene strandlines in 
an emergent sequence czn be dated independently, but 
the ages of other strandlines can be inferred from the 
resultant uplift rate (Chappell and Veeh, 1978; Hanks 
ot al., 1984; Ward, 1985), Occasionally, an entire se- 
quence of undated late Pleistocene strandlines can be 
correlated with the paleusea-level curve by trial and er- 
ror if different, but constant, uplift rates are assumed; 
the best graphical correlation of strandline elevations 
and paleosea-level highstands simultaneously yields the 
most reasonable uplift rate and strandline ages (see Fig- 
ure 6.6). In effect, the uplift rate itself is a useful dating 
tool, even if not independently derived. However, in 
some complexly deformed coastal areas no strandlines 
can be dated confidently using this graphical technique 
(Weber, 1983), which suggests that the uplift rate var- 
ied with time. Generally, for strandlines dated between 
700 ka and 200 ka BP by either absolute or relative tech- 
niques the uncertainty in correlation with the Pleisto- 
cene paleosea-level curve is at least one major glacio- 
eustatic cycle (+,lo0 ka), and for strandline dated 
between 120 ka and 30 ka the uncertainty is commonly 
one minor cycle (2  20 ka) (Harmon et al., 1979; Stearns, 
1984). 
The best-preserved and most reliably dated Pleisto- 
cene strandlines along most emergent coastlines corre- 
late with the 120-ka, 104-ka, and 82-ka sea-level high- 
stands (see Figure 6.11B below). These three highstands 
correlate with deep-sea oxygen-isotopesubstages 5e, Sc, 
and 5a, respectively (Shackleton and Opdyke, 1973; 
Chappell, 1983), and theirstrandlines areoften referred 
to by these alphanumeric designations. Strandlines that 
correlate with younger (lower) highstands appear in the 
emergent geologic record only where uplift rates aresuf- 
ficiently high (>0.3-1.0 mtka) to elevate them above 
present sea level (Figure 6.6). Along most erosional 
coastlines some emergent Pleistocene strandlines are 
missing or are laterally discontinuous owing to sea-cliff 
retreat during the formation of younger strandlines (see 
Figures 6.17B and 6.20A below), Generally, strandlines 
older than 400 ka are poorly preserved owing to sub- 
aerial slope degradation and stream incision; exceptions 
are found on stable or slowly rising coastlines where 
strandlines as old as 2.4 m.y. are commonly preserved 
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(Ward, 1985). In areas of rapid upIift (greater than 4 
mlka), subaerial erosional processes are greatly ncceler- 
ated and strandlines older khan 120 ka are rarely pre- 
served. However, in areas of rapid uplift the fine struc- 
ture of late Pleistocene sea-level history is most clearly 
and completely recorded by strandlines younger than 
120 ka (Chappell, 1983). 
Holocene Strandlines 
Radiocarbon dates on fossil wood, peat, and shell 
from sedimentary deposits on continental shelves and in 
shallow coastal embayments throughout the world indi- 
cate that sea level stood about 100-150 m below its 
present position duriiig the last glacial maximum be- 
tween 20 ka and 15 ka BP, and then rose rapidly to 
within 4-6 m of its present position by about 7-5 ka BP as 
the major ice sheets retreated at the end of Pleistocene 
time (Bloom, 1977). Although sea-level changes over the 
past 5 ka may have varied regionally owing to minor 
geoidal distortion and hydro-isostatic crustal loading 
(Clark et al,, 1978), the most reliable data indicate that 
sea level has not fluctuated significantly (f 2 m), nor has 
it been higher than its present position, over this period 
of tirse (Figure 6.7) (Thoin el ol . ,  1969; Bloom, 1970; 
Scholl et al., 1970; Gmoto, 1979; Faure et n l . ,  1980; 
Thom and Roy, 1983; Sneh and Klein, 1984: Gibb, in 
press). Conseqtrently, Holocene strandIines, unlike 
Pleistocene strandlines, do not represent eustatic sea- 
level fluctuations but rather episodic crustal movements 
or major storm events. However, the highest strandlines 
in most Holocene strandline sequences usually represent 
the sudden and drastic decrease in postglacial sea-level 
rise between 7 ka and 5 ka BP (Figure 6.7). Along ero- 
sional coastlines emergent: Holocene strandlines form 
and survive only where crustal uplift is sufficiently rapid 
(> 1-2 mlka) to offset the destructive effects of subse- 
quent wave erosion. However, along prograding coast- 
lines depositional strandlines survive even where there is 
little or no crustal uplift (Figure 6.3B) (Schofield, 1973, 
Garrick, 1979). 
Most emergent Elolocenestrandlines of both erosional 
and depositional origin are similar in configuration to 
their Pleistocene counterparts but usually are smaller in 
scale, finer in geornorphic expression, and better pre- 
served (Figure 6.3). Also, because of their relatively 
youthful age, most Holocene strandlines lie within tens 
rather than hundreds of meters above present sea level, 
even along the most rapidly uplifting coastlines. In pro- 
tected embayments and near the mouths of large 
streams and rivers, Holocene strandlines commonly 
consist of bouldery to sandy beach ridges that are rela- 
tiveIy imprecise paleosea-level indicators (Figure 6.38) 
(Schofield, 1973; Garrick, 1979). However, along many 
wave-resistant coastlines with small tidd ranges (less 
than 1 m) emergent Holocenestrandlines consist of hori- 
zontal solution notches and faint waterlines on rocks 
and sea ciiiis that are extremely precise paleosea-level 
indicators (Machida et ol . ,  1976; Pirazzoli et af., 1982). 
Along some recently uplifted coastlines, strandlines con- 
sist of horizontal hands of fossil intertidal sessile organ- 
isms such as barnacles, wllich are also precise paleasea- 
level indicators (Sawamura, 1953) even in areas with 
large tidal ranges (Rafker, 1965). In the historical re- 
cord, emergent Holocene strandlines most commonly 
consist of points on tide-gauge records (Figures 6.4 and 
6.9B) (Hicks and Crosby, 1974; Berrino et al . ,  in press), 
but in a few areas they consist of waterlines and burrows 
of intertidal organisms on recently uplifted or down- 
dropped man-made coastal structures (see Figure 6,9A 
below)(Grant, 1970; Flemming, 1972; Berrino at al., in 
press). 
AIong many rapidly uplifting coastlines, prehistoric 
Holocene strandlines are similar to strandlines produced 
by abrupt vertical crustal movements associated with 
major historical earthquakes (Sugimura and Naruse, 
1954; Plafker, 1965; Wellrnan, 1869; Matsuda et al,, 
1978). This similarity suggests that a11 emergent Holo- 
cenestrandlines are of coseismic origin. However, along 
stable or steadily uplifting coastlines, both erosional and 
depositional strandlines probably form during infre- 
quent major storms (Schofield, 1973; Garrick 1979; Wil- 
laire-Marcel, 1980). A major uncertainty in deriving a 
history of paleoseismicity from a sequence of emergent 
Holocene strandlines is that coseismic and storm-pro- 
duced strandines may be indistinguishable. Conse- 
quently, if coseismic and storm-produced strandlines 
occur together (Sandweiss and Rollins, 1981; Lajoie 
et al. ,  1982a), the number of past earthquakes could be 
overestimated from the geologic record. On the other 
hand, wave erosion may remove coseismic strandlines 
from the geologic record (see Figure 6.27B below) 
(Plafker et al., 1981), in which case the number of earth- 
quakes represented by asequence of emergent Holocene 
strandlines could be underestimated. 
Because of minor regional or subregional geoidal dis- 
tortions, local hydro-isostatic adjustments, variable 
oceanographic conditions (currents, water tempera- 
tun,  salinity), and climatic fluctuations, there is proba- 
bly no locally derived late Holocene sea-level curve that 
can be used as a precise universal tectonic datum for 
measuring minor (less than 2 m) vertical crustal move- 
ments (Clark et al,, 1978; Newrnan st a!,, 1978). At 
best, a locally derived curve is a regional tectonic da- 
tum. However, data from coastIines throughout the 
world indicate that relative sea-level change greater 
than 2-4 m over the past 6 ka are either apparent (caused 
by tectonic and isostatic crustal movements or sediment 
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compaction) or spurious (caused by reworking or con- 
tamination of dated fossil materials), not real. There- 
fore, present son-level or a generalized sea-level curve 
(Figure 6.7) is often used as an approximate tectonic da- 
tum for measuring late EIolocene crustal movements, es- 
pecially where rates of deformation are very high (see 
Figures 6.25, 6,26, and 6.27 below) (Matsuda ct al., 
1978; Plafker and Rubin, 1978; PlaEker et al., 1981). 
Most Holocene strandlines in the geologic record are 
dated directly or indirectly by radiocarbon techniques. 
However, the sudden and drastic decrease in the sea- 
level rise between 7 ka and 5 ka BP occasionally leads to 
incorrect or misleading radiocarbon dates on fossil ma- 
terials (particularly marine shells) from emergent Holo- 
cene strandlines. This potential problem exists because 
all but the highest strandline in a sequence of emergent 
Holocene strandlines represent two different pa- 
leoshorelines-a transgressive shoreline older than 
about 6 ka and a regressive shoreline younger than 0 ka 
(Figure 6.7). Consequently, marine shells deposited on 
theolder, transgressiveshoreline could be reworked into 
sediments deposited on the younger, regressive sllore- 
line. 
On the other hand, the two-part configuration of the 
Holocene sea-level curve provides an independent 
means of approximating the ages of emergent Holocene 
strandlines and deriving minimum uplift rates. On a 
plot of strandline elevation versus sea-level history (Fig- 
ure 6.7), thestraight line connecting the elevation of the 
highest strandline on the vertical axis and the tangent 
point at the break on the see-level curve represents the 
average uplift since that strandline formed. The coordi- 
nates of the tangent point are the tentative age and origi- 
nal elevation of the highest strandline, and the slope of 
the line is the tentative average uplift rate. If constant 
uplift is assumed, interpolation of the uplift rate yields 
age estimates for any lower strandlines (see Figure 6.28 
below) (Wellman, 1969). Because the highest Holocene 
strandIine on most coastlines represents the break in sea- 
level rise, its age is usually between 7 ka and 5 ka, de- 
pending on the uplift rate; because the break is rounded, 
the age of the highest strandline incredses from 5 ka to 7 
ka as the uplift rate increases. However, if subsequent 
cliff erosion destroyed the 7-5-ka strandline, the highest 
surviving strandline would be somewhat younger. Ob- 
viously, other dating techniques are needed to test for 
this possibility, 
STRANDLINE DISPLACEMENT AND 
DEFORMATION 
Regional patterns of vertical strandline displacement 
(uplift or subsidence) and deformation (folding and 
faulting) commonly reflect primary tectonic processes 
(subduction and rifting) related directly to horizontal 
plate motions. Important exceptions are found in the 
northernmost continental areas of North America and 
Europe where regional patterns of latest Pleistocene and 
Holocene strandline displncement reflect major but 
transitory isostatic responses of the crust and mantle to 
geologically recent glacial unloading. 
Local patterns of strandline displacement and defor- 
mation generally involve minor tectonic structures 
(folds, faults, horsts, and grabens) that reflect secondary 
tectonic processes related to subregional stress patterns. 
Available data indicate that most secondary and some 
primary tectonic deformation recorded by marine 
strandlines extends no farther than a few tens of kilome- 
ters inland frum the coastline. In many areas, vertical 
ground displacements on a Iocal scaIe also reflect non- 
tectonic processes such as volcanic tumescence (Kaizuka 
at al . ,  1983; Berrino et al. ,  in press), isostatic adjust- 
ments due to sediment accumulation (Fisk and 
McFarlan, 1955), and sediment compaction due to nat- 
ural processes {Atwater et al., 1977) or fluid extraction 
(Poland, 1971; Buchanan-Banks el nl . ,  1875). In many 
cases, especially those involving minor vertical displace- 
ments, it is difficult, if not impossible, to distinguish tec- 
tonic from nontectonic apparent sea- level changes. 
It is noteworthy that on both local and regional scales 
sequences of marine (and 1.acustrine) strandlines consti- 
tute the longest and most detailed and areally extensive 
records of late Quaternary crustal deformation. Indeed, 
the magnitudes and rates of tectonic, isostatic, and vol- 
canic processe5 derived from deformed and displaced 
strandlines are commonly used as references for corn- 
paring and interpreting tectonic data from less complete 
or shorter records in other geological environments. 
Vertical Displacernsnf 
Because marine strandlines define horizontal lines 
and planes (where curved or dosed), they record verti- 
cal crustal displacements (uplift or subsidence) more 
clearly than horizontal displacements. Net vertical dis- 
placement (D) is the difference between the present ele- 
vation (E) and the original elevation (e) of a strandline 
and is also the product of the strandline's age (A) and the 
average displacement rate (8) (Figure 6.5): 
D = E - a = A R .  (6.4) 
The average displacement rate (R) is the displacement 
(D; E - c) of a strandline divided by its age (A): 
An isobase is a locus of points on a planar tectonic 
marker (a marine platform or a plane defined by a 
curved or closed strandline) along which the vertical 
displacement rate (R) is equal (see Figures 6.12, G.15A, 
6.16A, 6.18, and 6.31 below). The history of vertical 
crustal displacements at a coastal locality is derived 
graphically by plotting the displacement (D) of each in- 
dependently dated strandline as a function of its age (A) 
(Figure 6.5). The resultant locus of points is the appar- 
ent sea-level history, which, as stated previously, is the 
inverse of the dispIacernent history. If this locus of points 
defines a straight line, the displacement rate (R), which 
is the inverse of the slope of the line, was constant. If it 
does not defineastraight line, tho displacement rate was 
variable (see Figures 6.9A and 6.10B below). Corn- 
monly, only one strandline in a sequence can be dated 
independently, and, therefore, only an average dis- 
placement rate can be derived from a relative sen-level 
record, 
A plot of strandline elevation ( E )  as a function ol  age 
(A) yields the relative sea-level history, which is the in- 
verse of the approximate displacement history where 
vertical displacements are large compared to sea-level 
changes, Frequently, uplift histories based on highly 
emergent EIolocene strandlines (see Figures 0.25, 8.26, 
and 6.27 below) or very old Pleistocene stra~idlines 
(Bender et ul. ,  1979) are approximated by relative sea- 
level curves. In othcr words, present sea level can be 
used as nn approximate datum, 
The  presence of emergent marine strandIines along 
most active-tectonic coastlines suggests that crustal up- 
lift is more common than subsidence. However, subsi- 
dence is probably underestimated merely because most 
geologic evidence for downward crustal movements is 
buried in sedimentary basins (Atwater at a!. , 1977) or is 
submerged offshore (Lewis, 1974), Many studies of 
long-term crustal movements in coastal areas focus on 
uplift mainly because the emergent strandline record is 
better exposed and easier to interpret than the subrner- 
gent record. 
Most long-term crustal movements recorded by ma- 
rine strandlines reflect sustained tectonic deformation 
along active plate boundaries, bttt the most rapid 
known rates of vertical crustal displacement reflect 
transitory volcanic tumescence and glacio-isostatic re- 
bound. Both processes are noteworthy primarily for 
comparative purposes, but also because thcy are, them- 
selves, related to tectonic processes in various ways, 
Volcat~icDisplacetncrzts The highest known rates of 
sustained vertical ground displacement exceed 100 rnml 
yr and are recorded by marine strandlines on the flanks 
of active insular and coastal volcanacs. For example, on 
the island of Iwo Jima, the tip of a large volcano in the 
western Pacific Ocean, radiornetricully and llistoricallp 
dated emergent strandlines yield an average uplift rate 
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FIGURE G.8 Rcccnk volconic uplift of I\vo]ima, o vclcirnic islitnd 
1200 km southof Tokyo, Japtrn. 
A ,  Longit~~dinul strandlinc ~~rofilcs. 7'11~ strancllillc lul)clcd 1779 
was the irctivu sllorelinc tnappctl in 1770 1)s the crew of tho English 
explorer. Captain Cook. TIIC age oed maximem clcvation of this 
strundlinu yield nn uvorsge trrplift rittc of 200 mmlyr, \\ll~ich is similar 
to tlicratcof 170-240rntntyr rluriiwl from radiocurtondatwof0,5.0.7 
kir on i11u 110-m strandlinc. l'hu wcll-rlcfillud strandlincs wcrc ~ormcd 
by wave sction during bricf panm in uplift or during pcriodicstnrms. 
13, Aver~gc uplift dcrived fru111 110-n~ (0.5-0.7 k:l) itnd 40.n1 
(0.2 ku) strirntllincs. Tidc-gaugc di~tir rccnrd variablc ul)liT( that 
n.ucl~cd 800 lnmlyr over the past 80 yr. But11 modified from Knizuka ef 
al. (1983). 
of 200 mrnlyr over the past 800 yr (Figure 6.8) (Kaizuka 
ct al. ,  1983). However, tide-gauge dmtasuggest that up- 
lift rates on the island probably fluctuated between 100 
and 800 m~n ly r  over this period of time (Figure GAB), 
during which only minor phreatic eruptions are known 
to have occurred (Corwin and Foster, 1959). 
An even longer record of vertical ground displace- 
ments related to volcanic processes is found in the Phie- 
graean Fields caldera on the Mediterranean coast near 
Naples, Italy, where historically dated strandlines on 
man-made structures document alternating subsidence 
and uplift that averaged 12 mmtyr over the past 2 ka 
(Figure 6.9) (Berrino el al., in pr~%s). However, uplift 
and subsidence exceeded 150 mmlyr for a few decades 
before and after a minor eruption in A,D. 1538. Tide- 
COASTAL TECTONICS 
gauge recnrds at Pozzuoli, a coastal suburb of Naples, 
yield uplift rates of 350 and 500 mmlyr for two brief 
periods between 1970 and 1983 (Figure 6.9B), which 
suggests thnt another eruption is imminent. However, 
the data from Iwo Jima indicate that rapid uplift and 
even short surges of extremely rapid uplift are not by 
tllemselves definite indicators of imminent eruption, 
Glacio-Isostatic Displacements Highly emergent 
latest Pleistocene and Holocene marine (and Incustrine) 
strandlines in thc deglaciated areas of northern North 
America and Europe record the highest known ratw of 
regional vertical crustal displacement (Figure 6.10). 
Around Hudson Bay in Canada (Farrand and Gajda, 
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FIGUAE G.9 Rcccnt vo1c;rnic displuccmcnts at I'ozzuoli, a coastal 
suburb of Naplcs, Italy, in the Phlcgraci~n Ficldscnldcrii. 
A, Vertical displucen~ent hnscd on historicrrl clntir sucll as wiltcr 
marks on llnrnnn buildings. Mount Nuovo, it small cindcr cone 
nearby, crupted in A.D. 1538, tl\>orlt 40 yr iiftcr lfic uplift rutc in- 
crcascd from 10 tnmlyr lo u l ~ o ~ t t  100 mmlyr. Tlie gcncral srtbsidcncc 
thut followed tl~isamiill eruption has now rcvcrscd. 
R, Tide-gar~gc lutu ut I'orzrioli I.larbor frotn 1WD to 1983, During 
two brief periods (197fl-1973 and 1082-1883) ul~lift rcirclictl ROD lnml 
yr. Bccilusc of this rupicl uplift, incrcuscd Ir~mcrolc irctivity, ant1 
ground cracking. I,ilrt~ of Pnzzuoli 1t;rvc been cvucualcd in :~nticil~rt- 
tionof unotl~cr crtrption. Modifietl from ncrrino d ol.  (in prtr1). 
A: FENNOSCANDIA 
8: CANADA 
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FIGURE 6. I0 Postglirciat isostatic rcborind crlrvks duri\.cd from 
dulcd marinc irncl lucustrincstrandllnes. 
A, Relativc scu-levcl cliangcs (minin~~trn ihppilrent sca-lcvcl 
clitmgcr), Gulf of Dothniu, Scandinnvln, hlodifiud frnrn 1,undqvIst 
(1965). 
U, Appirrcntscn-lcvol cliatig~s, IIutlson Bay. Norlh Arncrimi. Modf- 
l i d  from Furrnnd irnd Cajdu (10fi2). 
In both nrcus crustal ~novc~iicnl  is tltcinvcrsuol t l t c c u r v ~ ~ ,  Ilcgitrnel 
crustirl uplift cxcccdcd 100 tnlkir stlortlp uflcr dcglaciution in bntlt 
ureus. 
1962; Andrews, 1970; Peltier and Andrews, 1983) ~ n d  
the Gulf of Bothnia in Pennoscandin (Lundqvist, 1965; 
Donner, 1965,1980), which were the regions of thickest 
ice accumulation during the last major glacial advance, 
rates of postglacial isostatic rebound reached 100 mlkn 
(100 mmlyr) between 13 ka and 7 ka BP and decreased 
.quasi-exponentially to the present rates of 6-8 mmlyr 
(Barnett, 1966; Balling, 1980), Even these rates of resid- 
ual glacio-isostatic rebound are extremely high com- 
pared with most rates of vertical tectonic displacement. 
Along the margins of these deglaciated areas, Holocene 
strandlines and tide-gauge data record complex histo- 
r iaof  rapid subsidence as we11 as uplift, which probably 
reflect the coIlapse and inward migration of a crustal 
forebulge peripheral to the retreating ice front (Grarzt, 
1980; Morner, 1980; Clague at al . ,  1982). 
In some deglaciated areas rapid vertical crustal rnove- 
ments recorder1 by ~trandlines probably reflect tectonic 
as well us isostatic processes (Grant, 1970; Mathews ct 
al., 1970; Clagiie et ul . ,  1982; Anderson et al . ,  19841, 
and in a few areas thc two processes apparently interact, 
For example, in western Scotland successiveIy older 
emergent Holocene strandlines arc offset progressively 
greater amounts across a serias of local vertical faults 
(Sissons and Cornish, 1982), which indicates that the 
ratc of glacio-isostatic rebound differed on either side of 
each fault. Also, in both North America and Europe, 
concentrations of recent seismic activity are closcly nsso- 
ciated with residual glacio-isostatic adjustments (Oliver 
et al., 1970; Morner, 1978, 1980; Thon~pson st ui., 
1983; Andurson ci cl,, 1984), Apparently, even residual 
isostatic movements trigger earthquakes along zones of 
crustal weakness, even in areas of relative tectonic sta- 
bility. Rapid g!scia-isosiati~ displaccmcnt!: slrc also im- 
p ~ r t a n t  in a general tectonic context because they yield 
valuable information on thestrength of the Earth's crust 
and the visca-elastic properties of the underlying mantle 
(Walcott, 1970; Feltier and Andrews, 1983). 
Tectonic Di~lacc~ncl l t s  In marked contrast to the 
extremely rapid rates of vnlcanic and glacio-isostatic 
crustal displacement (> 100 mlka), the highest known 
rates of sustained vertical tectonic displacement re- 
corded by marine strand!ines arc only 4 to 10 mlka (Fig- 
ure 6.11). Furthermore, these rapid displacement rates 
are recorded only by Holocene and latest Pleistocene 
strandline:, which suggests that they are of fairly lim- 
ited duration, Also, virtually all rapid tectonic displnce- 
ments recorded by marine strandlines occur along d ~ e  
axes of youthfuI anticlines above thrust-type faults in 
compressional tectonic regimes. Consequently, rapid 
vertical displacements of tectonic origin mainly reflect 
secondary deformation and are of limited importance in 
studies of regional crustal movements. However, be- 
cause these rapid displacements are usually produced by 
episodic coseismic uplift events that are sufficiently 
large (1-15 m) to be expressed in the geologic record as 
emergent Holocene strandlines, they are extremely im- 
portant in studies of paleoseismicity (see Figures 6,25- 
6.28 below). The episodic nature of rapid displacements 
recorded by marine strandlines suggests that maybe all 
tectonic deformation occilrs in discrete increments. If 
this model is correct, these increments are too smalI or 
too infrequent at low deformation rates to be clearly ex- 
pressed or preserved in the long-term geologic record. 
Data from emergent Pleistocene strandlines through- 
out the world indicate that most rates of long-term tec- 
tonic uplift are less than 2 mlka ('Figure 6.11B), even 
along rapidly converging plate boundaries. Evidently, 
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FICURE O. 1 I Rnlcqool vurticill crustal displaccmcnt (uplift nnly). 
A. 1.lolocene: IJ, Iwo Jirnr~, volc~nicuplirt inclt~ded lorcomparativc 
purposes (Kuizuka ct (!I., 1083); CII, Crulc (Angcliur, 1078); X, Zugros 
(Vitu-Finzi. 1979); B, Bul~rcin (Ridlcy und Seeloy, 1079); hlI, Middle- 
ton Island (Pluficr and nubin, 1078); lC, Icy Cupc (I'lufkcr el al., 
1081); M,  Mukron (I31gccl ul., 107Q); '1'. Turukirue (Wcllman, 19G9); 
BI', 13nso Pcnins~~l;~ (Muts~~dacl al., 1878; MF, Miller Flut; 011, 0ce;in 
IIousc; V,  Vcntura; (Lujolcct al., 1982~1, 1983); 0, Osudn, K, Kosudo 
(Tu~nnru, 1979); MI', Muroto IJcninsuln (Kunuyu. 1U78); KJ, Kikai 
Jima (Nakutn ct a!,, 1D78). 
R, I'lelstoccnc: NZ, Ncw Zcaltlnd (Wcll~nu~r, 1979); V, Ventura 
(Lajoic ct of., 1982b); A. Arouco (Kuizuku rt ol., 1873); HP, Fluon 
Peninstrla (Chsppull, 1983); W, Wuirnrnpu (Gal~ni, 1478): KJ. Kiklri 
Jimu (Konisfri ci ol., 1874): MV, Muroto (Yoslilknwu of al., 1DG4); 0, 
Osudo: K, Knsudo (Tarnura, 1979); FIMU, I.Inlf Moon I3ap (Lajoic ef 
ul., 19791>); SC, Slntu Criiz (Hanh  ct a!., 1984); nI, Roynlty Isli~nds 
(Marslrrtll and Lu~tnny, 1978); TA, Taaanaki (Pilluns, 1983); T, Ti- 
mor; AT, Atlrr~ro (Chappcll and Vwlr. 1078); 1.1,I.I~ili (Dodgcct a!., 
1983): R, Dnrbndos (Bcndcr ct at., 1979): AH, Arroyo 1.Iondo; CO, 
Cojn; Al, Algria; IV, IsloVistu; Shl, Sun\n Monica (Lujoio undSnrna- 
Wojcicki, 1982); PL, Point Lornn (Ku ond Kern, 1974); J ,  Jumnica 
(Moore and Sarnayajulu, 1974); BA, Buhumns (Neumunn and Mwrc, 
1975): Y, Yucntun (Szabo ct ol., 1978); BE, Burmudn (1.Iurmon cf a!., 
IR79.1981): Q, Queenslund (Ward, 1985)+ 
COASTAL TECTONICS 
in most areas isostatic adjustments arc sufficiently rapid 
to compensate for (and thus prevent) higher rates of ver- 
tical crustal movement on a regional scale. 
Although most short-term, vertical tectonic displace- 
ments recorded by Holocene marine strnndlines ilre cpi- 
sodic or otherwise variable (see Figures 6.25-6.28 bc- 
low) (Matsudu el al., 1978; Plafker and Rubin, 1978; 
Plafker ct a]. ,  1981), most average, long-term displace- 
ments recorded by Pleistocene strandlines appear to br 
relatively constant, at least over the past 100-500 ka 
(Bloom el al., 1974; KonisIli el al., 1974; Moore and 
Samayajulu, 1974; Chappell and Vech, 1978; Bender t't 
aE., 1979; Harmon et ul. ,  1981; Dadge cl al. ,  1983; 
Chappell, 1983; Hanks ct d l . ,  1984). Along some slowly 
uplifting coastlines, strandline data indicate that verti- 
cal displacemcnt was fairly constant over the past 2-2.5 
m.y. (Ward, 1985). Constant uplift can be demon- 
st rated by comparing actual strandline elevations with 
those predicted by assuming constant uplift and using 
the New Guinea sea-level curve as a tcctonic datum, 
Close agreement supports both the assumption of con- 
stant uplift and, of course, the assumption that the sea- 
level curve was a common tectonic datum, 
Along a few coastlines, strandline dat:~ indicate that 
long-term tectonic uplift was clearly variablc. For ex- 
ample, in the Christchurch area on the island of Barba- 
dos radiometrically dated Ploistocenc strnndlincs yield 
an average uplift rate of 0.5 mlka between 300 k n  and 
200 ka BP, and a lower rate oF 0.3 mlka aftcr 200 ka I3P 
(Bender el al,, 1978), Interestingly, in tile ncarby Saint 
George's Valley area uplift was relatively constant and 
averaged 0.3 rnlka over the past 040 ka. 
Where data from marine strandlines and other tec- 
tonic markers are sufficiently abundant, regional com- 
pilations of vertical crustal movements provide valuable 
insights into both local and regional tcctonic processes. 
Regional data are most conveniently and clearly ex- 
pressed planimetrically by isobases (Figure Gala) (Re- 
search Group for Quaternary Tectonics Map of Japan, 
1969; Dambara, 1971; Wellnian, 1079). Not surpris- 
ingly, most long-term regional isobases closely mimic 
general topographic contours, w!rich simply means thnt 
the highest uplift ratcs occur in mountainoits areas and 
the lowest rates or subsidence occur in lo\v-lying re- 
gions. Usually, short-term isobases derived from histori- 
cal information (tide-gauge and gcadetic data) agree 
with longer-term isobases derived from geologic infor- 
mation, but: locally short-term and long-term displace- 
ment rates differ drnsticaily or the sense of displacemcnt 
is reversed. For examplc, along the coastlines 01 north- 
ern California, Oregon, and Washington, net (long- 
term) displacement ratcs derived from Pleistocene 
strandlines arttvery low (0-0.5 mlka; derived from dates 
FIGURE G. 12 1sol);l~c 1ni111 or SCI~I~II  1 1i11ld, NC\V Z C ~ I ~ I I I ~ ~ .  st1111tl1i1- 
rizilrg rrplift dutil fror~l nlnrinc s tn~ndl i~~cs  i ~ ~ i t l  rtllcr vurtically dis- 
pluccd gcoriiorl~l~ic fcriturcs. An isol);isc is  n loctis or 11oints iilong \vlllcli 
the ~lplifl rr~te ~ i l s  ~'(tllill. IsoI~i~sos f SO~tll tsllllld ~ Q I I C ~ I I I I ~  I I I ~ I I I ~ C  
topogruphiccalllo~irs, hlodiliod rrol~~ \Ycllrt~un (1!)7!)). 
given in Kenncdy el al., 1982), but short-term ratcs dc- 
rived from tide-gmugc data locally react1 3 mtnlyr (3 ml 
ka) (Hicks and Crosby, 1974). Soinc differences and re- 
versuls between short-term and long-term displacement 
rates probably represent pre-earthquake strain accumu- 
lation (Matsuda, 1976) or postearthquake crustal relas- 
ation and, therefore, arc important in determining 
eartllqiiake potential (Thatcher, 1884). On the Muroto 
Peninsula of Shikoku, Japan, the 120-ka and 6-ka 
strandlines yieldsimilar long-term uplift ratcsof 1.7 and 
2.0 ka, respectively (Yoshika\va el cil., 1974)(see Figure 
6.1GA below), whereas episodic uplift associated with 
earthquakes over the past 300 yr averaged 12.5 rnrnlyr 
(see Figurc 6.2GA below). Cecdetic and tide-gauge data 
show that the peninsuf a actual1 j r  subsided between these 
coscismic uplift cvents {see Figurc 6.16B belo\\t). 
Tilt 
Crustal tilt (T) is the differcntial vertical displnce- 
ment (Dl - Dll) of a horizontal tcctonic ~narker 
(strandline or platform) divided by the horizontal dis- 
tance (d) between any two observation points (I and 11) 
KI.:NNI:1'11 I!. LAJOIE 
along a coustline. The rcst~ltilnt dimcnsionlcss ratio is, of 
course, tllc tangent of the tilt angle ( 0 ) :  
T = (Dl - Dl,)Id = tan 0. (6.6) 
The tilt rate (n )  is the tilt (7') divided by tile age (A) of 
;he marker: 
Ii = TIA = tan OIA. (Ci,7) 
Even ntinor crustal tilt is clearly expressed in the longi- 
tudinal and cross-sectional profilm of marinc strand- 
lines, If the profiles of two or more tilted strandlines arc 
parallel (Figure G.13A), thc differential vertical dis- 
placement took place at the time or after the youneest 
strandlinc formed. If tho profiles converge (F i~ures  
6.13B and 6.13C), which is the most common case, the 
differential displaccmcnt wns progressive and took 
place over the period of time during which the 
strandlincs fonnccl. 
If the tilt rate is constant, the geometric relationships 
of converging strnndline profiles (Figures Ci.13B and 
6.13C) provide a useful means of correlating I'leistoccne 
strandlincs frn~n wiclcly scparrrtccl arcas, cvon ivl~cre no 
independent age data are available. Tile a!gebraic ex- 
pression relating the prcscnt clcvation ( E l )  of one 
strandline to the present elevation (E?) 01 a second 
strandlinc at tl~csalnc oastal locality is 
wherc the first conslant (AllAz) is the ratio of (11c 
strnndiine ages, and the second constant [(rll/A2) E; - 
el] is the difference between the original strandlinc ele- 
vations (el and e2). This equation defines a straight line 
generated by graphically plotting the elevation of the 
first strandlino (El) as a function of the elevation of thc 
second (Is'?) at two or more localities along a tiltcd coast- 
line or from different cotrstlines wit11 different uplift 
rates ((Figure ti. 14). The first can:;tant (AI/Aa) is t.heslol~c 
of tlieline, and thesecond constant [ (Al lAs)  cz - cl]  isits 
intercept on the vertical asis. The n~~rncric:il values irf  
these two constants are uniquu for any pair nf Pleisto- 
cene strandlines and rcniain fixed regardless of tllc clif- 
fcrcntial uplift rates. Tllcrcfore, thc graphically dcrivccl 
values for these constants can be tlsed to correlate un- 
dated strandlinc pairs frotn wirlciy separated arcas, 
such as from one island to another (Figure O,l~l) (Mi- 
yoshi, 1983), Tlicsc graphical correlations arc possible 
only i f  the strandline pairs tiarl common datums and 
weresynchronous, and rurtliermore, only i f  the lilt ratc 
a t  each locality was cunstant (but nut necessarily crlual). 
Consequently, I-Iolocene strandlincs canna1 bc carrel- 
ated using this graphical tecliniquc bccausc they arc not 
necessarily synchronot~s along cliffcrcnt coastlincs. 
Along straight coastlines, emcrgcnt strandlincs arc 
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FICURE 0.13 'I'iltcd lor~gituclinal ~rrofilcs nf crnurgcnt rntlrinc 
strantllinu. 
A, I'nriillcl Iloloconc slrirn(llincs rrn Ogi I~cnii~s~rln IIC Sado lxli~nd. 
Ji~l)nr~. 'l'llc Io\\~cst striundlirlc w ~ u  fc)rnncd I J ) ~  clilfc.rentisl q ~ l i h  irs5oci- 
ntcd with a largccarthclt~i~kc in 1802. 'Thc Ii-ki~slri~t~dlineir jli~ri~llel to
this histrrrictll s tr ;urdl i~~c,  nrlriol~ illdicrrtc:~ 1lli1t I I ~  trlllur tilt event ti is 
r~ccurrcrl in Ihc p ; ~  13 ka. Tllc 2 rri sclii~reting t h ~ ~ ~ s t r i l n t l l i n w  11robn- 
lrly rcy~rcsw~ts cithcr ~ri~cI!iiil or 111ir11pt ~lj)lllt i~Ctcr G kir 131' 1,111 bcforc 
1802. Sou I:i~urc0.24 for I D C ~ L ~ O I I .  "ro111 ~ l i ~ t i ~  i ~ t  O t i ~  it!. (1!170). 
1%. C~rnvcrging l'lcisloucrlustriin~llin~~ r r l r  lllc I111on I'cnitrs~llil, t'lt- 
111ti1 Nc~v G~lilirir (scc I'iji~~re [i.nll Imr urr~~s-sculiorurl ~~rolflc). l'llcsu 
c~oiivorgi~~gstri~nrll ir~~s rccortl contiti~~ul ti t over the pssl 120 kn, Ages 
nrc U-scriu datcs  on^ fossil ctrrills. XIlnor irrcgulnritics in vortiui11 SIJUC- 
ing rcprcscnl loui~l vilrii~tions ill tilt r;itc. hlotlifictl froun Cfnal,i)cll 
(19741,). 
C, C o ~ l v c r g i n ~  I'leistcrccrlrstri~~~clli~~a r uar I'r)illt Airo Ntlcito on tllc 
ccnlri~l C;ilifor~iia coastline. bltrtlifictl Iroin 1,iljoic ct ol .  (l!li!ll~). 
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FIGURE 6.14 Corrulutinn of Pleistoccnc strundline by grr~pl~icul 
techniclucr. Tl~cclcvation of one strandlinc ( E L )  is related to the c1cr.a- 
tian of a sccnnd strandlinc (E2) at the same locality by tlic gcncral 
etluation El = (AIIA2)E2 - [(AIM,) c: - el]. The constants (A.JA2) 
and [(AlfA2) cz - ei] arc unique for any palr of lute Pleistoccnc 
strandlincs and, thercfnrc, can hc uscd us a muons of mrrelitting 
strandline pairs from widely separated arcm, The gcncral etluatio~l 
(here simplified to Y - Ax .t B) defincs u straight line gcnurated by 
plotting the clcvation of onestrandline ( E l )  as a function of the clcvr- 
tion a second (E:); the strandline pairs must Ile from localities ,vith 
different but constant uplifl rates, sucli as ulongn tillcd coastline (Fig- 
u:c8,13B), or on \vidclyscpurutcd islands. 
A, A plot of elevationsof datcdstrirndli11rtr(60 ka,R2 kn, 104 krr, arid 
120 ka) from different parts of the world illustratr: the relationship. 
B, Undated strandllncpairs (I and S; I1 und S) from tliroughaut the 
Japanese arc~iipelago. Thcmnstants for the two plots indicate thnt tllc 
S, I. and I1 strandlina corrclatc wit11 the 120-ku, 80.ka, and 60-ka 
strandlincs, respectively. Modified from hiiyoshi (1983). 
linear tectonic markers that record components of 
crustal tilt parallel to the shoreline. One of the best ex- 
amples of tilt along a straight coastline is found on the 
Huon Peninsula of Papua New Ciiinea where the con- 
verging lonigitudinal profiles of six coral-reef strandlines 
rccordcontin~!ul northwestward tilt of a large structural 
block over lagLe Pleistocem time (Figure 6.13B) (Chap- 
pell, 1974b). There, as in other areas (Figure 6,13C) 
(Lajoie et a!., 19795), minor irregularities in the con- 
verging profiles of Pleistocene strandlines reflect slight 
variations in the patterns and rates of long-term differ- 
ential uplift. 
Along straight, curved, and irregular coastlines, ma- 
rine platforms are planar and virtually horizontal struc- 
tural markers that record tlie actual direction of local 
tilt. In some areas progressively greater slopes of succes- 
sively higher (older) marine platforms clearly record 
continual crustal tilt in both seaward and landward di- 
rections (Bradley and Griggs, 1976; Sarna-Wojcicki et 
al., 1976; Gahni, 1978; Pillnns, 1983). 
Along irreplar coastlines, curved or closed strandlines 
around small coastal embaymcnts, peninsulas, or is- 
lands define broad planes that also record crustal tilt on 
a local, but slightly larger, scale (Figures 6,15 and 
6.1OA) (Ota, 1964,1975; Tamura, 1979). A particularly 
instructive example of tilt is found on the Muroto Penin- 
sula of southeast Shikoku, Japan, where structural con- 
tours on the planes defined by 120-kc and 6-ka 
strandlines yield similar rates of !andward (northward) 
tilt of 6.1 X 10-51ka and 5.5 X 10-51ka, respectively 
(Figure 6.16) (Yoshikawa et, al., 1964; Kanaya, 1978). 
Significant landward tilt of the peninsula accompanied 
the 1947 Nankai earthquake, which suggests that long- 
term tilt in that area is episodic, not continuous. Grad- 
ual short-term seatverd tilt documented by geodetic and 
tide-gauge data prior to the 1947 seismic event (Figure 
6.16B)(Yoshikawa et al . ,  1964) probably reflected pre- 
earthquakestrain accuinulation (1984). 
Synchronous strandlines on widely separated islands 
or on distant parts of deeply embayed coastlines define 
areally extensive planes that record crustal tilt on a re- 
gional scde. For example, two planes defined by the 
120-ka and 6-ka strandlines on numerous islands of the 
Ryukyu archipelago in southern Japan may record gen- 
eral eastward tilt over an area of 100,000 km2 (Konishi 
et ol., 1974; Ota and Hori, 1980). 
Folds 
Folds are merely compound tilts and, therefore, are 
similarly expressed by emergent marine strandlines in 
the coastal geologic record (Figures 6.17 and 6.18). In 
some areas folds expressed by deformed strandlines oc- 
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FIGURE G.15 Tiltdstrandlina on Sudolslund, Japan. 
A, lsobasa defined by 120-ka and 6-ka strandlints rcveal cantinu- 
ous southeastward tilt of two structural blocks (Osado and Kosado) 
that mnxtit~~tc the island. Notc-dnta points occur only along const- 
lines: isobases interpolated acrnss inland ;Ire=. 
B, Longitudinal profiles of Plcistowne and Elolocene strandlina 
nlsore~~calcuntinual tilt. Thcstrandlinedata indicate that the tilt rates 
of the twa hlocb l~avu heen constant but significantly different. If the 
fuult separating the two parts of the island is vertical, the 120-ka 
strandline is offset about 75 rn and the 6-ka strnndline is offset about 
4 rn, which yield dniilnr avcrngc slip rates of 0.6 nllka and 0.7 mlku, 
rapcctivcly. Srre Figure 6.24 for location. Modified from Tarnura 
(1979). 
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FIGURE 6.16 T i l td  strandlinw on tho Muroto Pcnins~tla, Japan. 
A, isobi~cr i a 6-ka strandline reveal short-term northward (land- 
ward) tilt of peninsufa at the rnte of 5,5 X 1D"Vka, which issimilar to 
the Ionz-term rate dcdvcd from tl~c 120-kastrnndline but rn~~ch  lower 
than t i e  5.3 X 10-41ka rate preduced by historical earthquakes. 
Notc-data points occur only along coiritlincs; isobtum interpolated 
acros inland arcm. 
B, Geodetic data show that significant landward tilt accompanied 
the 1947 Nnnkui carthquakc. This cosefsmic rnovemcnt indicata that 
tilt in this area is  episodic not continuous. Gradual southward (sea- 
ward) tilt documented by geodetic data prior to the 1947 earthquakc 
prabably r c f l ~ ~ t e d  pre-earthquake strain accumulation. Sce Figure 
6.24 for locution. Modified from Yoshiknwn ct of. (1904) and Kanaya 
(1978). 
cur above and closely mimic tighter bedrock structures, 
which indicates that .;trandline deformation represents 
the most recent increment of long-term crustal move- 
ment (Figures 6.17A and 6.18B) (WeIlman, 1971a,b; 
Gahni, 1978; Lajoie et al., 1982b). In many areas, how- 
ever, folded strandlines are not associated with obvious 
bedrock structures and, therefore, are the only clear evi- 
dence for recent crustal folding (Figure 6.17B; also see 
Figure 6.21 below) (PlaRer, 1972; Kaizuka at ol., 1973; 
Lajoieet al., 1979a). In either case, progressively tighter 
folds in successively older strandlines reflect continual 
differential crustal movement (Figure 6.17). Along 
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FIGURE 6.17 Crustal folds recorded by strandlines and illustratd 
by profiles. 
A, Longitudlnill profiles of I.Iofoccnc strundlin~s on Wairarupa 
coast of North Island. New Zealand, reveal tiglit folds clearly ex- 
pressed in underlying Tertiary rocks. Each strandlinc is prol>irbly of 
coseisrnic origin, which indicat.3 that folding was incrcmuntnl~not 
continuous. Ilighest (6 ka) strandlinc dated by graphical lecl~niques. 
Modified from Wellman (ID71b). 
13, Longitudinal profiles of Pleistocencstrandlines along the Arauco 
coast of Chile reveal a broad warp not exprwcd in 1)edrock units but 
generally cxpresed in the generalized skyline profile of t: 1: local 
mountain rangc. Ageof lowest strandlinecstimated to 11c 120 ka. Mod- 
ified from Kuizukuct al. (1973). 
C, Profiles of historical coseismic strnndlincs reveal broad crustal 
warps in the C I I I ~  of Alnsku (1964) and on t l~u Chilean coast (1960). 
Thtse profills ure not continuous'but arc defined by numerous paints 
on highly irregular coastlines. Scc Figure G.18A for isohare mull of 
warp in Gulf of Alaska. Modified fronl Plitfkcr (197'1). 
some highly active coastlines coseismic strandlines are 
warped into progressively tighter folds (Figure 6.17A) 
(Wellman, 1971a,b; Kaizuka et a[ . ,  1973; Gahni, 
1378), which suggests that tectonic folding, like uplift 
and tilt, is incremental, not continuous. 
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On local to regional scales, vertical displacement data 
from deformed marine strandlines are conveniently 
summarized as structural contours and isobases that ex- 
press folds planirnetrically (Figure 6,18; also see Figure 
6.21 below). Structura: contours and standard isobases 
depict deformation of a single tectonic marker (Figure 
6.18A; also see Figure 6.21A below), whereas integrated 
isobases depict deformation normalized from two or 
more tectpnic maskers of different ages (Figure 6.18B) 
(Gahni, 1978). 
Isobases on thesurface defined by the 1964 strandline 
in the Gulf of Alaska (Figure6.18A) reveal broad, gentle 
warps produced by coseismic crustal deformation over 
an area of 200,000 km"(Pafker, 1965). These isobases 
indicate that during the great 1964 earthquake an area 
of 60,000 kmhwas uplifted an average of 1-2 m and was 
tilted northward; maximum uplift was 3-10 m above 
local, north-dipping secondary faults (Figure 6.17C) 
(Plafker and Rubin, 1978). The isobases also show that 
an area of 110,000 km%orth 01 the uplifted zone sub- 
sided a maximum of 2 m during the earthquake. The 
pattern of coseismic crustal warping rrssociated with the 
earthquake is similar to the general pattern of long-term 
deformation documented by older Holocene strand- 
lines. However, drowned vegetation in the uplifted area 
south of the epicenteral region documents subsidence 
during the 1.4 ka prior to the earthquake (Plafker and 
Rubin, 1978). This subsidence was probabiy pre-earth- 
quake strain accumulation above the interplate me- 
gathrust on which theslip occurred. 
The general pattern of coseismic uplift and subsi- 
dence that accompanied the 1964 earthquake in the 
Gulf of Alaska is similar to the pattern of crustal defor- 
KENNETH R. LAJOIE 
FIGURE 6.18 Crustal folds recordcd by strandlines and illustrated 
by isobasw. An isobilse is a locus of points along which the rate of 
vertical crustal movement isct~ual. 
A, 1964strandlirie rccordssubtlecrustal wikrps u*;ociutud with large 
megathrust earthquakein Gulf of Alllska. See PigrlreG. 17C for profile 
of warped surface. Modified from Plirlkcr (1972). 
B, Integrr ted isobascs on 100-ka slrrface of the Wuirarapa coust af 
North Island, New Zealand. Elevztion data from 120-ka and 80-ka 
strandlines normalized to 100-ka surface. Complex folds und fa~llts 
revealed by there isobases mimic structures in Tertiary bedrock. In- 
tense folding is due to crustal shortening in sedimentary prism at lead- 
ing edge of overthrust plate. Modiiied from Gahni (1978). 
mation that accompanied the great 1960 megathrust 
earthquake in coastal Chile (Figure G.17C) (Plafker and 
Savage, 1970; Plafker, 1972). These two well-docu- 
mented examples of coseismic crustal deformation sug- 
gest that broad warping (subsidence as well as uplift) in 
the overthrust pIate is characteristic of great megathrust 
earthquakes. It is noteworthy that the subtle coseismic 
crustal deformation expressed by vertically displaced 
strandlines in both Alaska and Chile would not have 
been recorded in such great detail nor over sucll large 
areas in noncoastal regions, nor even along coastlines 
without deep embayments and offshore isIands. 
An interesting contrast to the broad, regional warps 
depicted by isobases on the coseismic strandline in the 
Gulf of Alaska is found in the tight, local folds and re- 
lated faults depicted by integrated isobases on Pleisto- 
cene and Holocene strandlines along the Wairarapa 
Coast of North Island, New Zealand (Figure 6.183). 
The former reflect primary crustal deformation near the 
Ieadingedge of a major overthrust plate (Plafker, 1972), 
and the Latter reflect intense secondary deiormation due 
to rapidcrustal shorteningwithin an accretionary prism 
in a similar tectonic setting (Cahni, 1978; Cole and 
Lewis, 1981). 
An interesting aspect of crustal folds, which com- 
monly is ignored or misunderstood in tectonic studies, is 
that the rate of vertical displacement along the axis of a 
fold and the rate of tilt along its limbs both decrease as 
the fold matures. If this apparent decrease in crustal de- 
formation is documented by successively older strand- 
lines, it could be misinterpreted as a reduction in loca! or 
regional tectonicstrain. 
Vertical Fault Mooemant 
Because marine platforms and strandlines are virtu- 
ally horizontal structural markers, they record vertical 
fault movement more clearly than lateral movement. 
Often, vertical discontinuities in cross-sectional profiles 
of pIatforms (Figure 6.19) (Ota, 1975; Lajoie el al . ,  
1979b; Dames and Moore Consultants, 1981; Sarna- 
Wojcicki et al., 1986) and in longitudinal profiles of 
strandlines (Figures 6.15B and 6.20) (Yoshikawa st al., 
1964; Ota, 1975; Lajoie et d l . ,  1979a,b; Tamura, 1979; 
Sissons and Cornish, 1982; Pillans, 1983) express even 
minor vertical fauIt movements, even where there is no 
other evidence of fault activity. Jogs in isobases and 
structural contours on marine platforms also express 
vertical fault movements and, where aligned, define lo- 
cal fault traces (Figures 6.12, 6.18B, and 8.21A) 
(Gahni, 1978; Lajoie at aI., 1979b). However, not all 
vertical offsets of marine strandlines and platforms doc- 
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FIGURE 6.19 Vertical component of fault displucen~ent recorded 
by offsets i ~ r  cross-sectional proriles of marine strandlinw. 
A, Wave-cut platform and overlying murinc (Qtnl) and aliuvial 
(Qal) srdiment offset about 1 m across a minor bcddingplanc fault 
near Point Conception insouthern Culiiornia. I'lutform dated at 82 ku 
by graphical and amino-acid techniqr~cs. Overlying terracy cover may 
bc young us latat  Pleistoccnc or early Iialnccne. Modificd from 
Dnma and Moore consultants (1981) und Lojoie und Sarna-Wojcicki 
(1982). 
B, 40-ka wave-cut plutform and overlying marine scdimr?~\t offset 
45 m across Javon Canyon fault OCF) ncar Venturu, California, yiclds 
a long-term displaccmcnt ratc of 1.1 mlka. A stream-cut platform 
graded to n 3.5-ka marine strandline is offset 4 m acroks the s:~me fault, 
which yields n similar short-term displaccmcnt rule of 1 I mlku. Scc 
Figure 6,22A for mscismic slip events an this falrlt. h,ladificd from 
Sarna-Wajcicki et al. (I 988). 
ument fault movement. Some, especia!Iy along steep 
coastal slopes, represent large, block-type slope failures. 
Along many coastlines marine strandlines and plat- 
forms provide relative age control for recent fault activ- 
ity. If a wave-cut strandline truncates a bedrock fault, 
thelatcst movement on the fault is, of course, older than 
the strandline. Conversely, if astrandline is offset across 
a fault, the latest ~novernent is younger (Figures 6,15 
through 6.21). Both the U.S Nuclear Iiegulatory Com- 
mission and the State of CaliforniaPublic Utilities Com- 
mission use relative strandline-fault relationships indi- 
rectly to define active faults in their assessment of 
seismic hazards to critical engineered structures in 
coastal regions. Both agencies consider u faull poten- 
tially active if it has moved in the past 100 ku. This some- 
what arbitrary age is used specifically because the 
120-ka to 82-ka strandIines are the most prominent and 
most accurately dated tectanic markers along most 
coastlines. 
Where dated, faulted strandlines also yield rates of 
fault movement. The offset of a strandline or platform 
divided by Its age is, of course, the average slip ratesince 
the strandline formed. In  some areas, progressively 
greater offsets of successively older strandlines docu- 
ment continual fault activity and yield long-term aver- 
age slip rates (Figures 8.15B, 6.19B, and 6.20) (Sissons 
a ~ i d  Cornish, 1982; Pillans, 1983; Sarna-Wojcicki ct a l , ,  
1988). For example, on Sado Island off the west coast of 
Honshu, Japan, vertical discontinuities in the profiles of 
five Pleistocene and Holoczne strandlines record contin- 
uous differential movement across the steeply dipping 
fault that separates the two mountainous parts of the 
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FIGURE 6.20 Vertical component of fault displaccmcnt recorded 
by offset. in longitudinal p~ofiles of murinestrandlina. 
A, Progressively g:eaicr vcrtical offset OF succc~~ively older marinc 
strandlinesdocumcntscontinunl fault activity over n t lea~t  the past 700 
ka on the Taranaki coast of North Island, New Zealand. Str~ndline 
u g a  (81-596 ku) dcrived irarn tcphrochronolo~y, amino-acid dntu, 
and uplift ratm. Modified From Pillans (1983). 
R, Vertical offset of 40-ka strnndlinc across Rcd Mountuin thrust 
lault (RMTF) near Venturn, Californl:?. Strandline uge based on 
amino-uciddata from fossilsl~i!!s. Modified from Lajoicel a!, (IB82b). 
FIGURE 0.21 Closcly rclutcd :J.olding und faulting rtrordcd by dc- 
formed 82-kastrundlincnt I.Ialf Moon Bay, California. Structunil con- 
tours on wavc-cut platform depict clrag folds that plunge obfic~ticly 
into and away from thcvertical fuull plane. Orientation of folds indi- 
cates predominant right-lutcral fuult movement, which is consistent 
with rcgionill fuult movements. Longitudinol ~~rofiles of strandti~~e 
and faulted ppltfnrm rccord gentle wlrrps und vcrtlcul offset across 
fuult. Shoreline angle of strandline dnes not intcrscct fault plane so 
local slip vector und slip rate arc not known. Verticul separation or 
wave-cut plutform across feult rcvealcd by pliltforrn profilm on fault 
plane {dotted Iina; E, east: tV, wcst). Structural contours derivcd 
mainly from shullow horel~olc and suismfc refraction clutn. Modified 
from Lajoieet a!. (1479b). 
island (Figure 6,15) (Tamura, 1979). If this fault is ver- 
tical, the 120-ka strandline is offset about 75 rn, which 
yields a long-term slip rate of 0.6 mlka. The 6-ka 
strandline is offset about 4 rn, which yields a similar 
short-term slip rate of 0.7 mlka. Another excellent ex- 
ample of continuous fault slip recorded by progressively 
greater offset of successively older marine strandlines is 
found near the town of Ventura on thesouthern Califor- 
nia coastline (Figure 6,198) (Sarna-Wajcicki ot al. ,  
1986). There, the wave-cut platform of the 40-ka 
strandline (Kennedy at al., 1982) is vertically offset 
about 45 m across a high-angle reverse fault, which 
yieIds an average slip rate of 1.1 mlka. Nearby, a 
stream-cut platform graded to an emergent 3.5-ka 
strandline is offset 4 m across the same fault, which 
yields a similar shorter-term slip rate of 1.2 mlka. 
If the size of an average coseismic slip event is as- 
sumed or is known from a historical seismic event, it e.dn 
be divided into the slip rate to yield the average earth- 
quake recurrence interval. However, where discrete sIip 
events are recorded geologically, earthquake recurrence 
can be determined more directly. For example, lenses of 
scarp-derived Ilolocene talus preserved beneath the up- 
thrown block of the high-angle reverse fault near Ven- 
tura, California (Figure 6.19B), record at  least five dis- 
crete slip events during the past 3.5 ka (Figure 6.22A) 
(Sarna- Wojcicki et al., 1980). If these slip events were of 
coseismic origin, the average vertical displacement was 
)0,5t0.6* 1.2 40.4)-0.8- 1.0 ka 
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FIGURE 6.22 Coscismic slip events on faults rccordud by scarp- 
derived talus. 
A, Streum-cut plutform graded to 3.5-ku marinc strundlinc offset 
4 rn acrosq javon Canyon fault ncnr Ventura. Californiu (see Figure 
G.19B). At  least five discrctc slip evcnts (0.5-1.4 m) ure recorded by 
lenses of scarp-derived talus preserved below the upthrown block. If 
that: slip events arc cosckmic, the average ourthqt~ake rcclirrence in- 
terval far this fuult is abaut 700 yr. Modified from Surna-Wojcicki ct 
at. (1986). 
B, Vcrticul component of fault displucerncnt recordcd by offset or 
104-ka wave-cut platform at Point Aiio Nuevo, Catifornia. At  least 
nine discrekc slip events arc recorded by lenses of scarp-derived talu, 
and faultcdscdiment prcscrved on the wave-cut platform benenth the 
upthrown block. If slip events are coseismic, the avcragu earthquake 
rccurrencc interval is about 12 ku. It should bestrezed, however, that 
average recurrcncc intervals have little muaning i f  total fault move- 
ment occurred during a al~ort period of time (dotted line). Indepcn- 
dently derived ages for euch event arc needed to resolve this potentially 
serious problem. ModiFied from Webcr and Cotton (1981). 
0.8 m and the average earthquake recurrence interval 
was 700 yr. 
An even longer history of discrete slip events is re- 
corded where a 104-ka marine platform is offset across a 
strand of a complex fault zone at Point Afio Nuevo about 
100 km south of San Francisco on the central California 
coastline (Lajoie et al . ,  1979b). This wave-cut platforn 
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is offset 5.5 m (dip-slip component), which yields an av- 
erage long-term slip rate of 0.05 mlka. More impor- 
tantly, however, scarp-derived talus that accumulated 
on the marine platform below the periodicaIly rejuvina- 
ted fault scarp records a t  least nine slip events over the 
past 104 ka (Figure 6,22B) (Weber and Cotton, 1981). If 
coseisrnic, theseslip events, which averaged 0.6 m, yield 
an average earthquake recurrence interval of about 12 
ka. I t  should be stressed, however, that if total fault 
movement was restricted to relatively short periods of 
time (Figure 6.22B), average recurrence intervals are of 
little use in predicting the time of the next event. Each 
event must be dated independently to make meaningful 
predictions of future events. 
Lateral Fault Mooernent 
As indicated previously, lateral fault movement is 
rarely recorded by marine strandlines, even where 
strandlines clearly cross active strike-slip faults. Usu- 
ally, the amount of offset is ambiguous because of irreg- 
ularities in or poor preservation of the paleoshoreline. 
For example, at Point Afio Nuevo on thecentral CaIifor- 
nia coastline, two Pleistocene strandlines that cross a 
major right-lateral fault system appear to be offset 
across several fault strands (Weber and Lajoie, 1977; 
Weber and Cotton, 1981). However, because these 
strandlines must be projected considerable distances (up 
to 1.0 km) at low angles acrosssome of the faultstrands, 
the individsal and cumulative offsets of each strandline 
are too uncertain to yield meaningful rates of lateral 
fault movement. 
In some areas, the sense but not the amount of lateral 
fault movement is expressed by the orientation of drag 
folds recorded by marine strandlines. For example, the 
82-ka strandline at Half Moon Bay about 60 km north- 
west of Point Aiio Nuevo on the central California coast- 
line records broad crustal warps on both sides of a major 
fault strand within the coastal fault system (Figure 6.21) 
(Lajoie et al , ,  1979b; Kennedy st al., 1981), Structural 
contours on the warped wave-cut platform define a 
broad syncline that plunges obliquely into the vertical 
fault plane from the east and a broad anticline that 
plunges away from the fault plane to the west. These 
structural relationships suggest that the syncline and an- 
ticline are drag folds related to right-lateral fault move- 
ment, which is consistent with regional fault move- 
ments. Unfortunately, the strandline of this deformed 
marine platform does not intersect the fault plane and, 
therefore, neither the local slip vector nor the slip rate is 
known. However, where latest Pleistocene stream 
courses cross the warped marine terrace northeast of the 
fault they are deflected toward the axis of the syncline 
(Figure 6.21), which suggests that fault movement and 
related crustal warping were continual ovcr the past 
82 ka. 
COSEISMIC UPLIFT AND EAIlTWQUAKE 
RECURRENCE 
In several seismically active coastal areas historical 
coseismic uplift has produced conspicuous emergent 
marine strandlines 1-15 m above sea level, The best doc- 
umented examples of historical coseismicstrandlines are 
found in Japan (Sugimura and Naruse, 1954; Nakarnura 
et al., 1965; Ota et al., 197(3; iviatsuda et al., 1978; Shi- 
mazaki and Nakata, 1980), New Zealand (Wellman, 
1969; Stevens. 1973), Alaska (Plafker, 1965, 1972), 
Chile (Plafket and Rubin, 1967; Plafker and Savage, 
1970; Plafker , 1972), and Iran (Page et al., 1979). The 
historical coseisrnic strandlines in these areas suggest 
that similar higher (older) Holocene strandlines in these 
and other active-tectonic areas are also of earthquake 
origin. If this interpretation is correct, a sequence of 
emergent Holocene strandlines is a physical record of 
past earthquakes from which it should be possible to 
predict thesize and date of the next seismic event. 
If the average uplift rate is constant, coseismic uplift 
events may follow a time-predictable or displacement- 
predictable pattern (Figure 6.23) (Shirnazaki and Na- 
kata, 1980)..In a time-predictable pattern tb.5 time be- 
tween events is proportional to the size of the preceding 
event, and, therefore, the date, but not the size, of tbe 
next event can be predicted, In a displacement-predict- 
able pattern the time between events is proportional to 
the size of the succeeding event, and the size of the next 
event can be predicted for any future date, but that date 
cannot be predicted. Of course, if the period and size of 
uplift events are regular, both can be predicted for the 
next event, In practice, however, strandline elevations 
and dates are usually too variable or imprec;se to fit any 
pattern exactly, and, therefore, only average displace- 
ments and recurrence intervaIs can be derived from se- 
quences of emergent Holocene strandlines. In some 
cases, the uplift rate is so variable that no reasonable 
predictions can be made. 
A few examples of coseisrnic uplift from Japan, 
Alaska, and New Zealand illustrate some of the possibil- 
ities and limitations in deriving detailed seismic histories 
from sequences of emergent Holocene straadlines. 
Japan 
The Japanese archipelago, which lies along the lead- 
ing, overthrust margin of the Eurasian tectonic plate in 
the western Pacific Ocean, is one of the most seismically 
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FIGURE 6.23 Tl~eorcticul patterns of coseismic uplift (or fault 
movement). 
A, If average uplift rate isconstunc, the increrncntal coseismic uplift 
cvents may follow eithcr n time-prcdictnbleorn displucemcnt-predlct- 
able pattern. In a time-predictable pattern the time between events 
(T)  is proportional to tlie sizc of the preceding displnccmcnt (PD). In 
thiscase, the time, but not thcsizc, of thenext cvcnt can he predicted. 
In u displucemcnt-predictatlc pattern tlie time between events is pro- 
portional to the slzc of tlie succwding displacement (SD). In this case, 
thesize of the next event can be predicted For any fr~ture date, whicli 
cannot be prcdictcd, In practice, strundlinc elevations and ages nrc. 
~rsually too uncertain to rcvclrl precise patterns of uplift. Modified 
horn Shimaz~iki and Nakutu (1880). 
B, If a displaced marker (e.g., wave-cut platform) Isdated I~ut  indi- 
vidual events arc not duted independently, their intervals ond age 
rangcs can 11c estimated horn the nvorugc displaccment r:rte. I-Iow- 
cver, if total displaccmont is highly irregular (dotted linc), average 
displaccment intcrvuls, rates, and age values arc! meaningless. Indc- 
pnden t  ugcsof events areneeded to utuhlish displacement puttura. 
active areas on Earth (Tarr, 1974). Great intraplate rne- 
gathrust earthquakes occur along the major subduction 
zone that forms the eastern boundary of the archipel- 
ago, and smaller, but still potentially destructive, in- 
terplate earthquakes occur along its complexly faulted 
eastern boundary. Particularly good examples of coseis- 
mic strandlines are found on the Boso Peninsula, the 
Muroto Peninsula, and Kikai Island along the over- 
thrust Pacific Coast and on 'lwashirna Island and the 
Ogi Peninsula of Sado Island along the block-faulted Ja- 
pan Sea Coast (Figure 6.24). 
Four emergent Holocene strandlines (Numa I-IV) 
form prominent terraces around the southern tip of the 
Boso Peninsula about 80 km south of Tokyo (Figures 
6.3A, 6.24, and 6.25) (Sugimura and Naruse, 1954; 
Matsuda et al., 1978). Isobases on the planes defined by 
these curved strandlines reveal progressive uplift and 
northward tilt of the southernmost part of the penin- 
sula. Radiocarbon dates on fossil shells from the three 
highest strandlines (Numa 1-111 terraces) yield an aver- 
age uplift rate of 3.9 mlka (Figure 6.25A). The lowest 
major strandline (Numa IV or Genroku terrace) at 5 m 
and a minor strandline at 1.0 m were formed by uplift 
during the great Kanto earthquakes of 1703 and 1923, 
respectively. The ages and vertical distances between 
successively higher pairs of dated strandlines yield an 
average uplift per event of about 0 m and an average 
recurrence interval of about 1.5 ka. More importantly, 
however, the uplift and age data appear to follow a 
FIGURE (3.24 Generalized tectonic mup of Japan sl~owing locations 
of emergent marine strandlines produced by l~istoricnl coseismic up- 
lik. 0, Ogi Pcninsulu of Sedo Island, 1802 eartl~quakc (see Figure 
0.13A for strundlinc profiles und Figurw 6.15A and 6.24 for lacntion); 
A, Awushima Island, 1964 Niignta earthquake; B, Boso Peninsula, 
1703 and 1023 Kanto earthquukcs (scc Figure 6.25 for uplift history); 
M, Muroto Peninsula, 1707, 1855, nnd 1047 Nankaido earthquakes 
(see Figurc 6.26A for uplift history; sceFigurc 6.10 for strandline and 
gendctic data); K, Kikai Jitna, no historical coscismicstrandlintls, but 
see Figure 6.268 for Holoccnc uplift history. 
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time-predictable pattern. After being corrected for 
probable postearthquake subsidecce (currently 1-2 
mmlyr), the strandline data from the Boso Peninsula in- 
dicate that the next uplift event similar to the combined 
1703 and 1923 events wiIl occur in 0.8-1.3 ka (Figure 
6.25B). Other workers (Nakata et al., 1980; and Shima- 
zaki and Nakata, 1980; Yonekura and Shimazaki, 1980) 
also studied the emergent Holocene strandlines on the 
Boso Peninsula and reached similar conclusions. How- 
ever, some of these workers (Yonekura and Shimazaki, 
1980) suggested that the largest uplift events may have 
accompanied moderate-sized earthquakes on steep, sec- 
ondary faults within the overthrust plate of the Sagarni 
subduction zone and that the smallest uplift events may 
have accompanied larger earthquakes on the main but 
more gently dipping thrust fault. If this interpretation is 
correct, the 1703 Kanto earthquake may have been 
smaller than the 1923 event, even though the relative 
coseismic uplift would suggest otherwise. Interestingly, 
at Oiso, a densely populated suburb of Tokyo, about 
70 km northwest of the Boso Peninsula, the sum of the 
uplifts that accompanied the 1703 and 1923 earth- 
quakes is less than the uplift required to maintain the 
long-tcrm uplift rate derived from older strandlincs. 
This relationship suggests that the next uplift event in 
the Oiso area is overdue. Consequently, the Oiso area 
may currently be at greater seismic risk than the south- 
ern Boso Peninsula (Matsuda et al . ,  1978). 
At Murotsu harbor on the southern tip of the Muroto 
Peninsula on the isIand of Shikoku (Figure 6.24), the 
uplifts associated with the great Nankeido earthquakes 
of 1707 (1.8 m), 1855 (1.2 m), and 1947 (1.2 m) were 
determined by primitive but reasonably accurate har- 
bor soundings and by a vertically displaced strandline 
defined by barnacles (Figures 6-16 and 6.26A) (Sawa- 
mura, 1953; Shimazaki and Nakata, 1980). These his- 
torical data yield a constant short-term uplift rate of 
12.5 mmlyr, which is about six times higher than the 
t- 
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FIGURE G,28 Coscismic uplift on  Muroto Peninsula and Kikai 
Jimu, Jupen. 
A, I'llstorical coscismicstmnctlin~ at Murotsu ITurlrclr. Uptift cvcnts 
uppeur to follow a timc-predicti~l~lc l~uttcrn urid yield an averitgc 
short-tcrm uplift rate of 12.5 mmlyr, which is about six timtx liigller 
than the long-term rate of 1.7-2.0 mlka dcrived from G-ka and 120-ka 
strandlincs. If the short-term rate prcvi~ils, tlrc next cnscislnic event 
slanuld occur in  the year 2040. If the long-term ralc prevails, the next 
cvcnt (or scqr~cnceolclosely spilccd cvcnts) will not occur for another 
3 ka. (SeeFigurc6.16 lor rnorerrplift data.) 
B, nndiocnrbon-dated strondlincs on Kikai Island, Jilpan, appcsr to 
follow a time-predictublc puttcrn. if correct, a l a r g  coseismic uplift 
event sliould huvu occurred between 1400 and 1600. There is no p o -  
logic or  l~istorical evidence for silch an cvcnk, so thc area miry be nver- 
due for s large cartf~c~uukc. Modified from Sl~imnzaki und Nakata 
(1980). Sue Figure 0.24 for locations, 
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long-term rate of 1.7-2,O mlka derived from the 6-ka 
and 120-ka strandlines (Yoshikawa ct al. ,  1964; ICa- 
naya, 197fl), If the exceptionally high uplift rate pro- 
duced by historical coseismic events is maintained, the 
next large narthquake sliould occur in 2040 (Shimazaki 
and Na.knta, 1980). However, if the long-term rate pre- 
vails, which seems more likely, the next event, or a series 
of closely spaced events, should not occur for pnother 
3 ka. Tide-gauge and geodetic data from central Japan, 
which reveal the spatial and temporal patterns of inter- 
earthquake crustal deformation between the 1855 and 
1947 events, indicate that because of the nonlinearity of 
strain buildup and the significant permanent deforrna- 
tion, simple recurrence calculations from strandline 
data may overestimate the true interval between major 
earthquakes by a factor of 2-3 in the Nankai area 
(Thatcher, 1984). On the other hand, the three closely 
spaced llistorical uplift events on the Murolo Peninsula 
and the two closely spaced events on the Boso Peninsula 
suggest that the large vertical spacing between emer- 
gent Holocene strandiines in these and possibly other 
area.. may represent multiple, not single, earthquakes, 
If this interpretation is correct, eartlquakcs at a partic- 
ular locality on a convergent plate boundary may occur 
in relatively tight clusters separated by considerable pe- 
riods of time (1-3 ka), in which case the date of the next 
event would be difficult if not impossible to predict. 
On Kikai Island, the easternmost island in the Ryu- 
kyu archipelago of southern Japan, radiocarbon dates of 
fossil corais from four Holocene strandlines yield a uni- 
form uplift rate of 1.8 mlka over the past 6 ka and indi- 
cate that coseismic uplift followed a time-predictable 
pattern (Figures 6.24 and 6.26B) (Nakata ct al., 1978, 
1979; Shimazaki and Nakata, 1980). If the time-pre- 
dictable model is correct, thereshould have been a large 
earthquake between A.D. 1400 and 1600. The lack of 
historical or geological evidence for an earthquake of 
this age suggests that Kikai Island, like the Oiso area 
near Tokyo, is overdue for a major earthquake (Shirna- 
zaki and Nakata, 1980). 
Two very different earthquake recurrence intervals 
are recorded by emergent Holocene strandlines on Sado 
and Awashima Islands in the intensely faulted area off 
the west coast of central Honshu, the largest Japanese 
island (Figure 6.24). Seven emergent Pleistocene and 
Holocene strandlines occur on the Ogi Peninsula, the 
southernmost tip of Sado Island (Figure 6.15A) (Ota et 
al., 1976), The lowest (2 rn) strandline was formed by 
flplift during a major earthquake in 1802 (Figure 
6.13A). This strandline and the next higher (4 m) 6-ka 
strandline are both tilted northward about 2.5 X 
which indicates that the 1802 event was the only tilt 
event in the past 6 ka. The uniform difference of 2 m 
between these two strandlines is ascribed to a 2-m high- 
stand of sea level at about 6 ka BP (Ota et al . ,  1976). A 
more likely explanation is that the area was uplifted uni- 
formly aftri 6 ka BP but before the 1802 tilt event. In 
any case, dividing the coscismic tilt produced in 1802 
into the long-term tilt rate derived from the 120-ka 
strandline yields a recurrence interval for seismic events 
of 5-9 ka, which is consistent with the >6-ka interval 
documented by the two lowest strandlines, 
At Awashima, which lies about 70 km northeast of 
Sado Island (Figure 6.24), tilted strandlines yield x 
much shorter recurrence interval (Nakarnura st al., 
1965). Awashima was uplifted a maximum of 1.8 m and 
tilted northward about 2.4 X lo-' during the 1964 
Niigata earthquake. The long-term tilt rate derived 
from the 82-ka strandIine at 50-70 m above sea level is 
4.3 X lO-.'/ka, Dividing this tilt rate by the 1964 tilt 
yields an average recurrence interval of about 1.5 ka, 
The different earthquake recurrence intervals for the 
faults near the Ogi Peninsula and Awashima Island 
demonstrate that similar faults within thesame tectonic 
province can have very different displacement histories. 
The narrow zone comprising the Aleutian archipel- 
' 
ago and the south coast of mainland Alaska l i a  along the 
overthrust margin of the North American tectonic plate 
in the north Pacific Ocean. At numerous localities in this 
seismically active area, great interplate megathrust 
earthquakes are recorded by emergent Holocene and 
historical strandlines. 
On Middleton Island (Figure 6.18A) emergent Holo- 
cene strandlines record six coseismic uplift events over 
the past 4.5 ka (Figure 6.27A) (Plafker and Rubin, 1997, 
1978). The lowest strandline at 3.5 m above sea level 
was produced by uplift associated with the great 1964 
earthquake in southern AIaska. Radiocarbon dates on 
peat and wood from the wave-cut platforms of the five 
highest strandlines indicate that the time interval be- 
tween uplift events increased gradually from about 
0,s ka to 1.4 ka and that the uplift rate decreased from 
14 1n1ka to 5.6 mlka. If the island subsided slightly be- 
tween major earthquakes, the uplift that accompanied 
each earthquake was greater than the vertical spacing 
between strandlines. I t  is not clear if the uplift events, 
which ranged from 7-12 m and averaged about 9 m, 
followed a displacement-predictable or a time-predicta- 
ble pattern, but it is obvious that the 3.5-m uplift associ- 
ated with the 1964 earthquake was noi: sufficiently large 
to maintain even the diminishing uplift rate (Figure 
6.27A). In effect, at Ieast half of the stress accumulated 
since the formation of the second lowest strandline at 
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FIGURE 6.27 Coseistnlc uplift, Gulf of Alaku. 
A,  Radiocarbon-duted and historical coseismic strandllncs a11 
Middleton Island, Altisku, Avuragc rll~lift mtc is decreasing and intur- 
vnl hctwccn events is incruusing whilc tlic size OF each event 1111s re. 
mained fairly corntunt. Average uuplilt is 0.45 mlku. Tlic 1964 cosuis. 
mic uplift did not Iring the island up to tlic lo~ig-tertn ratc, whicli 
suggcsts that nnotlicr cvcnt is due in the near future. Present scir lcvcl 
used as tectonicdattlm. Modiliud ftnm Planter und Rubin (1978). 
B, Radiocarbon.da\ud coscismic strandlines at Icy Cape (aboul 
300 km east of Middlcton Islundon thc Alaska mainland) yield a fairly 
constant uplift. of about 1 m/ka. Uplift cvcnts appc;ir to :allow a tlme- 
prcdictnbla puttern, If  this puttcrn continues, the next event is due in 
the near futurc, Modified from Plafkcr el al, (1U81), See Figures 6.17C 
and 6.i8A for 1984 cmcismicstrundline deformation. 
about 1.4 ka BP has yet to be released. Consequently, if 
the Holocene trend continues, coseismic uplift at least as 
large as the 1964 event should accur on Middleton Is- 
land sometime in the near future (Plafker and Rubin, 
1978). 
The focal region of the 1964 Alaskan earthquake lies 
north and west of Middleton Island (Figure 6.18A), and 
a seismic gap lies to the east. Consequently, the next up- 
lift event to affect the island may accompany a me- 
gathrust earthquake in the areu of theseismic gap, possi- 
bly on the submarine Pamplona Fault (Plafker and 
Rubin, 1978). This interpretation is supported by data 
from Icy Cape, a broad sedimentary heridland ~ b z u t  
300 km east of Middleton Island on the Alaska mainland 
and within the area of the seismic gap, There, deposi- 
tional strandlines dated at 4,9 ka, 2.4 ka, and 1.3 ka BF 
by radiocarbon techniques record at least three uplift 
events that followed a time-predictable pattern over the 
past 5 ka (Figure 0.27B) (Plafker et al. ,  1981). The low- 
est (1.3 ka) strandline may have been formed during the 
same seismic event that produced the second lowest 
strandline datcd at 1.35 ka on Middleton Island (Figure 
6.2'7A). If the 1.2-1.3-ka time span between strandlines 
at Icy Cape is the recurrence interval for the area of the 
present seismic gap, the next uplift event is overdue. 
Presumably, this event would make up some or all of the 
apparent deficiency in uplift on Middleton Island. An 
interesting aspect of the strandlinesequence at Icy Cape 
is that the vertical distance between the 4.9-ka and 
2,4-ka strandlines is 27 m (Figure 6.27B), which seems 
too large for a single uplift event. If uplift averaged 
10-15 m per event, a 14-m uplift at about 3,8 ka BP may 
not have been recorded or its strandline may have been 
destroyed by subsequent wave erosion (Plafker ct al., 
1981). 
The large southwest Pacific islands of New Zeuland 
straddle the convergent boundary between the Austra- 
lia-India tectonic plate to the west and the Pacific plate 
to the east. Northeast of the islands, the Australia-India 
plate is being thrust eastward over the Pacific plate, and 
southwest of the islands the relationship is reversed. The 
islands themselves zre a manifestation of the uplift along 
the transition between tlie two opposing sul>duction 
zones on the same interplate boundary (Walcott, 1984). 
Within this complex structural area both interplate and 
intraplate earthquakes are common. At several locali- 
ties, especially along the southeast coast of North Island, 
large earthquakes are recorded by cn~ergent Holocene 
strandlines. 
At least five coseismic uplift cvcnts are recorded by six 
bouldery beach ridges up to 27 m above sea level on the 
rapidly uplifting coastline at Turakirae Head, the 
southernmost tip of North Island (Figure 6.28) 
(Wellman, 1969; Stevens, 1973), The two loivest 
strandlines at 7 and 3 nl above sea level, which were 
formed during historical earthquakes in 1460 and 1855, 
respectively, appear to record regional northwestward 
tilt across the entire southern tip of the island, whereas 
the four highest strandlines nppear to rccord intense 
crustal warping between two local faults parallel to the 
offshore subduction zone (!Yellmun, 1969), Ilowcver, 
all six strandlines may reflect regional tilt (Stevens, 
1973), In either case, the five coseismic uplift events rep- 
resented by thesestrandlines range from 2.5 to 9 m, and 
average5.4 m (Figure 0.28). An assumption of conslant 
uplift yields tentative ages for the four highest 
strandlines and also yields an average uplift rate of 
about 4 mlka (see Figure 6,7) (Wellman, 1969). These 
graphically derived dares appear to indicate that uplift 
events follow a time-predictable pattern, which would 
indicate that the next event should occur in about 500 yr 
(Wellman, 1969). However, the pattern of uplift is in- 
herent in the assumption of constant uplilt-it is not in- 
dependently demonstrated. consequently, no firm esti- 
mate for the date of the next coseismic uplift event can 
b t  made. 
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FIGURE 0.28 Coscist~~lc 1.lolocenc struncllincs nt Tl~ritkirsu tleucl, 
North Island, Ncw Zualstld. I-ligl~cst (G ku)strundlinudi~lcd 1)y gr;ll~lli- 
cnl techniques (scc Pigrlre.s 6.511 rlnrI8.7) iiss~lnlitrg conslunl 1111lift ralc 
(4 mlkn). liulo intcrpol~tcd to eslirnatc ages uf lowcr strilnd1inl.s. If 
riplift lollo\vs it tlrnc-prcdictublc puttcrn, the next cvcnl sllol~ld oocllr 
in 0.5 ka. Itsllo~~ld bestrwscd, I I ~ V J C V ~ ~ ,  tllat tt~uestri~ndlirlcs tnust bc 
dutud indcpcndcntly to demnnstr;lte constant uplifl irncl the tin~u-prc- 
dictal)lc pattern. Modificd from Wcllrniln (I!)GD). 
Thcoften disparate and inconclusive estimates of past 
and future seismic events derived from sequences of 
emergent Holocene strandlines in the three arew dis- 
cussed here (Japan, Alaska, and New Zealand) illustrate 
many of the difficulties encountered in interpreting 
even axcellent historical and geological strandline data. 
Hawevcr, in spite of these difficulties sequences of co- 
seismic strandlines are among the most complete records 
of past eortllquakcs and in many coastal areas provide 
extremely valuable insights into the distribution of 
curthquakes in both space and time. 
FU',PURE RESEARCH 
This brief review of coastal tectonics illustrates the 
breadth and scope of neotectonic deformation and seis- 
mic history that can be derived from the study of marine 
strandlines, which so conspicuously record the dynamic 
interaction between the fluctuatingscn level .id nlobile 
tector~ic p l a t~s  along many of the world's active coast- 
lines. Without sea-level changes, discrete strandlines 
would not be produced and the long-term rccord of 
Pleistocene crustal movements in coastal areas would be 
extremely difficult if not impossible to extract from a 
relative sca-level record. Conversely, without vertical 
crustal movements, a detailed history of sea-level flucttl- 
ations would be virtually impossible to reconstruct, As 
our understanding of this complex interaction increases 
we discover new problems that require the reinterpreta- 
tion of existing data and the acquisition of new, more 
precise information. I t  should be stressed, however, that 
even at our present level of understanding the uncer- 
tainties inherent in extracting past crustal movements 
and seismic histories from relative sea-level record. are 
far outweighed by the wealth of useful information 
obtained. 
Following is a list of some of the most pressing prob- 
lcms and needs that must be addressed if me are to pro- 
gress in the new and rapidly evolving field of coastal 
tectonics. 
Theoretical models relating sea-level changes and 
vertical crustal rnovements should be developed, Cen- 
era1 relationships are expressed by Eqs. (6.1) and (6.8) 
and Figures 6.5, 6.6, and 6,7. Theoretical models will' 
provide a framework in which tectonic and sea-level 
data can be interpreted and evaluated, They will also 
providc graphical and mathematical means of correlat- 
ing and dating strandlines. Models will aho provide u 
coherent framework for compiling and comparing 
strandline data from different areas. 
The ressolution of existing radiometric, chemical, 
and paleontologic dating techniques should be im- 
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proved and the rangcs of these techniques extended. 
New dating techniques should be developed, especially 
for the period betwcen 100-1000 ka BP, 
Both Pleistocene und Holocene (iricluding histori- 
cal) strandlines on many more coastlines througl~aut the 
world should be mapped and dated. Particular atten- 
tion should be paid to precise ages ancl elevations, TIlcse 
data are needed to resolve potentially serious problcms 
of geoidal distortion and regional hydro-isoslt~tic rustal 
movements, If geoidal distortion is significant on a time 
scale of 10-100 ku, regionnl sea-level curves should be 
developed as tectonic datums. If geoidal distortion is rel- 
atively insignificant, its magnitude wi11 help to establish 
uncertainty limits f o ~  rates of crustal deformation. In 
short, both Pleistocene and Holocene sea-levcl curves 
should be improved to provide more accurate estimates 
of tectonic deformation. 
More effective tide-gauge stations and geodetic 
networks to monitor ongoing crustal movements and re- 
gional sea-level changes should be developed. Particular 
care should be taken in comparing data from these two 
sources and from other historical and geological sources. 
* Detailed studies of coscismic strandlines on rapidly 
deforming coastlines should be undertaken to establish 
patterns of paleoseisrnicity. Particular attention should 
be placed on precise dating. 
Existing data on the age and elevation of coastlines 
throughout the world should be compiled to establish 
regional patterns of crustal deformation and sea-level 
change. 
Submerged strandlines should be mapped and 
dated. New techniques for conducting these difficult 
and expensive investigations should be developed, 
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Tectonic Geomorphology of 
Escarpments and Mountain Fronts 
LARRY MAYER 
Miami Uniucrsily 
ABSTRACT 
Thc morphology of Fault-generated mountain fronts and escarpments can indicate relative tcc- 
tonic activiky. Fault slip rates can be estimated using erosion rates or dated landform elements. 
Theusc of landforms tosolve for the timing and magnitude of tectonic perturbations isanalogous 
to an inverse problem where given a tandform morpholo~y one must salvc for the variables that 
caused or affected it. Models that: predict the ratc of landform cvol~ition can be iiscd to solve for 
the ages of uplifts when properly calibrated with independent age determinations. Basalt Flows 
or air fall tuffs are useful for cstablislling a denudation cl~ronology and permit erosion rates to be 
calculated. Future research should dovelop additional relations among tectonics and landforms 
rendering thesolution ta this inverse problcm as unique as possible. 
INTRODUCTION 
Tectonic geornorphology is the study of landforms 
that result from tectonisrn and the interaction between 
tectonic and geomorphic processes. Tectonic geomor- 
phologic studies constrain solutions to an invctise prob- 
lem: given seIected morphologic attributes of tectonic 
landforms, can one determine the corresponding tec- 
tonic history; or similarly, given information about the 
tectonic history, can one determine haw landforms will 
evolve? Studies of tectonic geomorphology can discern 
the nature, timing, and distribution of faulting and seis- 
micity that  have occurred over tens of thousands of 
years, and in the case of mountain fronts and escarp- 
ments, an order of magnitude longer. Instrumental re- 
cordings of seismic data are available for a very short 
time; historical records of earthquakes are also useful. 
Studies of paleoseismicity, which is past seismicity based 
on interpretation of small-scale geomorphic or strati- 
graphic features, enable scientists to determine the past 
behavior of seismogenic structures and, hence, better 
evaluate the risk to society resulting from future earth- 
quakes. The length of time a landform records depends 
on its survival time, or how rapidly the landform 
evolves, 
Two types of landform that have long survival times 
are escarpments and mountain fronts. Other tectonic 
landforms may have considerably shorter survival 
times. The relation among the different types of tectonic 
records is illustrated in Figure 7.1. The precision of the 
record is inversely proportional to the length of record so 
that as the time recorded increases we cannot be certain 
about short-term variations in uplift. In  addition, each 
type of record measures the uplift: history of a landform 
differently. This difference is sometimes expressed by 
different average uplift rates, which are calculated by 
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Mountain Fronts 
FIGURE 7.1 Graphs showing I~ypothutical 
uplift history by plotting curnulntive uplift 
versus the length of record, Mountain fronts 
record long periods of time, whereas fault 
scarps and historical earthquake dntn record 
progressively shortcr tfmeperiods. The circle- 
in-square on the mountain fronts graph out- 
lines the time period sl~own on the Inuit scarp 
graph. Likewise, the circle on the fault scarps 
graph indicates the tittle period covcrcd by 
the historical earthquakes gapli .  
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dividing the total (cumulative) uplift by the period of 
record. The variation of uplift rate estimates reflects 
short-term tectonic fluctuations that may be superim- 
posed on long-term trends. Thus, long-term averages of 
past uplift rates serve to constrain forecasts oE uplift. 
How mountain fronts and escarpments evolve and sev- 
eral methods for their use in tectonic geomorphology are 
discussed below. 
The most popular early attempt to relate landform 
morphology with tectonics was William Morris Davis' 
cycle of erosion. Davis (1899) envisioned a dosed geo- 
morphicsystem where, followings pulse of rapid uplift, 
landforms evolved through a sequence of characteristic 
landforms. Each landform assemblage in the Davisian 
sequence of "youth," "maturity," and "old age" stages 
differed morphologically from the others. Davis' cycle 
of erosion was highly intuitive and logical but suffered 
under the blow of equifinality. In other words it waq 
possible to produce the landform assemblages in each 
stage by variables other than sequential denudation fol- 
lowing rapid uplift. For example, rock types and geo- 
logic structure differ from area to area, and the effec- 
tiveness of erosional geomorphic processes also varies: 
yet these differences were not accounted for in the cycle 
of erosion. Despite the shortcomings of the Davisian 
scheme, the basic concept of landform adjustment fol- 
lowing tectonism remains intact. The controversy sur- 
rounding the Davisian cycle of erosion may have pro- 
vided the impetus far quantitative field investigations, 
the key to unraveling landform history, 
Recent studies (Bull and McFadden, 1977; Wallace, 
1977,1978; Bucknam and Anderson, 1979) have exam- 
ined the interaction of tectonics and landforms using an 
empirical approach. In these studies dating or deter- 
mining rates of change of a landform or Iandform as- 
semblage is an ultimate goal on which tectonic interpre- 
tations may be based, Data that allow the rates of 
landform change to be estimated can be used to deter- 
mine how landforms may respond to tectonic perturba- 
tions. Hilblopes can result from tectonism such as fault- 
ing, and, therefore, hillslope evolution and slope 
processes are fundamental to understanding how ero- 
sion and tectonics interact to produce any given land- 
form. 
SLOPES 
Slop~s are basic landform elements that are naturally 
combined to form landform assemblages. Hillslopes are 
that portion of the sloping landscape within a drainage 
basin that contribute sediment (by several transport 
processes) and ruhoff to streams, Slope systems denote 
landform assemblages that operate or evolve as an inte- 
grated package of surficial processes and are commonly 
delineated by their topographic expression, 
Equilibrium in slope systems can refer either to slope 
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forms that tend to persist over time or to conditions 
where the rate at which regolith or soil develops is bnl- 
anced by the rate of soil removal. In the latter contoxt, 
equilibrium slopes are suggested by field observations 
that show soil (sensu Iato) thickness to be relatively con- 
stant over aslope. Constant soil thickness requires a bal- 
ance between production of soil by weathering and its 
removal by erosion. Departures from this balance are 
either tipped toward erosion or weathering, and the re- 
stiltingslopes are termed, respectively, weathering-lim- 
ited and transport-limited slopes (Young, 1972). 
Weathering-limited slopes denote a condition where 
the rate of soil removal exceeds that of soil production. 
Bare rock slopes are an example of a weathering-limited 
slope. Transport-limited slopes refer to a condition 
where the rate OF soil production does not limit the rate 
of soil removal. A valley-side slope cut by drainages on 
;he erodible materials of "badlands" is an example of a 
transport-limited slope. 
As a dope erodes, its forms may change. Four types of 
slope evolution that describe some common patterns of 
slope change are decline, replacement, retreat, and 
rounding, Each type of slope evolution is the geometric 
result of the distribution of net erosion along a slope. 
Duririg the history of some slopes, more than one type of 
slope evolution can take place. The relation between 
slope evolution and erosion can be described using a 
mass-flux diagram (Figure 7.2). Mass flux is a rate of 
material movement per unit of slope area and is analo- 
gous to the concept of erodibility. 
A mass-flux diagram illustrates the position on a slope 
where either erosion or deposition is most efficient. 
Slope decline is important in areas with stable base-level 
and mature topography. Though characterized by ero- 
sion throughout the length of the slope, decline results 
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FIGURE 7,2 Mas-flux diagram illustrnting the differences in slope 
models in terms of how erosion or deposition is distributed dong thu 
profile. Thesolid iines mark the initial condition, and thc dotted l ines  
indicate profile change ufter some time. On the lower portion or thu 
figure, wllite area5 of the profile indicate erosion while thc dark arcas 
(for rounding and replacement) indicate deposition. 
from more effective erosion near the upper portions ad- 
jacent to the drainage divides. The situation of parallel 
retreat occurs when erosion is constant along aslope and 
therefore vertical lowering of the slope occurs every- 
where at the same rate. Parallel retreat is common, but 
not restricted to, areas where the upper surface is pro- 
tected from erosion by a resistant cap rock. Slope re- 
placement describes the replacement of the original 
slope by one controlled by deposition. Material eroded 
from the escarpment is deposited at the base of the slope 
and accumulates at a slope less steep than the original 
escarpment. With time, the depositional slope replaces 
the original slope. 
Slope roundingdescribes a symmetric erosion-deposi- 
tion feature of some slopes that decreases the curvature 
all along a dope. Fault scarps in alluvium show this 
form of evolution. Other models of slope evolution can 
be envisioned by relating the amount of material eroded 
on a slope to some morphologic factor such as slope gra- 
dient or slope curvature. Slope rounding and decline are 
similar except for the deposition that is found in slope- 
rounding evolution. In addition, as a slope evolves, the 
dominant pattern of evoltltion may change. For exam- 
ple, a slope may initially change by slope replacement 
and later by some other evolutionary type. In  the case of 
fault scarps formed in alluvium, early slope develop- 
ment is characterized by slope replacement and Iater by 
slope rounding (see Nash, Chapter 12, this volume). 
FAULT-GENERATED MOUNTAIN FRONTS 
The Basin and Range physiographic province of the 
United States is characterized by fault-bounded moun- 
tain blocks. These mountains, formed where faults dis- 
placed the topographic surface, are termed fault-gener- 
ated mountains (Figure 7.3)+ The morphology of 
mountain fronts is strongly affected by the width of the 
range. The range width determines the maximum possi- 
ble drainage basin size that can develop. As virtually all 
OF the area within the mountain block is sloping (i.e,, 
draining), drainage basins fill all available spacc. For a 
given mountain range, larger watersheds that tend to 
have a characteristic shape also have a regular spacing 
along the mountain front. The spacing depends on basin 
shape. Regular spacing of basins measured as a ratio be- 
tween the distances of the basin mouths along the range 
front to length of the basin was noted by Wallace 
(1978). 
Drainage basin characteristics within the mountain 
range, primarily shape and size, affect the morphology 
of the mountain front and how that front may evolve. 
Large circular watersheds do not effectively filI space at 
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FIGURE 7.3 Idculized fuult-bounded mountain front and relaled 
terminology. 
the mountain front and therefore, depending on other 
factors, may allow for extensive triangular facets (Fig- 
ure 7.4). In some instances, triangular facets repmtnt  
the eroded plane of faulting at the mountain front, and 
the existence of facets indicates that sufficient time to 
obliterate them has not elapscd. 
The  overall morphology of typical Basin and Range 
mountain blocks reflects their integrated erosional-tec- 
tonic history. Because a lag time exists between the time 
of faulting at the strtctural front and transmission of 
this base-level perturbation upstream, the tectonic his- 
tory may he reflected differently in different parts of the 
drainage basin. For this reason, morphologic studies 
have emphasized the geomorphic features near the 
mountain front. 
Several morphologic features of mountain blocks may 
reflect recent tectonism. Bull and McFadden (1977) sug- 
gested that thesinuosity of a mountain front is related to 
the time elapsed since active high-angle faulting ceased 
(see Keller, Chapter 8, this volume). Linear or curvili- 
near mountain fronts have low sinuosity and may repre- 
sent recent fault movement, while mountain fronts 
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FIGURE 7.4 Relation bctween busin shapc and morpholoby of tlie 
mountain front. 
deeply embayed by pcdiments have high sinuosity and 
may represent tectonic quiescence or rock control. 
A maximum limit on sinuosity is achieved where the 
spur ridges separating adjacent drainage basins are not 
eroded away. This relation is shown schematically in 
Figure 7.5. Using simple geometricshapes for hypothet- 
ical pediment embayments one can show that the maxi- 
mum possible sinuosity is dependent on drainage-basin 
spacing. Given a drainage-basin spacing and given the 
constraint that the spur ridges do not erode back, sinuos- 
ity increases as erosion progresses, and, therefore, si- 
nuosity increases with time, Unfortunately, the con- 
straint that spur ridges do not erode is not valid. Spur 
ridges do erode but a t  rates that are much slower than 
the stream erodes it valley, With decreasing stream 
length and, hence, decreasing mountain width, the rate 
of stream valley erosion may approach that of the spur 
ridges. Thus for narrow ranges, sinuosity may be low 
and practically independent of time since faulting. In 
general, sinuosity is dependent on basin spacing, time, 
and range width. 
Stream valley erosion, and particularly the morphol- 
ogy of a stream valley in cross section, has also been pro- 
posed as a tool in interpreting tcctonic activity. Bull and 
McFadden (1977) suggested that the width of the valley 
floor near the mountain front is a useful index that mea- 
sures effectiveness of stream downcutting (see Keller, 
Chapter 8, this volume). Bull and McFadden suggested 
that a simple ratio of valley floor width to average 
height of the adjacent divides be used as this index and 
demonstrated statistically significant variation in the 
ratio for different tectonicsettings, 
Stream-valley morphology affords n fruitful ap- 
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history. Forecasting tectonic activity requires a long re- 
cord, and therefore the tectonic geomorphology OF Innd- 
forms with long survival times will be an important in- 
gredient in estimating tectonic hazards. Rates of 
geomorphic processes such as pedimentatiort or streurn 
downcutting can act as a clock that starts ticking follow- 
ing the formation of a tectonic landform. Present lim- 
ited knowledge of these rates suggests that during pe- 
riods of nctive faulting in the Basin and Range province, 
fault-slip rates of about 0.1-1 m per 10,000 yr or greater 
are needed to generate high topographic escarpments, 
and these periods of nctive faulting may last on the order 
of a million years. 
The Hurricane escarpment, in southern Utah, lor ex- 
ample, was formed by an average fuult-slip rate of 3 rn 
per 10,000 yr. Landforms, such ns scarps, produced by 
slip ratesless than 1 m per 100,000yr may besufficiently 
obliterated by erosion to preclude the accumulation of 
relief across 11 mountain front. Relations between the 
recurrence interval of ground-rupturing earthquakes 
and mountain front development need closer study. 
Many of the methods described above can be easily used 
and rapidly applied, and, ther?fore, regional studies are 
both possible and desirable, The need for more data on 
geomorphic rates is a limiting factor on the interpreta- 
tion of such analyses, and therefore Quaternary dating 
is a corequisite for continued research in tile field of tec- 
tonic geoinorphology, 
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Investigation of Active Tt:ctonics: 
Use of Surficial Earth Processes 
EDWARD A. KELLER 
Utriscrsi~ o j  Ctti!fi>rttirr, Sntttn Bnrhf~rtr 
Evaluation of Ir~n~lfortiis, soils, :lncl clcposits rurlnccl 1)). rlctivo tectonics is providing 11;lsic datii 
tiecessury for long-tcrrn ctirtli(~t~;tke prcclictinn, scisn~ic-11azard cvul~~;~tion, a cl probnhilistic 
suismic-risk ;~sscss~iic~~t. 
Invcstigution of ~ctivr. lcclorlics t)usccl on gc!cotnorpliic tcul~niclttcs varies fro111 rcgiorral recon- 
naisslrrloc \\fork to clcluilcd, site-sl~ccific, procuss-rcsporlsc st~ldy. Gcornorl~hic iildices and lund- 
for111 al;$omblags arc usclul in rugiouut c\*oluatitrn to iclclltifg rclativc tectonic activity tlncl silt!! 
wtlorc ratcs of ircti\fc-tectonic processes Inay I)c ci~nluatcd, I'roccss-rwl)ot~scstudics involve cou- 
pling of gculogic and gcotnorphic proccsscs \ v i l l ~  rcsponsrxs trf Lhc I:i~n(Isci~l~c, Si~ch an uppro:~ch 
involves st~~cly of Farlltcct Holuccno (lcss tl\i\n 10,000-yt-old) rlcposits; fnultcd lundfnr~ns uch ns 
offsctstrctlms, alluvi;ll fans, milrinc torraccs, rivor tcrr:lccs, ancl glucial rnori~incs; :lnd chsngc iin 
ftiirlt-scarp morphology \\*ith timo. 
liaiw oC a~ti\~c-tcctonic proccsscs inky be cnlctllirtccl frotli gcomorphic cvulutltion, provictcd 
clolor~rlillinn f a spcuific I:i~iclscnl)o feature is tiio;ut~rccl and chronology of 111c duforrncd fca l~~rc  
is estul~lishccl. It is ~ l s~~a l ly  easier to idcrltify iincl I I I ~ : I S I I T ~  clcrorr11;ition of fc:lturcs tlitun estr~l~lisl~ 
chronolugy, at~cl cvcn if ratcs of trwtonic cloforlila\i~in can he cst;it)lishcd, cvt~luatiun of their 
signillcanoc Itlny Ilc diflictrll l~ccr~r~stl thc)l ohen viiry in titno :~nd slli~cc owing to goologic con- 
slrr~ints. I h r  csaolplcs, slip ratcs nlay vnry ;ilirng diffcrcnt scgnlunts of tllc a;umc fi~ult oirving to 
cl~tingos in tcctotlic fr:irnework, and ratos of t~plift of tcrrr~ccs or ohcr l;~tldforrns rrriiy clrilngc 
tllrougli time ils a function of mechanics of dcrurmation, 
Understanding a.1~1 long-term prediction of earth- 
quakes associated wi th  active tectonics has esperienced 
remarkable progress in recent years through thestudy OF 
near-surface processes (gcomorpholo~y). Stuclics of gen- 
logically young (less than 10,000-yr-old) and slightly 
older (less than 125,000-yr-old) landforms, soils, and 
deposits are providing basic data necessary for l o n g  
term earthquake prediction, scismic-hazard evaluation, 
and probabilistic scismic-risk nssessmcnt, A largc nump 
bur of faclts oapablc of producing damaging eartll- 
quakes have l~ccn idcntiiied and evaluated to determine 
rates of movemcnt and potential earthquake hazard. 
For n few faults, includi~lg the San Andreas Fault ~:orth 
af Los Angclcs, California, and the Wasalch Fault near 
Salt Lake City, Utah, rccurrcncc inter~tals of rccent 
(prd~istoric) earthqtrakes have been determined (Allen, 
1983). 
information concerning rates of movemcnt along 
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faults, potential cnrthquake hazard, and recurrence of 
large earthquakes obtained from quantitative field 
studies in geomorphology is extremely useful in long- 
term (tens to hundreds of years) land-use plzn~ing,  a 
goa! of which i: earthquake-hazard reduction. Specifi- 
cally, studies of active faults are providingcritical infor- 
mation necessary for residential and commercial zoning 
near aceive faults; establishing building codes; and 
planning for large dams, nuclear power plants, liquified 
natural giis facilities, and other critical facilities. 
Geomorphic evaluation of active tectonics has taken 
two approaches depending on whether reconnaissance 
information or detailed evaluation is desired. Recon- 
naissance work to identify areas where active tectonics is 
particularly significant generally involves the use of geo- 
morphic indices (sensitive to rock resistance, climatic 
change, or tectonic processes) or assemblages of land- 
forms produced or modifiec' by activc-tectonic pro- 
cesses. Detailed, site-specific study of active tectonicsof- 
ten involves evaluation of process-response models that 
attempt to explore relations between landforms, earth 
materials, geomorphic processes, and active tectonics 
integrated throbgh time. The concept of time or chro- 
noloby is introduced here because without establish- 
ment of a reliable chronology, process-response models 
will not yield rates of faulting and recurretice intervals 
of damaging earthquakes that are necessary in evaluat- 
ing seismic risk. Much of the remainder of this paper 
will emphasize these points: use of geomorphic indices 
in reconnaissance studies of active tectonism; landform 
assemblages as indicators of active tectonism; and use of 
process--response models in establishing relaticlns be- 
tween landforms, earth materials, geomorphic pro- 
cesses, and tectonic processes for devisiilg rates of active 
tectonics. Yigure 8.1 summarizes the two main ap- 
chronology 
rnmosurmm~nts and ohsmrvattonr 
lrom topogrophlc mops. 11 Doto lnpul ourlal photopraphs, or tlald d*formotlon 
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FlCUnE 8.1 Active tectonics and gmrnorphology: data input, out- 
put, and usc tosocicty. 
prosches to studying gcomorphologic indicators of ac- 
tive tectonics and use to society. 
GEOMOnPIllC INDICES AND ACTIVE 
TECTONICS 
Ceomorphic indices are useful tools in evaluating ac- 
tive tectonics because they quickly provide insight con- 
cerningspecific areas or sitar in a region that is adjusting 
to relatively rapid rates c?F active-tectonic deformation. 
Indices that have been mosr.auccessful are related to ero- 
sional and depositional processes associated with fluvial 
(river) systems, The best known of these are the stream- 
gradient index (SL index) developed by Hack (1973), the 
mountain-front sinuosity (S,,[ index) developed by Bull 
(1977a, 1978), and the ratio of valley-floor width to val- 
ley height (Vj  index) also developed by Bull (1977a, 
1978). 
The stream-gradient index (Hack, 1973), later ap- 
plied to the San Gabriel Mountains in southern Califor- 
nia by Keller (1977), is defined as 
where SL is the stream-gradient index, AHIAL is the 
local gradient of the stream reach where the index is 
computed ( A l l  is the drop in elevation of the reach and 
AL is the length of the reach), and L is the total channel 
length from the drainage divide to the center of the 
reach, measured along the channel. 
The SL index is crudely related to the available 
stream power, defined as the product of water discharge 
and water-surface slope, and thus reflects the abiIity of 
the stream to transport its load. The indes is a surrogate 
for stream power because the upstream channel length 
is proportional to bankfull discharge and theslope of the 
water surface is approximated hy the slope of the chan- 
nel bed, 
The stream-gradient index is particularly sensitive to 
changes in slope and thus is avaluable tool in evaluating 
active tectonics with a strong vertical component of de- 
formation. However, the index is also sensitive to rock 
resistance (resistant rock produces a steep channel 
slope), and differentiating between effects of tectonics 
and rock resistance may be difficult. That is, values of 
t11e index are high in areas where the rocks are particu- 
larly resistant oi. where active tectonics has resulted in 
vertical deformation at the Earth's surface. Therefore, 
anomalously high SL indices in rocks of low or uniform 
resistance is a possible indicator of active tectonics. Fig- 
ure 8.2 shows stream-gradient indices for the San Ga- 
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brieI Mountains in southern California. Areas of anom- 
alously high indices are located along the southern and 
eastern fronts of the range. Although it was previously 
known that rates of uplift were relatively high in these 
areas, the indices verified this and also delineated an 
area of unusually high indicm near the location of the 
1971 San Fernando earthquake. Thus a regional evalua- 
tion of the San Gabriel Mountainssuggests that detailed 
studies along the southern and eastern fronts of the 
range as well as near San Fernando have the best chance 
of yielding rates of vertical tectonics (uplift), slip rates 
along active faults, and recurrence intervals of damag- 
ing earthquakes. Areas where stream-gradient indices 
are relatively low are associated with two general condi- 
tions: areas where soft sedimentary rocks are abundant 
and along major strike-slip faults (the San Andreas and 
San Gabriel Faults) where horizontal movement has 
crushed the rocks producing zones low in resistance to 
erosion. 
The SL index over a region can be computed from 
small-scale topographic maps. The index could also be 
computed from analyses of elevational data stored in 
computer systems. Therefore, in theory, large regions 
may be evaluated quickly, although interpretation of 
the index will remain crude because it may be difficult 
to separate effects of rock resistance from active tecton- 
ics. Nevertheless, the SL index Is ii vaIuable reconnais- 
sance tool useful in isolating smaller areas for detailed 
work. 
Moutitain-Front Sirrrtosily 
Mountain-front sinuosity (S,,r) is defined as 
where is the length of mountain front along the 
mountain-piedmont (foot of mountain) junction and L, 
is the straight-line length of the front. The Smf index re- 
flects a baiance between the tendency of streams and 
slope processes to produce an irregular (sinuous) moun- 
tain front and vertical rtctive tectonics that tends lo pro- 
duce R prominent straight front (Bull and McFadden, 
1977). Thus, mountain fronts associated with active up- 
lift are relatively straight, but if the rate of uplift is re- 
duced or ceases, erosional processes will begin to form a 
sinuous front that becomes more irregular with time. 
Mountain-front sinuosity was used by Bull and Mc- 
Fadden (1977) to evaluate the marked contrast in kc- 
tonic activity north and south of the GarIock Fault in 
California. North of the fault the values of Smr are low, 
suggesting active tectonics, whereas south of the fault 
the S,,r values suggest relative tectonic stability. 
Rockwell and Keller (in press) used mountain-front 
sinuosiky in the Ventura Basin, southern California, 
where values vary from about 1 to 3. Low sinuosity 
(1 .O1 to 1.14), characteristic of tectonically active fronts, 
can be maintained in the Ventura area if a threshold rate 
of up!ift greater than 0.4 mmlyr is maintained. 
Mountain-front sinuosity, like the stream-gradient 
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index, is a valuable reconnaissance tool when evaluating 
effects of active vertical tectonics. The index is par- 
ticularly attractive because it can he quickly and easily 
measured from aerial photographs, satellite or other 
high-altitude imagery, or topographic maps. 
Ratio of Valley-Floor Width to Volley Height 
The ratio of the width of valley floor to valley height 
Vj may be expressed by 
vJ = 2Vlr.IC(Eld - Esc) -k ((Ertl - Esc) ] ,  (8.3) 
where Vr, is the width of valley floor, Eld and Erd are the 
respective elevations of the left and right valley divides, 
and E,, is the elevation of the valley floor (Bull and 
McFadden, 1977). In determining VJ, the data are mea- 
sured a t  a given distance up from the mountain front. 
The index reflects differences between broad-floored 
canyons with relatively high values of V, and V-shaped 
canyons with relatively low values. Comparison of V, 
values measured from valleys emerging from different 
mountain fronts or different parts of the same front pro- 
vides an indicntion of whether the streams are actively 
downcutting (forming V-shaped valleys with low VJ) in 
response to active tectonics or are being eroded laterally 
(forming broad valleys with high V,) in response to rela- 
tive stability of the front. 
The V' index was tested by Bull and McFaddetl (1977) 
for mountain fronts north and south of the Garlock 
Fault. They found that values of the index varied frorn 
0.05 to 4,7, with the lower values being derived from 
valleys north of the fault where mountain fronts are tec- 
tonically active. The index was also tested by Rockwell 
and Kelle~ (in press) for mountain frants near Ventura, 
California, where V j  ratios show similar trends to that 
established by Bull and McFadden-being lower for rel- 
atively active fronts than for fronts with lesser rates of 
uplift. 
TECTONIC GEOMORPHOLQGY AND 
LANDFORM ASSEMBLAGE 
A genetic classification of landforms is possible be- 
cause different geomorphic processes tend to produce a 
characteristic assemblage of landforms. For example, 
the discussion of geomorphic indices suggested that ac- 
tive vertical tectonics tends to produce straight moun- 
tain fronts with V-shaped canyons and streams with rel- 
atively steep gradients for a particular rock type. On a 
more local scale, as for example along a specific moun- 
tain front or fault zone, active tectonics often modifies 
or produces characteristic landform assemblages. Far 
example, alluvial fans have a variable morphology 
somewhat dependent on tectonic processes, and active 
strike-slip faulting produces a specific set of tectonic 
Inndforms. A tacit assumption in the evaluation of land- 
form assemblages produced by active tectonics is that 
the more pristine or fresh appearing the landforms are, 
the younger the tectonics is assumed to be. Discussion of 
alluvial-fan morphology and tectonic activity a. well as  
the assemblage of landforms associated with strike-slip 
faulting will illustrate the above concepts. 
Alluuial Fans 
An alluvial fan is the end point of an erosional-deposi- 
tional system in which sediment eroded from a moun- 
tain source is transported to the mountain front. There 
it is deposited as a cone or fan-shaped body of fluvial 
andlor debris-flow deposits (Bull, 1977b). The stream is 
the connecting link between the erosional and deposi- 
tional parts of thesystem (Bull, 1977b) and therefore has 
a significant influence on the morphology of the alluvial 
fan. Radial profiles for most fans are composed of sev- 
eral segments, which together are gently concave. 
Breaks in slope mark boundaries between segments, and 
younger segments may be identified from older ones 
based on relative soil profile development, weathering 
of alluvial clasts, dissection of the surface by small 
streams, and development of desert varnish [see Bull 
(1964, 1977b) for a more detailed discussion of seg- 
mented alluvial fans]. 
Alluvial-fan morphology is an indicator of active tec- 
tonics because the fan form reflects varying rates of tec- 
tonic processes such as uplift of the source mountain 
along a range-bounding fault or tilting of the fan sur- 
face. When the rate of uplift of the mountain front is 
high relative to rate of stream-channel downcutting in 
the mountain and to fan deposition, then fanhead depo- 
sition tends to occur, and the youngest fan mgment is 
near the apex of the fan. If the rateof uplift of the moun- 
tain front is less than or equal to the rate of downcutting 
of the stream in the mountain, then fanhead trenching 
occurs and deposition is shifted downfan. Younger fan 
segments will then be found well away from the moun- 
tain front (Figure 8.3 shows these two conditions). 
Change in sediment or water yield may also cause 
fanhead trenching, but this tends to be temporary if 
mountain-front uplift persists (Bull, 1964). 
The above model of segmented alluvial fans relative 
ta active tectonics has been successfully tested for allu- 
vial fans in Death Valley, California (Hooke, 1972). 
Hooke found that eastward tilting and normal faulting 
produced segmented alluvia1 fans. On the east side of 
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FIGURE 8.3 Alluvial fan morphology: (A) deposition adjacent to 
mountain front and (B) deposition shifted downfnn as a rault  of 
fnnhcad entrenchment. See text for Iuttlrcr explanation. From Bull 
(1977b). 
thc v l l e y  alluvial fans are relative!y small and steep, 
and activt? normal faulting produces a straight moun- 
tain front .with young fan segments being deposited on 
fanhead a.relis, On the west side of the valley alluvial 
fans are jarger, not so steep, and not so influenced by 
mountain-front uplift. Lesser upIilt and eastward 
tilting of the fans has shifted to the locus of fan deposi- 
tion downfnn; fanhead trenching occurs, and the youn- 
ger fan segments are located well away from the fan 
apex, A similar tendency was noticed for alluvial fans in 
the Ventura, California, area that are being tilted ba- 
sinward by active tectonics (Rockwell and Keller, in 
press). As with the geomorphic indices, the study of allu- 
vial fans provides reconnaissance information concern- 
ing relative rates of active tectonics. 
Landform Assemblage: Strike-Slip Fotrlting 
Active strike-slip faulting produces a characteristic 
assemblage of landforms including linear valleys, ofiset 
or deflected streams, shutter ridges, sags, pressure 
ridges, benches, scarps, and small horst and grabens 
known as microtopography (see Figure 8.4, opposite 
page). Figure 8.5 shows fsult-related landforms associ- 
ated with an offset alluvial fan located along the Sar~ 
Andreas Fault in the Indio Hills of southern California. 
The fan is offset about 700 my and making an assump- 
tion concerning the age of the fan from soils (Keller el 
al . ,  2982a) the slip rate for this part of the San Andreas 
Fault is at least 1 cmlyr and probably closer to 3 cmlyr, 
Small streams at the upper part of the fan are offset sev- 
eral meters, suggesting that tectonic creep or moderate 
to large earthquakes have occurred in the past few thou- 
sand years. There have been no large earthquakes along 
the southern part of the fault in historical time (several 
hundred years), but the geomorphology in the fault 
BICURE8.5 Sketch mapof offset alluvial furl along tl~eSsn Andrells 
Fault in thc lndirr Hills, California. Modified from Kcllcr cr nl.  
(1982a). 
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FIGURE 8.4 Assemblage of landforms u- 
soclutcd wit11 activostrikc-slip fu~~lting. Mod- 
ified from Wason cl al. (1875), 
zonesuggests that earthquakes are likely to be generated 
there in the future. 
Active strike-slip faulting in the offshore southern 
California continental borderland also h u  distinctive 
geomorphic expression characterized by linear troughs, e x p l a n o  t ion 
sags, tectonic bencl~es, fault scarps, and offset or de- 
flected channels associated with submarine fans. A re- 
cent study of the San Clemente Fault zone (Legg and 
Luyendyk, 1982), utilizing topographic data from 
Seabeam surveys, demonstrated that the data base and 0 PRESSURE RID:E 
resolution is now sufficient to begin studying subma- FAULT TRACE 
rine-tectonic geomorphology to improve mapping of ac- 
tive faults and to evaluate long-term earthquake haz- 
ard. Figure 8.6 shows topography ;17d tectonic 
landforms associated with the San Clemente Fault zone 
(M. R. Legg, University of California, San Diego, per- 
sonaI communication, 1983). 
Many of the topographic features associated with ac- 
tive strike-slip faulting such as sags, pressure ridges, and 
fault scarps can be explained by simple shear that pro- 
duces contraction and extension as illustrated on Figure 
8.7 (Wilcox et al., 1973; Sylvester and Smith, 1976). 
Others are better explained by extension or contraction 
associated with releasing or constraining bends or steps 
of fault traces as illustrated on Figure 8.8 (Cro~vell, 
1974; Dibblee, 1977). 
PROCESS-RESPONSE MODELS: EATES OF 
ACTIVE TECTONICS 
FIGURE 8.6 Skctcf~ map of pnrt of :\lr San Ctc~nuntc Fault zone. 
Process-response models in active tectonics are Data arc from Seubcam survey. Courtesy of h.lark R. Legg, U~livcrsitp 
broadly defined toinclude the investigatio~i of earth ma- of ~ulifornia, San Dicgo. 
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FIGURE 8.7 Simple shear wocintcd with strike-slip faulting pro- 
duces prcfcrred orientation of fructurcs, faults and folds (A) us well as 
extensional and contructional landforms (B). Figure modified from 
Wilcox ei a!. (1973), Sylvester und Smith (1M6), and Kellur et a!. 
(1982a), 
terials, landforms, and late Pleistocene-Holocene chro- 
nology, the purpose of which is to derive rates of active 
tectonics (slip rates on faults, rates of uplift or subsi- 
dence, and recurrence intervals of damaging earth- 
quakes). Such investigations have been very successful 
in recent years and are providing basic data necessary 
for long-term (tens to hundreds of years) earthquake 
prediction. Examples include (1) paleoseismic construc- 
tion (occurrence and recurrence intervals of prehistoric 
earthquakes) obtained from studying faulted Wolocene- 
alluvial sequences of stream, marsh, lake, or landslide 
deposits (Clark et al., 1972; Sieh, 1978; Davis, 1981; 
Rust, 1982); (2 )  paleoseismic construction based on 
fault-scarp morphology change with time (Wallace, 
1877; Bucknem and Anderson, 1979; Nash, Chapter 11, 
this volume); and (3) rates of uplift, slip rates on active 
faults, andtor recurrence intervals of assumed earth- 
quakes based on chronology and offset of landforms 
such as alluvial fans (Keller et aE., 1982a), marine ter- 
races (Matsuda et al., 1978; Lajoie et al., 1979, 1982; 
KeIler et a!., 15d2b), offset streams (Sharp, 1981; Sieh, 
1981), and glacial deposits (Schubert, 1982), 
Fault-Scarp Morphology 
Slope morphology of scarps produced by faulting is a 
successful geomorphic indicator of active tectonics. Fig- 
ure 8.9 shows generalized slope elements associated 
with a fault scarp. All the elements shown need not be 
present for a particular scarp, and because slopes are 
dynamic changinglandforms, the dominance of one ele- 
ment relative to others changes with time. Table 8.1 and 
Figure 8.10 summarize form-proca relationships for 
fault-scarp morphology change with time as discussed 
by Wallace (1977) for the Great Basin area. in Nevada. 
WaIlace was able to develop the chronology shown on 
Figure 8.10 and Table 8.1 by studying fault scarps that 
truncate '"C-dated shorelines of Pleistocene Lake La- 
hontan, are associated with volcanic ash of known age, 
were produced by known earthquakes, or can be dated 
by tree rings (dendrochronology). 
Recurrent displacement along the same fault line pro- 
duces a composite fault scarp. Wallace (1977) stated 
that multiple displacements on a compound fault scarp 
FIGURE 8.8 Pressure ridges und sagi as5;so- EXTE PlSlON CONTRACTION 
ciated with rrrtrnining and releasing bends 
nndlor steps ulungstrikc-slip faults. Mndifiud 
after Crowell (1974) und Dibbfec(1977). LEFT 
( 1  - BEND - (Aantrsinfng) - 
- - 
 -
- 
- IReleasIngl - STEP - (Restraining) - 
SAG [S) 
BASIN 
Normal fault 
PRESSURE RIDGE 
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FIGURE 8.9 Bnsic slope elements thnt may he present on a fault 20 
scarp, After Wallane (I977). 
10 
can be recognized by sharp breaks in slope on the scarp, 0 
benches or terraces associated with small channels that 
have eroded through the fault scarp, !:nickpoints (short Years 
vertical or steep sections) in channels that cross the FIGURE 8.10 Change in slopo clcmcnk (fuult-scarp morphology) 
scarp, scarp height that exceeds that likely produced by with time for fault-scarp degradation in the Grent Bmin nreu of Nc- 
a single event, and progressive displacement (older ma- vad;?. After Wulluce (1977). 
terial has been dispIaced more than younger materid). 
Change in fault-scarp morphology with time is being 
treated quantitatively. Bucknarn and Anderson (1979) 
developed relations between scarp height and scarp- 
slope angle for fault scarps in Utah with estimated ages 
ranging from 1000 to 100,000 yr (Figure 8.11). Their 
studies verify Wallace's (1977) conclusion that with 
TABLE 8.1 Fault Scarp-Slope Morpholow 
Slope Process (Formation and/or 
Element Morphology Modification Comments cnd Cencrul Chronology 
Crest Top of fnult scarp (break in slope); ini- Produced by faulting: modified by 
tially sharp, becomes raundcd with weathering, mus wasting 
time 
Free Fncc Strnight segment; initially 4 5 O  to over- Prodrlccd by faulting; modificd by 
hanging iweat'ncring, gullying, nra.'s wasting; 
eventually buried from below by nc- 
cumulation of debris 
Debris Slope Strnight segment; at angle of repose gf Accumulation of mtlteriul that hus faller. 
material usunlly 30" to 38' down from the free face 
Wash Slope Straight te gently concnve segment; Fluvial erosion and depo~ition; deposi- 
overlaps the dcbris slop:; slope angle tion of wcdgc or fan of rtlluviurn near 
ge:eneraily 3 O  to 15" toe OF the slope; somc gullying 
Tor! Rase of fault scarp (break) in slope) Ff~rvial erosion and deposition; owing to 
slope; may bc inititllly sharp, but with cllunge in processlfarm from upslope 
time may hecome indeterminate as clement (frec fucc, dcbris slopc, or 
g a d s  into original slupc wmll slopc) to original si~rface I~elow 
the fault-scarp slope 
-- 
uAfter Wnllace (1877) for fnult scnrps in the Great Bnsin. 
Becomes raundcd after frec facc disap- 
pears; usually rounded after about 
10,000 yr 
Dominant elemcnt for 100 year or so: 
disnppears after about 1000-2000 yr 
Is dominunt elemont after abortt 100 yr, 
remains dominunt until about 
100,000 yr, disappenrs at abo~rt 
1,000,000 yr 
Is dcvcloped by 100 yr, significant by 
I000 yr, and dominunt by 100,000 yr 
More prominent in young fault scarps or 
whcrc wash slope is not present; on 
scarps oldcr thnn about 12,000 yr ,  the 
busnl slol~c break is slrnrpcr than thc 
cr~sta l  slopc break 
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FIGURE 8.11 Relationship tlctwecn fiiult-scnrp hciglit and soilr11- 
slope nnglc from scarps ranging in ugc from lD1 and 10'yr. Altcr Buck- 
nam und Andursuri (1879). 
time the angle of a scarp degrades to a lower-slope an- 
gle. For example, for a 3-m-high scarp (shown on r'b '1  rure 
8. ll), as thescarp-slope angle decreases from 28' to 10" 
the scarp age increases from 1000 to 100,000 yr. In the- 
ory, once fault-scarp degradation curves, such as those 
on Figure 8,11, are derived for an area, the investigator 
can assign estimated ages to fault scarps of known height 
and slope angle and estimate the earthquake hazard and 
history. However, care must be taken in making pa- 
Ieoseism ic statements because (1) the initial scarp from a 
single event may vary with materials composing the 
Scarp and local change in pattern of fault displacement, 
e.  g., multiple, composite-overlapping rupture versus 
single rupture scarps (A. J,  Crone, U.S. Geological Sur- 
vey, personal communication); arld (2) temporal and 
spatial variations in climate may produce a variable 
fault-scarp morphology. 
Fatrltcd Nolocetre Deposits 
Erosional and depositional processes produce stream, 
marsh, lake, and landslide deposits that, when faulted, 
may produce ;.aiuzble information concerning slip 
rates, rates of uplift or subsidence, and paleoseismicity, 
Two examples from the San Andreas Fault system in 
southern California are the Coyote Creek Fault-part 
u:' ;he San Jacinto Fault zone (a major branch of the San 
Andreas Fault)-and the San Andreas Fault at Pallett 
Creek (Sieh, 1978). 
Holocene paleoseismicity on the Coyote Creek Fault 
was determined by evaluating progressive vertical dis- 
placement of lake deposits. C'rarket at. (1972) and Sharp 
(1981) estimated that the recurrence interval for earth- 
quakes similar to the April 9, 1968, Borrego Mountain 
eartllquake (M = 6.7) varies from 50 toseveral hundred 
years. The slip rate for the fault is also variable, being 1 
to 5 mmlyr for Holocene (less than 10,000 yr) offsets and 
as high as 8 to 12 rnmlyr for a mid-Pleistocene (about 
700,000 yr) offset. 
Ceornorphic investigation of the San Andreas Fault 
north of Los Angeles has helped answer an important 
question for understanding the earthquake hazard- 
how often do large earthquakes occur? Data from Pal- 
lett Creek, 55 krn northeast of Los Angeles (Sieh, 1978) 
and two other sites up to 125 km northwest of Pallett 
Creek (Davis, 1881; Rust, 1982) suggest thst three large 
prehistoric earthquakes since the sixteenth century may 
be correlated over a long (125 km) segment of the fault, 
Sieh (1978) believed that evidence from faulted peat de- 
posits at Pallett Creek (dated by "'C) suggest that there 
may hnve Seen 12 large e.arthqunkes in the past i7OO yr. 
One of these was historical (1857) and 11 were prehis- 
toric, suggesting an average recurrence interval of 
145 yr. However, the length of time between such events 
may vary from as short as 50 yr to as long as 250 yr (Sieh, 
1978). Using the most recent five evcnts, which are well 
dated and established, the average recurrence interval is 
about 200 yr fK. E. Sieh, California Institute of Tech- 
nology, personal communication, 1984), Paleoseismic 
construction of this segment of the San Andreas Fault, 
known as the "Big Bend," is providing data useful in 
long-term earthquake prediction. 
Faulted Lancljorrns 
Evaluation of faulted landforms (especially those 
with multiple displacements) including stream chan- 
nels, river terraces, marine terraces, and glacial mo- 
raines is helping answer fundamental questions con- 
cerning active tectonics, Some of t hae  questions are: (1) 
Are rates of faulting constant through tirne? (2) Which 
faults produce the greatest earthquake hazard? (3) Are 
historical rates of faulting, based on first-order levding, 
verified in the recent geologic record? (4) What is the 
potential for seismic shaking or ground rupture at: a par- 
ticular site? (5) What is the likely displacement per event 
and recurrence interval of earthquakes for specific ac- 
tive faults? 
Study of a series of marine terraces (Matsuda at al., 
1978) south of Tokyo, Japan-believed Lo hnve been 
produced by a series of sudden uplifts during large 
earthquakes-suggest that there have been four great 
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FIGURE 8.12 Faulted terruce-sol the Venturu River nenr Ouk View, 
Cnlifornia, 
(M greater than 8) earthquakes in the last 6000 yr with 
an average recurrence interval of 1500 yr. The investi- 
gators also located an area where they believe a large 
earthquake is likely in the relatively near future. They 
base their long-term prediction on the fact that the area 
near the expected epicenter may be a seismic gap, iden- 
tified by a local uplift rate that is less than the regional 
average during the last several thousand years. 
Investigation of faulted terraces in New Zealand, la- 
pan, and the United States are yielding estimates of slip 
rates and recurrence intervals of potential earthquakes. 
A flight of seven terraces of the Waiohine River, New 
Zealand, have been progressively offset during the late 
PIeistocene and Holocene along the Wairarapa Fault 
(Lensen and Vella, 1971). Making assumptions con- 
cerning the chronology the investigators concluded that 
the horizontal slip rate for the fault is 3.4 to 6 mmlyr, 
and assuming a 3-m horizontal displacement per earth- 
quake event, a recurrence interval of 500 to 900 yr is 
obtained, A similar study of a flight of nine terraces of 
the Kiso River, Japan-progressively displaced (left-lat- 
eral) by the Alter Fault-is presented by Yoshikawa et 
at. (1981). A lS1C date of about 27,000 yr for a terrace 
with measured horizontal and vertical displacement of 
140 and 28 m, respectively, provides a slip rate of about 
5 and 1 mmlyr, respectively. Assuming a 8-m displace- 
ment per event (based on an M = 8.4 earthquake in 
1891 on a similar fault GO km to the east) yields a recur- 
rence interval of 1600 yr for a similar event on the Alter 
Fault. As a final example of river terraces, investigation 
of several late Pleistocene-Holocene terraces of the Ven- 
tura River near Oak View, California (Keller et al., 
1982b), displaced by flexural-slip faulting (Figure 
8,12), yields slip rates that vary from about 0.3 to 
1.1 mmlyr. The important aspect of the study was the 
recognition that the faults produce a ground-rupture 
hazard rather than seismic-shaking hazard (Yeats et al., 
1981; Yeats, Chapter 4, this volume). Assuming a slip 
event of 25 cm (similar to a flexural-slip event near Lom- 
poc, California, in 1981 that produced a 570-111 rupture 
surface and an M = 2.5 earthquake (Yerkes ct al., 
1981), the recurrence interval would vary from 250 to 
750 yr. 
Offset stream channels and glacial moraines are also 
yielding slip rates for active faults. Siell(1981) and Sieh 
and Jahns (1984) estimated from offset stream channels 
of Wallace Creek along the south-central part of the San 
Andreas FauIt (Figure 8.13) that the slip rate during the 
latest Pleistocene and HoIocene has been about 30 to 
40 mmlyr. Finally, Schubert (1982) reported an esti- 
mated range of slip rate (3 to 14 mmlyr) for the right- 
lateral Bocono Fault in western Venezuela. His estimate 
was based on several measured offsets (60 to 260 m) of 
& Wallace Creak 
Sen Andreas fault 
'V 
older channel '-/ modern channel 
Vdalfaee Creek Y Wellace Creak 
FlCURE 8.13 Channel offset along the San Andrea Fault. Sec text 
for cxplanntlon. Aftcr Sieh (1081). 
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TABLE 8.2 Uplift and Tilting of Bedrock and River Terraccs over the Venturu Avenue Anticline 
Crwnlorjrl~ic Surfucc I'resent IIcighl I'otcntiul R u n p  
ubovc Vcnturu Uplift Rutc to Mtnimutu I'ossiblc Uplift 
Designation A g  (yr) " Scu Lcvul (1n)l1 Rivur (111 Jr I'ruscnt (~nmlyr)" Iititc to I'ruscnt (m~lllyr)" 
Q5i1 15,800 f 210 - 1 1 0  30.5 rt 10 5.5 Et 4.2 1,U f 0.7 
Q5u-11 20,040 f 580 - 00 85.3 k 10 0.6 f 2.0 41.3 f 0.5 
Q5b 29,700 f 1250 - 41 120 f 10 4 .8  f 1,2 4,1 f 0 , s  
Qtia 38,000 k 1500 - 38 175 f 10 5,1 f 1.0 1.7 rt: 0.4 
Q 6c 80,000 or 105,000 - 13 G25 f lOD 7.1 f 2.1 7.1 f 2,D 
Bedrock 200,000 Prwcnt 2720 f 200 13.0 f 1.0 (mintmum) 13.0 f 1,O 
l'Blrrc.d nn '.'C and urnino acid ruccmizution chraaalo~v (Luinie 1.1 01,. 1082). 
-.. . . . , 
"After Lujoic ct al. (1970). 
clyrojectcd to thc axis of thc unticlinc. 
"A%sllrnts complctc range oof possible adjustment of Vcnturu nivcr tn lower son Icvel, 
PA%surnc~ na ndjustmcnt of Venturu River to lower scu Icvcl. 
lateral moraines with an estimated age of 18,000 yr erties of the soils, and absolute chronology is provided 
based on palynological, sedimentological, and '%'C by dates and other methods discussed by Pierce 
methods. (Chapter 13, this volume). Once the chronosequence is 
established, it may be applied over a large area indepen- 
RATES, DATES, AND TECTONIC dent of further absolute-dates at sites where deformation 
FRAMEWORK: SELECTED OBSERVATIONS is measured; that advantage is the real power of the soil 
RELATIVE TO SOCIETAL NEEDS chronosequence. Rates of active-tectonic deformation must be care- 
Tectonic geomorphology, defined as the npplication 
of geornorphic principles to tectonic problems, issignifi- 
cant to society when rates and dates of tectonic events 
provide the data framework useful in long-term earth- 
quake prediction and land-use planning to reduce the 
earthquake hazard. Important considerations in devel- 
oping rates of active tectonics based on geornorphic 
evaluation are measurement of deformation associated 
with past tectonic events (such as offset streams, glacial 
moraines, alluvial deposits, or other features), develop- 
ment of the late Pleistocene to Holocene chronology to 
derive rates (defined as the ratio of measured deforma- 
tion to the appropriate time interval), and interpreta- 
tion of rates of active tectonics that often vary signifi- 
cantly owing to geologic constraints. 
The most reliable rates of past tectonic events are de- 
rived from well-constrained, measured deformation 
and chronology. However, it is often easier to measure 
deformation than to establish the necessary chronology. 
Methods of establishing chronology are discussed by 
Pierce (Chapter 13, this volume). 
The use of soil geomorphology in establishing late 
Pleistocene-Holocene chronology is emerging as a pow- 
erful tool in deriving rates of active tectonic deforma- 
tion (see, e.g,, Keller et al., 1982a,b; Dembroff, 1982; 
Rockwell, 1983; Rockwell et al. ,  19944, The basic idea is 
fully interpreted because they may vary in time and 
spaceowing to geologic constraints such as style of fault- 
ing and mechanics of folding, For example, slip rates of 
flexural-slip faulting near Oak View, California, vary 
from about 0,3 to 1.1 mmlyr as a function of fault loca- 
tion in a syncline andlor mechanics of folding (Keller et 
al., 1982b; Rockwell, 1983; and Rock\vell et al., 1984), 
and rate of uplift associated with folding of the Ventura 
Avenue anticline has decreased from over 10 mmlyr in 
mid-Pleistocene time to about 5 mmlyr during the late 
Pleistocene and Holocene (Table 8.2), as a function of 
mechanics of folding (Keller el a/. 1982b; Dembroff, 
1982; Rockwell, 1983). Thus, there is not necessarily a 
direct relationship between rate of fault displacement or 
uplift and earthquake hazard. Understanding the tec- 
tonic framework and geologic constraints is necessary to 
makesuch a determination. 
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Seismological and Paleoseismological 
Techniques of Research in 
Active Tectonics 
CLARENCE R. ALLEN 
California Inslil~rle of 'Ikh~tology 
ABSTRACT 
Classical seismological techniques such as earthqunke llypocentral locations and focal-mccha- 
nism studiescontinuc toplay an important rolcin the understanding of active-tectonic processes, 
but newer techniques sucli as seismic tomograplly und t11c determination of eurthquakc source 
parameters are  being incrcnsingly utilized. T l ~ c  most spectacular recent progress, however, 
seems to have been in t11c t rea of paleoseismicity and slip-rate studies, where documentation of 
the ages and displacements of vari0u.s young geologic featurcs Iras had great impact on both the 
understanding of contemporury tectonic processes and on seismic-hnznrd cvalt~ation. Critical 
future research needs in scismological and puleoseismologictl arcas include (1) improved local 
seismic networks, (2) implementation of new worldwide networks utilizing broadband digital 
recording, (3) increased numbers of strong-motion scisrnometers in eartl~quake-prone areas, (4) 
better understanding of soil development and deformation, (5) improved techniques for absolute 
agedating of atluviul materinls, (6) incrcascd understanding of the rates and nature of modificu- 
tion of surficial neotectonic katuressuch as fulllt scarps, and (7) continued vigorous field studies 
of active tectonic processes associated with contemporary large earthquakes, 
The study of contemporary and recent earthquakes 
represents perhaps the major contribution to the under- 
stallding of tectonic processes active in the world today, 
This is not to belittle studies of active folding and warp-  
ing nr of active voIcanism, but significant tectonic 
changes occur so rapidly, dramatically, and over such 
wide areas during large earthquakes that they seem to 
represent the most rewarding laboratory for the study of 
active-tectonic processes. And large earthquakes are of 
Californin Institute of Technolog', Division of Grnlogical und 
Planctar!~Scienccr Contribution No. 4W7. 
relatively frequent occurrence on n worldwide basis, so 
that abundant research opportunities exist. 
Many of the classical seismological techniques have 
been-and continue to be-so fundamental tostudies of 
active tectonics that they hardly need discussion. 
Among these are (1) hypocentral locations of earth- 
quakes, (2) earthquake focal mechanisms, (3) statistical 
studies of earthquake occurrences, and (4) studies of 
crustal structure. Indeed, many of the most important 
ideas of active plate-tectonic processes, such as the 
transform-fault and subduction-zone concepts, h a v e  
stemmed directly from studies of earthquake locations 
and focal mechanisms (e.g., Isacks et al., 1968). De- 
tailed studies of aftershock patterns of major earth- 
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quakes have been critical in developing an understand- 
ing the fracture process, and dense seismogruphic 
coverage has allowed locations of microearthquakcs, 
sometimes to within a few meters, which in turr! pernlits 
portrayal of minute details of fault geometry-a geome- 
try that generally turns out to be far more complex than 
we had ever imagined (e.g., JI son and Hill, 1982; 
Reasenberg and Ellsworth, 19b , . 
But certainly many of the exciting new tectonic impli- 
cations are coming from those types of relatively new 
seismological techniques that shed light on the nature 
and mechanics of the fracture process. An example is the 
now-widespread use of seismic moment and moment 
magnitude (e.g., Hanks and Kanamori, 197rJ), which 
have a direct tie-in to plrysical parameters at the earth- 
quake source, such as stress drop, amount of slip, and 
area of the broken fault surface. The use of such con- 
cepts is now widespread in regional syntheses of active- 
tectonic processes (e,g., Wesnousky et al., 1982; Molnar 
and Deng, 1884). Still more rccent is the introduction of 
tomographic techniques to seismology (e, g., Anderson 
and Dziewonski, 1984), in which vust amounts ol seis- 
mic data are synthesized to reveal heretofore unknown 
details of three-dimensional crustal structure, wliicli 
may be very relevant to ongoing tectonic processes (e,g, , 
Humphreys ct ol. ,  1984), Increased use of such tech- 
niques, together with new broadband and digitally re- 
cording seismic instrumen ts (e.g., Alexander, 1983) and 
dramatically improved data-analysis techniques, is lit- 
erally revolutionizing the field of seismology. And 
strong-motion seismology, traditionally visualized us 
being within the exclusive area of earthquake enginecr- 
ing, is having a rebirth an interdisciplinary field with 
surprisingly wide impact in our efforts to understand 
active tectonic processes close to the center of an earth- 
quake-in the so-called "near field" (e.g., Hanks and 
McGuire, 1881; Aki, 1982; Hartzell and Helmbergor, 
1982). 
One of the most significant results of recent seisrno- 
logical and geologic studies of contemporary earth- 
quakes is the determination that they are far more dif- 
ferent from one to another in their mecl~anical 
parameters than we had ever thought. Although this is 
not particularly good news to tIlosescientists attempting 
to fil-,d methods to predict earthquakes, it surely means 
that we are gaining a far better understanding of the 
varied and complex nature of contemporary tectonic 
processes. We now recognize, for example, that earth- 
quake rupture and associated deformation take place at 
widely varying rates and that the rupture process, par- 
ticularly during large earthquakes, i: by no means 
smoothly continuous (e.g., Aki, 1979; Hartzell and 
Heaton, 1.983). 
In the author's opinion, however, the most spectacu- 
lar progress in sttidies of active-tectonic processes in the 
past few years has not been in seisrnoloby, but instead in 
the area of paleoseismology, where, in essence, a new 
research fieId has been born. Paleoseismology is the 
study of prchiattrric eurthquakes based on interpretation 
of the geologir rt.~tird that these earthqunkts have left 
behind (e,g., Mf:rllace, 1981). Critical in developing this 
field have been (1) the recognition that "fossil earth- 
quakes" do indeed leave telltale signs in tho gcologic 
colunln and (2) improved techniques for the absolute 
age dating of the affected rocks. Thus, it is not now un- 
common to identify the specific dates of major earth- 
quakes along a fault over the past few thousands of 
years, permitting a far better quantitative understand- 
ing of the local earthquake liazard than has ever been 
possible before, albeit on a probabilistic basis (e,g., 
Tanna Fault Trenching Research Croup, 1983; Sieh, 
1984). 
Along with developments in paleoseisrnol~~y, major 
advances in our understanding 01 slip rates on faults 
have also occurred. Although both ficlds involvc thc w- 
tablishrnent of time intervals during which tectonic 
events have taken place, it is important to recognize the 
distinction: paleoseismology involves the establishment 
of dates of individual earthquakes or earthquake se- 
quences, whereas slip-rate studies establish only average 
rates of deformation. Further assumptions in both are 
necessary to estimate seismic hazard (e.g,, Wesnousky 
el al . ,  1984; Youngs and Coppersmith, 1985). Both are 
important in the understanding of active-tectonic 
processes. 
Slip-rate determination on faults are usually made by 
observing the offset of fcaturcs of relatively reccnt and 
known ages. Thus the slip rate of the San Andrcas Fault 
of California has been determined by observing the off- 
sets of numerous geologic features such as Holocene 
stream channels (e.g., Wallace, 1968; Sieh and Jnhns, 
1984). Offsets of lute Pleistocene glacial moraines have 
permitted the assignment of slip rates to the Bocono 
Fault of Venezuela (Scliubert, 1982), the Tuco Fault of 
Peru (Yonekura ct al,,  1979), and the Fairweather Fault 
of Alaska (Plafker ct al. ,  1978). Offset and deformed 
river terrace deposits have been used extensively along 
the Alpine Fault system of New Zealand (c.g., Lensen 
and Vella, 1971; Adams, 1980), the Median Tectonic 
Line of Japan (e.g., Okada, 1980), and faults of the 
Transverse Ranga in California (e.g., RockwelI el nl,, 
1984). Other youthful geologic features that are often 
offset and can sometimes be dated include soils (e.g., 
Machette, 1878; Borchardt ei al. ,  1980; Schlemon, 
1885), young volcanic rocks (e.g., Roquemore, 19801, 
offset beach deposits (c.g., Carver, 1970), and offset 
landslide deposits (e.g., Sieh, 1978a). Rates of erosional 
degradation of fault scarps have been used to put limits 
onslip rates (e.g., Walace, 1977; Bucknam and Ander- 
son, 1979), and theoretical studies of this phenomenon 
appear particularly promising (e.g., Nnsh, 1030; Col- 
man and Watson, 1983; Hanks at a l , ,  1984). Estimated 
rates of river entrenchment associated with regional up- 
lift have also been used to put limits on slip rates on indi- 
vidual faults within the uplifted area (e.g.,  Allen ct al . ,  
1984). Other examples of slip-rate determinations and 
recurrence intervals between major earthquakes have 
been summarized by Sieh (1981). 
As opposed to slip-rate determinations, palmseismolog- 
ical techniques must utilize geologic features associated 
with individual past earthquakes, which is n task that 
usually constitutw a greater challenge to the geologist. 
Furthermore, good exposures are almost always critical, 
which typically implies excavating trenches across the 
fault under investigation, Among the features that have 
been used to identify individual palm-earthquakes from 
exposures on trench walls are the following: 
1. Identificationof a fault that can beshown to break 
older strata but which is, in turn, eror:onally truncated 
and buried by unbroken younger strata that had not yet 
been deposited nt the time of the earthquake (Figure 
9. la) ,  thus bracketing the time interval within which 
the earthquake must have occurred (e.g., Clark, ot al., 
1972; Sieh, 1978b). 
2. Identification of buried sand-blow deposits or in- 
jected sand dikes resulting from soil liquefaction during 
heavy shaking (Figure 9.1b), usually close to or along 
the causative fault (e.g., Sieh, 1978b). Such deposits op- 
pear to be the only remaining near-surface evidence of 
the two great historical earthquakes in the eastern 
United States-the 1811-1812events near New Madrid, 
Missouri (Russ, 1979) and the 1886 earthquake at 
Charleston, South Carolina (Talwani and Cox, 1985). 
These localities are particularly important to under- 
stand, inasmuch as similar deposits elsewhere may be 
the only surficial geologic clue to eastern U.S, paleoseis- 
micity-and therefore to regional seismic hazard evalu- 
ation. 
3. Closely related to liquefaction is the phenomenon 
of intense "rumpling" of newly deposited water-laid 
sediments (Figure 9. lc), associated with heavy localized 
shaking, which has also been used as an indication of 
paleoseismicity (e.g,, Sims, 1975; Reches and Floexter, 
1981). 
4. Identification of a fault scarp that was subsc- 
quently buried by younger unbroken deposits (Figure 
9.1d)(e.g., Sieh, 1978b). 
5. Closely related to 4, identification of a buried 
FIGURE 9,1 Sketch dilrgrums of cros5 sections ol gmlngic rclntions 
thut might result fro111 irldividllul puteo-uurthquukw Scc text for 
cxpfunr\ion. 
landslide feature or a colluvial apron derived from an 
eroding fault scarp (Figure 9.1;) (e.g,, Swan et al. ,  
1980). 
6. ' Identification of n crevice associated with surficial 
fault movenlent that was later filled in bysurficial mate- 
rials (Figure 9. I f )  (e.g., Allen et al. ,  1984). 
Although each of the above tecliniques applies ideally 
to a single paleo-earthquake, as illustrated by the exarrl- 
ples in Figure 9.1, a number of repeated earthquakes are 
likely to be represented in a given exposure, so that the 
resulting geologic relationships can become exceedingly 
complex; relationships resulting from one earthquake 
are modified by subsequent earthquakes along the same 
fault. Trenches anly 5 m deep across the San Andreas 
Fault in southern California, for example, reveal evi- 
dence of 12 individual great earthquakes on the fault 
within the past 2000 years (Sieh, 1978b, 1984). One 
might ask how exposllres of fault offsets 011 vertical 
trenclr walls can display evidence of displacements 
along faults such as the San Andreas that have had pre- 
dominantly horizontal displacements. It turns out that 
even strike-slip farllts usually have small components of 
vertical displacements, which tend faithfully to repeat 
themselves from earthquake to earthquake at a given 
locality (Allen, 1981). Thus vertical trench walls nor- 
mally display consistent offsets of strata even along pre- 
dominantly strike-slip faults. Evidence for the actual 
amount of strike-slip displacement during individual 
palm-earthquakes can sonxtimes be obtained from hor- 
izontal excavations that reveal stream paleochannels or 
other offset linear features within the displaced strata 
(e.g., Sieh, 1984). 
In all these paleoseismo'logical techniques, optimal 
bracketing of the time of the ~arthquake requires dating 
of (1) the oldest unbroken postearthquakestrata and (2) 
the youngest deformed pre-earthquake strata. Unfortu- 
* nately, the probability is small of this being practical in 
any individual exposure. That is, the chances are slim of 
finding a locality where one of these unique geologic sit- 
uations can be observed and where the adjacent rocks 
can be radiometrically or otherwise dated. Thus, it is 
not surprising that many, if not most, trenches exca- 
vated for paleoseismologicai studies have turned out to 
be inconclusive. But those that have been successful, 
such as along the San Andreas Fault of California (e.g., 
Sieh, 1984), the Wasatch Fault of Utah (e.g., Swan 
et al., 1980), and the Tanna Fault of Japan (Tanna 
Fault Trenching Research Group, 1983) have had pro- 
found implications in terms of seismic-hazard evalua- 
tion and the understanding of active-tectonic processes. 
In commencing a paleosdsmological investigation, 
therefore, one must be aware that the chances of imme- 
diate success are not high, and numerous trenches and 
considerable perseverance are usually called for. It 
should also be pointed out that many practical difficul- 
ties face one attempting to excavate trenches across 
faults, such as the problems of shallow groundwater, 
absence of visible stratigraphy, property ownership 
complications, legally mandated safety precautions, ac- 
cess for equipment, and cost. 
In addition to geologic relations that might be ob- 
served in excavated trench walls, several other types of 
gwiogic relation can be related to individual paleo- 
earthquakes. Along a strike-slip fauIt, for example, if 
abandaned offset stream channels are spaced periodi- 
cally with respect to their former headwaters (e.g., 
three abandoned channels laterally offset 10,20, and 30 
m from their former source across the fault) (Figure 9,2), 
one might conclude that each progressive offset was 
caused by an individual esrthqueke with 10 m of dis- 
placement, and dating of related alluvium or terrace de- 
posits might permit age assignments to the iildivfdual 
earthquakes (e.g,, Sieh and Jahns, 1984). Or in the case 
of raised marine wave-cut: benches, arguments can often 
FICURE 9.2 Sketch of map of offset stream channels that might 
result from repeatedstrike-slip displacementsduringindividual paleo- 
earthquok~. 
be made that individuaI benches are related to abrupt 
uplifts during individual earthquakes, such as has been 
well documented from the long historical records in Ja- 
pan (e.g., Matsuda et al., 1978) and has been important 
in quantifying sdsrnic hazard in Alaska (e-g., Plafkcr 
and Rubin, 1978). 
In most paIeoseismologica1 investigations, it is neces- 
sarily assumed that surficiaI fault displacement andlor 
heavy shaking has been limited to infrequent large 
earthquakes and that moderate-sized earthquakes or 
continuous fault slippage have not occurred during most 
of the time interval between the large events, The justi- 
fication for this assumption lies in the increasing evi- 
dence that a given fault at a given Iocality is in fact typi- 
fied by a "characteristic earthquake," so that 
earthquakes of comparable magnitudes tend to repeat 
one another faithfully and periodically (Schwartz and 
Coppersmith, 1984). Although relatively continuous 
fault slippage (or fault "creep") is common during after- 
shoclc sequences, continuous fault creep on a long-term 
basis has been identified only along limited parts of the 
San Andreas Fault in California (Schulz et al., 1982; 
Louie et ol., 1985) and at one locality along the North 
Anatolian Fault of Turkey (Aytun, 1982). It does not 
appear to be as widespread a phenomenon as was postu- 
lated when continuous creep was first discovered on the 
San Andreas Fault only 25 years ago (Stei,?brugge et ai., 
1960), which is encouraging from the point of view of 
paleoseismological investigations. 
What are our seismological and paleoseismological 
needs, if researchrbs in these fields are to continue to 
move vigorously forward? In the area of seismology, a 
number of important needs can be pointed out. 
CLARENCE R. ALLEN 
1, Dense local seismographic networks, together 
with computerized data-analysis facilities, are abso- 
lutely essential if detsiled studies of earthquake-related 
active tectonics are :9 be carried out in a given area. 
Ideally, ihe distance between seismometers should be 
roughly comparable to the average depth of earth- 
quakes in the area if good hypocentral locations (includ- 
ing focal depth) are to be obtained. 
2. Modern techniques of seismic analysis, particu- 
larly as related to the understanding of fault mechanics, 
are increasingly dependent on iniproved instrumenta- 
tion, such as wideband, digitally recording seismome- 
ters. Particularly for the studies of worldwide large 
earthquakes, which represent our best "window" to 
contemporary tectonic processes, it is essential that sup- 
port be obtained and continued far the proposed new 
Global Seismographic Netwcrk (NRC Cqmrnittee on 
Seismology, 1983; Incorporated Re,search Institutes for 
Seismology, 1984), which will effectively replace the 23- 
year-old World Wide Standardized Seismographic Net- 
work, which has served its purpose well but is now 
clearly outmoded. 
3. Every effort should be made to increase the num- 
ber of strong-motion accelerographs in areas-any- 
where in the world-where large earthquakes are most 
likely to occur (NRC Committee on Earthquake 
Enginering Research, 1982). Despite the many years of 
recording, engineers and seismologists have obtained 
very few records of the actual ground motion in the close 
vicinity of a truly great earthquake, and thus we are still 
deficient in our knowledge of active-tectonic processes 
i ~ i  the "near field" of such an event. 
In the area of paleoseismology, perhaps our greatest 
need is simply for more trenches across active faults 
wheresignificant results might beobtained. But it is also 
critical that we improve our basic understanding in sev- 
eral of the following areas: 
1. Soils are among the geologic features most often 
disturbed by faulting and earthquakes, but our knowl- 
edge of the ages of soils and their ratesof development in 
different climatic environments leaves much to be de- 
sired. Furthermore, slow gravity-induced downhill 
movements of soils (soil "creep"), even on very gentle 
slopes, can sometimes cause numerous deformational 
features remarkably similar in appearance to those due 
to sudden earthquake movements; a better understand- 
ing of this phenomenon is important, 
2. The most common problem in paleoseismological 
investigations is that of dating the strata involved, par- 
ticularly thoseof an alluvial nature that still defy most of 
the traditional methods of absolute age dating. Carbon- 
14 dating, for example, requires the collection of or- 
ganic materials that are typically rare in alluvial de- 
posits. Improved geochemical techniques of dating 
young materials are critical, as well as the further devel- 
opment of other promising techniques such as those 
based on paleornagnetism. 
3. Insofar as many prehistoric earthquakes have 
been associated with the for~nation of geomorphic fea- 
tures such as fault scarps that are still preserved on the 
landscape, an improved understanding of the erosional 
degradation of such features is important if we are to 
und.erstand their ages of formation, Recent research 
work in quantitative geomorphology (e.g., Hanks et al . ,  
19fl4) has becn encouraging in this regard and deservcs 
continued vigorous support. 
4. Detailed field studies of recent earthquakes, such 
as the 1980 Algerian disaster (e.g., Philip and 
Meghraoui, 1983), indicate that many types of surficial 
deformation other than primary fault scarps may occur 
in the epicentral area. These features, too, may become 
buried in the geologic section and be recognizable at a 
later date, so it is important to understand their origins 
and possible mechanisms of preservation. Only by 
studyingcontemporary earthquakes in the field in great 
detail will we learn to recognize what is importaqt in 
identifying and interpreting "fossli" earthq~a'r.~ 
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Geodetic Measurement of Active- 
Tectonic Processes 
WAYNE THATCHER 
U.S. Geological Survey 
ABSTRACT 
Repsated geadetic measuremt!nts are sufficiently precise to detect the growth of mountains, the 
relative movements ~f the great lithospheric plates, and present-day rates of fault slip and earth- 
quake strain accumulation. The cyclic buildup and release of strain across major faults can be 
monitored over the short term (years or less) using precise modern techniques, and longer-term 
movements can frecluently be determined by utilizing the historical record of measurements, 
which in many active regions extend back into the late nineteenth century. Since about 1970, 
annual laser-rangingsunleysin the western Unitedstates and Alaska hnvedelineated the pattern 
andrurrent rates of deformation in these seismically active regions and have begun to provide 
accurate fault-slip rates to compare with late Hotocene geologic estimates. The imperfect bal- 
ance between interseismic strain buildup and coseismic strain release irltroduces a component of 
permanent deformation into the earthquake cycle that under favorable conditions can be esti- 
mated geodetically, providing another link between present-day movements and those pre- 
served in the recent geologic record. Examples include tectonically elevated former shorelines 
related to great interplate-thrust earthquakes and deformed river profiles observed in intraplate 
reverse-faulting environments. Despite the relative uniformity of longer-term deformatinn 
rates, accumulating evidence indicates considerable short-term irregularity, at least in some 
regions. Perhaps the best documented example comes from southern California, where repid, 
correlated changes among gravity, elevation, and llorizontal strain measurements have recently 
been observed. 
INTRODUCTION 
The principle of uniformitarianism leads us to expect 
that tectonic movements that have occurred in the geo- 
logically recent past are taking place at present, and 
with sufficiently accurate measurements this activity 
should be observable today. The often spectacular sur- 
face deformation that accompanies major earthquakes 
is readily visible, and precise techniques are not needed 
for its detection. Most surface movements are, however, 
more subtle. Typical rates of deformation in tecton- 
ically active regions are a few parts in ten million per 
year (0.1 ppmlyr or 0.1 pradlyr). To monitor these faint 
motions closely, geodetic techniques must measure 
changes in line length and surface tilt or angular 
changes betwen survey monuments to a precision com- 
parable with these annual increments. This capability is 
within the range of modern methods, and although ear- 
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lier measurements are less precise, deformation rates of 
this order, averaged over periods of a decade or longer, 
are readily obtainable from the earlier historical data. 
Becauseof their high precision and generally wide ar- 
eal extent ( - 10 krn aperture or greater), geodetic obser- 
vations made at the Earth's surface provide a measure of 
the deformation actually occurring at the depths where 
damaging earthquakes originate (about 20 km or less). 
Regions of tectonic deformation are invariably seismi- 
cally active, and it is convenient to characterize the al- 
ternating periods of slow nseismic deformation and 
abrupt earthquake strain release in terms of a simple, 
repetitive sequence-the seismic deformation cycle. 
Figure 10.1 shows both the idealized model of the cycle 
first suggested by Reid (1910) and the more refined one 
accepted today. Both are considerably simplified, show- 
ing the time history of cumulntive deformation of a sin- 
gle point or localized region, ignoringspatial variations 
in movement history, and smoothing out temporal fluc- 
tuations in deformation rate. 
Reid's elastic rebound theory, based on his studies of 
geodetic measurements related to the great 1906 San 
Francisco earthquake, postulates that earthquakes rep- 
resent the release of accumulated elastic strains, and 
Reid assumed that a major earthquake wouId not recur 
until all s t ra i~s  released by the preceding event had 
reaccumulated [Figure IO.l(a)]. However, geologic 
field observations certainly demonstrate that not all 
crustal deformation is elastic and recoverable; indeed, 
in some seismically active regions inelastic processes 
such as inlding and metamorphic deformation may pre- 
I @ lDEALlZED CYCLE ( REID. 1910 1 I 
FIGURE 10.1 Simplified forms of the eartl~quake deformation cy- 
clc. Cumulative deformation (c.g., strain, ti!t, ground displuccmcnt) 
measured at thu Earth's surface I s  plotted ns u ft~nction of time, Slcp 
offsets correspond to the accurrcnce time$ of mi~jor earthquakes. 
Dashed lines give failure level, constant in the ldcuiizcd cycle (a), and 
(lr) varying with timewhen theeffcctsof inelaslicdufor~na- 
tion are included. 
dominate. As Figure 30.l(b) shows, the existence of a 
significant component of permanent deformatiori notn- 
bly modifies the cycle. Rapid postearthquake deforma- 
tion, which can persist from years to decades following 
major events, introduces additional complexity into the 
simple cycle visualized by Reid. 
Thus, in the modern view the complete cycle consists 
of the coseistnic deformation that accompanies the 
earthquake itself, the postseismic transient movements 
that follow it, and the relatively steady interseismic mo- 
tions that comprise the majority of the cycle. Permanent 
deformation results if the interearthquake strain 
buildup is not exactly balanced at all points by the co- 
seismic strain release. Where permanent movements 
have been documented, it has been shown that the co- 
seismic offset can either locally exceed the accumulated 
interearthquake straining or be less than this amount; 
both cases are illustrated in Figure 10.l(b), 
Geodetic measurements are then capable of delineat- 
ing major features of the earthquake deformation cycle 
and closely monitoring current movement patterns. 
Historical surveys, which typically have repeat times of 
decades or longer, sample Iong portions of the cycle, re- 
cord cuseismic and postseismic movt?ments related to 
past great earthquakes, and provide estimates of the 
permanent deformation component of the cycle. Mod- 
ern observations have been most useful in determining 
interseismic movement rates with high accuracy and re- 
fined temporal resoIution and are beginning to provide 
precise estirilates of present-day fault sIip rates and evi- 
dence for hitherto unsuspected short-term irregularities 
in deformation rate. The purpose of this chapter is to 
illustrate these capabilities with examples drawn from 
recent work, especially emphasizing the relation be- 
tween the geodetic results and those obtained using the 
geologic measures of deformation and deformation rate 
discussed ekewhere in this volunle. 
PRESENT-DAY DEFORMATION RATES 
Rates of deformation have been obtained for much of 
the seismically active western United States and parts of 
Alaska; these results have receritly been sumn~arized by 
Savage (1983). In addition, extensive geodetic surveys in 
active regions elsewhere in the world, notably Jr.pan 
and New Zedand, have been used to determine patterns 
and rates of contemporary deforniation in tectonic envi- 
ronmentssimiIar to those found in this country, 
Because of California's high seismicity and popula- 
tion density, intensive measurement efforts are concen- 
trated there. Some typical results, from a laser-ranging 
(trilateaation) network in the southern San Francisco 
Bay area, are illustrated in Figure 10.2. The network 
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Parollel Component { 
FIGUliE 10.2 (A) Stations and linrr observed in the southern San 
Francisco Bay region, Active faults arosho\v~r for refcrcnce. (B) Dfs- 
placement rates paralIuI to N 3 5 O  W plotted versus distance normal to 
strikeoF San Andrea9 Fault. (C) Schemntic Interprctotion of (n). Solid 
curve was drawn for 12 mmlyr slip below 7 km on the San Andrens 
Fault, 6 mmlyr rigid-block slip on the I-Inywurd Fault, and G rnrnlyr 
rigid-blockslipon theCalaverm Fault. I-iallof Calnverus fault slip was 
distributed over S..k~n-wide zone. Dashed line is displacement field 
that would bc obscrvud i f  motion were distributed ~niformly. From 
Prtvmtt et al. (193l), with permission of the American Ccophysicnl 
Union. 
contains 43 lines whose lengths have been measured 
roughly annually since 1970; the precision of each mea- 
surement depends on line length but averages about 3 
parts in lo7, The line length changes during 1970-1980 
have been analyzed by Prescott et al .  (lgfll), who deter- 
mined the average displacement rate of each station rel- 
ative to a fixed center of mass of the network as a whole. 
Figure 10.2(8) shows tlie displacement rate compo- 
nents parallel to the San Andreas Fault plotted versus 
distance frorn the fault, and Figure 10.2(C) is a sche- 
matic interpretation of this result. Clear offsets occur 
across the Hayward and Calaveras Faults, and their 
magnitudes agree well with observed creep rates oh- 
tained independently from small-aperture arrays and 
wire extensometers thzt span each of these faults (see 
Sylvester, Chapter 11, this volume, for discussion of 
these measurement methods). 
The displacement-rate profile across the San Andreas 
Fault is more interesting. The absence of any discontin- 
uity at the fault trace indicates that the San Andreas is 
locked at the surface; increasing movement rate5 away 
from the fault suggest that it is freely slipping below 
some locking depth, D. A simple calculation shows that 
for such a mode1 the deep slip rate is 12 + 4 mmlyr and 
D = 7 km. This same fault slipped 2 to 3 m from the 
surface to depths of 5 to 10 km at the time of the great 
1906 San Francisco earthquake (Thatcher, 1975), and 
the current deformation pattern represents strain 
buildup leading to the repeat of a large or great earth- 
quake Iike the 1906 shock. If slip rates inferred for the 
past decade are representative of the long-term rate, 
and if coseismicoffsets of 2 to 3 m per event are typical of 
thissegment of the San Andreas Fault, then the average 
recurrence interval for such events is 170 to 250 yr. 
Geologic data independently support the geodetic 
results. Although direct evidence is lacking on occur- 
rence times and offsets of past events, measures of late 
Holoceile slip rate confirin the value obtained from geo- 
detic measurements, Dated offsets of late Holocene geo- 
morphic features that cross the San Andreas Fault near 
Crystal Springs Reservoir, 40 km northwest of the geo- 
detic network shown in Figure 10.2(A), yield a slip rate 
of 12 mmlyr over the last 1130 k 160 yr (HaI1,1984). 
Geodetic estimates of slip rate have been obtained for 
several other segments of the San Gndreas system (see 
Table 10.1), and more will become available in the fu- 
ture, Several of those listed in Table 10.1 are only ap- 
proximate and are subject to a number of caveats: often 
the entire deformbion zone of a single fault is not 
spanned, subsidiary subparrdlel faults may contribute 
to observed  movement^, and deformation rates (see be- 
low) may vary notably over timescales of a few years or 
less. 
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TABLE 10.1 Ceodotlc Estimates of Slip Rote on San 
Andreas Fault System JOHNSTONE 1 1914-tS86 \ 
Location Rate (mmlyr) Scfcrencc 
Snn Fnlncisco 12 S 4 Prescott ct ul. (1081) 
Central California 38 f 5 Thatcher (lB79) 
Carrim Plain 32 King at a!. (1083) 
"Big Bend" Regton 2.5 McGlrrr ct 111. (1982) 
Nonetheless, geodetic measurements can, under fa- 
vorable conditions, provide accurate estimates of con- 
temporary rates of fault slip. The geodstic estimates 
complement those obtained by geologic methods. When 
both are available, late Quaternary or Holocene esti- 
mates can be compared with present-day values. When, 
owing to vagaries of erosion and nondeposition, suitable 
geornorphic features are absent, geodetic measurements 
can provide needed constraints. 
SOCIETAL IMPACT, AN EXAMPLE 
Networks similar to those in the San Francisco Bay 
area are located at over 30 other sites elsewhere in Cali- 
fornia and the western United States, and results from 9 
of these are summarized in Figure 10.3. 
The strain field obtained for the Seattle network is of 
special interest because of the light it sheds on interac- 
tion between the North American and Juan de Fuca 
plates (I. F., Figure 10.3). The most important feature 
of the deformation within this net is the orientation of 
the direction of maximum compressive strain. Else- 
where along the Pacific coast of North America the com- 
pressive strain axis is oriented roughly north-south. Near 
Seattle, however, it is directed N 70" E, close to the ex. 
pected convergence direction of N 50" E between the 
Juan de  Fuca and North American plates (Riddihough, 
1977). The most straightforward interpretation of this 
result (Savage et a1 ., 1981) is that the convergent bound- 
ary between these two plates is now locked and that cur- 
rent deformation near Seattle represents the accumula- 
tion of elastic strains that will eventually be released by 
the occurrence of a great subduction-zone earthquake 
off the coast of Washington. 
Comparison of the seismicity distribution and plate- 
tectonic setting of the Pacific Northwest with other sub- 
duction zox:essupports this interpretation, since tectoni- 
cally sirnila,r regions elsewhere accommodate plate 
convergence by periodic great earthquakes rather than 
by aseismic subduction (Heaton and Kanamori, 1984). 
No great earthquake has been recorded off the Washing- 
ton coast, and the hypothesis that subduction occurs 
seismically will not be proven until one does. Nonethe- 
less, the arguments favoring this interpretation have 
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FIGURE 10.3 Lacittion of triluteration networks in wutern United 
Stiites and the principalstraln rat= mcasured in cuch. Shown hocath 
the nctwurk name ure thc time interval covered, the direction of ~naxl- 
mum extension, and the principal strain rat= (in stminiyear), Also 
shown in thcsouthw~~t  corner of Ctlnedn is one triangulation nctwork 
wit11 the principal dcviutoric strain rates measured there. The plate 
tor~ndarics along tllc Pacific coast arc indicated by thc usual symbols 
(ridge by double line, trcnch.by hachured linc, and transform by 
dasliedline). Tho Juandu Fucu plate isidentifiud by initialsl. F. From 
Snvugc (1983), copyright Annual Reviews, Inc. 
had an important impact on land-use planning and 
have proven sufficiently compelling to effect a major re- 
evaluation of the seismic hazard that a major subduc- 
tion-zone earthquake would pose for critical facilities 
located in the region. 
IRREGULARITIES IN DEFORMATION RATE 
The largest variations in movement rate occur during 
the postseismic phase of the seismic Jeforrnation cycle, 
and once these Lransients have died out the measured 
strain rates are, as a rule, at least roughly constant. This 
constancy is demonstrated by comparisons between his- 
torical and modern data, and precise measurements of 
the past decade also show that year-to-year variations in 
rate are generally small. NanetheIess, survey-to-survey 
rate fluctuations nominally above random measure- 
ment errors do occur, and in a few cases the variation in 
deformation rate appears to be quite large, 
One of the better documented exan~ples of this kind 
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comes from southern California, where overlapping ob- 
servatfons using three independent measurement sys- 
tems have been made since 1977 Uachens et al., 1983). 
The location of each of thesqgeodetic networks is shown 
in Figure 10.4. Precise relative gravity measurements 
have been made twice annually usingsets of three to five 
gravimeters; in each case observations are referenced to 
a base station located at Riverside (solid dot, Figure 
10.4). Elevation differences have been measured annu- 
ally by leveling surveys carried out over five routes 30 to 
100 km long. The horizontal strain field has been moni- 
tored by annual surveys of seven trilateration (laser- 
ranging) networks. 
These measurements overIap in three different: locali- 
ties, results for which are shown in Figure 10.5. Four 
independent parameters are needed toconstruct this fig- 
ure; two of them are determined from the data, and two 
are arbitrary and rnay be adjusted to improve the match 
between the three measurement types. The two arbi- 
trary parameters are the absolute levels of two of the 
time histories relative to the third at each locality. The 
two constrained parameters are determined from tern- 
porally coincident or nearly coincident observations. 
Comparing changes in gravity with changes in areal 
strain at all localities establishes a common linear scale 
FIGURE 10,4 lndcx map showing locations ol gruvity stations, Icv- 
clinglines, and trilateratlon networks insoutbern California that have 
been surveyed repcutedly during the past 5 to 10 yr. Shnded areas of 
triluteration networks are local nets used in thissti~dy. From Jnchensct 
al. (1983), copyright 1983 by the Amcricun Asqociation for the Ad- 
vancemcnt of Science. 
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FIGURE 10.5 Tcmporal cluungus in gruvity (hg),  clcvution (be), and 
~lrcal strain (dA) meusurcrirunts from three arcus of southern Culifar- 
niu. Error burs on the gruvity data represent 1 standurd error, and 
ttlosc on clewlion and strain dutu represent 1 standard deviation. 
Daslled lines connccl gravity data. From Jucl~ens cl 01. (I483), copy- 
right 1983 by the American kssociutinn for the Advancetnent of Sci- 
CtICt?. 
factor relating the two (0.05 ppmlpgal), and a similar 
factor relates gravity and elevation changes ( - 0,2 g a l /  
mm). The gravitylareal strain relation is the better de- 
termined because more data comparisons are available. 
However, the coefficient relating gravity and elevation 
changes agrees with independent determinations ob- 
tained using coseismic data from several large earth- 
quakes. 
Despite several significant disagreements, the accord 
among the three independent measurements is rather 
good. Although the 5-yr record is insufficient to estab- 
lish a long-term trend in these parameters, departures 
from uniformity are striking and survey-to-survey fluc- 
tuaticns are large. While other data (e.g., Langbein et 
al., 198.2) exhibit similar short-term variability, not 
enough measurements of comparable precision and re- 
dundancy yet exist to decide clearIy whether the irregu- 
larities shown in Figure 10.5 are relatively common or 
extremely rare. Nonetheless, it: appears that at least in 
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FIGURE 10.7 (A) Rivcr terrace and river bed profiles for Los Gntcrs 
Creek. All tlre point$ except thosc marked by trinnglcs, which wcrc 
mensured in the field, arc taken from the7.5' topogruphic maps. Thc 
profilm follow the courses of the river except for some ol thc cxtreme 
meanders where the profile follows a direct route. (R) Terrace uplift 
for Los Gatos Creek, taken from (A) obovc Is indlcatod by solid linu, 
and a profile cxtrapolntcd to the position of the Icveling route is indi- 
cated by the dotted line. The 1983 earthquake uplift is shawn in the 
lowcr frame, wit11 uplift projected pcrpcndiculltr to fault strike. Aftcr 
King and Stcin (1983). 
stream course is sufficiently similar to the cosetsmic 
movements of 1983 to indicate a relation between the 
two. Of course, the interseismic phase of the cycle will 
also contribute to observed movements, and erosion and 
deposition will further modify any tectonicaIIy devel- 
oped topography. However, neither the interseismic 
movement pattern nor the recurrence interval for 1983- 
type events is known, and consequentIy no further con- 
straints on the deformation cycle can be extra8-ted from 
the available data, 
Both the geadetic and geologic records are more com- 
plete for the great plate-boundary earthquakes of south- 
west Japan. The regional tectonicsetting is illustrated in 
Figure 10.8. The Philippine Sea plate underthrusts the 
Eurasian plnte along the Nankai Trough, and a great 
earthquake occurred along this boundary in 1946. A 
previous great s!lock ruptured this same segment of plate 
boundary in 1854, and historical records indicate an av- 
erage recurrence interval of 117 years for the past six 
events on this segment of tho Nankai Trough (Ando, 
1975). 
An extensive leveling network on the island of Shi- 
koku and adjacent Wonshu has been surveyed five times 
or more since about 1890, and numerous tidal gaugesta- 
tions provide independent constraints on the vertical 
movement: history of the region. In  all, the geodetic rc- 
cord is about 90 years long, samples all parts of the de- 
formation cycle, and has ts duration comparable with 
the time interval between the past two events, Although 
this measurement interval does overlap two adjacent cy- 
cles, a singlecomplete cycle can besynthesized provided 
the last two are similar. Two lines of evidence support 
the validity of this assumption: (1) the 1854 and 1946 
earthquakes are of comparable size, and (2) the current 
(-1970-1980) patterns and rates of deformation are ap- 
FIGURE 10.8 Location map of southwest Jupsn. Inset shows plate- 
tcctonicsctting, Arrowsut Nankaf Trough glverJativc motion of Phil- 
ippincSca with respect to Eura~ian platc. ncctangles nresurfacc pm- 
j~rtions of coscismic fault pluncs of 1944 and 1946 curthquukcx, nnd 
solid dots wit11 urrows sliorv cpiccntrd lociltions slip vectors for tllesc 
two earthquakes. I.Icrvy lines on trench-facing comtlincs locate up- 
lilted late Quutcrnary lnurinc tcrmfes, and solid linc wit11 arrows 
identifies the Median Tectonic Linc (M.T.L.), an active right-lateral 
strikc-slip fault. Dashcd lines dcnotc lcvefing routcs, and solid triun- 
glei locate? tidal gauge skntions. From TIiatchcr (19841, with permis- 
sion of the American Cmphysicnl Union. 
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FICURE 1D,9 (A) Sl~mmury of observed vcrtlcnl movcmcnts plotted 
versus distance from Nnnkni Trough. Solid linc shows coscismic move- 
ments due to 1948 earthqunke, and dnshed linesflows cumulative de- 
formation inferred for onc complelcmovcrncnt cycle. Dotted portions 
of both curvcs indicate inter~~olntion across the I~lland Sea. (B) Ctlmu- 
latfve verticul dirplncemcnt in millimeters (scule at left), wcst coust of 
Muroto ~ r o m o n t o r ~ ,  nnd marine terrucc height in meters (scnlc nt 
right), both plottcd vcrstw dIstuncc from Nnnkai Trough. (C) Syntlre- 
sized deformation cyclc for southcast Shikoku, sl~owingcumulutivc tilt 
chunges versus time since 1848 Nnnknido cartliquuka. Prc.1946 data 
(open circles) hnvc been extrupolated to post-194G time interval. In- 
fcrrcd movcmcnts arc indicated by dnshed lines. From Tllatcher 
(1984), with permission of the American Ccophysical Union. 
proaching those measured during -1890-1930, a some- 
what later stage of the preceding movement cycle [see 
Figure lO.S(C) 1. 
The cumulative vertical movernenb during 1890- 
1980 are thus representative of the permenent deforma- 
tion per cycle and Figure 10.9(A) compares these dis- 
placements with the coseismic movemenis of 1946. The 
two deformation patterns resemble each other, with up- 
lift nearest the Nankni Trough and subsidence further 
inland. The cumulntive movements are also qualita- 
tively consistent witir the deformation and areal distri- 
bution of late Quaternary-raised shorelines on the 
southern coasts of Kii Peninsula and Shikoku. Figure 
10.9(B) compares the cumulative level changes near 
southeast Shikoku (Muroto Point) with the heights of a 
well-preserved marine terrace cut during the last inter- 
glacial period and subsequently uplifted tectonically. 
Although the tilt directions agree, the rates of move- 
ment do not. Maximum uplif  rates during the past 
120,000 yr average 1.5 mmlyr, whereas thosesince 1890 
are three times larger. Tilt rates disagree by comparable 
amounts, and discrepancies elsewhere are even larger, 
For example, near the tip of Kii Peninsula cumulative 
posh1890 uplift is comparable with that measured near 
Muroto Point, but the S-terrace height is only about 
60 m above current sea level. Farther inland, geologi- 
cally recent submergence is suggested by the indented 
character of the coastlines, However, no geologic esti- 
mates of subsidence rates are available to compare with 
the post-1890 value of 3 to 4 mmlyr. 
In Figure 10.9(C) the near-trench tilt history for a sin- 
gle deformation cyclc has been synthesized from avail- 
able leveling data. The leveling route, in southeast Shi- 
koku, is thesame as that used in Figure 10.9(B), and the 
results of five different surveys have been employed in 
the reconstruction, The similarity of recent (1964-1980) 
tilt rates with those obtained prior to 1946 is quite evi- 
dent, and in Figure 10,9(C) the pre-1946 data have been 
extrapolated to the current movement cycle. The syn- 
thesized cycle is quite similar to the idealized one illus- 
trated in Figure 10,1(B) and clearly exhibits the main 
elements of thecycle: the postseismic transieni, the rela- 
tively steady interseismic phase of the cycle, and thesig- 
nificant component of permanent deformation. 
FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
During the next decade, full implementation of 
highly accurate extraterrestrial geodetic surveying 
methods will have an important impact on crustal de- 
formation measurements in active regions. Satellites of 
the Global Positioning System (GPS) now being de- 
ployed in very well-determined orbits by the U.S. De- 
partment of Defense are of particular interest. By rnng- 
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ing to these satellites from the Enrth's surface it is 
anticipated that reIative horizontal and vertical posi- 
tions can be determined within a few centimeters (NRC 
Panel on Crustal Movement Measurements, 1982), Fur- 
thermore, this precision can be obtained at large station 
separations (hundreds of kilometers), adjacent stations 
need not themselves be intervisible, and measurements 
can be made even in overcast conditions. 
The precision of GPS measurements degrades for in- 
tercontinental station separations (- 1000-10,000 km). 
However, other cxtrnterrestrial surveying methcds such 
as Very-Long-Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) and Sat- 
elIite Laser Ranging (SLR) are expected to be capable of 
measuring relative positions over these longer rnngph to 
3 cm or better (NRC Panel on Crustal Movement Mea- 
surements, 1081). 
Relative to conventional geodetic methods, the most 
important feature of the new space techniques is the ca- 
pability for measuring long ranpes with high precision. 
Thus, for stationseparations greatel. than about 100 km, 
GPS methods are expected to become more accurate 
than land-based surveying. VLBI or SLR meosurements 
over intercontinental baselines will then be capable of 
resolving relative movements of the Earth's major tec- 
tonic plates, and GPS networks with station separations 
of about 100 km can be used to outline the broad-scale 
deformation patterns in intracontinental active regions 
like the wescern United Statcs and central Asia. 
Depending on their ultimately achievable accuracy 
and measurement costs, extraterrestrial metIlods may 
also be competitive with land-based surveying over 
shorter ranges a well. In remote and inhospitable envi- 
ronments, where clear sighting conditions are rare and 
station intervisibility is difficult to obtain, GPS ;nethods 
may also prove to be more feasible and cost-effective 
than conventional techniques. 
Geodetic observations provide a direct measure of 
strain changes occurring at seismogenic depths, and as a 
result they will play an important role in determining 
the degree to which large, destructive earthquakes are 
predictable. In recent years geodetic monitoring has 
been intensified in areas of identified high seismic po- 
tential both in the United States and elsewhere, Further 
detailed monitoring can be anticipated in the future. 
Most of this work comprises annual surveys, but in sev- 
eral parts of California monthly and weekly surveys are 
now being carried out as well (Langbein et al., 1982; 
Prescott and Savage, 1984), With a long record of fre- 
quent measurements, the patterns and rates of interseis- 
mic movement will be outlined in considerable detail. 
The typical variability of these patterns and rates as a 
function of time will he determined as well. Eventually, 
large earthquakes will occur in these closely studied re- 
gions. When these events take place, the accumulated 
data should be sufficient to determine precisely whether 
diagnostic crustal movement anomalies preceded their 
occurrence. 
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Near-Field Tectonic Geodesy 
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ABSTRACT 
Fault movcrncnts may be nlonitored by precise sllrveyirrg of closely spaced urruys of pcrmunenl 
bench marks within 1 k m  uf a fault. Thegcodcticdatn  nay coinplctncnt duta from tiltmeters and 
crecplnetcrs us well as dnh lrnm largo apornturc trilutcrution ur triangulation arrnys. If resur- 
veys ttrc terr~porally fortuitous, prcscismic, coseismic, und postscisniic move~nent dutu ure ob- 
tained. 
Closely spucud, linuur srruys of nuilr !n p;~vernent ucrnss active latilts provide a quick, simple, 
und incxpcnsive way to locutc and rne:~sureI~orizorital displac.cmenl across narrow, wcll-defined 
zo~~csof faulting. 
Small-apcraturc trilatcwtion and ulignlnent arrays tlucu:~ictit llorizont;rl creep across luulls of 
tllc Sun Andreus system, cs~~cciully in ccntrul Culifornia, wliurc ils mud1 us 32 ~nrnlpr ight slip 
has taken place for tnorc than two decadu. Small-aperuture triungulutiotl arrays have also iden- 
tified llorizontul creep on faults clscwticrc in Californiit ;tt rates of u p  to 5 rnnilyr. 
Sliort lcvcl lines niuy dctoct height changes 010.5 mln. Crustal tilt nlay IIC ~ii~.ustrrccl to al~uitt 
0.5 pmd if spcciul uttct~tiun is paid to typc and stnl~ility of bench n~arks. Thus, Chinese precise 
ltvcling lins doct~mcntud sevcr:iI ccntlri~ctcrs uf vertical tnovcrnent within n fcw hundred tncturs 
of faults a fcw duys l~cforesilrfacc rtlpturc; 14-cm \~crtical rtfterslip was measurcd in the 10 wccks 
following the 1979 Inipcriul, Cdifornia, cnrthcluake; ancl35 nitiilyr trotitcctor~ic subsidcncc h;is 
occl~rrcd ncross a fatilt in Fren~ont Vullcy, California, for at leust tllc last 9 yr. 
Spirit-level optical till ol triangular arrays of beach murks (dry-till) yields tilt data to n preci- 
sion of about 1 p a d  sufficient to document mujar inuvumcl~t, espccinlly Iic*:ir volcanoes, From 
10s to lOOOs of ~nicroradisns of tilt ucc~iirctl over a Tcw days or wccks prior to eruptions of the 
Kiluueu und Mount St. Helcns volcunocs. 
INTRODUC'rION tures accompanying large, infrequent earthquakes. T o  be sure, Reid (1910) estimated a steady movcmcnt rate 
Only  a short while ago tectonic movements of the of the Farallan Islands relative to Mount Hamilton, Cnl- 
Earth's crust were generally considered to be too slow to iforniu, a t  about 5 cmlyr [ram 1850 to 1905, and in 1938 
be observed in a lifetime, and Iong periods of inactivity Icelanders commenced geodetic measurements to ob- 
were believed to be punctuated only at the most incon- serve tectonic movements in the neovolcanic zone of 
venient times and places for man by surficial fault rup- north Iceland (Niemczyk, 1943). However, tho discov- 
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ery in 1960 of ilseisrnic slip on the central segment of the 
San Andreas Fault, manifested by offset buildings, irri- 
gation ditches, and vineyard rows (Steinbrugge et al.,  
1960), changed nany of our notions about fault me- 
chanics, because here was an example of a geologic pro- 
cess occurring at rates measureable on a human time 
scale. 
Because the mcvementsseemed to belimited to azone 
only a few meters wide, Tocher and his colleagues {To- 
cher et al. ,  1968; Nason and Tocher, 1970) initiated a 
variety of small-scale geodetic and instrumental sturlies 
tomeasure these minor, but significant movements dose 
to the fault, Monitoring of several faults, chiefly in Cali- 
fornia but also in New Zedand (Lensen and Sugnate, 
1969) led to the equally surprising discoveries of minor 
fault movements that preceded earthquakes (Allen and 
Smith, 1966), that followed earthquakes (Smith and 
Wyss, 1068; Wallace and Roth, 1968), and that were 
triggered by earthquakes (AHen et ai., 1972). In all czses 
the surficial displacements were confined to narrow 
zones 1m than 100 m wide along the fault. Although the 
U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey (now theNational Geo- 
detic Survey) has conducted near-field triangulation 
monitoring of faults since about 1900 (Meade, 1971), 
several investigators including C. R. AIIen, R. 0. Bur- 
ford, G ,  J. Lensen, R. D. Nason, J .  C. Savage, A. G. 
Sylvester, and D. Tncher devised and initiated a variety 
of new near-field geodetic and instrumental techniques 
in the late 1960s and 1970s to determine the extent and 
rate uf creep, whether creep may occur on other faults 
or on other 1:inds of faults, about the timing and magni- 
tude of preseismicslip, the amount and duration of post- 
seismic slip, and the significance of dynamically trig- 
gered slip. 
These small movements, now found to measure from 
1 to30 mmlyr, have an impact on society as  can be dem- 
onstrated by damage to buildings, streets, and subsur- 
face pipelines in the town of Hollister, California, inso- 
far as preseismic slip may provide information leading 
to the prediction of earthquakes and to the extent that 
earkhquakes on a known active fault may trigger equal 
or greater movement on other faults presumed to be in- 
active. At the very Icast, understanding these move- 
ments may provide gleater insight into earthquake 
mechanisms, knowle!Jge of which will be requisite for 
eventual prediction of earthquakes. 
CREEP, AFTERSLIP, AND DYNAMICALLY 
TRIGGERED SLIP 
It is useful to discuss briefly a preferred nomenclature 
for minor fault slip of very different origin, because am- 
TABLE 11,l Earthquake Mechanics of Minor Movements 
-- 
hlovcmenl Rutc References 
Tr~tonlc  
creep 1-30 m~nlyr  Stcinbruggc ct 01. 
(1960) 
presctmic slip 1-7 mmlyr Allen and Smith (1966) 
cosuisnr ic slip 1 to tlrourands Muny uuthors 
of tnm 
dynumlcally 1-30 rnm Allen ci at. (1972) 
triggcrcd slip 
aftcrslil~ 1-300 mrnlyr ,Illen and Smith (19GG) 
Nontectonic 
- 
subsidcncc 1-35 rnmlyr Muny authors 
biguities arise when the term "creep" is simply used for 
all these kinds of fault slip (Table 11.1). 
The great difference among these terms is illustrated 
In Figure 11.1, which shows the magnitude of slip as a 
function of time. Creep is aseismic fault slip: it may be 
stable and continuous or temporally and spatiaIly epi- 
sodic (Yarnashita and Burford, 1973; King et al., 1973; 
Nason et al., 1974; Evans st ul., 1981), and the long- 
term rate may vary before or after earthquakes along 
the creeping fault segment (Nason and Tocher, 1971; 
Burford et al., l973). Fault creep precedes some earth- 
quakes, as is summarized by Mjachkin et al. (19721, 
Scholz et ol. (1973), and Whitcomb et al. (1973), and 
offers the hape that near-field geodetic observations 
Creep (aselsrn~c) P r e s e ~ s m ~ c  S11p 
TIME + 
FIGURE 11.1 Types of t~rtonic reep. 
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TABLE 11.2 Near-Field Tectonic Geodesy 
-
hlotionlTeclrniquc Mcmciured Chwgcs Typical Aperture Required Precision Frequency of ncvurvcy 
Horizontul 
alignment Deflection 100 n~ t 1 nnr hlontla 
trianylstion Angles 1000 m + P  rnm Months to years 
triluteration Lcngths 1000 m t5mm Months to ycnrs 
Vertical 
precise levding Heiglrts 1000 m +I mm Months 
Tilt 
precise leveling Heights EOC m + 1 p a d  hlonths 
dry tilt Heights 40 m + 10 prud Month l o  yenn 
may be one of the effective methods for earthquake pre- 
diction. The tectonic significance of creep is still a topic 
of debate: some investigators believe that creep relieves 
sufficient buildup of stress so that large earthquakes are 
precluded in a creeping segment of a fault (Brown and 
Wallace, 1968; Prescott and Lisowski, 1983), and that 
notionseems to have gained support by great accumula- 
tion of strain data over the last decade (Langbein, 
1981,. Alternatively, creep is postulated to be the first 
step in progressive failure leading to a nlajoi earthquake 
(Nason, 1973). 
Ajterslip is fault sIip that occurs in the days, weeks, or 
even months foIlowing the main earthquake. Most re- 
ported (Nakamura and Tsuneishi, 1967; Arnbrayses, 
1970) and documented instances of significant afterslip 
are for strilce-slip faults. The principal characteristic of 
afterslip is that the slip rate decreas  logarithmically 
(Smith and Wyss, 1968; Wallace and Roth, 1968; 
Sylvester and Pollard, 1975; Bucknam et al., 1978; 
Cohn ei a!., 1982; Harsh, 1982). The magnitude of dis- 
placement may eqrial or exceed the coseismlcslip, as has 
been observed in strike-slip earthquakes (Swith and 
FIGURE 11.2 Offsct of line of nails ncrass San 
Andresu; Fault near San Juan Bautkta. Linc was 
originally straight in 1967. 
Wyss, 1968; Burford, 1972; Bucknam et al., 1978; 
Sharp and Lienkaemper, 1982), but in other kinds of 
earthquakes it is small relative to the coseismic slip (Len- 
sen and Suggate, 1968; Lensen and Otway, 1971; 
Sylvester and Pollard, 1975; Stein and Thatcher, 1981). 
Whether afterslip is truly aseismic has not been clearly 
established, although Stein and Lisowski (1983) found 
that afterslip following the 1979 Homestead Valley, 
California, earthquake (MI, = 5.8) was much greater 
than the summed Mo of the afiershocks, and they con- 
cluded that the afterslip, which constituted about 10 
percent of the seismic slip, was aseisrnic. 
Dynamically triggered slip is coseismic slip on a fault 
or faults outside the epicentral area of the main shock. 
The phenomenon has been documented in moderate 
earthquakes in the Salton Trnllgh, where up to 30 mrn 
slip was found on faults as far as 40 km from the caus- 
ative fault and epicenter (Allen et al., 1972; Fuis, 1982; 
Sieh, 1982). Ambiguities inevitably arise in the defini- 
tion, however, such as in casesof the May 1983 Coalinga 
(ML = 6.7) earthquake where aftershocks and surface 
ruptures occurred on faults distant from and not be- 
0 10 20 3 0 4 0  meters 
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lieved to be directly relaked to the fault that caused the 
main earthquake (Wart and McJunkin, 1983; Stein, 
1983). Some of the myriad of surface ruptures produced 
in the 1971 San Fernando (Mr. = 6.4) earthquake may 
have been dynamically triggered. 
METHODS, TECHNIQUES, AND RESULTS 
Geodesists have classically documented the direction 
and magnitude of small crustal movements by repeated 
surveys of arrays of bench marks and by comparing 
changes in line lengths, angles, or heights among bench 
marks between an initial and a subsequent survey. If a 
surveying zrray covers a large area, then accumulated 
survey errors may yield changes of position that are 
nearly equal in magnitude to the actual movement. 
Thus the advantage of small fault-crossing networks is 
that they may yield more accurate displacement data; 
and because of their small size, they may be resurveyed 
more quickly and frequently, providing thereby, more 
nearly continuous sampling of movement (Table 11.2). 
In the appraisal of fault movements, we wish to know 
where the movement occurs, which way the fault blocks 
move relative to each other, how much the offset is, and 
when it happens. Geologic rates of crustal movement 
and empirical determination of historic rates of fault 
displacements from progressive offset of cultural fea- 
tures show that a precision of at least 1 part per million is 
required to document ongoing tectonic movements in 
near-field geodetic work (NRC Panel on Recent Crustal 
Movements, 1981). That means reproducible resolution 
of at least 1 rnm is genera1Iy necessary. At these high 
levels of precision, thc question of bench-mark stability 
(Karcz et al,, 1976; Savage ct al. ,  1979b; Sylvester, 
1983,1984) also clouds interpretations of tectonic move- 
ments, because any small shift of a point that is assumed 
to be fixed or stabIe will yield systematic changes in 
other points that are not necessarily real, 
All near-field geodetic arrays must be resurveyed pe- 
riodically to establish bench mark and background and 
secular noise. Soviet scientists have found that earth 
background noise may be very unstable for a variety of 
known and unknown reasons; therefore, many repeated 
surveys are needed to characterize background noise 
(Nersesov, 1984). Out of several bench-mark stations, 
only a few may be good and reliable, but which ones can 
only be determined by observing them. Both the Soviet 
and Chinese experiences show that networks of instru- 
ments, especially a wide range of observations, together 
with good communication among participating scien- 
tist~, are absolutely essential if earthquakes are ever to 
be predicted (Mei, 1984; Nersesov, 1984). 
FIGURE 11.3 Alignment array ilcross Nzdenu branch of Sun An- 
drcas Fault near Pnlmdnle, California, E and W are wing stations, IP 
is the instrument point for the tlleodolite. 
Horizontal Movements 
Alignment Arrays Perhaps the simplest and cheap- 
est measurement technique for horizontaI movements is 
to establish a line of nails in street pavement across a 
fault (Figure 11.2) and to measure their deflection over 
time relative to one or several arbitrarily fixed points 
(Rogers and Nason, 1971). If fault slip is discovered, 
then more expensive and rigorouc techniques may be 
employed hr more complete documentation of the spa- 
tial and terilpral character of the movement. Typically 
nail lines, or "nail files" as they have come to be called 
(Louie et al., 1985), contain from 10 to 50 nails in a line 
as long as JOO m established perpendicular to the fault 
strike. The position of each nail can be measured to 
within 1 mm with precision calipers relative to astraight 
line of sight provided by a theodolite. 
Alignment arrays are also measured by triangulation. 
Using a theodolite, angles are turned from reference tar- 
gets in directions parallel to the fault to nails driven into 
a line of utility poles, fences, or trees with a precision of 
1 mm (KeIIer st al., 1978; Aytun, 1980; Louie et al , ,  
1985). These kinds of arrays range in length from 100 to 
500 m, are nearly perpendicular to the fault, and con- 
tain at  least three points on each side of the fault (Figure 
11.3). Their chief disadvantage is that: their substandard 
bench marks will inevitably yield substandard results 
and thus limit their eventual utility for both coseismic 
and long-term changes. 
Alignment arrays established by the U.S. Geological 
Survey (USGS) for more rigorous and precise determi- 
nation of creep involve triangulation with a theodolite 
to specially designed targets placed above class B rod 
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marks (Floyd, 1978) and yield a precision of 0.5 mm 
(Burford and Harsh, 1980). The USGS arrays were es- 
tabiislled in 1987-1974 along the creeping segment of 
the San Andreas Fault in central California to define the 
width of the creep zone more clearly as well as the vari- 
ability of creep along strike. The arrays have about 15 
bench marks in a line from 30 to 220 rn long across the 
.;trike of the fault. 
T~.ilateration The position of bench marks in closed 
arrays across faults (Figure 11.4) may be precisely deter- 
mined by triangulation (e.g., Meade, 1971; Lensen and 
Otwcy, 1971; Henneberg, 1978, 1983) or trilateration. 
The former is tedious and time-consuming and still re- 
0 100 LOO meters quires that a length be directly measured with high pre- 
- cision if displacements are to be resolved. More com- 
monly, an array consisting of four bench marks-a 
FIGURE I l , 4  Doubly heed quadrilateral across the Sun Andrcus quadri]ateralLis established across a fault (Figure 
Fault ut Pallctt Creek near Palmdalc, California. 11.4), and the lengths of each side and both diagonals 
are measured with an Invar tape or an electronic dis- 
tance meter (EDM) with which a precision of 1 ppm is 
routinely achieved. Line lengths for EDM arrays range 
from 50 to 3000 m, depending on the topography and 
FIGURE 11.5 Locations of University or Cali- 
fornia. Santa Burtura, levcling arrays in centrill 
andsouthern California relative to major Inultq. 
Key to Figure 11.5: Locations of UCSB Level Lina 
(I) Snn Juan Bautista (8) SNORT (14) Grapcvinc (20) San Fernando (20) Anza 
(2) McCw Creek (9) Airfield (15) Man Valley Farm (21) Una Lake (27) Pinyon Flat 
(3) Fish Lake Vnlluy (10) Duravun Rnnch (16) JM Quarry (22) Llano (28) Painted Canyon 
(4) Triangle Spring (1 1) Wullacc Crcuk (17) Santa Barburu (23) Big Rock Springs (2.9) Arroyo Stro 
(5) Sewage Plant (12) Camp Dix (18) Jnlncson Lake (24) PnHctt Crcck (30) Santa Anita Canyon 
(6) Artist's Drivc (13) Caballo (19) Santa Ctuz Islt~nd (25) Dalton Canyon (31) Parkfield 
(7) Shorty's Well (32) Kochn Luke 
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the apparent width of the fault zone. The dimensions of 
taped quadrilaterals aresmaller, from 1 to 50 m. 
Horizontai displacements of bench marks are mea- 
sured by resurveys of the array, and single bench-mark 
displacement-rate vectors and thoir standard deviations 
are computed from a variation of coordinates adjust- 
ment using all line-length change-rates and their stan- 
dard deviations (Lisowski and Prescott, 1981). 
The small-aperature trilateration studies comple- 
ment creepmeter, strainmeter, alignment array, and 
broad-scale geodolite measurements (e.g., Savage et al., 
1979a) to show that (1) the creep rate in the central seg- 
ment of the San Andreas Fault varies stepwise from less 
than 1 mmlyr at each end of the fault segment tn 30 mml 
yr at the center (Eisowski and Prescott, 1981); (2) the 
width of the main zone of slip is generally less than 70 rn 
(Burford and Harsh, 1980); (3) episodic creep occurs in 
the Salton Trough at rates ranging from 1 to 10 mmlyr 
(Keller et al., 1978; Louie et a l , ,  19851, although the 
infrequency of surveys there does not clearly show 
whether the fault slip is dynamically triggered or is truly 
tectonic creep (Goully st al. ,  1978); and (4) creep has 
been observed outside of California only on the North 
Anatolian Fault in eastern Turkey, where dextral creep 
of 10 mmtyr has taken place during the 10 years of geo- 
detic monitoring (Aytun, 1980). 
Vertical Mooemcnts 
Precise Ieveling is the most common method used to 
detect and document vertical crustal movements over 
periods of days to decades, because when compared 
with currently available alternatives, leveling is more 
stable over longer periods of time and long distances and 
is less costly and more accurate over short and moderate 
distances (Brown and Reilinger, 1980). If repeated suffi- 
ciently frequently, precise leveling may aid other geo- 
physical techniques for earthquake prediction, as has 
been demonstrated in China (Tanaka, 1978; Mei, 1984; 
Zhu et al., 1984). Preseismic fault offsets of 1- to 4-rnm 
amplitude and froin 50 to 200 km from the epicentral 
area wereobserved in the year prior to each of four M = 
7-1- earthquakes in China (Zhang and Fu, 1981). 
Tryggvason (1968) wasone of the first to establish and 
frequently resurvey short Ieveling arrays of closely 
spaced bench marks to study small vertical fault move- 
ments in detail, although the U.S. Coast and Geodetic 
Survey established lines of closely spaced bench marks 
across the southern San Andreas Fault in the 1930s. A 
few lines, with only three or four bench marks in 1 or 2 
km, were also established across the Atwater and 
Wairau F'aults in New Zealand in 1930 (Mackie, 1971). 
Because so few investigators are invoIved in this kind 
of work, it is instructive to outline the procedures and 
techniques employed in our studies of near-field tec- 
tcnic strain. Following Tryggvason's (1968) example 
and since 1970, my students and I have established a 
variety of fault-crossing leveling arrays across strike- 
slip, normal, reverse, and thrust faults throughout 
soutl~crn and central California (Figure 11.5) to docu- 
ment in time and space the vertical movements that oc- 
cur near different kinds of faults and to understand tec- 
tonic processes leading to, and following, fault rupt~re.  
For example, our straight-line array at San Juan 
Bautista (Figure 11.6) measures vertical separation 
across the San Andreas Fault (Figure 11.7), where hori- 
zontal creep is monitored by creepmeters (Sylvester et 
a:., 1980); our W-shaped array in the GarIock area 
northeast of the Mojave Desert (Figure 11.8) monitors 
nontectonic fault slip caused by groundwater with- 
drawal (Sylvester, 1982; Holzer, 1984) and in 5 years 
shows a constant height change across the fault of 35 
mmlyr (Figure 11.9); straight lines across the Punch- 
bowl Fault at PaHett Creek and across the Pleito Fault at 
Grapevine (Figure 11.10) measure movement across re- 
verse and thrust faults (Figure 11.11); an irregular- 
FIGURE 11.6 Sitemap for lcvcI IincacrossSun Andrca~Fault ut Snn 
juun Bautistn. SJNl and XSJ2arelocationsof the U.S. Geological Sur- 
vey creepmeters for mcllsr~rumcnt of horizontal movement. 
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FIGURE 11.7 Height change data across Snn Andreas Fault at San 
Juan Bautista, 1975-1963. Boncb mark 7328 is arbitrarily held fixed, 
shaped array at Anza (Figure 11.12) detects minor verti- 
cal movements across a narrow, well-defined rift zone 
of the San Jacinto Fault (Figure 11.13); a closed quadri- 
lateral across the San Andreas Fault at Wallace Creek 
(Figure 11.14) provides us two measurements of vertical 
offset across the fault as well as of the tilt of the fault 
blocks; lines in Death Valley and Long Valley are across 
youthful, normal faults; and the quadrilateral at the 
Pinyon Flat Geophysical Observatory (Figure 11.15) 
provides geodetic control for arrays of long-base Cuid 
tiltmeters and other strain-measurement devic~s 
(Sylvester and Jackson, 1982; Sylvester, 19134). 
We choose our surveying sites wheie geomorphic evi- 
dence shows that significant vertical movements have 
occurred in the recent geologic past, and we reIy on 
other investigators to provide medium-range precursory 
information that identiiies faults that may be in the 
preparation stages for a major earthquake. Then we e ~ -  
tablish arrays in the target area and resurvey them as 
frequently as possible and prsctical. 
Like other investigators (e.g., Sharp and Lienkaem- 
per, 1982), our procedure is to repeat precise leveling 
surveys of arrays of permanent bench niarks estabii:;l..ed 
across active and potentially active faults, Comparison 
of surveys reveals height changes thet then may be re- 
lated spatially to surface faults and temporally to occur- 
rences of earthquakes. 
All our leveling arrays are relatively short-line 
lel~gths range from 200 to 2600 m and contnin as many 
as 70 bench marks. Geometry of arrays is ~enerally dic- 
tated by the terrain and property access acd includes L-, 
2-, W-, and closed, quadriiateral-shaped arrays (Sylves- 
ter, 1982). Some of the straight-line segments across 
faults are also aligned with a theodolite to document 
horizontal movement. Many of the fault-crossing arrays 
are quadrilateral-shaped to determine the tilt of each 
fault block independently by analyzing L-shaped sub- 
sets of bench marks (Figure 11.14). 
Following Tryggvson (1968) and our accumulated 
8 krn lo Naurolio R o d  
FIGURE 11.8 Site map of W-shaped leveling array across subsid- 
encefault in Frcmoct Valley, California. 
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experience, most turning points in our level are perma- 
nent bench marks no more than 40 m apart throughout 
the line, and permanently marked instrument points are 
exactly midway between bench marks. The relatively 
short, balanced sights minimize systematic errors from 
refraction and collimation, respectively, arid assure that 
the rod images are sufficiently large to be read accu- 
rately. Our leveling is always double-run using a shaded 
precision automatic level and strut-supported Invar lev- 
eling rods. The same rod is always placed on the same 
bench mark in each successive survey, and our rods are 
annually calibrated every 10 cm along their entire 
length. 
Perhaps because only a few investigators have been 
leveling in the near field for a short time in limited parts 
of the world, few reports of significant results are avail- 
able in contrast to those from broad-scale leveling. A 
review of vertical praeismic, coseismic, and postseismic 
slip associated with U,S. earthquakes is given by 
ReiIinger and Brown (1981). Vertical afterslip was indi- 
cated but not authenticated in two New Zealand earth- 
quakes-the Murchison earthquake of 1929 (Hender- 
son, 1937) and the Napier earthquake of 193i 
(Henderson, 1933). Otherwise vertical afterslip has 
been documented in only four earthquakes. Sylvester 
and Pollard (1975) found that afterslip amounted to less 
than 1 percent of the coseisrnic vertical separation in the 
year following the 1971 San Fernando (fi1 = 6.4) earth- 
quake; S h ~ r p  and Lienkaemper (1982) found that 14- 
cm afterslip, nearly equal to the coseismic slip of 16 cm, 
occurred in the 10 weeks folIowing the 1979 Imperial 
Valley (M = 6.5) earthquake; afterslip following the 
Alaskan (M = 8.3) earthquake of 1964 reached 0.55 rn 
over 10 years (Brown et al. ,  1877; Prescott and Li- 
sowski, 1977); Lensen and Suggate (1968) measured 12 
mm of vertical afterslip in 2 months across the Inanga- 
hua Fault (New Zealand) after about 1 rn of vertical 
separation in the 1968 Inangahua (M -; 7) earthquake. 
Near-field leveling revealed 54 p a d  of crustal tilt 6 
months before the Imperial Valley earthquake (Sharp 
and Lienkaemper, 1982), andsignificant tilt has also oc- 
curred before some Chinese earthquakes (Mei, 1984; 
Zhu et al,, 1984). Previous reports of regionaI tilt before 
ja~anese arthqunkes have been attributed to refraction 
errors in the leveling (Mogi, 1984). 
Vertical movement across normal faults of the ksal- 
Ghoubbet rift, Dijoubti, East Africa, is regarded as 
aseismic creep by Ruegg el 01. (1984), but vertical creep 
has not been observed elsewhere in spite of specific 
searches for it, especially in California (Sylvester, 1982). 
CRUSTAL TILT 
Tilt of the Earth's surface has been observed prior to 
earthquakes by broad-scale leveling (e.g., Bendefy, 
Tree 
1958, 1985) and by near-field leveling (Sharp and 
Lienkaemper, 1982; Mei, 1984; Zhu et al.,  1984). 
Brnad-scale leveling has also demonstrated recent influx 
of magma into the crust in the Yellowstone are11 (Pelton 
N and Smith, 1982); beneath Long Valley caldera in east- 
I ern California (Savage and Clark, 1982); beneath Mount Etna (Murray and Guest, 1982); and in the rift zone of northern Iceland (BjBrnsson et al., 1979), Mag- matic inflation of volcanoes hns been godr;tically moni- 
tored for many years at Kilauea and Mauna Loa Volca- 
noes on Hawaii (Kinoshita et ul. ,  1974; Decker et al. ,  
0 5p Iqo 1983) and more recently at Mount St. Helens (Chadwick 
meters 
eial. ,  1983). 
One of tge small-scale, geodetic rnelbods for monitor- 
PLEITO THRUST ing fairly large tilt is spirit-level optical tilting 
7- 
{Kinoshita et al,,  1974) or dry-tilt as it is popularly 
termed. The dry-tilt method determines tilt of a plane 
defined by three or more bench marks by measuring 
height differences among the bench marks between two 
separate surveys (Sylvester, 1978; Yamashita, 1981). 
Both in our work and in Hawaii a shaded precision level 
is erected at the center of an array of at least three per- 
manent bench marks on each of which three precise In- 
var leveling rods are erected simultaneously (Figure 
11.16). We take care to choose sites for dry tilt that are 
reasonably flat; that have radial symmetry: and that are 
not near oil and water wells, landslides, or recently im- 
posed construction loads su.ch as bridges, buildings, and 
land fills. In our experience, the noisiest data are ob- 
tained frorn tilt sites on ridgecrests and forested areas on 
bedrock, whereas data showing least noise are obtained 
from sites on wide open flats underlain by relatively 
thick deposits of alluvium. 
Xn Hawaii the dry-tilt measurements complen~ent 
those of horehole tiltmeters, and short-base (3 m) and 
long-base (50 m) water-tube tiltmeters. With superior 
equipment in good adjustment, with careful attention 
lo detail, and with rigorous systematic measurement 
an procedure, a resolution of from 2 to 3 prad has been 
go achieved in Hawaii as shown in comparative tests with 
the 50-rn water-tube tiltmeter. In general, however, 
resolution of tilt with three point arrays ranges from fi to 
10 p a d  (Isacks et ul., 1978; Bjbrnsson et nl., 1979; Sav- 
FIGURE 11.10 Sitc ma,, of level line across Pleito thrust fault near age @t nl., 1979b; Decker st ai., 1983; Otway el  al., 
townsite of Crrl~cvInc. Cnlifornin. 1984). Therefore, the dry-tilt method is best suited for 
monitoring large and fairly rapid tilts, from tens to hun- 
dreds of microradians per day which may be expected to 
accompany magmatic inflation of volcanoes (Dzurisin 
et al., 1982a,b; 1983; Fiske and Shepard, 1982; 
Chadwick et al., 1983), For more precise determination 
of tectonic tilt, long L- and T-shaped and closed arrays 
of bcnch marks having apertures of from 500 to 1000 m 
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FIGURE 11.11 Height clwngc datacross [he Pleito thrust fulllt, 1!180-1983. Runcli rtlurk I is urbitrurily held fixed. 
are necessary (Savage et al., 197911). With such figures it tematic near-field geodetic measurements of these 
is possible to achieve resolution approaching 0.5 p a d  movements have proceeded only about two decades- 
(Sylvester and Jachon, 1982), now only beginning to be a significant length of time. 
Thus it is imperative that this time base of data be 
PROBLEMS lengthened to obtain empirical duta to answer and re- fine earlier answers to the ft~llowing questions. 
Although there is a fairly voluminous Iiteratureon the 
origin of creep and rdated minor fault ~novements, sys- 
(1) Why, with but the exception of the North Anuto- 
lian Fault in Turkey (Aytun, 1980), is creep restricted to 
the central and southern segments of the San Andreas 
Fault? Is it because the fault is relatively straight and 
parailel to the lithospheric plate motion, that in its cen- 
tral segment it juxtaposes relatively weak, serpentine- 
bearing rocks as several authors have maintained? 
(2) Why is vertical creep so uncommon? Is it simply 
because the search has not been sufficiently broad in 
scope and duration? Or are there more fundamental tec- 
tonic reasons'? 
(3) How does creep relate to the earthquake ~necba- 
mlllll nism? Is it a safety valve that periodically releases stress, 
Eonlcull ~ r 4  lchlrnalir thus precluding great earthquakes ;IT many authors be- 
FIGURE 11.12 Site map of irregular levcling array across Sun lieve? Or is creep a form of long-term, ~r=eisrnicsl i~ for 
Jucinto Fault ncur Anza, Culifornis, a tn.11~ great earthquake? 
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Preseisrnfc Slip 
Leveling evidence for vertical preseismic dip is gener- 
ally sparse and ambiguatrs (Reilinger and Brown, 1961), 
but some fundamental r4uestions arise. 
(1) Does preseismic slip occur only on faults that areb 
also characterized by creep? 
(2) Does discrete vertical preseismic slip occur, or are 
preseismic movements typified only by bending, warp- 
ing, or tilt? 
(3) What is the temporal relation of onset and dura- 
tion of creep to the impending main cartliquake? 
Afterslip 
(1) Is afterslip truly aseismic, or is it caused incre- 
mentally by aftershocks? Continuously recording 
creepmeters may study this question, but the full range 
of the movement zone generally needs to be covered 
geodetically. 
(2) Is significant afterslip restricted to strike-slip 
earthquakes? Afterslip is nearly equal to coseismicslip in 
strike-slip earthquakes, but less tha;~ 5percent of coseis- 
mic movement in normal and reverse fault earthquakes. 
Why? 
(3) Just what is the mechanism for afterslip? Some 
authors (e.g., Rundle and Jackson, 1977; Wahr and 
Wyss, 1980) maintain that it is a viscoelastic relaxation 
phenomenon, others regard afterslip as a quasi-static re- 
laxation of stress changes (Matsu'ura and Iwasaki, 
1983), while still others (e. g., Burford, 1972) regard af- 
terslip as time-delayed propagation from bedrock offset 
through overlying cover rocks. The latter view is ques- 
tioned (Sylvester and Pollard, 1975; Bucknam et al., 
1978), but more observations and measurements are 
clearly needed. 
Dynamically Triggered Slip 
(1) Does dynamically triggered slip represent release 
of a fraction of stored elastic strain energy along a given 
fault, or is it just a manifestation of jiggling of two fault 
blocks caused by shaking? A related question is how can 
quite small slips (1 to 30 mm) occur over such long (22 
km) fault segments (Fuis, 1982; Sieh, 1982)P 
(2) Why isn't dynamically triggered slip more corn- 
mon and widespread? Perhaps it is, but because of gen- 
eral preocclrpation with the main fault rupture, seldom 
are careful investigations made of nearby faults. Cer- 
tainly attention must be paid to surrounding faults fol- 
lowing moderate and large earthquakes just to increase 
the base of data from the two clear examples at hand. 
(3) Does dynamically triggered slip O L ' Q U ~  along seg- 
ments of faults destined to be the loci of earthquakes in 
the near future? Thus, is dynamically triggered slip a 
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FIGURE 11.15 Site map of ulosctl Icvuling array at Pinyon Flat GctrliIipio;~l Ol)servi~ttrry nu;rr I'al~n Sprins?, Calirorni;~. Prt1111 Syl\'cslcr (I0H.l) 
with permission trf tlic An~criculr C~~~)h) . s ic i l l  Ul lon. 
form of precursory slip as suggested by Sic11 (1982) from 
a limited base of observations? To date, dynamically CONCLUSIONS 
triggered slip has been documented for only the Salton Near-field tectonic godesy has been instrumental in 
Trough of southern California, Is its identification there documentation of minor Fault movements that follow 
a function of good exposure, many postseismic investi- earthquakes together with those that arc ascismic and 
gations, and instrumental coverage? Or is it a function coseismic. Although continuously recording instru- 
of the tectonics? Here, too, the data base must be in- ments such as creepmeters, strainmeters, and tiltmeters 
creased considerably. provide important time-history data, geodetic informa- 
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tion is required to know where to cstablisIi instruments 
in the first place, to provide n spatial range of observa- 
tions intermediate between broad-runge geodesy and 
the instruments, and to maintain a monitoring clr,~abil- 
ity over periods of time far langer thun are feasible or 
econon~ic for continuous instrumental coverage. 
Owing to the high degree of precision required for 
near-field measurements, careful attention must be 
paid to the kind and method of emplacement of bench 
n~arks. They rnust be made to have a half-life of at least 
50 yr and should have secular movements of no more 
than about 0.25 mm. 
In most cases, investigations seem to have required 
about 10 yr from the time of establishment of a given 
geodetic array to first publication of significant results. 
Such a length of time is probably necessary to quantify 
the noise-including bench-mark motions, survey er- 
rors, and Earth noise in the particular arrays, methods, 
and part of the world. Thus near-field geodetic studies 
are necessarily, or at least typically, long term, and 
agencies and institutions that provide initial support 
must realize the nature of the long-term commitment 
here to investigate n geologic phenomenon on a l~urnan 
time scale. It  cannot be guaranteed that the Earth will 
cooperate and yield significant resuits in  the course of a 
grant or contract period or soon enough to provide grist 
for a series of publications that will assist in promotion 
for a young assistant professor. 
The  Earth moves, often slowly and inexorably. To 
study these movements carefully requires time, pa- 
tience, and not a little luck. To understand these move- 
ments requires long-timeseries of data-more than exist 
today. 
FIGURE 11.10 Dingummutic rc1)ruscntntion of dry-tilt urruy. 
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Morphologic Dating and Modeling 
~egfadation of ~ a d t  Scarps 
DAVID I3. NASM 
Un iumsii) uf Cincit~nali 
ABSTRACT 
Tho pattern of degradation observed on some scarps formed by normal, range-front faulting of 
alluvial fan surfaces may bc accurately modeled, and, wlien propcrly calibrated, these models 
provide a means for determining the ages oT somc scarps (morphologic dating)!). Two different 
degradation patterns are obscrvcd: somc scarps recline, berloming more roundcc! with time, 
wl~ercus others retreat with little or no clecrcasc in grndicnt. Scarps that rcclina arc crcncrally 
covered with soil or loosened debris and are termed transport-limited because more Loosened 
debris is produced than tllc transport procases arc capable of rcmoving. Hctreating scarps arc 
gcncrally stripped barcof debris and are termed loosening-limited 11ecu11se debris iscarricd away 
as rspidly as it  is loosened from the surface, Tllcsc tv. different modes of degradation require 
two fundamcntally different models. 
fivlorphologic dating matches tIm obscrvcd morpliology of a degraded scarp with that pre- 
dicted by the nppropriatccaiibrated model. The accuracy of thc age calc~tluted Tor a fault scarp 
is dcpenderit on thc accuracy of the caiibratioil 2nd the accuracy of the initial morphology 
~.s.s~tmcd for the scarp prior to degrsdation (potentially complex for Fcult scarps). Despite somc 
iirnitations, morpl~ologic dating prov,dcs a means for dating fault scarps and other scarps result- 
ingfrom active tectonism. 
INTRODUCTION 
Most geologists have their first, and generally last, ex- 
posure to thesubject of hiiislope degradation in a discus- 
sion of landscape evolution during their introductory 
physical gology course. In that discussion, it is ques- 
tioned whether hillslopes slowly progress through a se- 
ries of evolutionary forms as they degrade as suggested 
by Davis (1899) or fairly rapidly reach an equilibrium 
form dependent on underlyingstructure as suggested by 
Hack (1960). It is further questioned, if hillslo~.les do in 
fact evolveslowly with time, what is that pattern of evo- 
lution? Do hillslopes retreat retaining a steep gradient as 
suggested by Bryan (1922) and King (1953) or progres- 
sively decrease in gradient, becoming more rounded as 
suggested by Davis (1899) and, to some extent, by Penck 
(1953)? Unfortunately, these diametrically opposed the- 
ories of hilldope degradation and the often acrimonious 
debate9 over the reIative riterits of each have cc~nvinced 
many geologists thai :itt.lo is known about the degrada- 
tion of hillslopes. 
Within the past 15 years, great progress has been 
made in our understanding of hillslopes. Much of this 
progress resulted from careful study of the degradation 
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processes active cn hillslopes summarized in severul ex- 
cellent books, i~~cluding those by Brunsdcn (1971), Car- 
son and Kirkby (1972), and Young (1972), ns well as by 
the rediscovery and popu1urizat:on by Schunim and 
Mosley (1973) of several classic hut generally forgotten 
works. Enough is now known nhout these processes that 
analytical modeling of the degradation of hillslopes has 
become possible. Two of these models have been tested 
and found to be sufficiently accurate for some hillslopes 
to be dated (~norphologic dating) by matching their ob- 
served profile with that predicted by the properly cali- 
brated model. 
The hillslopss that wil' be modeled here are ass~rmed 
to be closed systems, isolated from the surrounding 
landscape, Although this assumptl~n is not valid for all 
hillslopes, it is appropriate for some. Scarps bounded by 
horizontal or gently inclined bases and crests, such as 
fault scarps produced by normal faulting, of alluvial 
fans, abandoned fluvial cutbanks (terrace scarps), and 
abandoned wave-cut bluffs, on which debris derived 
from thescarp face accumulates at its base (i.e., debris is 
not removed by fluvial or wave undercutting) and 
where degradation is by soil creep or by the raveling of 
sand and gravel may be modeled as a closed system. 
OBSERVED PATTERNS OF HILLSLOPE 
DEGRADATION 
The degradation of most natural, vegetated hillslopes 
is extremely slow and difficult to observe directly, and 
the pattern of degradation observed on more rapidly 
eroding, man-made slopes, such as slag heaps and tail- 
ing piles, is not necessarily the same as on natural hill- 
siopes. The degradation of natural hillslopes, however, 
may be observed indirectly by comparing the morphoI- 
ogy of a series of different aged hillslopes assumed to 
have had the same initial morphology, This approach 
was probably first used by Savigear (1952), who studied 
differences in morphology nmong a series of coastal 
cliffs isolated from wave undercutting by the progres- 
sive lateral growth of a protective beach. 
In simiIar studies, Welch (1970) documented the 
change in scarp morphology with time from observa- 
tions of active and abandoned wave-cut bluffs along the 
north shore of Lake Erie, and Brunsden and Kesel 
(1973) presented differences between active and aban- 
doned cut-banks along the Mississippi River. Nash 
(1980b) compared the morphology of wave-cut bluffs 
abandoned 10,500 yr before present (BP) and 4000 yr BP 
along the shore of Lake Michigan with that of nearby, 
actively forming wave-cut bluffs underIain by the same 
material (Figure 12.1). A pattern of degradation similar 
to that observed by Savigear (1952), Welch (1970), and 
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FICURE 12.1 Profiles of modern, wnvc-cut bluffs similar to bluffs 
ubundoncd4000 und 10,500 yr U13 alor,g thc shorlts of Lake Micl~igun, 
All blitlfs are undcrluin by a slmilar sundy morainal miltcriul. 
Brunsden and Kesel (1973) is observed on the Lake 
Michigan bluffs-modern bluffs have a nearly horizon- 
tal crest and base separated from a straight, steeply in- 
clined midsection bv a sharp crcstal cot~uexity and basal 
concaoity (Figure 12,2a). The midsection gradient of 
the 4000-yr-old bluff has decreased slightly from that of 
the modern bluff, and the crestal convexity and basal 
concavity of the profile have become more rounded. 
This pattern of degradation is more pronounced on the 
10,500-yr-old bluffs. These hillslopes appear to have re- 
clined with age, but did they also retreat? 
Some fault scarps near the town of West Yellov.lsione 
in southwest Montana apparently did not retreat. In 
1959 the Yellowstone earthquake occurred dose to the 
town of West Yellowstone, Montana, forming numer- 
ous scarps in the overlying obsidian sand and gravel de- 
posit, These scarps have a morphology sir nil:^ to the 
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FIGURE 12.5 u, ProIilcof a scarp wit11 n dtnpleinitial morphology: 
a straight bust nnd crest inclined at the same angle, 0 ,  and u straight 
midsectionnt the angleofreposcof thc undcrlyingdebris, n, tllcinitiul 
e x c w  mids~ction slope nngle is deffi~ed :s the anglc by wl~icb the ini- 
tial midsection exceeds 0. The scarp affset, H, is the perpundicul~ir 
dbtnnce separating tlie pnrnllcl crest and tllse. b, Wfth tirnc, the cur- 
vature of the crcstal convexity and basal concavity dccrcasc on trans- 
port-limited hillslopcs. Tltedegruded cxccss midsectionslope nngle, 0, 
is defined as tlie nngle by which the degraded midsection exceeds 0 .  
The initiul angle of thecrest and base, 0 ,  and 1-1 muy bedctcrmined by 
nnulysis of the profile beyond the limits of the basal concavity and 
crestal convexity. From Nnsh (1984), reprinted from tho Blrllciirt ujthc 
Cculogical Society of Attt~rica, with permi~qion. 
modern wave-cut bluffs along the shores of Lake Michi- 
gan-straight midsections separated from gently in- 
clined crests and bases by sllarp crestal convexities and 
basal concavities (Figure 12.2.a). Many of the 1959 
scarps are superimposed on much older scarps produced 
by prehistoric earthquakes. Thcse older scarps have a 
more rounded crestal convexity and basal concavity and 
lower midsection gradient than the modern scarps, indi- 
cating a pattern of degradation similar to that of the 
abandoned wave-cut bluffs along the shores of Lake 
Michigan (Figure 12.1). The 1959 scarps are generally 
located near the center of the midsection of the prehis- 
toric scarp (Figure 12.3), suggesting that little retreat of 
the older scarp has occurred. 
Scarp recline and rounding without significant re- 
treat is fundamentally different from the pattern of 
scarp degradation reported by King (i953), Hamblin 
(1976), and Anderson (1977). King (1953) observed that 
the maximum grndirat on hillslopes underlain by the 
same material is frequently the same on large, and pre- 
sumably young, as on small, and presumably old, hill- 
slopes and suggested that this demonstrates that once a 
stable angle has been reached, hillslopes no longer re- 
cline but retreat parallel to themselves. He further oh- 
serveu that ihe Drakensberg escarpment in Natal, South 
Africa, has "retreated back aver 100 miles since the late 
M ~ o z o i c  and is still wall-like and over 4000 feet high," 
Hamblin (1976) and Anderson (1977) found evidence 
for scarp retreat in their investigations of a flight of fac- 
etedspurs above the Wasatch Fault near Salt Lake City, 
Utah. They suggested that the accordance in the elevn- 
tions of these facets (Figure 12.4) indicates that the 
facets are remnants of oncecontinuous scarps formed by 
past movements of the Wasatch Fa:rlt and concluded 
that the scarps have retreated significantly [Hnmblin 
(197G) suggested that modest recline of the scarp face 
also occurred]. 
On a inuch smaller scale, a similar pattern of nearly 
parallel retreat may be observed on rapidly degrading, 
natural and man-madescarps underlain by cohesionless 
sands and gravels. Oversteepened walls of borrow pits 
in the obsidian sand and gravel deposit overlying the 
West Yellowstone areti are observed to retreat back at a 
high angle, progressively burying their base with loos- 
ened debris (Figure 12.5). Similarly, scarps produced by 
normal faulting of the same material during the 1959 
earthquake werc observed by Wallace (1980) to have 
retreated, progressively burying their baqe with an ac- 
cumulation of debris loosened from the scarp face. Fol- 
lowing the usage of Wallace (1980), these retreating, 
oversteepened scarp faces underlain by cohesionless ma- 
terial will be referred to asfreefacm. 
I t  is no wonder then that a controversy exists as to 
whether degrading hillslopes retreat or recline; there 
can be little doubt that both patterns of degradation 
may be observed. Why do some hillslopes recline with 
progressive rounding of their crestnl convexity and basal 
concavity while others are apparently able to retreat 
considerable distances with little change in the mor- 
phology of their profiles? 
LOOSENING-LIMITED AND TRANSPORT- 
LIMITED HILLSLOPES 
In his classic study of the geology of the Henry Moun- 
tains, Gilbert (1877) offered an explanation for why the 
summit of Mount Ellen is gently rounded while thesum- 
mit of nearby Mount Holmes is precipitously steep and 
jagged despite the fact each is underlain by similar tra- 
chyte dikes. He observed that the summit of Mount El- 
len is sufficiently high to be vegetated while the 2500 
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contraction episode and tlle decreasing frccprency of 
penetration at greater depths to produce a concuve- 
downslope displacement profile (Figure 12.Gc), This 
prediction is verified by several field studies of creep dis- 
placement summarized by Carson and Xirkby (1972). 
If the depth of penetration is uniform over the hill- 
slope surface during a single expansion-contraction 
event then the volumetric, downslope flux of debris, q, 
per unit length of contour at a point on a transport-lim- 
ited hillslope will be proportional to the sine of tlieslopc 
angle ($) at  that point, or 
where c is the coefficient of proportionality. Debris will 
seldom remain on slopes steeper than 30°, so little error 
is introduced by assuming that q at a point on a trans- 
port-limited hillslope is proportional to the tangent of 
the local slope angle, or 
in two spatial dimensions, where x is the horizontal and 
y is the vertical coordinate of the point, Field studies by 
Schumm (1967) and others verify that the observed 
creep rate may be described by Eq, (12.2). 
Downslope Conservalior~ of the Debris Flux 
A hillslope profile may be thought of as a series of 
linear seL. ients each receiving debris at its upslope end 
and discharging debris a t  its downslope end. If more de- 
bris enters a segment than leaves, conservation of mass 
requires that the debris within the segment must: in- 
crease, resulting in an increase in the elevation of the 
segment (Figure 18.7a), Conversely, if more debris 
leaves than enters a segment, its elevation must decrease 
(Figure 12.7b). Thus the downslope change in the debris 
flux, q, determines the change in elevation at a point on 
a hillslope. Debris will accumulate and the elevation 
will increase where q decreases downslope, such as at 
basal concavities. Debris will be depleted and the eleva- 
tion will decrease where q increases downslope. In spa- 
tial dimension, r ,  tlie change in elevation, y, with time, 
t ,  on a hillslope profile is therefore equal to the down- 
slope divergence of the debris flux, or 
This equation predicts the pattern of degradation shown 
in Figure 12.8; the gradient of the midsection decreases 
and the curvatures of the basal concavity and crcstal 
convexity decrease (become more rounded) with time. 
Equation (12.3) is not appropriate for loosening-lim- 
FIGURE 12.7 Conservr~tlon of debris on a tmnsl~nrt-1irnltc.d l ~ i l l -  
slope, u, I f  the dcbrls flux unturing a hillslopescgniunt, y,,, excccds the 
flux Ic;,ving ql, tlluru will t ~ c  u net nccumulution of dubris witt~in ~ h u  
sqmunt und its elovation will ir~crcusc with tirnc, b. I f  rll cxceuds q,,, 
tllcre wlIl bun nut dcplutinn of debris wfttiin tlluscgmcnt and its elcva. 
tion will dccrcilsc with tirnc. 
ited slopes because the transportational processes are ca- 
pable of sweeping the slope surface completely clear of 
debris, nor is it appropriate for all transport-limited 
hillsIopes. AltIiough Eq. (12.2) is probably appropriate 
for describing raindrop-induced, surficial creep on bare 
sand (e.g., Savat and DePloey, 19681, it is probably not 
appropriate for wash erosion on transport-limited hill- 
slopes (such erosion is rarely effective on continuously 
vegetated hillslopes underlain by cohesionless sands and 
gravels). 
Nash (1980b, 1984) demonstrated that Eq. (12,3) fits 
the pattern of degradation observed on abandoned 
wave-cut bluffs along the shore of Lake Michigan (Fig- 
ure 12.1) and on fluvial terrace scarps along the Madi- 
son River near West Yellowstone (Figure 12.9). Hanks 
ct al. (1984) fit the pattern of degradation observed on 
Lake Bonneville scarps and a fault scarps near Drum 
Msuntain, Utah, abandoned sea cliffs along the Califor- 
itrfckncss tllrougho~~t ilas bccomc rctluccrl, A1 t l ~ e  close aC a 
lurti~crctluel intcrvul of titl~c, u fttrtl~ur layer of rrrck, agrti~i of 
ilru S I I I I I ~  tl~ickllcss 1111cl of il(ltri11 ~ I I ~ C ~ I I C S S  111every piirt of 1 1 1 ~  
slopc, pusses uvor intn the rcd~~ccrl Curla. 
~cmnvul  of a ilniform tl~ickncss of looscned dcbris 
fro111 the scurp face rcsulls in pnrallcl retrcut ~ l i t h  no 
rounding of LIlr crcsltrl convcxily or basi~l concavity, 
The pattern of degrudnlion, flo\vever, is dependent on 
tvllcll~cr tlic looscnccl clcl~ris acc~inir~lates at the base of 
tl~esoarp or is rcnlovod, 
FICUIII.: 12.8 hlotlcl for tt~cdogradr~tior~ f II t n ~ ~ ~ s l r r ~ r t - l i ~ ~ ; i t c d  hill- 
slolw. 'l'llucrcstal convc.aity ~ i ~ r c i  I ~ n s i ~ l  concnvityl~ccr~~ilr tnotc rr)urldcrl 
nnd t11c t n i ~ k ~ r t l o ~ l  rccl ncs. 
nia coust near Santa Cruz, und falilt scarps near the Fish 
Spring Range, the Oquirrl~ Mountains, ancl tllc Sliee- 
prack Mountains, Uiah, with the paltcrn of degradation 
predicted by Eq. (12.3). I-Ianks and Wallace (in press) 
demonstrate that the d~grildrttion pattcrn obscrvcd on 
shoreline scarps formed by Lake Lahontan in wcstern 
Nevada may bc closely modeled with Eq. (12.3). The 
mod4 also predicts that the degrndation of a transport- 
Iirnited scarp is not accompanied by rctrcat, wl~ich 
wouId explain why tlie scarps forrnccl during tlie 1959 
West Yellowslone earthqiuake arc generally located near 
the center of much olclcr scarps formed by previaus off- 
sets of the same fault (Figure 12.3). Thr! inadel also suc- 
cessfully predicts the inverse relationship bctween scarp 
haight and the slopc angle documcntcd 11y Rucknnrn 
and Anderson (1979) in a study of a dc~racled fault scurp 
near Drum Mountain, Utah (Nash, 188013; Collnan and 
Watson, 1983; Hanks et al., 1084; Hanks and Wallace, 
in prws) . 
MODELING THE DEGRADATION OF 
LOOSENINC-LIMITEO I-IILLSLOIIES 
Loosening oj Debrts frorn a Barc Scarp l7ucr 
Numerous researchers believe that a trniform thick- 
ness of material is loosened from tlic surface of a uni- 
formly inclined scarp face underlain by homogcncoiis 
material during a given unit of time. Penck (1953) sug- 
gested the following: 
. . . On a slopc of nnijortti grad ic t~~  and ctluul cxpusuro, n 
profile of reduction is forrncd which shows cvcrywhctc t l~c  
same dcvclopment and the sumo thickness. In  the samc timc 
that the uppermost horizon of that profile has iukcn to rrcc~uirc 
thc mobility necessary for migration, u rock laycr of the sunc 
As lol~g iis clrl~ris is s ~ u p t  clear of t11c base of a scarp, 
the scarp rctrcnts parallel to itself. Tllis process 1112) be 
obsurvcd on irctivc fluvial cut-bunks and wt~vc-cut 
tduffs. Wllcn unclcrcuttingccascs and rlcbris is no longer 
rcn~ovccl, nn npron of clebris inclined nt 3 characteristic 
angle of reposc will progrcssi\rcly grow, ultimiitely 
burying lhe retreating scarp facc. 
Tlie first analytical moclel of parallel retrcut wit11 ac- 
cun~ulukion of a hasal dcbris apron was Cormulalcd by 
Fisher (1866) to descril~c the clcgradation of coastal 
cliulk cliffs. Fisher's modcl ~ssu~necl  a vertical scarp face 
and a horizontal crest and I>iise, LcItniann (1033) modi- 
fied the modcl to permit [lie treatment of nonvertical 
scarp laces and to dlow for changes in voluine of the 
dcbris as it moves from the scarp face to tlic dcbris 
apion. Tlie model was furtlier rnodificd by Nasll(1981a) 
to permil the trealmenl of scarps \\fit11 nonl~orizontal 
crmts and bases. The prittern of clegradntio~~ predicted 
by this model is s l io \~~n in Figure 12.10, Notc that the 
model predicts tlic development of an uneroded, para- 
bolic coro of dcbris beneutli tlie debris apron. Immedi- 
ately adjacent to d ~ c  base of the retreating scarp face, 
tlic surfme of the uncrodcd core of tnatcriiil is thinly 
buried and nearly parallel to tlie overlyingsurlacc of tlle 
debris apron. 
Tlic predicted pattern of degradation of thc scarp 
face is nearly identical to that documented by Wallace 
(1980) for scarps formed during the 1959 Yello\vstone 
earthquake (Figtire 12 , l l ) .  It  tail also be used to explatn 
the origin of the flight of facctcd spurs along along the 
Wasntch Front above the Wasatch Fault notccl by 
Hamblin (1976) and Anderson (1977) (Figures 12.4 and 
12.12) and to providc a possiblc csplanation for the ori- 
gin of pediment surfaces, Pcctimcnts are bare or thinly 
veneered bedrock surfaces Ereclilently found at tlic bases 
of loosening-lirnitcd ranges (Caokc and Warren, 1973). 
In numerous areas where the retreating face has bscn 
completely or extensively removed and the alluvial 
cover has heen completely stripped away, the pediment 
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surface is observed to have a parabolic shape, I n  fact, 
Fisher (1866) proposed the modcl to cxplain the origin of USING TI-IE I-IIL1,SLOI'E T)EGRADATlQN 
what: he terms "parabolic noses" of chalk nt the !lase of MODELS 'I'O DA'I'II SIMI'LE FAULT SCARI'S 
the chalk cliffs along the English coast. IIc suggcstcd Dot11 tllc transport-limitcd and thc weathering-lim- 
that the noses formed beneath a del~ris apron that was itcd llillslnpc models offcr a means for tnorphc~/ugic do/- 
able to accumtllate at the baseof thc rctreatingcliff clur- irrg of sornc prehistoric fault scarps. Bcfare this can he 
ing a prehistoric period of lower sea level, The subsc- done, the initial niorpholo~y of a scurp rnust hc accu- 
quent rise of theseit to its prcsent level removed the basal rately rs(irnatcd and the modcls must bc calibrated. 
debris apron, expasing the uneroded chalk nosc. Neither of these tasks is simyls, nor arc they evcn posi- 
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I 1  0 hlotlcl for rutrertllt~g, IonscninpH~l~ftctI SCIII.II. 'I'l~c 
rctrcetlrlg frcc f11.!c is ~~rogrcssit~cly I~lirletl by 11 basi~l u11rt111 or clrbrls 
shcd fro111 Itssurlitcc. 
blc in many cases. Altllougtl datingcan be pcrfortncd on 
scvcral different types of scarp underlain by different 
kinds of materials, thc following discussion of fault 
scarp dating is li~nitccl primarily to scarps producccl by 
normal faulting of relatively cohesionless alluviu~n st~ch 
us those produced by  rang-front faulting of alluvial 
fans in the Basin ancl Range region of the western United 
States. Thc initial morpllo1o~r)t of such scarps can be 
quite complex. Frcquetitly the fault surface will splay 
close to thc ground surface to produce an uacmblage of 
smaller scarps rather than pruducing n single scarp. Re- 
peatcd fatilting uftcn superimposes younger scarps on 
TREE 
1878 1959 
meters scarp 
Ia'ICURE 12.1 1 Compnrison of tlhr prorileof o scurp ~~roduccd I>y thc 
1951) West Yello~vstonc unrtl~r~uokc with its profile ol~scrvcd 20 gears 
latcr. Thc free fucc of the rctrcntlng scilrp is ncihrly buried (compsrc 
with R g ~ ~ r c  12,lO). (Pl~olo courtt~sy of n. E. Wullucc, U.S. Cmlngical 
Survey.) 
I ~ I C U I I E  12.12 l l i ~  I)r~snl dctnis upron is Iloi ~lllnwcd Lo ur.r.u~~~uletc. 
t l l ~ f r c c  rt~cccar~ uirest grl.111 dlstnt~ccs. SuI~sr.cluen( n~ovcrncntsnf Illr 
fuult rilry prodk~cc 81 nc\rt scerp l~crorc tllc oldcr scilrp is clltt~i~lt~tcd 
(ro~~lp.irtm wltl' 14g11r~ 12.4). 
much oldcr onus, Thc initiul rnorpholoby of tlicsc com- 
~ I I F V  scarps is diffic~tlt or impossible to deterrninc wit11 
an accuracy sufficient to pcrmit ~norpIlologic dating. 
NasIi (1984) suggested t.hat independent geologic cvi- 
dcncc (c.g., from trenching) I>a usecl to delcrmine 
whether a scarp had rr complex initial morphology and, 
if  so, to reject it For morpllologic dating. T l ~ e  analysis 
below is for simple scarps. Recently, however, I-Ia~hks 
et crI. (1984) have proposed rr rnclhod for dating more 
complex scarps proditcecl by repeated fault movements. 
It is assumed here tllnt the initial morphology consists 
of a single scarp thut offsets e s t ra i~ht  crest ant1 base 
inclined at the prel'aultingslopc of the fan surface (Fig- 
urc 12.2a). Scarps formecl by normal falilting of cohe- 
sionlcss sands and gruvcls result from active Rnnkine 
failurc producing failure plants inclined at 45 + 1112 to 
thc horizontal. Q,  tile angle of internal friction, gener- 
ally varies from 30' to 35' so initial scarp angles range 
from 60" to 62'. Theoretically, for a purely cohesionless 
mnteriul, aslope cannot cxccecl cfi (Curion, 1077), thcre- 
fore, the initial fault scarp should rapidly recline to a, A 
rapid recline to ti), however, is frequently not obser**ed 
on normal fault scarps underlain by "cohcsionless" 
sands ancl gravels, probably becausc of a weak, ephern- 
era1 cohesion among grains resulting from pore water in 
capillary tension and from minute amounts of ccmcnt- 
ing at contact points between grains. Instead, n loosen- 
ing-lirnitcd free face is produced tllui retreats, progres- 
sively burying its base with clcbris, The time liecessary 
for the retreating free face to be completely buried, pro- 
ducing a conkinuous debris apron that at +, varies with 
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FICUnE l%13 Scurps produced by normul fa\~lt lt~g of ull~~vlul flrlis 
dcgrlrdc [n two stagcs. ln tlie first, tlic looscntng-l1111itcd frrr. firce re- 
treats. Aftcr tlle Irrr. fucc Iius bccn 111lrIr.d, thcscrond, trunsliort-li~n- 
i t d  stugc of dcgmdntiun begins. 
the height of the scarp, the type of material, and the 
climate. Wallace (1980) found that the free face of most 
of the fault scarps produced by the 1959 earthquake In 
West Yellowstone are now nearly buried. On the other 
hand, the free face of the scarp produced by faulting 
during the 1915 Pleasant Valley, Nevada, earthquake is 
still clearly visible, and Wallace (1977) estimated that 
300 yr will be required for it to be completely buried. 
The time necessary for the complete burial of the re- 
treating free face may be from seconds to centuries but is 
probably most often on the order of decades, 
Degradation thus proceeds in two stages. During the 
first stage, the retreating free face may be described 
with the loosening-limited model. The sact>~?d stage be- 
gins when the free face has been co~npletely buried by 
the debris apron. Subsequent degradation of this apron 
may be dmcribed with the transport-limited model 
(Figure 12.13). Although the scarp retreats during the 
first stage, the center of the initial free f ~ c e  and the cen- 
ter of the debris apron that it produces are nearly the 
same, so that future movements of the fault will nearly 
bisect the debris apron (Figures 12.10 and 12.3). 
Morphologic Dating of Louse~~ing-Litn itcd Scarps 
Dating of fault scarps in the initial loosening-limited 
stage of degradation is simple in principle but difficult 
in practice: the distance that the free face has retreated 
from the fault is divided by the rate of scarp retreat. The 
accuracy of the caIculated age is dependent on the accu- 
racy of the retreat rate used, which varies not only from 
scarp to scarp but also along a given scarp face. The 
average retreat rate of the free faces resulting from the 
1959 Yellowstone earthquake derived from data pre- 
sented by Wallace (1980) is about 7-8 cmlyr, \vhicli is 
intermediate to the values derived from Wallace's 
(1977) study of scarps in nortli central Nevada: a slower, 
2 cmlyr for the 1915 PIeasant Valley scarp and a faster 
10 cmlyr for the nearby scarp produced by tIie 1954 
Dixie Valley earthquake. A large variation in the retreat 
rate dong  he Pleasant Valley scarp is quite evident; in 
some locations the free face is still standing immediately 
adjacent to a fresh-appearing bnsal graben, while 
nearby it has b ~ n  completely buried. Retreat rates are 
probably a function of variations in the cohesion of the 
alluvium and of tlie climate. It is also likely that rate of 
retreat varies over relatively short periods of time (a 
great deaI of retreat may occur during a particularly se- 
vere storm). Despite these Iimitations, when the effects 
that underlying inaterial and climate have on retreat 
rates are understood well enough to permit accurate cal- 
ibration of the loosening-limited model, it is likely that 
relatively accurate dates may be derived for some fault 
scarps in the first, retreatingstage of degradation. 
Morpilulogic Datit~g of Transport-Limilcd Scarps 
With the burial of the free face by the basal debris 
apron, the scarp becomes kansport-limited and dating 
must be based on Eq. (12.3). The first technique pro- 
posed for such dating (Nasli, 1980a) uses the relationship 
between scarp height and rate of degradation to date the 
Drum Mountain, Utah, fault scarp observed by Buck- 
nam and Anderson (1979). The method requires that a 
sca:p of known age be located nearby and that both are 
underlain by the same material and show a continuous 
range of heights along their length. These requirements 
greatly limit the applicability of the technique. More 
flexible methods have subsequently been proposed by 
Nash (1981b), Colman and Watson (1983), and Hanks 
at nl. (1984). The Nash (1981b) method is presented 
Ilerc, but all techniques based on Eq, (12.3) will yield 
similar ages for a given scarp. 
As it enters the second, rounding stage of degrada- 
tion, the scarp is assumed to have a straight midsection 
at the angle of repose of the underlying debris, 9, sepa- 
rating a straight base and crest equally inclined at an 
angle of 8, the original slope of the faulted Ian surface 
(Figure 12.24. Thescarp offset, H, is defined as the per- 
pendicular distance separating the crest, and base and 
the initial excess midsectiorz slope angle, a, is defined as 
the angle by which the midsection slope angle exceeds 8 
(so 9 = a + 8). As it degrades, the crestal convexity and 
basal concavity of thescarp become more rounded but 0 
may still be observed beyond the extent of this rounding 
and thus I1 may still be measured from the degraded 
profile (Figure 12.2b). The ~nidsection of the degraded 
profile is defined a.5 thestraight inflection segment sopa- 
rating the basal concavity from the crestal convexity. 
The degraded excess midsection slope anglc, 6, is de- 
fined as the angle by which the inclination of the de- 
graded midsection exceeds 0 ,  
For hillslopes with horizontal crests and bases (i.e., 
0 = 0, a definite relationship exists among H, c, a ,  P ,  
and 1, the elapsed time since the initiation of the second 
stage of scarp degradation. A single value of tan altan 0 
is the unique result of a single value of (tclfI2) tan2 a 
(Nash, 1984). This relationship (Figpre 12.14) may be 
used as the basis for morpliologic dating. Although the 
relationship breaks down for hillslopes with steeply in- 
lined crests and bases (6 > 209, negligibIe errors (less 
than 2 percent in the calculated value of t )  result from 
using the following dating procedureon scarps on which 
O < 10' and where a + 8 < 35'. According to Figure 
12.14, one-quarter as much time is required for a scarp 
to degrade from a to j3 if c is quadrupled or if H is 
halved. To date a scarp, H, P + 8 ,  and 6 are measured 
from a profile of the scarp, and a + O is found indirectly 
by measuring the angle of repose, +, of the underlying 
debris. tan altan 0 is calculated and the corresponding 
value of (fclH2) tan" is taken from Figure 12.14. This 
valueof (tc/HE) tan2cr is multiplied by II%nnd divided by 
tang a! to yield tc. If 1 is known then c may be calculated. 
If c has been calculated for n nearby scarp of known age 
or has been derived by some other means, t may be cal- 
culated. Because the time required for completion of the 
first, loosening-limited stage of degradation is relatively 
short (rarely more than a few centuries), t is generally 
assumed to be equal to the totaI age of thesmrp. 
The accuracy of t is dependent on the validity of a- 
suming that a scarp had an initial morphoIogysimilar to 
that shown in Figurc 12.2a and on the accuracy of c. 
Calculated values of o vary widely: 12 X 10-%m"/yr for 
wave-cut bluffs underlain by sandy morainal material 
in Michigan (Nash, 1980b); 2 X myyr for fluvial 
terrace scarps underlain by cohesionless obsidian sand 
and gravel near West Yellowstone, Montana; to a mini- 
mum of (0.9-1.0) X 1 0 - h m " l y r  culculated for the Lake 
Bonneville scarps by Colman and Watson (1983) and 
Hanks at al. (1984). [Hanks et al. (1984) also proposed 
that 1 m"l000 yr be termed a C.K.G.  in recognition of 
G .  K. Gilbert's contribution to the study of hillslopes.] 
Pierce and Colman (in press) observe a correlation be- 
tween scarp aspect and c and also find a disturbing rela- 
tionship between c and scarp height. It i s  likely that c is a 
function of underlying material, climate, and scarp as- 
pect and thus is highly site specific. The identical values 
for c determined by Hanks and Wallace (in press) for the 
(tc/H8)tan a (a) 
I:IGUIIE 12.14 The rclutionshil~ umong ilritiul cxccss ~nrrlwrtion 
slope ~ n g l c .  ; degrildtd excess rnidscctiori slnl~c anglu, 0: scarp offsct, 
I?: c; andclupscd timcsi~~cctlrcst;lrt of thusucondstugenfsuart~degrra- 
dation, t .  This relalionship forms the fmis of tllc morpftolngic dating 
technirluc used Ilcm Tor dating transport-limited scurps. From Naslr 
(1084), rcptirltcd frcu~l illc U i ~ l l c ~ t r r  oJthc Cculr,qical Society (3JAntcr- 
icm. wit11 pcrn~iaion. 
Lake Bonneville and Lake Lahontan shoreline scarps, 
however, suggat that a value of c = (1.0-1.1) X lo-" 
myyr may he appropriate for many scarps underlain by 
alluvium in the Basin and Range province. Ideally, the 
value used forcshould be derived from a nearby scarp of 
known age, underlain by thesame material, and having 
the same aspect as the scarp to be dated. It is assumed 
that c does not change with time-questionable given 
the extent to whidl Holocene climatic conditions dif- 
fered from those of the Pleistocene. Pre-I-Iolocene dates 
are thus suspect, and it is possible that- the moderation of 
climate during the xerotherm 4000 yr BP may have been 
sufficient to have changed csignificantly. 
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Given the simple initial scarp morphology sho\vn in 
Figure l2.2a, Eq. (12.3) predicts that curvature of the 
crestnl convexity and basal concavity should be identical 
at any future time. If a significant asymmetry of die 
crestal convexity and basal concavity isobserved, dating 
should be attempted with great caution [slope wash pro- 
cesses probably cannot be modeled with Eq. (12.3) and 
arelikely to produce a profile with a more rounded basal 
concavity than crestal convexity], 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE 
RESEARCH 
Although the validity of tIie models for loosening-lim- 
ited and transport-limited hillslopes is fairly well ~stitb- 
lished and accepted, widespread application of the 
models for morphologic dating of fault scarps is ham- 
pered by the lack of a means for accurately calibrating 
either model for a particular site. Both c and the rate of 
retreat of a free face are probably a function of factors 
such as climate, underlying material, and scarp aspect 
and therefore are highly site specific. Currently, both pa- 
rameters must be determined from a nearby scarp having 
thesarne aspect and underlain by the same material as the 
scarp to be dated (generally such ascarp will not be avail- 
able). If the effects of climate, material, and aspect on the 
retreat rate and c coulti be determined accurately, how- 
ever, appropriate values for either parameter could be 
estimated by measurement of these factors. To determine 
these effects, retreat and rounding rates must be found 
for a large number of dated transport- and loosening-lim- 
ited hillslopes in various climates, with a variety of as- 
pects and underlying materials. 
The study of initial scarp morphology and rates of re- 
treat of the free face would be helped considerably if a 
continuous set of photogrammetric quality stereo im- 
ages were taken at ground leoel along each scarp imme- 
diately after faulting and a t  IO-yr intervals thereafter. 
This set of imagery would also permit future investiga- 
tors to make measurements of rnorphologic parameters 
not considered by the initial investigators. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Degradation of scarps formed by normal faulting of 
alluvial fan surfac~occurs in twostages. In the first, the 
steep, loosening-limited free face retreats back, progres- 
sively burying itself with a basal apron of debris. The 
second stage of degradation begins when the free face is 
completeIy buried by debris to yield a midsection uni- 
formly inclined at the angle of reposeof the debris. Deg- 
radation of this transport-limited scarp proceeds by pro- 
gressive rounding of the basal concavity and crestal 
convexity and recline oi tlie midsect.ion gradient. Both 
the parallel retreat of the free face in Lhe first stage and 
the rounding of thc scarp in the second stuge can be de- 
scribed by two simple models, If the initial morphology 
01 the scarp can be accurately estimated and if the 
models are properly calibrated, they can be used to date 
n scarp in either stage of degrdatio~;. 
The applicability of morphologic dating is limited by 
the need to recalibrate the models foe each scarp to be 
dated, currently only possible by analysis of a nearby 
similar scarp of known age. M1ith additimal investiga- 
tion, it is likely that the influence that climate, underly- 
ing material, and aspect have on c an:! on the rate of 
retreat will be known with sufficient accuracy that the 
modelscan bc calibrated directly from meuurementsof 
these factors. 
Morphologic dating is not applicablr: to all scarps 
formed by norn~al faulting of alluvial fans. Eegradation 
by slope wash cannot be described with either rnndeI, so 
dating of .wash eroded scarps should probably he 
avoided (such scarps will often have a more rounded ba- 
sal concavity than crcstal convexity). It is also likely that 
the pre-Holocene climate was sufficiently different 
from the present that c was also different, making pre- 
Holocene dates suspect. Morphologic dating should not 
be applied to fault scarps that cannot be assumed to 
have had a simple initial morphology comprising an 
equally inclined crest and base seprated by a straight 
midsection. Despite these limitations, rnorphologic dat- 
ing, when used with considerable care, shouId prove it- 
self to be a valuable toot for determining the deformn- 
tlonal history of areas of active tectonism. 
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ABSTRACT 
Geologic assessment of active tectonism depends on two key measures: the ago and the amount of 
deformation of a given stratigraphic unit. The amount of deformation can normally be mea- 
sured with greater accuracy than the age, Adequateagecontrol is thus a limiting factor in studics 
of active tectonism. 
About 26 doting techniques can be applied to dating deposits and deformation of late Ceno- 
zoic age (past few million years). These techniques can be grouped as numerical, relative dating, 
and correlation. Numerical techniques are best, but datable materials are often lacking, and in 
these cases age estimation must be made using relative-dating or correlation techniques. Rola- 
tive-dating techniques are nearly always applicable but are not precise and require calibration. 
Correlation techniques are locally useful and depend on recognition of an event whose age i s  
known, such as a volcanic eruption or a paleomagnetic reversal. 
Geologic studies of active tectonism are greatly aided by definition and time calibration of 
local stratigraphic sequences. Because all dating techniques may be subject to considerable er- 
ror, reliability should be assessed by stratigraphic consistency between results of different dating 
methods or of the same method. Numerical ages may have large, nonanalyticsl errors. For 
example, radiocarbon dating is one of the most useful techniques in the 0-50-ka rmge (ka = 
thousand years old), but contamination can result in dates as young ns 15 ka for 6.eposits that 
should be isotopically dead (>40-70 ka). 
Improvements in our ability to date active tectonism and define its rates will come from 
continued refinement of established techniques, such as carbon-14 dating, and development of 
experimental techniques, of which thermoluminescence seems to offer special promise. Experi- 
mental isotopic-dating techniques such as 'OBc, WI, and "A1 also offer potentiid for dating 
faulting and other deformation. However, refinement of relative-dating techniques, such assofl 
development, rock weathering, and progressive landform modification are likely, because of 
their general applicability, to provide much of the needed age control. 
For a given fault or other feature of active tectonism, deformation rates need to be determined 
over different time spans to recognize any variations in deformation rate nnd how attempts at 
prediction of futuredeformation may relate to these variations. If grouping of faultingevents has 
occurred, hazard assessment based on deformation rater depends on the combination of the 
pattern of deformation and the time window of observation, 
INTRODUCTlON 
Dating is a critical tool in the assessment of active tec- 
tonism. The two primary measures of active tectonism 
are the age and the amount of deformation of a strati- 
graphic unit, which together define rates of deforma- 
tion. Although slip or other deformation rates may vary 
through time, such rates are still one of the most useful 
measures of active tectonism (Slemmons, 1977). 
Dating of active tectonism is commonly accomplished 
by dating surficial or volcanic deposits. In addition to 
dating conventional stratigraphic units, materials such 
as calcite infillings may be deposited in a fault plane and 
dating of these infillings used to determine the history of 
faulting. With either conventional stratigraphic units or 
materials infilling a fault zone, if the material is unbro- 
ken its age provides a minimum age for the last faulting; 
and if it is broken, it provides a maximum age for the last 
faulting. Although individual fault offsets obviously oc- 
cur in jumps, the overall slip rate can be determined 
from the amount of offset, especially for multiple 
events, divided by the geologic time interval involved, 
I n  the past few decades, our ability to date geologi- 
cally young deformation and associated deposits has im- 
proved greatly. In this time, dozens of dating techniques 
(Tables 13.1 and 13.2) have been either developed or 
greatly refined. As few as 10 yr ago, estimates of the age 
of Quaternary deposits were commonly in error by sev- 
eralfold, and it was not uncommon for age estimates to 
have been off by a factor of 10. Altho,~gh we have re- 
cently learned much about the ages vf young deposits 
and deformation, we still have a long way to go, for one 
of the greatest constraints in orrr understanding active 
tectonism is accurate and reliable dating in order to de- 
fine rates of past deformation and times of past earth- 
quakes (Allen, Chapter 9, this volume). 
An appreciation of the amount of dating control 
needed is illustrated in Figure 13.1, which shows one 
model of fault activity through lime. Predictions based 
on ~ u c h  a model require multiple dates to determine (1) 
the slope of the line shown as "accumulation rate," (2) 
the interval between fault movements, and (3) the time 
since the last movement. To define a fault history in- 
volving multiple event:, a t  least one age is needed lode- 
. 
fine each event. This kind of model depends on the as- 
sumption o,f a constant accumulation or slip rate; dating 
control spanning different time intervals is needed to 
know if the assumption of a constant slip rate is war- 
ranted. 
More than one az': determination is required to estab- 
lish reliable age controI. Numerical ages are preferred, 
but relative-dating and correlation methods arc impor- 
tant because they can provide age control in the absence 
W 
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FICURE 13.1 Diagram of illc earthcluukc-generation proccu of 
Clufr cl ol. (1980) sl~owing importuncc of time (Ilorizontul sculc) in 
eurthcl~~ake Illstory und prediction, In order to predict the timc of u 
futurcenrtf~clt~akc I~uscd on this modcl, notc! flow much datillgcotltrol 
is nmdcd to definc l~olding timc, accumulation rutc! (simil~lr to slip 
rutc), and clupscd time, cvcn lor this example in wllich ucc~~mr~lation 
cute Is uss~ltllcd LO baculnstirl~t. 
of numerical techniques, or they can be used to evaluate 
the numerical ages, which can be subject to large non- 
analytical errors, Surficial geologic studies and local 
time-calibrated stratigraphies are vital in the study of 
active tectonism, both to provide dating control and to 
evaluate the reliability of specific age estimates for tec- 
tonic events. 
OVERVIEW OF DATING METHODS 
About 26 different dating methods can be used in dat- 
ing active tectonism. Table 13.1 categorizes these meth- 
ods as primarily numerical, relative dating, or correla- 
tion (Table 13.1). The numerical methods are based on 
processes that do not require further calibration. Rela- 
tive-dating methods are applied to a Iocal sequence of 
deposits that differ in age but are similar in other char- 
acteristics, such as a sequence of glacial moraines or a 
flight of alluvial terrace deposits. Relative-dating meth- 
ods provide information on the magnitude of age differ- 
ences between stratigraphic units. If calibrated, rela- 
tive-dating methods can be used to estimate numerical 
ages. This normally requires calibration by numerical 
methods and an understanding of the process being 
measured and its relevant history (e.g., temperature, 
precipitation). The correlation methods do not directly 
yield a numerical age, but if a feature can be correlated 
with an event whose age is known, such as a volcanic ash 
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TABLE 13.1 Clxviification of Mcthods Applicable to Dating Active Tcctonismu 
Numericul Mcthods Rc.lntivc Dnting Mcthods Corrclntian hluthods 
1. Annuui 2, l7adlometric 3, Otllur Rrrdiolopic 4. Simple Prucw 5. Complex Prncwws O. Cnrrelutlon 
1 .  Historical recnrfls 4. Carbon-14 8. Urattitrm irer~d 11, AJII~IIO-acid ru- 15, Sail duvulupn~errt 21. S~raiigraphtj 
cetr~izatlott 2, Dcndrocronolo~ 5. Urar~iurt~ serlcs 9. Tl~crntul~rt~lf- 16. Rock otid rtlit~eral 22. Tcf~kroclr orrology 
3. Varvcs 6. Potadurn-argon rtcmnce nttri 12, Obsfdiarr hydration wcalherlr~g 23. Puleot~ragtietistn 
clcctrorr-,$pipit1 13, Tcplrru llydrution 17. I'rogrcdvc Iundjorrn 7 .  FLEFion track rcsur~aricc 24. Fosdls and artijacis 
14. Lichcnometry nrorlfjfcaiiotr 10. CrJstrtogutllc fso- IS, Deposition ratc 25. Stuble isolopa tape8 otlrcrr tllan 
car/~orr-14 ('"B'B~, 28. Tektitcs and micro- 19. Gmrnorphic position tcktitm 
T I ,  %A1, and and incision rate 
otl~ers) 20, Dcformutlon ratc 
"All methods listed ure briefly dwcribed in Tnble 13.2. Methods given in itillic~ are discussed in the text, 
eruption or a paleomagnetic reversal, precise age con- 
trol can be obtained. 
A dating technique, whether it be primarily a numer- 
ical, relative-dating, or correlation method, may be 
converted to the other two categories of methods (Table 
13.1). For examp!e, the relative-dating methods of 
arnino-acid racemization or soil development can also 
serve either as local correlation techniques or, if cali- 
brated by numerical dating, as numerical techniques. 
Table 13.2 briefly summarizes 26 different dating 
methods noting their general applicability to studies of 
active tectonism, the age range of each method and the 
optimum accuracy within parts of this age range, and 
the basis of the method and the key problems in its use. 
Thesix columns (Table 13.1) are discussed in the next six 
sections. Beyond those given in Table 13.2 , the criteria 
for selecting individual methods for discussion include 
at least two of the following: (1) the method is particu- 
larly applicable to dating active tectonics, (2) the 
method provides a good illustration of the six general 
categories (columns of Table 13.1), and (3) the method 
has complexities or problems that merit discussion. 
After this manuscript was completed, two books on 
Quaternary dating methods became available (Maha- 
ney, 1984; Rutter, 1985). The reader interested in more 
extensive description and references to the literature 
may wish to consult these books. 
ANNUAL METHODS 
Annual methods (Table 13.1, column l) ,  generally 
accurate to the nearest year, provide the most precise 
dating of active tectonism. But excepting varve chronol- 
ogy, annual methods span too short a time interval to 
assess active tectonism, particularly in the western hern- 
isphere. Only limited use has been made of dendruchro- 
nology and varve chronology. 
In the western hemisphere, historical records of fault- 
ing are restricted to abcut 200 yr (Bonilla, 1967), Based 
on the long historical records of seismicity from China 
(3000 yr) and Japan and the Middle East (2000 yr), Al- 
len (1975, p. 1041) concluded that historical seismicity 
there shows "surprisingly large long-term temporal and 
spatial variations. The very short historical record in 
North America should, therefore, be used with extreme 
caution in estimating possible future seismic activity. 
The geologic history of late Quaternary faulting is the 
most promising source of statistics on frequency and lo- 
cation of largeshocks." 
RADIOMETRIC METHODS 
Because radiometric methods (Table 13.1, column 2) 
yield accurate numerical ages, samples for such dating 
are searched for in geologic studies of active tectonism. 
In many cases datable materials cannot be found. Addi- 
tionally, radiometric methods may be subject to major 
errors and should be evaluated in their geologic context 
by other methods that, although not as precise, will nor- 
mally be a valid indicator of the general age. 
Carbon-14 Dating 
Csrbon-14 dating is generally the most precise and 
applicable numerical method for dating prehistoric 
faulting. Indeed, the chronology of the late Quaternary 
and particularly the Holocene (past 10 ka) is based on 
this method (for review, see Grootes, 1983). The analyt- 
ical uncertainty is generally less than a few percent. 
Two applications of carbon-14 dating to active tec- 
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TABLE 13.2 Summary of Qunternnry Dating Methods nnd Their Applicubility to Dnting Active Tcctonism 
{from Colmnn and Pierce, 1979) 
Ayc Rungu und 
O~t imum Rc;olution 
Method Applicubility 1102 110% (10' (lD"lOn 
- 
1, fIistoricnl records X ta XXX t*==-+- ] 
1 1 1  
Rcquires prucrvation of pcrtincnt records: applicability dopcnds 
on quality and detuil of rccords. Llmitcd to sevcrnl llundrcd 
yenrs in western hcmisphcre. 
Ilcqllires eitllcr direct countink: of unnuul rings back from 
prsccnt or construction of it chronolow bwcd on variation in 
unnutl ring growth. flatrictcd to urcus whurc trces of the 
rcquked age and (or) environmental scnsitivity are prmcrved. 
n. . ,~ircs eitller dircct counlfng of vurves buck from prescnt or 
cunstruction of a chronology based on overlapping successions 
of cuntinuous varvud lake scdimcnts, Subjuct to rrrors in 
matching separate sequences and to misidonttficulfon of 
annual layers. 
3. Varve chronology X -=EEI===+++. 
I l l  
Dcpends on nvuilability of carbon, Bnscd on decay of t4C, pro- 
duced by cosmic rndii~tion, to 'IN. S u b j i ~ t  to crrors duc to 
contamination, particulilrly in older deposits und in carbonate 
matcrfal (sucli as mollusk shells, mnrl, soil cnrbonatc). Scc 
tcxt. 
5 ,  Uranium seria Used to date coral, mollusks, bone, cave curhonate, nnd cirrbon- 
ate couts on stonw. Potentially uscful in dating travertine and 
soil carbonate. A variety of isotopes of thc U-decay series arc 
ilsed including 7 f 1 1 W U  (most common and mcthod de- 
scribed to left), WUlZWU (with n range back to GO0,OOO 
yr),'31PalaU (10,000-120,000 yr), U-He (0-2 m.y.), and 
2?t1RaImTI~ (< 10,000 yr). Errors duc to the lack of u closcd 
cllcmicul system are a common problem, cspccinlly in mol- 
lusks and bone. 
Diructly applicable only to igneous rocks und glauconitc. Rc- 
c111iru K-bearing phases sucli us feldspar, mica, und glass, 
Bused on dccay of '['K to "'Ar, Subject to errors duc to cxcesq 
nrpn ,  loss of urgon, and contumlnntion. 
7. Fission track Directly applicable only to igncous rock? (including volcanic 
asl~): rcquircs uranium-bearing material (zircon, sphene, 
upatitc, glass). Buscd on the continl~ous accumulation of 
tiacks (strained zones) caitscd by recoiling U fission products. 
Subjcct to errors due to Lrack misidentification and to trock 
annealing. 
Based on open-system flux of uranium through sediment and 
soil; =1U, zn'Th, and "=Tlr must be measured on about 
five diffcrcnt samples from u given aged dcposit and a isoch- 
ron constructed to dctcrmillc age. 
Based on displacement of electrons from prrcnt atoms by alpha, 
bctn, and gumma radiation. Applicable to feldspar and quart! 
in sedimcnh and carbonnte in soils. TL b s e d  on amount of 
8. Uranium trend xxxx 
9. Thormolumincsccncc XXXX 
(TL) and electron-spin 
resonance (ESR) 
light released ns somplc is heated cornpard witla that releascd 
nftcr known radiation dosc, TL precision better than 1ndicatc.l 
for ceramics in 100-10,000-year ;nnge. 
Dating methods analogous to I.'C-dating are huscd on the cosl~lo- 
genic isotopes (half-Iifc in hyears in parentheses) "Si (300), "Ca 
(I -3 X lo5), =C1 (3.08 X I@), "'A1 (7.3 X lo5), '"Bc (1,5 X 
lo8), lmI (1.6 X loi), and =Mn (3.7 X 10q. Dating rcquirw 
knowledgeof thcgcncration rates, flux mtes, and retention effi- 
ciency of the dcposit dated. T h s c  radio-isotopes occur in very 
low abundances and are measured by nmlerator muss spec- 
trometry. 
10. Cosmugenic isotopm 
other than carbon-14 
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12. Obsidian hydrution X ---------------a.o B ~ ~ s e d  on thickncs of the lrydruted lupcr ulong obsidian crack or 
1 1 1  surfuce formed during given event. Agc proportionul to thc 
thickness squarcd. Calibration depends on experimental dctcr- 
minution of liydrntion rate or  numericrl duting. Subject to cr- 
rors due to tenpernture Illstory und vnriutlon in chen~ical com- 
position. 
Ago R u n g  und 
Optimum Resolutton 
Method Applicflbility 110: 11@' 110' llOS llO0 Busis of Method und Remurks 
13. Tcphru lrydration 
1 I. Amino acid XX m.n*. ...**m --- -4.0 
15, Soil devctopment 
Requires slid1 or skeletal material. Bused on releuse of amino ncids 
16. Rock und miner111 
weatliering 
rncemlzntlon 1 1 1  from protain und subsequent inversion o l  their ster~wisomers, 
Shells tend to be rnorc reliublc than bone, wood, or organic-rich 
sediment. Is strongly dependent on otliur vudubles, lispecially 
tcrnl~cruture uncl lenching history, Comlnonly used us n rclativv 
dutingor correlation tccl~nlque, but yields numcricul u g c ~  when 
culibrutid by other tuchniques. 
X to XXX ----*** 
I l l  
nequires volcunic ash, Bused on the progressive filling of bubble 
cavities in glass sllurds with water. Subject to the same 1irnils us 
obsidiun Irydrution, plus others, including the geometry of ush 
shards and bubhlc cuvitics, 
Requires cxprrsed, stable rock substrutcs suitable for lichen 
growth, Most colnmon in alpine and srctic regions, where Ii- 
clien ttrullus diameter is proportionul to age, Subject to error 
due to clilnutic diffcrencc~, lichcn klll, und rnisidentilicatfon. 
The  lirnil of the useful rungc varies considcrubly with climate 
and rock type, 
xxxx ooooO .a.*.* ------a#. Enconipusvcs u n l ~ n ~ b e r  of soil properties thut develop wit11 time, 
1 1 1  1111 o l  whicti arc dependent on other variublcs in udditfon to 
timc ( p ~ r e n t  material, clirnatc, vcgetution, topogrupl~y). Is 
most cffcctive wllen theso other vuriublcs are lleld constunt or 
cun bc evuluated. Precision varics with the soil property mca- 
sured; For exarnplc, uccurnulation of soil carbonate locally 
yields u g  estimutes within f 20 percent. 
XX OOOOO******--------.a* Includes a number of rock and minerul-wcutliering features that 
I I !  develop with time, suclr ss thickness of weathering rinds, solu- 
tion of lin~estone, etching of pyroxene, grussificution of granite. 
and buildup of dcscrt varnish. Has tire sume basic limitations us 
soil development. Precision vuriw with the weatllerfng feature 
mcxllred. 
17. Progr~rsivc landform XXX o o o o o o o o o * * a ~ ~ * ~ a ~ ~ ~  In uddition Lo time, depends on fuctorsstrcl~ us clilnute und lithol- 
modificniion 1 1 1  oby. Depcnds on ruconstruction of originul lundform und un- 
derstunding of proccsscs resulting in change of lundform, in- 
cluding c r c q ~  and erosion. 
18, n u t c  of deposition XX --3--3--4'--2-4'-- Rcquircs relatively constunt rutc olsedimentution over time inter- 
1 1 1  vals considered. Numerical a* bused on sedinlent thickness bc- 
twcen horizons duted by other muthods. Quite virriuble in allu- 
vial deposition. 
19. Cromorphic position xxx m o o * . . * . m *  4-+- Ccwmorplric incision rates depend on streutn s~ze,  sediment loud. 
a n d  incision rute 1 1 1  bedrock resistance to erosion, und uplift r i tesor otller busc-level 
changes, If one hrrucc levcl is dabd.  other tcrruce lcvcls may be 
dirtcd assuming constunt rute of incision, 
20. Rate of deformation XX]( .a?mm?.m?me?mm?e.?m~?*mp**? Dating assurncs deforniution rate constunt over interval of concern 
1 1 1  and requires numcricul duting for calibration. At spreading 
centers and plate hnundaries, neurly constant rates nmay bc vulid 
for intervals of m;llions of yeurs, 
TABLE 13.2 Continued 
- -- - - -- 
Age Rr~lrgc and 
Optfnrum l\csol~~tton 
Mctlrod Applicul)illty 11U2 110' 110' ll05 (10'' Uusls of Mctl~od lrrrd Rcrnurks 
21. Strutigruphy XXXX I I I I 1 Bused on physicul propertics und sctlucncc of units, which Includcs 
w s~~pcrposltion u d insct rcln1ion.r. Depcnds an thc estubllshmcnt 
!3 of kln~e ctluivulenco of units: dcpositlol~ uf Qi~uturnury units 
5 Ld normully occurs in rtsponsu to cyclic clirnutic cl~ungw, 
24, Fossils und urtflucts XX 
2G. Tektites nnd S 
microtcktitus 
2 % l tut~i~lrcs volci~nic usth (tupllra) und rlnicluu cllernicul o r  pctro. 
L, b 0 3  gruptlic idontificution and (or) deting OF the usl~. Very usuflrl 111 8 t. cnrrclutlon bcctulsc nlr us11 eruption rcprltric~lts u virtuully in- 
5 stuntuncous gcolngic cvcnt, 
" x 6 b Depends on correlution of r u r ~ ~ n u n l  rugnclic veclor, wl~icli n- 
o !? c l u d a  polnrity, or u satlucnce of vectors wit11 u knuwn chronol- 8 oh? or mi~gnctlc vuriution, Slil)ject lo errors d ~ l u  lo che~~rlcul 
5 n~ugrietic overprinting and ~~lrysict~l  dist~~rbunuc. % U 
0 tb Dupcnds a n  t l ~ c  uvafltlbility of fozsils, inclllding pollen, rtr~d urti- 
UJ 0 fucts, Rr?rolutlon depends on the rate of uvolutlorr o r  cl~ungu ol  
urgurrisms or culturc?s r~nd  un culibrution 11s ot l~er  tcchnicjuus. 
Sul~ject o errors duo to misiduntificution and fnterprctution. 
Dcpcndsoncorrulution of tl~csccl~wr~cc of isotopic cllungcs wi t l~  sn  
ilge-controlled n lu tc r  c l ~ r o a o l o ~ ~ .  Oxygen isrrtol~ic rccord is 
~rsclul in duct>-sen irlrd icu.cirp m r w  and ~>r*r l~r~ps  in cilvo r l ~ .  
posits, 
Dcl~cnds on rucognitior~ r~nd  dotir~g of alussy m;ltorial (tcktltcs) 
fornrcd during itnllact of cxtruterresiriul musses. Tcktitcs are 
scutturcd over large r~rais ,  such 11s the A~~stralo-Asinti ektite 
field. formed ubout 700 ku. 
APPLICAIIILITY OI'TIMUM RESO1,UTION 
XXSS, nearly ulwuys uppliculhc XS, oltcr~ applicnblc =====-i <2 pcrccnt e*-emm, 25-75 ~ ~ c r c c n t  
SXX, vcrg oltcn trpplical~le S, scldom npplicublc ++ti-++, 2-8 purccnt oooooo, 75-200 ~lorccrrt 
------ 8 - 2 5  percent 
tonism illustrate powerful applications of this method, 
Along the San Andreas Fault 55 km northeast of Los 
Angeles at Pallet Creek, about 50 carbon-14 ages date 11 
episodes of faulting in the 1700 yr prior to the 1857 his- 
torical rupture and define an average recurrence inter- 
val of about 145 yr (Figure 13.2; Sieh, 1884). For the 
south Boso Peninsula of Japan, carbon-14 dating defines 
four stepwise uplifts nf land relative to sea level in the 
last 7000 yr (Figure 13.3). Shirnazaki and Naknta (1980) 
concluded that the offset his:ory supports a tirne-pre- 
dictable recurrence model: that is, the larger the 
amount of the coseismic slip, the longer the interval be- 
fore the next earthquake (Figure 13.3). 
Carbon-14 ages may be in error by much more khan 
the analytical uncertainty. Because of the extensive use 
of carbon-14 dating in studies of active tectonism, con- 
sideration should be given to the following three types of 
carbon-14 dating problems. 
Plttctuations in  Attnosphsric Carbon-14 Based on 
carbon-14 dating of tree rings gsvhose absolute age is 
known, carbon-14 ages deviate from actual ages by 
amounts that are significant for some tectonic studies, 
For example, in thc interval from 5000 to 8000 yr ago, 
carbon-14 ages are about 500-900 yr too young (Klein el 
a / . ,  1982). In the late Holocene, fluctuations in atmo- 
spheric carbon-14 introduce significant uncertainty in 
dating tectonic cvents (Figure 13.4). For example, a car- 
bon-14 age of 150 + 20 ya (years before AD 1950) only 
defines an age in the interval from 0 to 295 calendar 
years before AD 1950 (Klein el al., 1082, Table2). 
Con tatnitla tiat) tvitll Old Carbotl Independent- of 
the age of the sample, the effect of contamination with 
old carbon is constant (Figure 13.5, upper left half). Re- 
gardless of whether a sample is 1 or 30 ka, incorporation 
of 10 percent "dead" carbon will make ages 800 yr too 
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old. Old carbon may contaminate asample in two ways. 
First, detrital carbon, such as that from coal of pre-Qua- 
ternary age which contains no carbon-14 or that from 
hurnic soil material which may have an age of sevcral 
thousarid years, may be incorporated in a sample, Sec- 
ond, plants and animals living underwater can incorpo- 
rate lower activity carbon from GO2 in the water either 
because the water is old or because it has bicarbonate 
from old racks, For marine n~ollusks from the North At- 
lantic, the age of COZ in ocean water increases ages by 
400 to 750 yr (Mangerud and Gulleksen, 1875). 
Contatniriatioti with Yot~ng  Carboti Contamino- 
tion with recent carbon can alter ages greatly. Samples 
whose ages are beyond the range of carbon daring (> 75 
ka) that are contaminated with only half a percent of 
recent carbon will yield an age of about 40 ka ( r e g  4 1  ure 
13.5, Iower right half). Even the most exacting of analy- 
ses can be in error: a carbon-14 enrichment age of 71 ka 
(representing only 0.014 percent of the original carbon- 
14 activity) w;is thought to date the Salmon Springs gla- 
ciation of northwest Washington State (Stuiver ot a / . ,  
1978) until associated ash deposils were fission-track 
dated nt 700 and 800 ku (Ensterbrook cf ul. ,  1981), 
Contamination with younger carbon may be respon- 
sible for many of the finite curbon-14 agcs in the 20- to 
70-ka range, Contamination of carbon samp!es with re- 
cent carbon produces efIecls that are not generally up- 
preciated (Figure 13.5). Examination 01 this nonlinear 
effecl also should providc u caution about assunling that 
"consistency" in age results necessariIy is an argument 
Cor the validity of carbon-14 ages, For example, the con- 
sisicncy of many clntcb falling in the 25- to 40-ka range 
may only rcflcct contaminution of samples older tlinn 
about 50 kii with tile equivalent of 0,5-2 percent of re- 
cent carbon (Figure 13.5), Several hundred carbon 
dates in the 25- to 40-ka range have been obtained from 
coastal deposits in the caslern United States, Many re- 
searchers (referenced in Bloarn, 1983) have concluded 
that these samplcs date a mid-Wisconsin high stand of 
sea level, in part based on the apparent "consistency" of 
a large number of dates in this age range. After thorough 
analysis of this problem, Bloom (1983, pp, 215-218) 
concluded that these agcs are invalid. Amino-acid ra- 
cemization studies on mollusks asssociated with samples 
yielding caron-14 dates in the 25- to 40-kn range also 
indicate that the carl~on-14 dates are erroneously young 
(Belknap, 1984), 
Samples may be contaminated by in situ additions of 
younger carbon. Soil carbdonate, rnolli~sks, or corals are 
particularly susccptibfe to addition of young carbon, es- 
pecially when subject to repeated wetting or drying. 
Contamination by microorganisms incorporating 
young carbon may occur cither before or after a sample 
has been collected, Marine cores stored for 5 yr were 
found to be contaminated by enough terrestrial bacteria 
to account for 5-10 percent contamination with modern 
carbon (CeyIl ct a/., 1974). In-place contamination of 
samples is not: well studied, but it may be possible if mi- 
crobial activity consumcs GO2 from air or HC0; from 
water with a higher carhon-14 activity than the age of 
the sample, For example, methanogens participate in 
terminal stages of tile degradation of organic matter, 
living on and presumably incorporating carbon dioxide 
and hydrogen produced by anaerobic bacteria into their 
tissue (see Maugh, 1977), 
Extra care dlould be taken in order to minimize con- 
tamination with recent organic material during sam- 
pling and sample preparation. In addition, samples 
should be examined for visible contamination, particu- 
larly by roots. Removing modern roots will not, of 
course, remove contamination caused by older, largely 
decayed roots. Common sample pretreatment before 
carbon-14 dating removes base-solubie fulvic acids and 
acid-soluble liumic acids, leaving a residue called 
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FIGURE 13.3 Four stepwisc uplilts of the cnnst of thesoi~thern Uoso 
Peninsula, Jnpnn, detcrmfncd by utrout 25 curbon-14 dutm (from 5111- 
maznki and Nakntn, 1080). Tho open, hnlf-closed, and closed circles 
indfcatc snmpla from ttbovc~, near, and bclow tha former sen level, 
rapr~t tve ly .  Lower purtof flgurcshowscumulutive uplift versus time; 
line througli corners of stufrstcp plot shows that ~tpllft, inicrrcd to bc 
caused by coseismfc faulting, conforms to a time-predictnblemodul. 
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humin or humate. Such pretreatment is commonly em- 
nloved. but it does not remove all forms of contarnina- Uranium-Sari@ Dating 
L . .  
tion by younger carbon. For example, dating studies The 230Th123411 disequilibrium method is the most 
by Goh et al. (1977) have obtained ages as young as commonly used dating tcchnique of the many based on 
17,750 f 2050 ya on humin from deposits whose "best" the radioactive decay series of uranium (Table 13.2; 
carbon-14 ages are more than 40,600 ya. lvanovich and Harmon, 1982), Because uranium is 
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much more soiublc than thorium, mnterials precipi- 
tated from solution st~cll as corals, mollusks, calcic soils, 
carbonate deposits in caves and fault zones, and fossil 
bones are grcatly enriched in uranium with respect to 
thorium. This provides a systcnl in which raclioiictivc 
growth of %?"Th is a function of time until it rciichc~ a 
steady-state relation with its parcnl %'U. Tiit most rcli- 
able application of the method is to pure cave carbonate 
and to samplcs of corals in which thc original aragonite 
is unaltcrcd. For the timc interval of 50 ka to about 300 
ka, agecontrol for deformation of coastal areas is largely 
based on uranium-series dating of corals. 
For corals and cave deposits, uraniiun is incorporatccl 
in thc sample at the time of deposition and, under ap- 
propriate cot~clitions, the sample acts iis ii closccl syslcm 
with respcct to uranium. Dating problems generally 
result from migration of uranium nftcr initial deposition 
or contamination witli thorium in detrital material at 
the time of deposition. Living n~ollusk shells or bones 
contain only about a tenth of the uraniurn that becon~cs 
incorporated after burial. If ngcs arc calculated on the 
basis of a closcd systcm, tlic t~ranium in the sa~nple 
sl~ouicl ideally have been introduced in a time interval 
that issliort relative to the age of tlicsample, and none of 
thissecondary uranium sllould have been leaclicd away, 
If uranium is incorporated at later times in the history of 
the sample, the apparent ThlU agc is too young. Con- 
versely, if uraniun~ is lcached during the later llistory of 
a sample, the apparent ThlU tlge is too old. Kauf~nan 
ct al,  (1971) condudcd that for samplcs of kno\vn age, 
g"Tl~lg'lU dating of mollusks gave ages within their ana- 
lytical uncertainty no more thnn half the timc. 
For active tectonism in semiarid mncl drier tireas, 
s"Tl~l'"lU dating of carbonate Inay date Fault move- 
ments. Soils may contain carbonate coats on the under- 
sides of stones tl~iit ciin cli~tc faullccl alluvial suriaces. 
Along the Arco Fault scarp in central Idaho, a surface 
vertically offset abot~t  19 m by  faulting has 1-cm-thick 
carbonate coats that can be subdivided into outer, mid- 
dle, and inner parts (Fierce, 1985). Analyses of both the 
soluble (carbonate) and insoluble (dctrital rcsiclue) frec- 
tions from these layers yield ages as s h a ~ ~ ~ n  in Figure 13.G 
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isochrot~ II@S Szal~o : i ~ i ~ I  Hushoh (1082. I:igrrrV 10.5) urc l~lc~ttccl 
nt ~nirlpoinl rrrsil~~i~rlcrl Ir ycr. 'rhc cilrtrot~i~tc cnirls k l r r r ~  on Illc ~ ~ n t l r r -  
side rrlslona ill thusnil on rill r l l l ~ ~ t ~ i a l  Trlri, 
(Sznbo and Rosholt, 1982). Thcsc agcs arc str;itigraphi- 
cally consistcnt and indicate 21 timespun of 160 ka for 19 
m of offset an11 a long-lcrm slip rate of a l ~ o u l l  mlka. 
T l ~ e  potassium-argon (K-Ar)  neth hod is limited in its 
applicability to dating active tectonics by its primary 
usc with igneous rocks and general lack of resolving 
power for rocks younger than a few tcns of thot~snncls of 
years. Nevertheless, most of the correlation methods 
(Table 13.1, column 6) and calibration of many of the 
relative-dating methods (Table 13.1, columns 4 and 5) 
depend on K-Ar dating for their age control. More im- 
portant to tlic study of active tectonism, both the pa- 
leornagnctic time scale, which was critical in cstnblisli- 
ing the theory of piate tectonics, and tlic relative rates of 
plate motions are largely based on K-AT dating, 
Fission-track dnting is generully limited to rliyolitic 
volcnnic rocks oldcr than about 100 ka and is commonly 
better man the K-Ar method for dating volcanic ash. 
Fission-track duting can ulso be used in urens of high 
rdief and rhpid irplift to estimatelong-term rates of up- 
lift. Uccat~sc fission trucks in aputitc anneal if wnrmcr 
than ubout 120°C, fission-trnck dpting of apatite detcr- 
mines the timc n rock has bcon below h i s  tc~nperatilrc 
and consequently at relatively rhallow depths. If the 
goothcrmul gradient is known, the rate of uplift und cro- 
sinn of a mountainous area can thcrel>y be det~rmincd, 
Using this mcll~od, Nacser el (11, (1083) estimated that 
tlic lute Ccnozoic rate of uplift of the Wasatdl Moun- 
tains Ilns nveragcd 0.4 n~lku ovcr the past 10 Mn (million 
years). 
0tllr.r radiologic lnctllods (Table 13.1, colutnn 3) in- 
volve rrrdioactivc prrxcsstls but mag also dcpend on 
otllcr nonradioactive precesses tllet  nus st I)c either esti- 
matecl or accounted for by calibration using othcr nu- 
merical muthocls. 
T h e r n ~ o l ~ r t r ~ i t ~ ~ ~ s l s c ~ t ~ c ~  (TL)  atld 
Eleclrnt~-Spir~-R~.s~~~~u~~cc (ESH) Dating 
Thcrmoluminescencc (TL) dating (Wintle and 
Huntlcy. 1082) may 11e \vidcly ilpplicablc to dating ac- 
tive tectonics, hut the metl~od hns been used rarely in the 
United States. Owing to t l ~ c  effects of radiation, man)' 
minerals elnit liglit when [~rogrcssivcly Ilcated, and ilie 
changing intensity of light emission yields a glow curve, 
A starting point for bitildup of TL can bc the time of 
crystallizalion of carbonate in a soil, the gru~vth of a 
sl~cll, the firing of a ceran~ic, tllc eruption of a lava flow, 
or tllc timcof burial after csposrtrc to sunlight. The glow 
ctirvc bccomesstronger the greater and longer the radia- 
tion exposure, Thc flux oi radiation is related to the 
modern contenk of uranium, thorium, and polassium, 
Thc responst? of thc dosimeter grains is ~alibratC!d by ar- 
tificial irradiation (alplla, beta, and garnlna) and mea-. 
surement of tllc induced glow curves. Several hours of 
exposure to sunlight "zeros" the TL in grains of quartz 
and fcldspur, which are nearly ubiqt~itous in surficial 
deposits, Thus, many surficial deposits offset by faulting 
arc potentially datable by TL. 
Because water adsorbs some of the gamma radiation, 
the amount of water present over the history of the sam- 
ple needs to be measured or estimated and it? effect on 
the in situ sample calculated. Also, radiogenic isotopes 
DA TINC hfE1'IIODS 
are assumed not to have been added to or leached froni 
the sample. Wintle nrld Huntloy (1982) listed criteria for 
evaluating TL dates of sediment and discussed problems 
that merit further rwearcli. 
TL dating of loesses hns yielded reasonable results. 
Late Pleistocene loess in Germany yielded TL ngcs that 
are stratigraphically consistent and concordant with 
carbon-14 ages of an associated ash (Wintle and Brun- 
nacker, 1882; Figure 13.7). 
Electron spin resonance (ESR) dating is similar to TL 
dating in that a mineral acts ns a dosimeter for local ra- 
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West Gcrmuny showing that thc TL ages are both strutigruphicully 
consistent and concordant wltb exlstingcilrbon-14 ugwon thevolcanic 
nsh that wnsdatcd dscwherc (redrawn from Wintle and Bruiinuckcr, 
1882). 
diation, but differs in tile feature measured and the 
method of measurement. ESR datingaf corals from ma- 
rine terraces of Japan yielded results in good agreement 
with carbon-14 (2-4 ka) and mOTl~ls'U (40- > 200 ka) 
dating (Ikeya and Ohmura, 1983). 
Uranium-trend dating is an isachron-type method for 
dating Quaternary sediments and soils (RoshoIt, 1980; 
Szabo and Rosholt, 1982). Rather than requiring a 
closed system as do most uranium-series methods, this 
method depends on a flux of uranium (mostly 
through sediments and the consequent embedding of re- 
coil products =,'U and ?30Th in the sediments. The 
method can be used on almast all sedimentary materials 
and h s  produced generally reasonable ages (Rosholt, 
1980). The calibration of the method initialIy depended 
on ages determined by other methods, but ages can now 
be calculated using the established calibration. The 
method is expensive, requiring determination of "38U, '
23JU, ?30Th, and '3'Th for five or mare samples from a 
given deposit. Although widely applicable, the method 
has so far experienced limited use because of its newness, 
complexity, and cost. 
Similar to carbon-14, several other radiogenic iso- 
topes are generated by cosmic-ray bombardment and 
may be useful in tectonic studies. Dating rationales exist 
for "Si, 4i1Ca, 3aCl, g%l, I0Be, lg91, and 531dn, which are 
analyzed by accelerator mass spectrometry (half-lives 
given in Tablc 13.2). 
Beryllium-10 is produced by cosmic-ray bombard- 
ment and is carried to the Earth's surface by rain and 
dust. Pavich at al. (1984) showed that IoBe is adsorbed 
onto clays in soils and systematically increases in abun- 
dance with soil age for at least the first 100 ka of soil 
development. More research is needed to evaluate this 
method for datingsurface and buried soils. 
RELATIVE-DATING METHODS, SIMPLE 
PROCESS 
These methods (Table 13.1, column 4) do not depend 
on radiogenic processes but are based on relatively sim- 
ple chemical or biological processes whose rates are re- 
lated to controlling variables such as temperature and 
chemical composition or species effects, 
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Obsidian-Htjdrot ion Dating 
Obsidian hydration has been trsed to date the last two 
glaciations in the Rocky Mountain region (Pierce et al. ,  
1976). If temperature and chemical composition are 
constant, hydration thickness increases proportional to 
the square root of time. Figure 13.8 shows the increase 
in hydration with time as determined by the hydration 
thicknesses of two K-Ar-dated rhyolite flows and car- 
bon-14-dated recessional deposits. The deposits of the 
next to last, or Bull Lake, glaciation date at about 140 ka 
(Pierce et al., 1976). This age for the Bull Lake glacia- 
tion is about 5 times older than the age considered cor- 
rect 20 yr ago. The importance of the dating at West 
Yellowstone to studies of active tectonism is that these 
ages can be inferred for many deposits throughout the 
western United States if they can be correlated with 
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FIGURE 13.8 Obsklian-hydration dating of the Pincdalc and Bull 
Lakc Glaciations near West Yc.llowstone, Montana (from Pierce et al, ,  
1976). Dashcd linc shows lncrcasc in hydration thickncss with ugc 
based on hydration thickncss measured on deposits dated by K-Ar or 
"C methods. Above histograms, short lines with dots are menm and 
standard deviations of hydration-thicknm mcasurcmcnts, some of 
which are offset (smnfl arrows) to account lor small tcmpernturc dif- 
ferences between loculitia. 
those at West Yello\vstone on the basis of criteria such as 
soil development, morphologic changes, and weather- 
ingrinds (see Figure 13.9). 
Amino Acid Aucemizat ion 
Amino acid racemization (and epimerization) has 
provided important age information for deciphering 
late Quaternary deformation along the West Coast of 
the United States (Lajoie, Chapter 6, this volume). Be- 
cause racemization rates for a given species depend on 
temperature and a kinetic model (Wehmiller, 1982), the 
method works best if calibrated by numerical methods. 
On the California coast, uranium-series dating of corals 
has provided a few calibration points, but even with this 
calibration the amino acid ratios on mollusk samples did 
not allow distinction between three global sea-level cul- 
minations known from elsewhere to date at about 80, 
95, and 135 ka. The problem of distinguishing these 
three high-sea stands has been resolved by combined 
s~udies using amino acid and uranium-series dating, 
temperature gradients along the coast, and paleontolog- 
ical identification of cool (oxygen isotope substages Sa or 
b) and warm (substage 5e) faunas (Lajoie, Chapter 6, 
this volume). 
RELATIVE-DATING METHODS, COMPLEX 
PROCESSES 
This group of dating methods includes some of the 
most widely applicable methods (Table 13.1, column 
5). Numerical ages can be empirically estimated by 
these methods. Rigorous evaluation of these complex 
methods would require modeling of each process and 
quantification of their relative effects. Nevertheless em- 
pirical quantification has been done, and some age esti- 
mates based on these methods (Table 13.1, column 4) 
may be more reIiable than, if not so precise as, some 
carbon-14 ages. 
Rock and Mineral Weathering 
Rock and mineral weathering (Table 13.1, column 5) 
includes such relative-dating techniques as mineral 
grain etching, seismic velocities in weathered stones, 
pitting on stonesurfaces, and weathering rinds. 
Weathering rinds on basaltic and andesitic stones 
from the B horizons of soils have yielded age informa- 
tion on middle and late Quaternary deposits at seven 
different areas in the western United States (Figure 
13.9; Colrnan and Pierce, 1981). Multiple measure- 
ments oE rind thicknesses from a given stratigraphic unit 
are consistent; and, for a succession of deposits, rind 
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thickness increases with stratigraphic age. Local cali- 
bration by numerical dating indicates that rind thick- 
nesses increase logarithmically with time. Based on a 
logarithmic increase in rind thickness and on the as- 
sumption that deposits with a certain relative moraine 
form and degree of soil development correlate with de- 
posits of the Bull Lake glaciation at West Yellowstone 
(oxygen-isotope stage 6) ,  ages can be estimated for all 
the deposits in seven glacial successions in the western 
United States. Deposits representing isotopestages 2 and 
6 apparently are present in all areas sampled, but mo- 
raines representingstages 3 and 4 were apparently oblit- 
erated in many areas by glaciation during stage 2 (Fig- 
ure 13.9). 
Recent developments in the study of dcert varnish 
suggest that systematic changes in varnish properties, 
such as decreasing ratios of leachable cations to manga- 
nese, occur with time (Dorn, 1983). With local calibra- 
tion, age estimates on faults in desert environments may 
be obtained by this method. 
Soil Development 
On land, soil development is nearly always pertinent 
to estimating the age of deformation. Soil development 
is a function of climate, parent material, organisms, to- 
pography, and time. If all the factors other than time 
can be held constant, the effect of time on soil develop- 
ment can be isolated and used to calibrate soil develop- 
ment with time at other sites. 
FIGURE 13.9 Use of weathering rinds to 
date and correlate g1,lucjul deposits in seven 
arens in the western United States. As shown 
by dccrensing curvnturc of linm, rind thick- 
nm is ussumed to incrcnse lognritl~mlcally 
with time (from Colrnan and Pierce, 1984). 
Open ctrclcr nrt! for deposits independently 
dated nt West Yellowstone nnd for deposits 
corrclntcd on bnsis of soils and otLer criteria 
with 140,000-yr-otd deposits at Wwt Ydlow- 
stone. Solid circles are for otl~cr glacial de- 
posits plotted on the npproprinte curve nc- 
carding to their rind thicknw. 
Recently, Hal den (1982) devised the soil "Profile De- 
velopment Index" based on quantification of standard 
field descriptions of soils, including such features as 
color, clay content, texture, and soil-horizon thickness. 
Each of 10 or so soil properties is objectively quantified 
for each soil horizon on a scale that goes from zero to the 
maximum observed development. For the Merced, CaI- 
ifornia, area, an individual soil property such as rubifi- 
cation (reddening and brightening of soil colors) shows a 
progressive increase with time from 100 yr to more than 
1 m.y. (rubification, Figure 13.10A). The Profile Devel- 
opment Index (Figure 13.10B) combines several soil 
properties such as texture, pH, dry consistence, and soil 
structure and shows the cumulative effect of the devel- 
opment of many soil properties with time. Dating by 
this soil Profile Development Index is improved by using 
only soil properties that show the highest correlation 
with age (see Index of four best: properties, Harden and 
Taylor, 1983). 
Although calibration of soil Profile Development In- 
dex with age is best restricted to local areas where cli- 
mate and parent material are the same, soils from four 
different areas of the United States appear to show simi- 
lar Profile Development Index values with increasing 
age (Figure 13.10C), The soil Profile Development In- 
dex should prove useful in estimating ages of deforma- 
tion, for it is based on readily describable field proper- 
ties, provides an objective numerical basis for 
comparison between soils, and eliminates the need for 
subjective estimates of a soil's "development." 
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FIGURE 13.10 lncrcuac in soil develop- 
ment with time (from I.lardcn, 1982: Ihrdcn 
and Tnylor, 1963). A, oncsoit property (.rubi- 
ficatlon) in Merccd, Californiu, aroa, D, Soil 
Profile Index b u d  nn multiptc prq~ertics in 
Mcrccd arcu. C. Soil Profile Index for climnti- 
cally diffcr~mt oreus, Nu~nbcrs indlcutc ~tlc 
number of points that plot in one place. 
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Some individual soil properties can be measured to 
estimate age, Such properties include increases in clay 
(Levine and Ciolkosz, 1983; Reheis, 1984; Pierce, 
1979), secondary carbonate (Machette, 1978), second- 
ary gypsum (Reheis, 1984), and secondary iron oxides 
(McFadden, 1982) as we11 as major-element chemistry 
(Harden and Taylor, 1983, Reheis, 1984). These mea- 
surements of changes are for an individual process and 
are like the simple-process, relative-dating methods 
(Table 13,1, column 4) but are discussed here because 
they are a component of soil development. 
On the downwind and downthrown side of a fault 
offsetting a flat, former basin floor of the J3io Grande 
rift, New Mexico, fault movements were rapidly fol- 
Iowed by deposition of eolian sand, During stable pe- 
riods, five different calcic soilsdeveloped on these eolian 
sand? and were subsequently buried (Figure 13.11). The 
time taken to form each soil is based on the total pedo- 
genic CaCOo (glcm2-soil column) divided by the accu- 
mulation rate of pedognic CaC03 determined from the 
500-ka surface soil on the upthrown side of the fault. 
The deposit thickness indicates fault offset, whereas the 
amount of pedogenic CaC03 indicates the interval be- 
tween fault episodes (Figure 13.11). The deformation 
history inferred from this information (Figure 13.12) 
shows an apparently decelerating rate of faulting. 
Prograsiue Landform Modijication 
Recognition of active tectonism commonly depends 
on detection of landforms created or modified by defor- 
mation, which is the subject urea of tectonic geomor- 
phology. To the trained eye, tectonic landforms tell 
much about the degree of tectonic activity, and new 
quantitative methods are making tectonic geomorphol- 
ogy a more exact science (Keller, Chapter 8, this vol- 
ume). The effects may be subtle, such as alterations of 
river courses and gradients (Schumm, Chapter 5, this 
volume) or dramatic, such as bold, mountain-front es- 
carpments (Keller, Chapter 8, this volume). 
Geomorphic modificatior~ of fault scarps is particu- 
larly important to studies of active teetonism (Wallace, 
1977; Nash, Chapter 12, thisvolume; Keller, Chapter8, 
this volume). As with soils, the environmental variables 
such a~ lithology, climate, and vegetation need to be 
held constant or accounted for otherwise. 
DATING METIIODS 
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FIGURE 13.11 Dating of fault-rclntcd buricdsoils bused on the ac- 
cumulation of carbonatcin calcicsoils ncur Alliucpurquc, Ncw Mcxico 
(From Muchette, 1978). 
CORRELATION ,+IETHODS 
If a feature can be correlated with an event of known 
age, reliable and precise age control can be obtained. 
Methods such as those listed in Table 13.1 (column 6) 
may provide accurate numerical dates or exact correla- 
tion between deformed areas. 
Stratigraphy 
Stratigraphy, including lithologic characteristics and 
the sequence of units, is basic to understanding the his- 
tory of active tectonism. In surficial geology, the se- 
quence of units may not be based on superposition but 
on geomorphic relations such as a sequence of succes- 
sively lower and younger stream terraces. The origin of 
deposits also may be important in understanding the 
stratigraphy of surficial depr~liits. If the age of a unit cp.n 
be determined in one place, lint age can be applied to 
correlative units or be used to provide age constraints for 
sequentially younger or older units. Many surficial geo- 
logic units are causally related to the cycles of climatic 
change that characterize the Quaternary, such as suc- 
cessions of glacial till, sequences of loess separated by 
buried soils, and sequences of marine or alluvial ter- 
races. 
Numerical datingcontrol is normally obtainzble only 
at scattered localities, and extension of this dating con- 
trol to sites of deformation depends on stratigraphic cor- 
relation over distances of tens to even hundreds of kilo- 
meters. The age of stratigraphic units in Quaternary 
geologic successions is the subject of much current re- 
search. Such research addresses many unresolved dating 
problems, results in new and commonly significantly re- 
vised ages, and leads to development: of new strategies 
for obtaining ages. Studies centered on stratigraphy of- 
fer the best method to check a given dating technique 
through comparison with other age information from 
related stratigraphic units. Thus, although laboratory 
and numerical analyses are important in obtaining ages, 
stratigraphic work based on field studies is fundamental 
5 4 3 2 1 0 
AGE (xlDsyrs) 
FIGURE 13.12 R u l t  offset versus time nsdctcrmined by accumuln- 
tion of soil clrrbonlrte in buried soils ncnr Albuquerque, Ncw Mexico 
(drawn from data in Machettc, 1978). 
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in judging the reliability of these ages and relating ages 
to deformation of stratigraphic units. 
A volcanic ash can provide a time-pardIel marker 
whose age is as accurate as the best dating either at any 
of its occurrences or of tile correlative volcanic rocks in 
its source area. Recognition of a given ash bed should be 
based on multiple criteria, especially the petrography 
and chemistry of the glass and phenocrysts, as well as 
stratigraphy, paleornagnetism, paleontology, and ra- 
diometric dating (Westgate and Gorton, 1981). 
Tephrochronology has proved of great value in dating 
active tectonics. For example, in southerq California 
deposits containing the 0.7-Ma Bishop ash are laterally 
offset about 6.6 km on the San Jacinto Fault (Sharp, 
1981), and deposits containing 0.6-, 0.7-, and 1.2-Ma 
volcanic ashes are uplifted and tilted along the Ventura 
Fault (?'eats, Chapter 4, this volume). Tephrochronol- 
ogy is also important in calibratingother relative-dating 
and correlation methods, such as soil development, usa- 
nium-trend dating, amino-acid racemization, thermo- 
luminescence dating, and dating of faunal boundaries, 
These calibrated methods can then, in turn, be used to 
date active tectonism. 
Improvements in tephrochronology have led to major 
revisions in Quaternary stratigraphy and age assign- 
ments. In the 1960s, the Pearlette ash (known present 
distribution from California to Iowa) was considered to 
be of asingle age, and thestratigraphy and paleonto~og 
of older Quaternary deposits a11 the way from the mid- 
continent to the Rocky Mountains were founded on the 
assumption that the Pearlette ash represented one erup- 
tion of late Kansan age. Careful petrographic and 
chemical study of the Pearlette ash has shown that it 
actually includes ashes from three different and distinct 
eruptions from the Yellowstone area that differ in age by 
a factor of 3 (Huckleberry Ridge ash, 2 Ma; Mesa Falls 
ash, 1.2 Ma; and Lava Creek ash, O,6 Ma; Izett, 1981). 
The orientation of the Earth's magnetic field is re- 
corded by the orientation of magnetic minerals at the 
time of deposition of many fine-grained sedimentary de- 
posits. Dating control can be obtained if the pa- 
leomagnetic record determined from a sequence of late 
Cenozoic sediments or volcanic: rocks can be correlated 
with the established paleamagnetic polarity time scaIe 
(Mankinen and Dalrymple, 1979; see Barendregt, 1981, 
for a review). For example, the change from the Matuy- 
ama Reversed-Polarity Chron to the present Brunhes 
Normal-Polarity Chron occurred about 730 ka. This 
change provides a global datum for the assessment of 
long-term tectonic rates and calibration of relative-dat- 
ing methods. 
The established polarity time scale also dates the age 
of the ocean floor &ltward from the ocean-ridgespread- 
ing centers. The rates of movement of crustal plates 
away from these spreading centers is based on the age 
and width o,P the normal and reversed polarity stripes of 
the ocean floors. 
Within the Brunhes Normal-Polarity Chron, poten- 
tial age control may be providcd excursions or reversed- 
polarity subchtons that lasted a few thousand years; 
about fivesuch events have been suggested. In addition, 
secular I lation in the geomagnetic field with periodic- 
ities of thousands to tens of thousands of years may pro- 
vide a basis for local correlation and dating. The record 
of secular variation is best studied in lacustrine and 
other environments cf continuous fine-grained sedi- 
ment deposition. Such sadiment dated by pa- 
leomagnetic criteria may also record sediment deforma- 
tion associated with nearby earthquakes. 
Fossils and Artifacts 
Fossils have been of limited value in dating young de- 
posits because the amount of Quaternary evolutionary 
change has been small. Some organisms, such as the rap- 
idly evolving microtine rodents, do show several 
changes each million years and can therefore be of great 
value in estimating long-term deformation rates. An ex- 
ample of dating active tectonics comes from east of San 
Francisco Bay where the Verona Fault offsets Liver- 
more Gravel and is mapped within 60 rn of the General 
Electric Test Reactor at Vallecitos (Herd, 1977). The 
age of this faulted gravel was poorly known until it was 
dated using small mammal faunas as about 500 ka 
(C. A, Repenning, U,S. Geological Survey, personnal 
communication, 1984). 
The cycIic climatic changes of the Quaternary Period 
resulted in cyclic changes in plant and animal popula- 
tions. Such plant or animal changes also provide a basis 
for dating active tectonism. For exampIe, pollen assern- 
blages representing climate considerably colder than 
at present may be used to infer a pre-Holocene age 
(> 10 ka) . 
WHY DATING SPANNING DIFFERENT TIME 
INTERVALS IS NEEDED 
Geologic prediction of future deformation requires 
enough dating control to understand if and how defor- 
mation has changed through time. For most active tec- 
DATlNC METHODS 
tonism, we know little about whether strain rates are 
uniform through time. Even with the simplifying as- 
sumption that strain and longterm slip rates are uni- 
form, a fault scarp with evidence of recent movement 
can yield dramatically different predictions: (1) if the 
slip rate is hst, future movements are likely soon, or (2) 
if the slip rate is slow, future movements are unlikely 
soon. 
Spreading rates at oceanic ridges and movement rates 
of crustal plates appear to be rather constant over the 
plafining intervals of concern to man and his activities. 
Consequently, constant strain rates may be appropriate 
for some major tectonic features. For many individual 
faults, however, this assumption is probably not valid. 
Even for some faults in the boundary zone between 
crustal plates, slip rates have changed greatly. On the 
San Ja7into Fault southeast of Los Angeles, the slip rate 
for the past 730 ka has averaged about 9 mmtyr, 
whereas the rate between 0.4 and 6 ka averaged about 
one-fifth that (Table 13.3; Sharp, 1981). These large 
differences in rate may have resulted from differential 
movements between the Pacific and American plates 
being localized at times on the San Jacinto Fault and at 
other times on the nearby San Andreas Fault (Sharp, 
1981). 
On a fault in the Rio Grande rift near Albuquerque, 
New Mexico, the rates of deformation have decelerated 
over the last 400 ka. Recurrence intervals on this fault 
are quite long, averaging more than 100 ka (Figure 
13.12). 
For the total Basin and Range province encompassing 
the 700-km distance between the crests of the Wasatch 
Mountains of Utah and the Sierra Nevada of California, 
the overall rate of extension may be relatively constant. 
But Holocene and historical activity in the Basin and 
Range is spatially clustered in zones. Holocene tectonic 
events (M, about 7 or larger) define an eastern and west- 
ern zone: these zones are separated by a zone about 300- 
km wide encompassing the Nevada-Utah border in 
which no late Quaternary scarps are recognized (Wal- 
lace, 1981). 
Grouping of events in time may also occur. Some seg- 
ments of the Wasatch Fault zone have had three or more 
TABLE 13.3 Variable Slip Rates Through Time, San 
lacinto Fault, Southern California (from Sharp, 1981) 
Slip nnte Chnnge in Slip Rate 
Time Interval ~rnrnlvr) Throu~h Time 
400-6000 1.7 1 0.3 Fivefold dccrcasc 
Holocene (last 10 ka) offsets and exhibit slip rates during 
the Holocene of 1.3 + 0.1 mlka, yet other sections of the 
Wasatch Fault zone have not been active in the Holo- 
cene (Schwartz at al., 1983). In addition, based on fis- 
sion-track annealing ages, the uplift rate of the Wasatch 
Mountains for the past 10 Ma has been about one-third 
the Holocene rate, or about 0.4 mlka (Naeser et al , ,  
1983). Work in progress on deposits as old as 250 ka 
sheds light on the meaning of these rates (Machette, 
1984). As dated by calcic-soil develr-pment, theslip rate 
has been on the order of 1 mlka during the last 5 kn; this 
rate appears to have been more than 5 times greater 
than that over the past 250 ka, suggesting variable slip 
rates and temporal grouping of fault offsets (Machette, 
1984). 
Rates of fault slip or other deformation are dependent 
on both the deformation pattern through time and the 
time window of observation. To illustrate this point, 
Figure 13.13 shows the effect of short, medium, and 
long time.windows on the slip rates for five patterns of 
deformation; accelerating, constant, decelerating, epi- 
sodic-quiescent, and episodic-active, For convenience, 
the deformation patterns are shown as systematic, and 
the deformation rates are arbitrarily set at 1 for the long- 
est interval, Depending on the time window, deforma- 
tion rates for each pattern may differ by more than an 
order of magnitude. Also, although the long-term rate is 
arbitrarilyset at 1, theshort interval has rates that differ 
by more than 2 orders of magnitude (Figure 13.13B), 
Deformation rates determined for differing time in- 
tervals will contribute to an understanding of deforma- 
tion patterns through time in different tectonic settings. 
Few fault histories such as those shown by Figures 13.2, 
13.3, and 13.12 have been determined. Deformation 
histories like that shown by lines for episodic-active and 
episodic-quiescent (Figure 13.13) have not been well 
documented, but, as discussed previously, some evi- 
dence suggests that these patterns of deformation have 
occurred. 
Only by understanding the history of a fault can we 
better understand what can be expected in the future. 
Consequently, the deformation history needs to be de- 
fined by multiple dates. The simplifying assumption 
that tectonic events such as rates of faulting or rates of 
uplift are constant may be useful as a first approxima- 
tion, but this assumption may be quite misleading in 
some tectonicenvironments. Few fault histories are well 
enough dated to know in what cases the assumption of 
constant slip rate is valid and in what cases it is not. By 
detailed documentation, we can construct predictive 
models appropriate to a given tectonic setting. If move- 
ments on a given fault are grouped in time, or if faults in 
an area alternate in activity, concepts such as constant 
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Thus, sufficient dating related to deformation histo- 
ries is required to understand the character of faulting in 
different tectonic settings and thereby to anticipate 
more intelligently the future deformation aver time in- 
tervals of concern to man. Dating of a single fault his- 
tory without concern for related faults may be examin- 
ing too small a component, for relatively constant 
tectonic activity may be unevenly distributed among a 
group of faults. 
The definition of rates and knowledge of the con- 
stancy or variation of these rate. through time permit 
quantitative ranking of tectonic activity, both for the 
purposes of scientific understanding and hazard assess- 
ment. 
DATING METHODS IN FUTURE RESEARCH 
ON ACTIVE TECTONISM 
Ail the dating methods discussed (Tables 13.1 and 
13.2) have importance to studies of active tectonism. In 
the last decade, much impovement, refinement, and 
evaluation of the reliability of these methods have been 
associated with studies of active tectonisrn. 
Because experimental methods such as 3flCl and %A1 
are numerical and based on radioactive decay, some 
may consider such methods the most promising for fu- 
ture advances. But such methods also involve assump- 
tions concerning nonradiometric processes-one as- 
sumes that the isotope measured both accumulated at a 
known rate and no subsequent leaching has occurred. 
These nonradiometric factors are difficult to evaluate 
rigorously and have similarities with, for example, the 
extremely complex process of soil development. For ex- 
ample, "'Be accumulation in soils is influenced by the 
days in thesoil, which generally increase in quality and 
may change mineralogically as the soil develops. The 
recent quantification of soil development using the Pro- 
file Development Index, as well as analyses of changes in 
individual soiI components such as soil carbonate or 
clay, can provide useful but not precise dating control; 
soil development is nearly always applicable to the dat- 
ing of active tectonism. 
Because of their nearly universal applicability, ther- 
moIuminescencc and uranium-trend dating of sedi- 
ments are promising methods for dating deformation, 
especially in the 10"- to 10"yr range. Compared to this 
potential, research by laboratories on thesemethods and 
application to active tectonics have been limited. 
Carbon-14 dating is the most important method in 
the range of about 30,000 yr to the present. Research 
using current methods of organic chemistry may help to 
resolve problems with the method and thc mechanisms 
of contamination. Even before sample collection, rni- 
crobes may have lived in organic material and incorpo- 
rated younger carbon from the surrounding water or 
air. Important carbon-14 samples might be quantita- 
tively examined for such microbes and other potential 
contaminants to estimate the importance of their effect, 
as was done by Geyh ct al. (1974). 
Carbon-14 dating using accelerator mass spectror;le- 
try permits the dating of milligram-sized samples 
(Grootes, 1983). If only small samples are present, this 
offers obvious advantages, but contamination within, 
for example, an individual grain of charcoal, may still 
be present. Special organic concentrates in combination 
with accelerator dating may offer real improvements. 
For example, a whai:: bone sample from northern 
Alaska has been carbon-14 dated, but considerable 
question remains about the reliability of the ages (D. L. 
Carter, USGS, personnal communication, 1984). Be- 
cause one amino acid is common in bone but not in the 
likely contaminating materials, dating of this amino- 
acid sample may provide a reliable carbon-14 age. The 
amino acid concentrate will be small, requiring dating 
by accelerator mass spectrometry. 
In the quest for better dating of active tectonism, the 
importance of local, time-calibrated stratigraphies 
should not be underestimated. Datable materials are 
commonly not found where a given stratigraphic unit is 
offset but may be found elsewhere in that stratigraphic 
unit. Because the stratigraphy of many Quaternary de- 
posits reflects the cycles of climatic changes, the ages of 
faulted or uplifted datums can be inferred if relations 
between stratigraphic units and climatic cycles are 
known. Study of active tectonjsm and Quaternary 
stratigraphy should proceed together also because evi- 
dence of tectonism and climatic change is commonly 
similar. For examp!e, gravel deposition may result from 
uplift, from climatic change, or from both uplift and 
climatic change. 
In conclusion, knowledge of active tectonism of a 
given arca progresses a5 both the amount and age of de- 
formation are determined. Such knowledge commonly 
develops by documenting first the age and amount of 
the most recent movement; second, the history of the 
last several movemcnts; third, deformation over con- 
trasting time intervals, including long intervals; and 
last, the relation between the dated delormations an as- 
sociated faults. 
Datingcontrol is commonly the limiting factor in un- 
derstandi:lg active tectonism. Normally, several dating 
methods need to be used because of (1) the limited range 
of a given technique, (2) the presence of appropriate 
materials, and (3) the need to check the reliability of any 
given dating technique by using another method. For 
studies of a fault segment, for example, dating control 
for Holocene activity can be determined by carbon-14, 
and studies of surface and buried soils can be made to 
provide datingcontrol in the 10"- to 1O"yr range ns well 
as to provide a check on the reasonableness of the car- 
bon-14 dater. Tables 13.1 and 13.2list 26 methods. De- 
velopment or refinement of the methods, particularly 
those Iisted in columns 3 to 6 of Table 13.1, has ad- 
vanced greatly in the past decade, in part because of the 
impetus to date active tectonics. With continued effort, 
comparable advances are possible in the future. 
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Seismic Hazards: 
New Trends in Analysis 
Using Geologic Data 
DAVID P. SCHWARTZ and KEVIN J ,  COPPERSMITH* 
Woodward-Cbde Consrrl~atils 
INTRODUCTION 
Where? When? How large? These are the most fre- 
quently asked questions in evaluating seismic hazards. 
The ability to answer these, whether estimating a maxi- 
mum earthquake, the amount of potential surface dis- 
placement on an active fault, or the probability of ex- 
ceeding a particular level of ground motion, rests on the 
ability to recognizc and characterize seismic sources 
Seismic source characterization is the quantification of 
the size(s) of earthquakes that a fault can produce and 
the distribution of these earthquakes in space and time. 
As such, source characterization provides the basis for 
evaiuating the long-term seismic potential at particular 
sites of interest. 
In the late 1960s and early 1970s-largely in response 
to expansion of nuclear power plant siting and the issu- 
ance of a code of federal regulations by the Nuclear Reg- 
ulatory Commission referred to as Appendix A, 
10CFR100-the need to characterize the earthquake 
potentiai of individual faults for seismic design took on 
greater importance. Appendix A established determinis- 
tic procedures for assessing theseismic hazard at nuclear 
power plant sites. Bonilla and Buchanan (1970), using 
data from historical surface-faulting earthquakes, de- 
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veloped a set of statistical correlations relating earth- 
quake magnitude to surface rupture length and to sur- 
face displacement. These relationships, which have 
been refined and updated (Slemmons, 1977; Bnnilla ot 
al., 1984) along with the relationship between fault area 
and magnitude (Wyss, 1979) and seismic moment and 
moment magnitude (Hanks and Kanamori, 1979), have 
served as the basis for selecting maximum earthquakes 
in a wide variety of design situations (Schwartz st at., 
1984), A rdated concept that developed at about the 
same time and that has also seen widespread use is the 
idea that a seismic source can produce two types of 
earthquakes, a "m~ximum credible" event or simply a 
"maximum" earthquake, which is the largest conceiv- 
able, and a "maximum probable" event, which is 
smaller and more frequent. 
It  is clear that the correlations between earthquake 
magnitude and fault piira~neters can provide reusonable 
estimates of the magnitude or surface displacement as- 
sociated with future earthquakes on a fault when appro- 
priate values for the parameters are used. However, in 
applying these correlations to actual siting situations, 
there is often much uncertainty, and there has fre- 
quently been great controversy, in the selection of the 
parameters used. Perhaps no better example can be 
found than the diversity of conclusions regarding the 
seismic design parameters for the proposed Allburn 
Dam on the American River east of Sacramento, Cali- 
fornia. Reports on these were issued by the U.S. Bureau 
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of Reclamntion, the U.S. Geolagical Survey, Wood- 
ward-Clyde Consultnnts, and fivc additional indcpen- 
dent consultants to the Bureau of Reclamatron. Esti- 
mates of the magnitude of the maximum earthquake on 
a fault in the vicinity of the dam rungcd from 6,O to 7.0; 
the closest approacll of the source of the meximum 
earthquake ranged from less tl~nn 0,8 to 8 km; cstimutes 
of the focal depth of the maximum event varied from 5 
to 10 km; the amount of the surface displncernent cx- 
pected during the maxinlurn event varied from 25 crn to 
3 m; and estimates of t112 recurrence interval af the max- 
imum earthquake ranged from 10,000 to 85,000 yr. 
Characteristics of espectnble fuulting within the dam 
foundation similarly had a wide rdnge of estimated val- 
ues: the maximum eurthquake was 5.0 to 7,O; displnce- 
ment per event was less than 2.5 crn to 1 m; and the 
recurrence interval of an even1 in the foundation w a  
260,000 to about 1,000,000 yr. This clearly illustrates 
the differences in perception among the various consul- 
tants or groups regarding both the physical basis for 
quantifying u particular fault parameter and the gen- 
eral understanding of fnult bchuvior. 
During the past 10 yr the integration of geologic, seis- 
mologic, and geophysical information has led to a much 
better, thoug11 still far from complete, understanding of 
the relationships between faults and earthqual;es in 
space and time. Ceologicstudics, especially a few highly 
focused fault-specific studies, have shown that individ- 
ual past large-magnitude earthquakes can he recog- 
nized in the geologic record ancl that tlie timing between 
events can be measured. Such investigations of prehis- 
toric earthquakes have developecl into a formal disci- 
pline culled paleoseismology [Wallace, 1981). Addition- 
ally, they have yielded informution on fault slip rate, 
the amount of displacement during individual cvcnts, 
and the clupsed time since the most recent event. These 
data can be used in a number of different ways and have 
led to the development of new upproachcs to quantify- 
ing seismic hazards. Specifically, they have allowed us 
to begin to develo~~ models of fnult zone segmentation, 
whirh can be uspu to evaluate both the size and poten- 
tial location of future eartlicluakes on a ftlult zone, und 
also earthquake recurrence models, which provide in- 
formation on the frequency of different size earthquakes 
on a fault. At the same time, significant advances have 
been made in developing eartiquake hazard models 
that use probabilistic approaches. These are particu- 
larly suited to incorporating the uncertainties in seismic 
source characterization and our evolving understanding 
of the earthquake process. 
In the present paper we discuss new trecds in seismic 
hazard analysis using geologic data, with special um- 
phasis on fault-zone segrnoniation and recurrence 
models und thc way in which they provide a basis for 
evaluating long-tcrm earthquake potential. 
TI-1E CEOLOGIC DATA UASE 
Figure 14.1 is u schematic diagram showing the types 
of geologic data that can be obtained for individual 
faults and the applications of each to the evaluation of 
seismic hazards. 
Slip Rnlc 
Slip rutc is the net tectonic displacemcnt on a fault 
during a measuruble period of time. In recent years a 
great deal of emphusis has been placcd on obtainingslip- 
rate data, and published rates are avuilable for many 
fuults. Slip rates are 6n expression of tho long term, or 
average, activity of 3 latllt. In a general wa) shey can 
be used as un indcx to compare the relative activity of 
faults. Slip rutcs are not necccarily a direct expression of 
eurthquake potential. Althougi~ htults with high slip 
rates generally generate largc-magnitude earthquukes, 
tilose with low slip rates may do the same, but with 
longer periods of time between events. Slip rates reflect 
tlie rate of strain cnorgy release on u fault, which can be 
expressed as seismic moment. Because of this they are 
now being used lo estimate earthquake recurrence on 
individual faults, especially in probabilistic seismic hsz- 
ard analyses. 
GEOLOGIC DATA 
FAULT ZONE RECURRENCE 
Faull Geometry 
L O N G 5 E R M  
E A R T H W A K E  POTENTIAL 
Hazard Modcl 
Probablll~y of 
Oceurrcnn, 
PIGUlZE 14.1 lZclntions11ip I~ctwccn geologic data ur~d uspccts of 
seismic l~uzurd cvaluotitr~i. 
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A recurrence interval is the time period between suc- 
cessive geologically recognizuble earthquakes. The ex- 
cavation of trenches across faults has proven to hc a tre- 
mendously successful technique for exposing strati- 
graphic and structural evidence of past individual 
earthquakes in the geologic record. The recognition of 
geomorphic features such as tectonic terraces and indi- 
vidual stream offsets, rnorphometric analysis of fault 
scarps, and evidence of past liquefaction also provide 
direct information on the number of past events lor 
many faults, Where datable material is found, the ac- 
tun1 intervals between successive events can bc dcter- 
rr..ned, although in many cases only average recurrence 
intervals can be estimated, Data on recurrence intervals 
can be combined with information on displacement 
during euch event to develop fault-specific recurrence 
models. 
Elapsed Ttrne 
Elapsed time is the amount of time that has passed 
since the most recent large earthquake on a fault. Many 
faults have experienced repeated late Pleistocene and 
Holocene surface-faulting earthquakes but have not 
ruptured historically. With trenching and geomorphic 
analysis it is possible to identify and estimate the timing 
of the most recent event. Inhrmation on elapsed time is 
desirable because, whea combined with data on recur- 
rence intervals, it provides the basis for calculating real- 
time probabilities of the occurrence of future events on a 
fault. Differences in the timing of the most recent sur- 
face rupture along the IengtIl of a fault zone arc also 
extremely useful in identifying segments that may be- 
have independently. 
Disptawtncnt per Euetit 
Displacement per evcnt is the amount of coseismic 
slip that occurs at the surfarc, during an individual 
earthquake. Geologic studies are providing this infor- 
mation for past earthquakes and assume that the mea- 
sured displacement occurred coseismically, that is, si- 
multaneously with seismic rupture rather than (to any 
significant extent) during a period of postseismic adjust- 
ment called afterslip. Displacements may be obtained, 
for example, from measurements of displaced strati- 
graphic horizons; the thickness of coiluvial wedge7 ob- 
served in trenches, stream offsets, the heights of tectonic 
terraces on the upthrown side of faults; and inflections 
in fault scarp profiles. Displacement reflects the energy 
associated with an earthquake; displacement data can 
be used us input for calculating maximum cnrthquukes. 
Because the amount of coscismicslip generally varim in 
some systematic way along the length of u surface rup- 
ture, care must be taken to evaluate L.he degree to which 
a particular displacement value rcflech a minimum, 
maximum, or average displacement for that event, Dis- 
placemonf. per evcnt data for repeated earthquakes at a 
point on a fault coupled with thc timing of the events 
provide a basis for formulating recurrence models, 
The geometry of a fault is defined by its surface orien- 
tation, its dip, and itsdown-dip extent, For many faults, 
and particularly dip-slip fuults, changes in tlie strike of 
the fault at the surface, especially wlien coupled with 
major changes in lithology, may aid in assessing the lo- 
cation of fault segment boundaries. For strike-slip faults 
dips are generally vertical, but for dip-slip faults the! dip 
at depth may vary considerabiy from the surface dip. 
Some normal faults may decrease in dip with depth (be- 
come listric), whereas seisrnogenic thrust or reverse 
faults often steepen with depth. Seismic reffection data 
and seismicity data such as focal mechanisms can pro- 
vide constraints on dip. The thickness of tlieseismogenic 
or brittle crust in a region determined from the depth 
distribution of seismicity aIso plalces constraints on the 
dawn-dip extent of the part of a fault that exhibits brit- 
tle behavior. Fault dip and down-dip seismogenic ex- 
tent define fault width, which, along with fault length, 
are the key parameters for quantifying the fault area 
that is used to estimate magnitude and seismic moment. 
FAULT-ZONE SEGMENTATION 
The Coricapt 
In evaluating the liazard posed by a specific fault or 
seismic source zone, a major concern is the location of 
future events on that zone, It is commonly observed that 
long fault zones do not rupture along their entire length 
during asingleearthquake. Therefore, to what degree is 
the location of rupture random, or arc there physical 
controls in the fault zone that define the location and 
extent of rupture und divide tllc zone into segments? If a 
zone is segmented, how long can segments persist as dis- 
crete units without overlap of rupture during successive 
faulting events? Even more importantly, can segments 
be recognized on the basis of geologic, seismologic, and 
geophysical data? Answers to these questions have the 
potential to provide new insights into understanding 
rupture propagation and also to provide a p!iysical basis 
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for evaluating wl~ere along a fault the next rupture may 
occur. In additian, tho ability to identify potential rup- 
turesegmcnts places constraintson fault rupture lengtli, 
which is a major gconletric parameter used in the csti- 
mation of mnximum earthquake magnitude. Inherent 
in the concept of segmentation Is tho idcu of persistent 
barriers (Aki, 1979,1984) that. corrtroi rupture propuga- 
tion, 
Wa.solcil I;uirlt ZIJIIL', UIu1a The Wusatch is a 370- 
krn-long normal-slip Fault that has not had a historical 
surface-faultingearthquakc. Based on historical surfuco 
ruptures on normal faults in the Great Basin, which 
have ranged in length from about 35 to 05 km, only a 
part of the Wasatch Fault zonc will be expected to rup- 
ture in future carthquakcs with lengths comparable to 
the historical examples. A segmentation model for the 
Wasatch Fault zone (Schwartz and Coppersrnitlr, 1984) 
isshown on Figure 14.2. Each Wasatch segment is iden- 
tified usingsurface fault geometry, fault scarp morphol- 
ogy, slip rate, timing of the most recent: and prior 
events, gravity data, and geadetic data. From north to 
south, the length and orientation of the segments are (1) 
Collinstan segment, 30 km, N20°W; (2) Ogden seg- 
ment, 70 km, NIOOW; (3) Salt Lake City segment, 35 
km, convex cast N20aE to N30°W: (4) Provo scgmcnt, 
55 km, N25OW; (5) Nephi segment, 35 km, N1lOE; and 
(6) Levan segment, 40 krn, convex west. Thc Collinston 
segment has had no identifiable surface fau l t i~~g during 
the past 13,500 yr. The Ogden segment has expcrienced 
multiple displacements, including two within the past 
1580 laLC yr before present (BP) 2nd with tho most recent 
of these within the past 500 yr, The Salt Lake City and 
Provo segments have each had repeated Holocene 
events; the timing of the most recent event along the Snlt 
Lake City segment is not known, and the youngest event 
on the Provo segment appears to have occurred more 
than 1000 yr ago. Along the Neprli segment one event 
has occurred within the past 1100 '"C yr BP and possibly 
as recently as 300 yr ago; two earlier events occurred on 
this segment between 4580 and 3840 '"C yr BP, and this 
event occurred less than 1750 yr BP. 
The  proposed segment boundaries may represent 
structurally complex transition zones ranging from a 
few to more than 10 km across. To varving degrees, 
boundaries selected on the bayis of paleoseisrri;~ and geo- 
morphic observations are coincident with changes in the 
surface trend of the fault zone; major salients in the 
range front: intersecting east-west or northeast struc- 
tural trends observed in the bedrock geology of the Wa- 
satch Range; crass faults and transverse structural 
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FIGURE 14,2 Scgt~~entution t~~odcl  for Lhc Wusutch Fudt znnc, 
Utah, Silpplcd Iiunds dulinc rcgmunt borrndurlus (niodlflcd fro111 
Scliwartz und Coppersmith, 1984). 
trends interpreted from gravity data IZcback, 1983); 
and geodetic changes (Snay a/ (it., 1984). Smith and 
Bruhn (1984) showed a strong spatial correlatioa be- 
tween segment boundaries and the margins of major 
thrust faults of Late Jurassic to Early Tertiary age. 
Oued Fodda FaitIt, Algeria An excellent example of 
fnult-zone segmentation is provided by the Oued Fodda 
Fault, which produced the El Asnarn, Algeria, earth- 
quake (Ms = 7.3) of October 10, 1980. Yielding at al. 
(1981) and Ring and Yielding (1984) described this 
earthquake in terms of fault geometry and rupture 
propagation and termination. Basic features of the sur- 
face rupture and segmentation are shown in Figure 
14.3. Thirty kilometers of coseismic surFace faulting oc- 
curredon a northeast trending tl~rust fault, withsecond- 
ary normal faulting on the upper plate. This rupture is 
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composed of three distinct segments, referred to as A, B, 
and C. The southern segment contains t:vo smaller seg- 
ments, A1 and A2. Local and teleseismic data showed 
that the earthquake occurred at a depth of 10 to 15 km 
and was a complex rupture event. The main shock nu- 
cleated at the southwest end of segment A and propa- 
gated 12 km northeast, where a second rupture of equal 
seismic moment occurred and ruptured 12 km further 
north-1st; a smaller third rupture occurred and propa- 
gated along segment C. Geologically, coseismic surface 
displacement during the 1980 earthquake decreases at 
each segment boundary, the strikes of the segments dif- 
fer, and there is a gap in the main thrust rupture and an 
en echelon step between southern hnd central segments. 
There are also differences in long-term deformation 
along each as expressed by the degree of development of 
folds on the hanging wall of the thrust. A well-devel- 
oped anticIine with an amplitude of more than 200 m 
occurs along segment B, the amplitude of the anticline 
decreases to less than 100 m alongA2, and the amplitude 
along A1 is less than 30 m before the anticline dies out 
toward the south end of segment. The sIip distribution 
from the 1980 earthquake corresponds closely with the 
obser~ed ifferences in the amount of long-term defor- 
mation, The average net slip in 1980 was greatest on 
segment B, decreased along A2, and decreased again 
along A l .  Aftershocks show that strike-slip faulting nor- 
mal to the trend of the surface lupture occurs at the seg- 
ment boundaries, specifically between A1 and A2, and 
FIGURE 14.3 Map sl~owing coscismie sur- 
face rupture from the 1980 El Asnam. Alge- 
ria, cartl~quukc and t l ~ c  scgmcntatfon model 
for the Oucd Faddu fauit (modified frarn 
King und Yielding, 1984). Fuult segments A, 
B,  and C are defined by differences in geo- 
morphic expression, seismicity, coseismic 
slip, geometry, and long-term rates of defor- 
mation. 
between A arid B. I n ,  ~ddition, aftershocks indicate dif- 
ferences in dip hetwer n segments, with segment A hav- 
ing a steeper dip thzn segment B. Based on these obser- 
vations, Yielding ct aE. (1981) and King and Yielding 
(1984) concluded that the 1980 displacement pattern 
was similar to past surface ruptures and that features of 
fault geometry and barriers that control the nucleation 
and propagation of rupture on this fault have persisted 
through geologic time. 
Lost Aioer Fault Zone, Idalio Surface faulting asso- 
ciated with the October 28, 1983, Borah Peak, Idaho, 
earthquake (Ms = 7.3) on the Lost niver Fault zone 
provides another example for examining segmentation. 
The Lost River Fault is a normal-slip fault zone that ex- 
tends for approximately 140 km from Arco to Challis. In 
1983 it ruptured along 36 km of its length (Crone and 
Machette, 1984). Scott at 01. (1985) suggested that the 
zone may be composed of five or six segments character- 
ized by different geomorphic expression, structural re- 
lief, and timing of most recent displacement. The seg- 
mentation model for the fault zone is shown on Figure 
14,4. At the southern end of the 1983 rupture zone, 
where surface rupture initiated, a 25-cm-high scarp 
that formed in 1983 is coincident with a fault scarp of 
approximately thesame height that defines the pre-1983 
event of this location. South of this point the strike of the 
range front changes sharply, transverse faults occur in 
the bedrock of the range, and aset of higher fault scarps 
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FIGURE 14.4 Segmcntution model for thc 
Lost River Rult  zonc, Idaho (modified from 
Smttel ol., lD85), 
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along which there was no slip in 1983 can be traced 
southward. These observations suggest that rupture 
may have initiated at the same point during the past two 
events and that a segment boundary occurs at the loca- 
tion of rupture initiation. Crone ar~d Machette (1984) 
also suggested that asubsegment boundary may occur in 
association with a complex zone of bedrock structure 
near the northern end of the 1983 surface rupture. 
Sun Andreas Fault Zone, California The San An- 
d r e a ~  Fault zone also provides an example for evaluating 
segmentation, primarily because most of the fault has 
ruptured in historical time and the amount and extent of 
slip are known. Allen (1968) recognized differences in 
the historical behavior of various parts of the San An- 
d r e a ~  Fault zone and identified four segments (Figure 
14 -5): a northern segment that w a ~  the location of the 
1906 rupture, a central segment that is currently creep- 
ing and has been the location of repeated moderate 
earthquakes during this century, a south-central seg- 
ment that was the location of the 1857 rupture, and a 
southern segment that has not generated large earth- 
quakes during the historical period. 
RecentIy developed historical and paleoseismicity. 
data, particularly recurrence data developed from 
trenching studies and data on displacement per event 
gathered at different points along the zone (Sieh, 1978, 
1984; Bakun and McEvilly, 1984; Hall, 1984; Sieh and 
Jahns, 1984), indicate that long-term differences in the 
behavior of individual segments do occur and that such 
behavior has remained relatively constant during the 
past few thousand years. This strongly suggests that the 
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San 
FIGURE 14.5 Segmentation model for Sen Andrens Fault zone, 
Cnlifornia. The nortl~ern segment ruplurcd in IOOG: the centrul seg- 
ment has heen tho locntion of rcpcated modcwtc carthqunks during 
this century and is currently creeping; the south-central segment rup- 
t u r d  in 1857; a ~ i d  thesoutl~ernsegment lliu not generated large Itistor- 
Ical earthquakes. 
historically defined segments have persisted as distinct 
units through at ieast the past several seismic cycles 
(Schwartz and Coppersmith, 1984). 
Segmentation and Seisntic Hazard Assessment 
Fault segmentation occurs on a variety of scales, Seg- 
ments may represent the cumulative coseismic rupture 
during a single event on a long fault and be many tens of 
kilometers in length, they may represent a part of the 
ruptureassociated with an individual faultingevent and 
be only a few kilometers long, or they may represent 
local inhomogeneities along a fault plane and be only a 
few tens or hundreds of meters in length. Because of 
their longer lengths, it is the first and second types of 
segments that have the most relevance to evaluating 
seismic hazards and are discussed here. 
The identification of segments is not particularly 
easy, and methods for doing so are in the early stages of 
development. As more segmented faults are observed 
and studied, the physical characteristics and controls of 
segmentation will become more readily identifiable and 
better understood. The best types of data that provide 
information on segmentation are those that quantify 
differences in behavior along the length of a fault during 
its most recent seismic cycle. The most definitive is the 
difference in the timing of the most recent event, fol- 
lowed by differences in the timing of older events as in- 
dicated by paleoseismological recurrence data. Differ- 
ences in representative slip rates, major changes in the 
strike of the fault, the occurrence of significant litho- 
logic changes, and the presence of transverse geologic 
structures mayspply additional information that can be 
used to recognize fault segments, 
For many faults it appears that surface geology and 
changes in fault geometry frequently have a one-to-one 
correlation with, and are an expression of, rupture pro- 
cesses occurring at seismogenic depths. As a result, geo- 
logic, seismologic, and geophysical data can be used to 
define fault-specific segmentation models for individual 
faults. Implicit in segmentation modeling is the concept 
that segments can persist as generally discrete units 
through significant periods of time and, therefore, that 
each segment ruptures separately. There are no geologic 
data that currently preclude the possibility that some 
ruptures may cross segment tvundaries or that adjacent 
segments may rupture conlpletely during the same 
event, However, in instances where the amount of sur- 
face slip during a historical event can be compared with 
that from previous events at the same location it is ob- 
served often that displacement during successive events 
has been essentially the same. This indicates that the slip 
distribution along the fault, and by inferences the rup- 
ture length, has remained relatively constant. When the 
amount and rate of short-term (i.e., Holocene) defor- 
mation on a fault segment can be compared with the 
amount of long-term deformation, there is often a goad 
correspondence. For example, Schwartz and Copper- 
smith (1984) showed that Wasatch Fault segments de- 
fined on the basis of paleoseismicity data are also re- 
flected by systematic changes in the elevation of the 
Wasatch Range. The elevation of the range is highest 
where late Quaternary slip rates are fastest and recur- 
rence intervals are shortest, the elevation of the range 
decreases at segment boundaries and where Holocene 
scarps die out, and the eievation of the range is lowest at 
each end where paleoseismicity data reveal the lowest 
Holocene slip rates and the longest recurrence intervals 
along the fault zone. Aiong the south-central segment of 
the San Andreas Fault, thepartsof thesegment that had 
the largest amounts of coseismic slip in 1857 also have 
the higher long-term slip rates, Aki (1979, 1984) sug- 
gested that strong, stable barriers to rupture propaga- 
tion persist through many repeated earthquakes, and 
the observations noted above are consistent with this. 
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For dip-slip faults these barriers appear to be mainly 
transverse geologic structures inherited from previous 
stress regimes that permit decoupling of adjacent seg- 
ments. Thecontrols of segmentation on strike-slip faults 
are not so clear, and, because these faults propagate lat- 
erally, the longevity of individual segments may be 
shorter than for dip-sIip faults. 
The independent behavior of fault segments has im- 
portant implications for seismic hazard evaluation. Seg- 
ment identification provides a physical basis for the se- 
lection of rupture lengths used in the calculation of 
maximum earthquakes. Also, if a fault issegmented, the 
potential hazard posed by each segment may be differ- 
ent. For example, variability in segment length will 
mean variability in the size of the maximum earth- 
quake, Moreover, recognition of segments and of the 
differences in the behavior of each will be extremely im- 
portant far long-range earthquake forecasting. Infar- 
mation on the difference in the elapsed time and on the 
recurrence interval for each segment can be used to as- 
sess where along a fau!; zone the next major event will 
most likely occur and to calculate the probability of that 
event. This provides a basis for selecting parts of a fault 
zonu for more intensive investigation for purposes of 
short-term earthquake prediction. 
THE CHARACTERISTIC EARTHQUAKE 
MODEL 
Recent fault-specific geologic investigations have 
shown that many individual faults and fault segments 
tend to generate essentially the same size or characteris- 
tic earthquakes having a relatively narrow range of 
magnitudes at or near the maximum (Schwartz and 
Coppersmith, 1984). The characteristic earthquake 
model was developed from geologic observations that, 
at a point along a fault, the displacement duringsucces- 
sive surface-faulting earthquakes remained essentially 
constant. This was observed in trenches along the Wa- 
satch Fault zone, where past displacements could be 
measured using colluvial deposits derived from erosion 
of fault scarps, Similar behavior is observed along the 
south-central segment of the San Andreas Fault, where 
location-speciEic displacement during the 1857 earth- 
quake appears to repeat the an~ount of displacement of 
at least the two previous events. This has been shown to 
be the case at Wallace Creek (Sieh and Jahns, 1984) as 
well as at other sites along the fault segment. 
The 1983 Borah Peak, Idaho, Earthquake-A 
Characteristic Euent 
Comparisons of observations of the October 28,1983, 
Borah Peak, Idaho, earthquake (Ms = 7.3) with pa- 
leoseismic observations provide strong support for the 
characteristic earthquake model, In 1976 a trench was 
excavated across a fauIt scarp of the Lost River Fault 
zone that was developed in a Pinedale-age outwash fan 
(approximately 15,000 yr old) at Doublesprlng Pass 
Road (Figure 14,4). Relationships in this trench sug- 
gested that only one major surface faulting event had 
occurred since formation of the fan surface and that this 
event was mid-Holocene (about 6000 yr) in age (Bait 
and Scott, 1978). As part of the evaluation at the 1983 
earthquake, a parallel trench was excavated to re-ex- 
pose the pre-1983 earthquake relationships and observe 
the changes that occurred in 1983. A generalized log of 
the 1984 trench is shown on Figure 14.6. Within this 
trench, correlative stratigraphic marker horizons occur 
on both sides of the main fault and can be traced across 
the graben. Because of this, the complete postfan fault- 
ing history is exposed, and measurement of pre-1983 dis- 
placements can be made and con~pared with those 
of 1983 displacements. Mapping and analysis of the 
stratigraphic and structural relationships in the trench 
(Schwartz and Crone, 1985) indicate the following se- 
quence of events: 
1. Pre-1983surface faulting. The fansurface was dis- 
placed, and a seriesof graben and a horst were produced 
across a 40-m-wide zone west of the main scarp. The 
amount of displacement on individual faults fnrmed 
during this event is the same across the base of a pedo- 
genic carbonate horizon (Ck) that was near the surface 
of the fan and lithologic contacts at the base of the 
trench (for example, the top of the distinctive silty 
gravel). 
2. Deposition of scarp-derived colluvium. This oc- 
curred at and west of the main fault (meters 5 through 
10) and in graben (meters 15 through 19; 24 through 
27). Fissure infills also developed (meters 24 and 39). 
These deposits areshown by the gray stippled pattern in 
Figure 14.6. 
3. Continued colluviation and thedevelopment of an 
organic A-horizon (slanted pattern) at the pre-1983 
ground surface. 
4. 1983 surface faulting. All pre-1983 faults were re- 
activated, one new trace developed, and the existing 
colluvial wedge at the main fault was backtilted to the 
east. 
5. Deposition of scarp-derived colluvium. Postfault- 
ing colluvial deposits (dashed pattern) buried fault 
scarp free faces and are prominently developed at the 
main fault (meter 5) and in a graben (meters 15 and 19). 
Important conclusions can be drawn from the new 
Doublespring Pass trench regarding the number and 
size of past events. Only one pre-1983 surface faulting 
earthquake occurred along this segment of the Lost 
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River Fault zone between the time of formation of the 
surface of the Pinedale-age outwaskr fan and the 1983 
event. Surface displacement that ~ccurred in 1983 
closely mimicked displacement from the previous event 
in both style and amount. All individual pre-1983 faults 
in the trench were reactivated, including small graben 
and the well-defined !torst. Displacement across the 
main fault was similar for both events, as was displace- 
ment on many of thesynthetic and antithetic faults, 
Crone and Machette (1984) showed the distribution 
of displacement along the length of the 1983 surface 
rupture. Although measurements of pre-1983 displace- 
ments have not been madesystematically, mappingsug- 
gests that scarp heights from 1983 were extremely simi- 
lar to heights developed during the one pre-1983 event; 
small 1983 scarps are associated with small pre-1983 
scarps and large 1983 scarps are associated with large 
pre-1983 scarps. The pattern of faulting is also remark- 
ably consistent. This is shown not only in the trench but 
also at other locations along the fault where other gra- 
ben and existing en echelon scarps were all reactivated 
in 1983, Therefore, it appears that point-specific dis- 
placement is essentially the same for the past two events. 
These observations, coupled with those of segmenta- 
tion, support the characteristic earthquake model and 
imply that the 1983 earthquake was a characteristic 
event for this segment of the Lost River Fault zone. 
EARTHQUAKE RECURRENCE MODELS 
An earthquake recurrence model describes the rate or 
frequency of occurrence of earthquakes of various mng- 
nitudes, up to the maximum, on a fault or in a region. 
We distinguish this from an earthquake hazard model, 
which describes the likelihood or probability of future 
earthquake occurrence. Statistical studies of the histori- 
cal seismicity of large regions haveshown that the num- 
ber of earthquakes is exponentially distributed with 
earthquake magnitude. The general form of this recur- 
rence model is the familiar GutenbergRichter exponen- 
tial frequency magnitudr: relationship 
logN(m) = a - bm, (14,l) 
where N(m) is the cumulative number of earthquakes of 
magnitude m or greater and a and b are constants. This 
is often termed a "constant b-value" model. In the gen- 
eral absence of fault-specific seismicity data, it has com- 
monly been assumed that the exp:lnential recurrence 
model is as appropriate to individuaI faults as it is to 
regions. 
Recent geologic studies of late Quaternary faults 
strongly suggest that the exponentia1 recurrence model 
is not appropriate for expressing earthquake recurrence 
on individual faults. The evaluation of geologic recur- 
rence rests on the ability to recognize past events, date 
the interval between events, and evaluate the size of 
each event, By combining the recurrence intervals for 
large-magnitude earthquakes developed from geologic 
data with the recurrence for smaller-magnitude events 
developed from seismicity data, a characteristic earth- 
quake recurrence model is derived that has the general 
form shown in Figure 14.7. Notice that the geologic 
data represented by the box on Figure 14.7 include the 
uncertainty in both the recurrence intervals and the 
magnitude of the paleoseismic events. The model has a 
distinctive nonlinear b value that changes from values of 
about 1.0 in the small-magnitude range to lower values 
of about 0.2-0,4 in the moderate- to large-magnitude 
range. The low b value reflects a recurrence curve an- 
chored at the large-magnitude events and having rela- 
tively fewer ..rodertlt:lj-magnitude earthquakes than 
would be expt~ted fo; b of about 1.0 (Schwartz and 
Coppersmith, 1984). The implications of this are that 
for an individual fault, estimates of the frequency of oc- 
currence of large eartllquakes based on extrapolation of 
the frequency of occurrence of small earthquakes may 
be subject to considerable error. Likewise, the concept 
Magnitude, M 
ITIGUAE 14.7 Diugrammatic cumulative fr2qr1ancy-me~nit11de rc- 
currcncc relatic~nship for on indivicluul iault or fault scgmunr. A low b 
vulue is rctjulrod to rcconcilc ~hcstn~ill-mag~iiit~de rccurrcnce with gc- 
nlogic rccurrcncc, wliich is rel~rescnted by thc box (from Scllwartr. and 
Coppcrsmi t l i ,  1084). 
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of a "probnble" earthquake that is somewhat more 
likely tooccur than the maximum event, and is therefore 
usually assumed to be somewhat smaller, is prob*abIy 
erroneous. 
Although it may be argued that the nonlinear slope of 
the recurrence curve in Figure 14.7 results from too 
short a sampling period of historical seismicity data, the 
distinctive nonlinear recurrence relationship suggested 
by the characteristic earthquake model has been ob- 
served solely from historical seismicity data along fault 
zones that historically have had repeated characteristic 
events. Examples are the Alaskan subduction zone 
(Utsu, 1971), theMexican subduction zone (Singh et al., 
1983), Greece (Bath, 1983), Japan (Wesnousky el al., 
1983), and Turkey (Bath, 1981). These observatioi~s 
suggest that the nonlinear slope is real and not merely 
the result of an inadequate data base. From these data, 
Youngs and Coppersmith (1985) developed a recurrence 
density function for the characteristic earthquake 
model. This relationship is essentially a refinement of 
the generalized characteristic earthquake recurrence 
model and, unlike the exponential model, is appropriate 
for describing fault-specific recurrence. 
Slip Rate and Earthquake Recurrence 
As discussed, geologic studies have been successful at 
identifying prehistoric earthquakes in the geologic re- 
cord and at estimating recurrence intervals between 
surface-faulting earthquakes. Unfortunately, these 
types of paleoseismicity data are not currently available 
for most faults. The late Quaternary geologic slip rate, 
however, can frequently be obtained and is being used 
to constrain fault-specific earthquake recurrence rela- 
tionships for seismic hazard analysis. 
Fault slip rates offer the advantage over historical 
seismicity data of spanning several seismic cycles of 
large-magnitude earthquakes on a fault, and they can 
be used to estimate average earthquake frequency. 
Their use, however, requires a number of assumptions, 
and each of these must be carefully considered when us- 
ing a slip rate to calculate recurrence on a specific fault. 
These assumptions are (1) all slip measured across the 
fault is seismic slip, unless fault creep has been recog- 
nized; (2) surface measurements of slip rate are repre- 
sentative of slip at seismogenic depths; (3) the slip rate is 
an average, which does not allow for short-term guctu- 
ations in rate to be recognized; (4) the slip rate measured 
at a point is representative of the fault; and (5) the slip 
rate is applicable to the future time period of interest. 
Two basic approaches have been developed for using 
geologic slip rates. The first, proposed by Wallace 
(1970), allows average earthquake recurrence intervals 
to be calculated by dividing the slip rate into the dis- 
placement per event. Slemmons (1977) developed this 
further and arrived at relationships between recurrence 
intervals, magnitude, and slip rate. This general ap- 
proach assumes that only one size earthquake, usually 
the maximum, occurs and that the displacement per 
event used represents this event. However, because 
earthquakes with magnitudes less than the maximum 
dso occur on the fault, less of the total slip rate is avail- 
able for the maximum event. Therefore the maximum 
event may have a longer lecurrence interval than would 
be calculated assuming that no other slip events occur. 
The second approach is based on the assumption that 
theslip rate reflects the rate at  which strain energy (seis- 
mic moment) accumulates along the fault and is avail- 
able for release. Seismic moment, Mop is the most physi- 
cally meaningful way to describe the size of an eacth- 
qua!re in terms of static fault parameters: 
wherep is the rigidity or shear modulus (usually taken to 
about 3 X 10" dynelcmq, A is the area of fault plane 
undergoing slip during the earthquake, and D is the av- 
erage displacement over the slip surface (Aki, 1966). 
Theseismic moment rate MO, which is the rate of energy 
release along a fault, is estimated by (Brune, 1968) 
where S is the average slip rate along the fault (in centi- 
meters per year). The seismic moment rate provides an 
important link between geologic and seismicity data. 
For example, seismic moment rates determined from 
fault slip rates in a region may be directly compared 
with seismic moment rates based on seismicity data (Do- 
ser and Smith, 1982). 
Once a seismic moment rate has been calculated for a 
fault, it must be partitioned into various magnitude 
earthquakes according to an assumed recurrence model. 
Most commonly, an exponential magnitude distribution 
is used. Several authors (Smith, 1976; Campbell, 1977; 
Anderson, 1979; Molnar, 1979; Papastamatiou, 1980) 
have developed relationships between earthquake re- 
currence and fault or crustal deformation rates, =urn- 
ing an exponential magnitude distribution. 
As discussed, there is increasing evidence that, at least 
for some faults, a recurrence model based on the charac- 
teristic earthquake may be more appropriate than the 
exponential model for individual fauIts and fault seg- 
ments. Youngs and Coppersmith (1985) developed a 
generalized recurrence density function for this model 
that can be used when fault slip rate data are available. 
The choice of either the exponential model or the char- 
acteristic earthquake model can have a significant im- 
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pact on the resulting recurrence relationship. Figure 
14.8 compares the earthquake recurrence relationship 
for asingle fault developed using an exponential magni- 
tude distribution (solid curve) with that developed using 
the characteristic magnitude distribution (dashed 
curve). Both relationships were developed using the 
same maximum mngnitude, b value (for the exponential 
distribution magnitude range), and fault slip rate. As 
shown in Figure 14.8, for the same slip rate, use of the 
characteristic earthquake model rather than a constant 
b-value model results in a significant reduction in the 
rate of occurrence of moderate-magnitude earthquakes 
and a modest: increase in the rate of the largest events. 
This difference can have a significant impact on seismic 
hazard assessment at a site, depending on whether the 
moderate-magnitude events or the large events contrib- 
ute most to the hazard. 
One final consideration thst is important in ass~ssing 
earthquake recurrence from fault slip rate (moment 
rate) is sensitivity to the choice of maximum magnitude 
used in the analysis. As shown in Figure 14.9, for the 
same slip rate (constant moment rate), increasing the 
maximum magnitude from 6 to 8 results in a dramatic 
decrease in theiecurrence rate for smaller events. This is 
Constant Moment Rate 
1
Magnitude, rn 
FIGURE 14.9 Effcct of vurintions in muximum magnitude on the 
recrlrrence relationship for a fault when fcultslip rate (moment mtc) is 
held constant (from Young and Coppersmith, 1985). 
because the largest earthquakes account for the major 
part of the total seismic moment rate and adding asingle 
large earthquake ~equires the subtraction of many 
smaller events to maintain thesame moment rate. 
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Magnitude, rn 
FIGURE 14.8 Comparison of.recurrence relntionships bused on nn 
exponential magnitude distribution (solid curve) and a characteristic 
earthquakcdistribution (dashed curve), Both relationships assume the 
snme maximum magnitude, b value, and fnult slip rate (from Young 
and Coppersmith, 1985). 
One primary goal of a seismic hazard analysis is to 
quantify the hazard in such a way that it can be used for 
engineering decisions regarding seismic design. For the 
seismic design of dams, power plants, hospitals, and 
schools it has been common practice to use deterministic 
design criteria. That is, the design is based on the as- 
sumption that a particular earthquake magnitude, level 
of ground motion, or amount of dispIacement on a fault 
will occur during the life of the facility, In recent years, 
probabilistic models have become increasingIy used in 
evaluating seismic hazards. 
Estimates of the likelihood or probability of future 
earthquake occurrence are quantified into probabilities 
through the use of earthquake hazard models. These 
models express assumptions regarding the timing and 
size of earthquake occurrence based on a physical and 
statistical understanding of the earthquake process. As 
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our understanding of fault behavior advances, the use of 
forecast models and the quantification of probabilities 
based on more refined geologic input will take on 
greater importance in guiding judgments regarclingseis- 
mic design parameters. Some of the more common 
models are discussed below. They range from simple 
models that require few data constraints to complex 
madels that, because of their large number of data con- 
straints, have rarely been applied, It is expected that, 
with our evolving understanding of fault behavior and 
earthquake generation, increasingly sophisticated 
models will be put into more frequent use. 
Poisson-Exponential Model 
The most commonly used hazard model (see Cornell, 
1968) is based on the assumption that earthquakes fol- 
low a Poisson process. That is, along a fault or within a 
seismic source zone, earthquakes are assumed to occur 
randomly in time and space. Coupled with this assump- 
tion is the exponential distribution of earthquake mag- 
nitudes. The Poisson-exponential model assumes that 
the times between earthquake occurrences are exponen- 
tially distributed and there is some time between occur- 
rences of particular magnitudes. Therefore, the time of 
occurrence of the next earthquake is independent of the 
elapsed time since the previous one. AIso, the Poisson 
process has no "memory" in that the magnitude of the 
next earthquake will not depend on the magnitude of 
any past events. Finally, the magnitude, locations, and 
times of occurrence of earthquakes along the fault are 
independent. This means, for example, that a long pe- 
riod of quiescence does not imply anything about the 
size of the next earthquake. Also, the next event is just as 
likely to occur on a segment of a fault that recently rup- 
tured as on any other segment. Where data on faults and 
fault behavior are lacking, the Poisson-exponential 
model may be necessary and useful. However, in many 
cases the assumptions of the model may not be cornpati- 
ble with our understanding of the physical processes of 
earthquake generation. 
For the Poisson-exponential model few data con- 
straints are required. The probability of occurrence of x 
number of events during time 1 is only a function of the 
rate v (the average number of events per unit time or the 
average recurrbnce interval): 
The rate v may come directly from geologically derived 
estimates of earthquake recurrence. 
Time-Predictable Model 
The time-predictable model, as proposed by Shima- 
zaki and Naknta (1980), is based on assumptions of con- 
stant rates of stress and strain accumulation and that 
stress accumulntes to.some relatively constant threshold 
at which failure occurs. From these assumptions, given 
the size of the most recent strain releaye (usually ex- 
pressed as coseismic fault slip) and the rate of strain ac- 
cumulation (slip rate), one can predict the time to the 
next earthquake Figure 14.10). In this regard, the time- 
predictable model is relatively deterministic, although 
some unczrtainty may be introduced in the model pa- 
rameters. For example, stochastic models of earthquake 
occurrence have been developed based on the time-pre- 
dictable model (Anagnos and Kiremidjian, 1984), 
The evaluation of seismic hazards would be greatly 
simplified if all faults followed a time-predictable be- 
havior. However, it is likely that this is not the case. 
Rather, time-predictable behavior may be strongly de- 
pendent on tectonic environment. Along plate bounda- 
ries, such as major transform fault zones like the San 
Andreas, or subduction zones, where the rate and source 
of stress are relatively constant and the rate of strain ac- 
cumula.tion is high, major faults and fault segments may 
approach a generally uniform behavior, In these cases, a 
time-predictable model may provide a reasonable ap- 
proach to quantifying hazard, even if there is some un- 
certainty in the precision regarding the regularity of re- 
currence. Geodetic observations in Japan suggest that 
the rate of strain accumulation between large earth- 
quakes is not constant, but if the true variations in rate 
can be measured, the time-predictable model may still 
be applicable (Thatcher, 1984). However, the time-pre- 
dictable model does not appear to be applicable to in- 
terplate environments, where repeat times for thesame- 
size earthquake on a fault can be highly variable. 
Time 
FIGURE 14.10 Thc timc-predictable recurrence ~nadel, With infor- 
mation on the amount of the most recent coseisrnic fault slip (heavy 
line) and the assumption of iincar strnin nccurnulution (thin llne), the 
time to the next eurtl~quukc (dnshrd line) can be estimated (from Shi- 
muzaki and Nnkata, 1980). 
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Renewal Models 
Renewal models, whicl~ are also referred to as real- 
time models, also imply a time-dependent accumuia- 
tion of energy between major earthquakes. As opposed 
to the Poisson model, renewal madels have a one-step 
"memory" that considers the time since the most recent 
event (Figure 14.11). That is, the likelihood of earth- 
quake occurrence during a particular future period of 
interest, which is referred to as conditional probability, 
is related to the elapsed time since the most recent event 
and the average recurrence interval between major 
earthquakes. To use this model, the parameters re- 
quired are the elapsed time, the average recurrence in- 
terval, and the uncertainty of dispersion about the aver- 
age recurrence. 
Renewal models and variations thereof have been 
widely used to describe earthquake occurrence (Vene- 
ziano and Cornell, 1976; Kameda and Ozaki, 1979; 
Savy st aE., 1980; Grandori et al., 1984). More complex 
A Years 
Proson!, t 
I 1 4 I 
6 Years Since Most Recent Earthsuake 
FIGURE 14.11 Schemnticdiagrum of simplcrencwaI modcl. A,Thc 
distribution of eurtllc1trake rcpcut times (recurrcnce intervuls) is repre- 
sented by tl~t.probability decsity function. The fuiurc period of inter- 
est isshown from prcwnt, t to (1 + A 1) .  Tlic conditional probability of 
cnrthquakc occurrcncc i defined ns ureu undcr thc density ft~nction 
(stippled area) divided by the nrcu undcr thc curvc to tho right of the 
present. B, For therenewal model thcconditlonal probnbility vuricsns 
a function of the clnpsed time since t ( ~ e  most recent earthquuke, 
whereaq the Poisson estimate Is independent of the clupscd tjmc. 
models that urc based on an asurncd renewal process 
have also been proposed. However, additional parnme- 
ters are required to specify these models, for example, 
the semi-Markov two-step memory that relates the 
probability of future earthquakes of particular sizes to 
both the elapsed time since the most recent event and the 
magnitude of the prior event. This modcl has been used. 
to assess probabilities of earthquake occurrence in 
Alaska (Patwardhan ct al,, 1980), the Wnsntch Fault 
zone (Cluff et al . ,  1980), and the San Andreas Fault 
(Coppersmith, 1981). 
In many instances, renewal models have the potential 
to provide the most realistic estimates of seismic hazard. 
Therefore, it sl~ould be the goal of hazard evaluation 
skudies to provide the fault behavior data that best char- 
acterize seismic sources. 
SOME PlNAL TFIOUCHTS 
In recent years there has been an evolution in the ap- 
proach toward the evaluation of seismic hazards. Deter- 
ministic estimates of maximum earthquake size and as- 
sociated ground motion that are based on a restricted 
data base are grac!uslly being replaced by probabilistic 
assessments of future earthquake potential that incorpo- 
rate information on earthquake recurrence intorvals, 
displacement per event, fault slip rate, fault segmenta- 
tion, and the uncertainties in these parameters. This is 
occurring, in large part, because of the progress that has 
been made in obtaining and using geologic data to 
quantify fault behavior and earthquake processes. We 
are optimistic that future geologic investigations, espe- 
cially OF faults or seismic sources associated with histori- 
cal events that can be used for calibration, will provide 
even greater insights into understanding the space-time 
relationship between faults and earthquakes. Charac- 
terization of hazards in greater detail will increase our 
ability to make better informed and more realistic engi- 
neering decisions regarding seismic design. 
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Volcanoes: Tectonic Setting and 
- 
Impact on Society 
DONALD W. PETERSON 
U.S, Geological Sitwey, Vnrrcorrvtr 
ABSTRACT 
Volcanic crtlptions frcq~~cntly interfere with llt~tnan affairs; irnpacts range from minor ntii- 
snnccs to rnajor disastcrs. Somt!SO to 65 diiferent volcanocs typically are aclivc in any givcn ycar, 
rtnd among these a snlull number muy cause significant damage and llurnan cas~~alties. Erup- 
tions of catastrophic proportions occur but a fcw times in a century, Volcunocs arc a dramatic 
manifestation of tectonic proccsscs, and t l ~ c  distribution of nlost of tllctn is closely rclutcd to 
tectonic bclts. Consequently only ubotit 10 percent oF the world's population lives in localities 
that may, t ~ t  one timcor anotller, I~ultrfected I>y volcanic uctivity. Near Long-dormant volcanocs, 
public uttitudes towarti hazards commonly rcflcct unconcern. In contrast, the orset of activity 
may spawn unreasoningfenr. 
Geologictil studies of volcanic systems ~ ind  n~oaitoring of active volcanoes have revealed im- 
portant insights into volcanic processes. Volcnnoiogists can inform pet~plc ul)out vo:canocs and 
hcly 1-1 I L I I ~  rove rcsponscs to volcanic crises. But in so doing, volcanologists strrry into unfurnilinr 
tcr + P I .  5;caling Frcqucntly wit11 public officials, land managers, nncl members of the ncws 
rncol,., alisundcrstundings muy irrisc among tllcsu groups bccuusc of diffcrcncus in background, 
ohjcctivcs, and perceptions, and at tinlcs even well-based scientific opinions !nay cncoi~ntcr 
skeyticism, I t  is vital, hotvevcr, for vtrlcrinologists to rom~nunicatc fkclivcly with civic lcaders 
and journalists, for it is only tlirougli constructive and Irarmonious i~iteructions that optimum 
public response to volcanic hic~ards can be dwelopid. 
Volcanic eruptions are  among the most spectacular 
and awesome of a11 natural  phenomena. From earliest 
human history they have both fascinated and terrorized 
mankind. Volcanoes have created some of the Earth's 
most beautiful scenery b u t  also caused some of its great- 
est catastrophes. The geologic record reveals countless 
prehistoric eruptions tha t  were  orders of magnitude 
more voluminous and  violent than any that  have oc- 
curred in the  brief span of human history; when such 
huge events occur again they will cause unprecedented 
disasters. The  problems posed by known volcanisni dur- 
ing recorded history and contemporary times, as well as 
those posed by the unknown but inevitable volcunism of 
the future, a re  compelling rexsons to improve our un- 
derstanding of volcanic phenomena. Even though little 
hope exists for controlling other than the most benign 
volcanic manifestations, some forms of voIcanic energy 
can b e  harnwsed for man's benefit; an example is the 

VOLCANOFS: TECTONIC SETTING AND Ihfl'ACT ON SOCIETY 
The basic concepts of plate tectonics have been for- 
mulated during the past two decades through multidis- 
ciplinary efforts; useful summaries of the developments 
are found in Oxburgh (1971), Vine (1971), Wyllie 
(1971), and LePichon et al, (1973). An easily read surn- 
mary of how volcanoes fit into plate-tectonics theory is 
provided by Dmker and Decker (1981). The following 
discussion summarizes the concept and its relations to 
volcanism. 
Most spreading boundaries lie on the floors of oceans 
(Figure 15.1), where they form a broad, linear ridge 
typically surmounted by a narrow trough or graben 
along the crest. As the opposing plates separate from 
each other, magma rises from depth along the tensional 
cracks to erupt as fluid basaltic lava on the ocean floor, 
thus forming new crust along the spreading boundary. 
Although no deep ocean-floor eruptions have been de- 
tected or observed in progress, bathyrnetric mapping of 
the seafloor, studies 01 the basalt recovered by deep-sea 
dredging, and photography and other observations 
from dwp-divingsubmersible vehicles provide evidence 
demonstrating the close relations between volcanism 
and the sareading process. 
Computations based on rates of seafloor spreading 
and the relative ages of mid-ocean ridge basalts show 
that the worldwide total volume rates of eruption from 
submarine volcanism are several times the totals from 
subaerial volcanism (Nakamura, 1974). However, this 
most common form of the Earth's volcanism has essen- 
tially no direct impact in the form of hazards on human 
society because of its depth and remote location beneath 
the ocean. Future technology may chsnge this if at- 
tempts are made to recover minerr.1 deposits believed to 
be associated with submarine volcanoes. However, in a 
few places, spreading-type volcanism does impinge on 
people: it has produced islands such as Iceland astride 
the mid-Atlantic ridge, and a spreading rift crosses part 
of East Africa. 
Most compressive or convergent plate boundaries 
form a subduction zone along which one plate descends 
beneath the other. A linear submarine trench commonly 
marks the boundary between two such plates. Within, 
adjacent to, or above the downward-moving slab, par- 
tial melting occurs. The resulting magma migrates up- 
ward through the crust to emerge eventuaIIy at the sur- 
face, causing volcanic eruptions from a linear belt of 
volcanoes that typically lies inland from but parallel to 
the compressive boundary. The long-recognized cir- 
curnBacific "ring of fire" is the result of subduction. 
More than 80 percent of the world's recorded historic 
volcanism Ilas occurred along the Pacific margin and 
offshoots such as the Indonesian and Marianas arcs. 
The third type of plate boundary, transform faults, 
does not seem to cause volcanism, but some transform 
faults may incidentally offset a spreading or compres- 
sive boundary along which volcanoes are located. 
Although most active volcanism is asscciated with 
plate boundaries, some important volcaniz centers lie 
within the interior of plates, in some cases thousands of 
kilometers from a boundary. An explanation of some in- 
traplate centers of volcanism is the concept of a melting 
or hot spot-an inferred stationary source in the upper 
mantie producing magma that rises through the overly- 
ing moving plate to form volcanoes at the surface (Wil- 
son, 1963, Morgan, 1971, 1972a,b). The melting-spot 
hypothesis has been further supplemented by the con- 
cept of "gravitational anchors," a model that explains 
both the processes at melting spots and many of the geo- 
physical and geochemical data observed at intraplate 
volcanoes (Shaw and Jackson, 1973). The most fully 
documented example of such a system is that of the vol- 
canic islands and seamounts of the Hawaiian-Emporer 
chain (Dnlrymple et al. 1973). Several other volcanic 
centers in the rnid-Pacific Ocean may be associated with 
melting spots. 
Other intraplate volcanic centers lie in the western 
United States, central and eastern Asia, west Africa, and 
west-central Europe. Most of these show no apparent 
evidence for being related to a melting spot, and how 
they fit the plate-tectonic theory requires special expla- 
nation. The structures and volcanic evolution of the 
western United States have been related to complex in- 
teractions among plates and subplates along the Pacific- 
North American margin throughout the past 30 m.y. 
(Christiansen and Lipman, 1972). The prehistoric but 
potentially active volcanic centers throughout this re- 
gion are associated with an extremely complicated and 
continually changing state of stress, and pulses of mo- 
tion along structural lineaments have been proposed as 
triggering the formation of magma (Smith and Luedke, 
1984). These ideas demonstrate the important role of 
volcanism in the past and ongoing development of the 
concepts of plate tectonics. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF VOLCANOES AND 
ERUPTIONS 
The term "volcano" is defined in two ways; both defi- 
nitions are valid and are in common use. A volcano is (I) 
the opening or vent through which volcanic material 
(molten, solid, or gaseous) is emitted to the surface, and 
(2) the edifice-hill or mountain-built by the emitted 
material. The first definition applies chiefly to new vol- 
canoes that have not yet emitted enough material to 
build an edifice and to those whose products have been 
dispersed by post-eruption processes. The second defini- 
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tion is perhaps tlie more familiar. The size, shape, and 
structure of voIcanoes vary widely with the physical and 
chemical characteristics and amount of the emitted ma- 
terial, and they are classified according to these various 
factors. Examples of large volcanic edifices include 
comp .ite cones and shield volcanoes. Composite cones 
are typically steep-sided structures, sorne of great 
beauty like Mayon in the Philippines and Fuji in Japan. 
Most large volcanoes associated with compressive plate 
boundaries are composite cones. They are built of lava 
flows alternating with layers of pyroclastic fall, pyro- 
clastic flow, and other fragmental material, Shield vol- 
can=, in contrast, are broad, gently sloping structures, 
built of many overlapping tongues of lava that had great 
fluidity; Mauna Loa and Kilauea in Hawaii are exarn- 
ples. Descriptions of these and other volcanic landforms 
are in such textbooks on volcanoes as those by Mac- 
dondd (1972), Bullard (1976), Williams and McBirney 
(1979), and Decker and Decker (1981). 
Material erupted by volcanoes is of widely diverse 
type and character. Eruptions cover the spectrum of 
size, violence, and rztes of ejection and travel of the ma- 
terial. Hazards vary accordingly. Volcanic products as- 
sumea variety of forms, including lava flow, pyroclastic 
fall, pyroclastic flow, lahar, volcanic gas, and debris av- 
alanche and a wide assortment of intermixtures and in- 
tergradations. 
Lava flows originate by quiet welling from a vent or 
by more vigorous lava fountains, and they vary from 
fluid and mobile to viscous and slow. Fluid flu nay 
travel long distances, they may be either sheetlike or lo- 
bate depending on topography, and they are thin rela- 
tive to their length and breadth, On steep slopes, speeds 
may reach several tens of kilometers per hour, Viscous 
flowr travel slowly and only short distances, and they 
are thick relative to fluid flows of comparable lateral 
dimensions. Speed5 are typically a few meters to a few 
hundred meters per hour. Lava flows commonly destroy 
property, arable land, buildings, and other structures, 
but relatively few have taken human lives. A rare excep- 
tion was the 1977 eruption of the African volcano Nyira- 
gongo, horn which a highly fluid, fast-moving lava flow 
overwhelmed several viIlages and kilIed about 300 
people. 
Pyroclastic falls result from violent ejection of frag- 
mented or pulverized rcck that travels through the air 
and falls to the ground. "Tephra" is a widely used term 
for this material. Mechanisms that cause fragmentation 
include explosive eruptions and vigorous streaming of 
gas from R vent. Fallout may be directly from eruption 
columns or from clouds produced by convective 
columns and transported by the wind. Convective 
clouds may rise above pyroclastic flows (see below) and 
be transported and deposited as pyroclastic falls, Pyro- 
clastic falls probably constitute the most common of all 
volcanic hazards. A small to moderate amount of 
tephra, with thicknesses of up to a few centimeters, is a 
nuisance and causes damage and inconvenience by clog- 
ging machinery and covering buildings, roads, and veg- 
etation. It causes breathing difficulties for humans and 
animals, and it can abrade tooth enamel. Voluminous 
tephra falls may be highly destructive; eruptions during 
historical and recent times have produced deposits 
many meters thick that collapsed structures and buried 
towns and farms. Fine material may be carried tens to 
hundreds of kilometers; some Iarge prehistoric eruptions 
have deposits that can be recognized thousands of kilo- 
meters from their source. 
Pyroclastic flows, also known in various forms as ash 
flows, pumice flows, glowing avalanches, and nuies ar- 
d e n t ~ ,  are gravity-controlled ground-hugging masses 
of rapidly moving hot particulate matter. Their high 
mobility is the result of fluidization of the mass of parti- 
cles, thought to be caused by both dissolved gases escap- 
ing from the hot particles during travel and the rapid 
expansion of s!~ddenly heated air engulfed by the ad- 
vancing mass. The size and shape of source vents, vol- 
ume-rate of ejection, temperature of material, and 
mechanism of transport all vary widely, and each is a 
factor in determining the characteristics of the resulting 
deposit. Pyroclastic-flow deposits may range from nar- 
row and lobate to broad and sheetlike, and thicknesses 
may vary from a fraction of a meter to hundreds of me- 
ters. Particularly high-temperature andlor voluminous 
pyroclastic flows may result in the flattening and weld- 
ing of particles within parts of the deposit to form 
welded tuffs. 
The rapid ejection of largevolumes of material from a 
magma reservoir may cause the overlying surface area 
to collapse, producing a caldera. Calderas are circular 
to elongate depressions that are from one to several tens 
of kilometers across with walls that may be hundreds of 
meters high. Crater Lake, Oregon, is an example of this 
process. Relatively few caldera-forming eruptions have 
occurred during historical time, but they include some 
of the more notable eruptions such as Tambora (in 
1815); Krakatau (in 18831, and Katmai (in 1912). These 
voluminous eruptions represent perhaps the most severe 
of all knownvolcanic hazards, and localities throughout 
the circum-Pacific belt and elsewhere have the potential 
for producing such eruptions. Their frequency of occur- 
rence, fortunately, is very low by human time stan- 
dards. Several times during the past million years, how- 
ever, calderas have formed during truly i~l~rnense 
eruptions of pyroclastic flows with volumes on, 'A or two 
orders of magnitude larger than those of historic erup- 
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tions. For example, calderas at Ydlowstone National 
Park, Long Valley (California), Lake Taupo (New 
Zealand), and Lake Toba (Sumatra) all developed dur- 
ing pyroclastic-flow eruptions with volumes of tens to 
hundreds of cubic kilometers. General summaries of 
~yroclastic-flow deposits are provided by Smith 
(1960a,b) and Ross and Smith (1961); summaries of the 
concepts of relations between pyroclnstic-flow deposits 
and calderas include those of Williams (1941), Smith 
(1960a, 1979), Smith and Bailey (1966, 1968), and 
Fisher and Schminke (1984). 
Pyroclastic surge is a type of flow of particulate mat- 
ter characterized by a relatively low ratio of solids to 
gas. Consequently surges are less dense, and they tend to 
be of relatively low temperature; their deposits are com- 
monly sorted and stratified and display assorted be- 
dforms, such as crossbedding. In contrast, typical pyro- 
clastic flows have a high ratio of particulate matter to 
gas and have relatively high temperatures; deposits are 
typically nonsorted and nonstratified. Surges tend to be 
puIsating, whereas other pyroclastic flows are more 
continuous. Like pyroclastic flows, surges may travel at 
high speed, commonly in the range of 50 m per second 
but sometimes exceeding 100 m per second. Large his- 
torical surges have traveled as much as 30 krn from the 
source. Surges may occur either separately or together 
with pyroclastic flows, and sometimes surges precede or 
follow pyroclastic flows, forming intergradational de- 
posits. For these reasons, pyrocIastic surge is here con- 
sidered as a variant form of pyroclastic flow, even 
though some authors regard it as a distinct process. Sev- 
eral different types of surge have been described, and 
the development of the concept and additional refer- 
ences are found in Moore (1967), Sparks (19761, 
Wohletz and Sheridan (1979), and Fisher and Schminke 
(1984). Both flows and surges are highly destructive of 
property, crops, and natural resources; they have taken 
many human lives. The eruption of Pelbe in 1902, for 
example, which included both flow and surge phenom- 
ena, claimed 28,000 lives. 
Lahars are dense slurries of water-saturated volcanic 
debris that travel downslope, occasionally at velocities 
as high as 40 mlsec. They are sometimes called volcanic 
mudflows; but because they consist of material of all 
sizes, including blocks as much as several meters in di- 
ameter, the Indonesian term lahar is preferred, They 
may be generated during eruptions when fragmented 
volcanic material becomes intermixed with water, such 
as from a crater lake or any other body of water or from 
eruption-induced melting of snow and ice or from erup- 
tion-induced rainfall. They map also be generated dur- 
ing quiet periods between eruptions when heavy rain or 
breaching of ponds or lakes mobilizes unconsolidated 
tephra. Historically, lahars have been one of the most 
destructive of all volcanic agents, with a high toll of 
both lives and property. Some historical deposits are 
tens of cubic kilometer-., and some prehistoric deposits 
are hundreds of cubic kilometers in volume, and large 
lahars can travel over 100 km from their source. Kelut 
Volcano, Indonesia, is a notorious example where 
dozens of historical eruptions have been accompanied 
by lahars; in 1919 more than 100 villages were destroyed 
and over 5000 people were killed. Ruiz volcano (Colom- 
bia) had a moderateeruption in November 1985; melted 
snow and ice generated lahars that destroyed cities and 
towns greater than 50 km from the volcano, and more 
than 20,000 people were buried. 
During volcanic eruptions gases are not only a major 
product of emission, but they are considered to be the 
chief agent that propels the eruption. The most abun- 
dant volcanic gases include HeO, Cozy CO, SOr, SO3, 
H2S, HCl, and HF, and minor amounts of many other 
gases have been identified. Gas emissions often continue 
between eruptions, a d  some vents issue volcanic gas 
continually for years and decades. Several of the gases 
are poisonous, and some are corrosive; and in developed 
areas near gas vents humans, animals, plants, and prop- 
erty may be adversely affected. Certain forest trees and 
agricultural crops may becomestunted or fail to survive 
gas emissions, such as during the 1783 eruption of Laki, 
Iceland, when fluorine-poisoned crops resulted in a 
famine that led to 10,000 deaths. At some volcanoes 
heavy gases have accumulated in basins or flowed down 
valleys, displacing oxygen and killing humans and ani- 
mals. At Dieng, Indonesia, such gas emitted during a 
small eruption in 1979 killed 150 people. 
Another important volcanic process, which became 
much more widely recognized as a result of the 1980 
eruption of Mount St. Helens, is the debris avalanche. 
At Mount St. Helens, an earthquake triggered the unsta- 
ble, oversteepened north flank of the volcano into mo- 
tion, and a catastrophic large landslide ensued that de- 
posited some 2.8 km3 of debris in the nearby river 
courses and lake basin (Voight et al. 1981). Although 
Iarge landslide deposits had previously been identified 
at a number of volcanoes, many additional deposits of 
similar origin have subsequently beell recognized 
throughout the world, The experience at  Moufit St. 
Helens demonstrates that not only is the avalanche itself 
destructive, but the abrupt removal of material can de- 
pressurize an underlying phreatomagmatic system, 
which may then explode with cataclysmic violence 
(Lipman and Mullineaux, 1981). At Mount St. Helcns, 
the debris avalanche launched a whole array of addi- 
tional volcanic processes, including pyroclastic surges, 
flows and falls, and lahars. 
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IMPACT OF VOLCANOES ON PEOPLE 
Distribution of Volcanom in Relation to Hutnun 
Population 
concentration of volcanoes along relatively narrow 
belts means not only that a relatively small proportion of 
the land area of the world is close to volcanoes but also 
that a relatively small proportion of the human popula- 
tion has direct exposure to volcanic activity. Table 15.1 
shows an approximation of the percentage of the world5 
population under risk fram volcanic activity, either con- 
tinuously, often, or only occasionally. It is assumed that 
people living within, say, about 300 km of an active vol- 
cano would be the most aware of and concerned about 
voIcanoes, The table shows a totai world population of 
3709 million persons, of whom approximately 357 mil- 
lion live near volcanoes. As a result, somewhat less than 
10 percent of the world's population is likely to experi- 
ence risk from volcanic activity, and many of these for 
only relatively brief periods. Hence efforts to generate 
support for research and surveillance of volcanoes fre- 
quently enctructer only apathy and disinterest because 
the great majority of people have not directly experi- 
enced the problems. Only after major volcanic disasters 
does general interest become widespread, such as that 
generated by the 1980 eruption of Mount St. Heizns. 
A high proportio~i of those countries havinglarge seg- 
ments of the population living in hazardous areas are 
developing countries, such as Indonesic., the Philip- 
pines, and countries in Central aad South Arrrerica (Ta- 
ble 15.1). These countries have but limited resources for 
dealing with the problems posed by volcanoes. Some de- 
veloped countries with volcanic problems, such as New 
Zealand and Iceland, have but small, populations. In 
western Europe, only Italy has historically active volca- 
noes located in areas that affect major population cen- 
ters. The United Kingdom and France have overseas 
possessions with volcanoes (Caribbean and Indian 
Ocean regions), but these isIand colonies have small 
populations and lie far from the centers of government 
and industry. Similarly, the volcanoes of Spain and Por- 
tugal Iie in the Canary and Azore Islands, well removed 
from national centers. Geologically young volcanic dis- 
tricts in France and West Germany have had no activity 
during human recorded history. Most of the volcanoes 
of the Soviet Union lie in a remote region of eastern Sibe- 
ria thousands of kilometers from the center of govern- 
ment. The historicalIy active volcanoes of the United 
States lie only in Hawaii and Alaska and in the Cascade 
Range of California, Oregon, and Washington. They 
directly affect less than 5 percent of the people of the 
United States. Other volcanic centers throughout the 
western United Statw have the potential for extremely 
destructiveeruptions (Smith and Luedke, 1984), but be- 
cause they have had no historical activity, public per- 
ception of their hazard is low. Among the largest 
powers, only Japan has active volcanoes in areas where 
they have direct and frequent influence on a high pro- 
portion of the population near the centers of national 
life. This selective distribution of volcanoes relative to 
centers of major influence in world affairs appears to be 
a cause of the rather low level of concern and under- 
standing of volcanic hazards among the people of the 
world. 
Effech of Volcanoes on People and Their Actiuitia 
In spite of the widespread lack of concern, nearly 10 
percent of the wcrld's people do live and work near ac- 
tive volcnnoes. Among the discussions of volcanic haz- 
ards and their implications to society are those by Mac- 
donald (1972,1975), Murton and Shimaburuko (1974), 
Warrick (1975, 1979), Marts (1978), Hodge et al. 
(1979), Sheets and Grayson (1979), Williams and Mc- 
Birney (1979), Blong (1984), Crandell at al. (1984), and 
Tomblin and Fournier d'Albe (in press). Each provides 
insight into the hazards and risks posed by volcanoes. 
Most conclude that except during and shortly after cri- 
ses, most people in risk-prone regions have little concern 
even about their own neighborhood, although they may 
be aware that elsewhere major eruptions cause serious 
consequences. 
The adverse effects of volcanoes are partly offset by 
often-overlooked beneficial effects. Volcanoes are 
builders of land. Many oceanic islands throughout the 
world owe their very existence to volcanic activity,,and 
in these and other coastal areas voIcanoes occasionally 
add new land. Even greater benefits are the water and 
air of the planet. Ancient volcanoes transferred volatile 
components from the molten depths to the surface to 
form the primitive oceans and atmosphere, and these 
were gradually modified to form the environment in 
which living things could develop, Hence volcanoes are 
one of the agents to which life itself owes its existence. 
Fertile soils develop from volcanic rock, and products 
from eruptions naturally renew them from time to time. 
In Indonesia the heaviest population is concentrated in 
the parts of Java and Bali that experience frequent dam- 
age or destruction by volcanic ejecta, for these are also 
the areas that sustain the richest agriculture. Where the 
climate is compatible, virtually every volcanic region on 
Earth is noted for its agricultural productivity. Volca- 
noes also producz outstanding scenery, and many vol- 
canic areas support thriving tourist industries. 
The common proximity of volcanic belts to coastlines 
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TABLE 15.1 Tabulation of Estimated Population Dwelling Near Volcanoes in Each Continent or World Region Compered 
with Total Populntion for Each Region 
Country or Section Within Continent 
or Repion Thut Flus VolcunocF" 
AsIn 
(except USSR) 
North America 
(including 
Hawaii) 
Middle Americn 
South Amcricu 
Europc 
(except USSR) 
USSR 
Oceania 
Total Populntion8 Totnl Papulation Nuar 
Name (in milltons) Numc Populution Volcano& Subtotnls 
Africa 354 Ethiopia 26 2 
Otl~er ti. Africa 74 4 
Central Africu 37 1 
West Africu 104 2 D 
Indonesiu 125 105 
Phili1)pincs 30 32 
Japan and Ryukyus 100 95 232 
Alllska 0.3 0.2 
Wushington 2.9 2.8 
Orcgon 1.8 1.8 
Californiu 1 8 3  6 
Hawaii 0.7 0.7 I1 
Mexico 53 40 
Centrul America 17 13 
Curibhean lslnnds 26 4 57 
Colom bin 22 7 
Ecuador G G 
Peru 14 5 
Chile 10 3 
Iceland, Jnn Moyun 0.3 0.3 
Italy 51 22 
Creecc 9 0.4 
Canary Is., Azares 1.3 1 
Kamci~utka 0,4 0.2 24 
New Zeullrnd 3 1.5 
Pupuu Now Guinea 3 0.5 
Island groups (i.e., 
Murinnnus, Solomons, 
New I.Jcbrida, Sumou) 1 1 3 
Total World 
Population 3,709 Total Populution Ncur Volcanoes 357 
'Population figures arc for early 1970s and hnve boon udaptcd from Ehrlich and Ehrlich (1872). Some sectional figures hnve been dcdved from 
various geopaph[c atlases. 
hPrecise data not available in convenient relcrcncm; figures arc estirnatcs baed on broad distribution of populations both within nnd outside 
volcanic bdts. 
T h e  countries and scctiom listed are derived from those having npprccinblc historic activity as shown in Simkin ct al. (1981). 
means that some volcanoes lie near heavily used trans- 
poriation and shipping routes. Geographic location and 
the benefits of volcanoes thus combine to attract human 
populations and activities to certain eruption-prone re- 
gions. Agriculture, tourism, shipping, and accompany- 
ing commercial and industrial activities may grow and 
flourish, especially near volcanoes with long eruption- 
recurrence intervals. 
At some places the activity is frequent and people 
learn to coexist with the volcanoes, carrying out mitigat- 
ing measures as necessary. When the activity is mild, 
eruptions are an inconvenience, but more vigorous ac- 
tivity may cause minor to major destruction. Repeated 
destruction insome areas has led to adoption of land-use 
zoning, where frequently damaged areas are left unde- 
veIoped or minimally developed. Relatively successful 
adaptations are found in Japan, Philippines, Indonesia, 
and Iceland, but even in these countries some authori- 
ties are concerned over excessive development in places 
susceptible to damage bjr volcanoe~. Volcano observato- 
ries have been established at a several frequently active 
volcanoes throughout the world, where systematic sur- 
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veillance and monitoring are carried out to provide ad- 
vance warnings of impending activity. 
At many volcanoes, however, intervals between 
eruptions may be so long that the hazards are over- 
looked or forgotten. Commercial, industrial, agricul- 
tural, and residential development may proceed with- 
out regard to the potential threat of the volcano. When 
indications of potential activity commence, it may be 
difficult to evaluate their significance. Many such signs 
either subside with no activity or lead only to mild activ- 
ity. However, sometimes precursory signs are followed 
by major disastrous eruptions that destroy both lives and 
property. Several well-known, large eruptions that fol- 
lowed quiet intervals of decades to centuries are Vesu- 
vius (Italy, AD 79); Krakatau (Indonesia, 1883); PelCe 
(Martinique, 1902); Lamington (Papua New Guinea, 
1951); Agr~ng (Indonesia, 1963); Mount St. HeIens 
(United States, 1980); and El Chichon (Mexico, 1882). 
Each of these eruptions cost human lives. Minor symp- 
toms precede almost all large eruptions, but at infre- 
quently active volcanoes they may be either ignored or 
misinterpreted. Even at Mount St. Helens, where thc 
early minor symptoms were extensively studied, it was 
not: possible to forecast the time or character of the cata- 
clysmic event. However, precursors have been success- 
fully interpreted to predict more than a do-~en subse- 
quent eruptions (Swanson et a1 . ,1983). 
Cataclysmic events, although uncommon, have a far 
greater influence on human perceptions than do the 
many lesser eruptions that occur each year throughout 
the world. Major eruptions arouse the awareness of peo- 
ple everywhere to this natural process and its capacity 
for destruction. Such eruptions demonstrate the need 
for improved understanding of the processes that cause 
volcanic activity. The interest generated by new major 
eruptions generally leads to temporary modest increases 
in support of research on volcanic processes and im- 
provement of surveijitlnee techniques. 
VOLCANO MONITORING 
From a world total of about 540 volcanoes with iden- 
tified historical activity (Sirnkin et al., 1981), about SO 
to 65 different volcanoes erupt every year. Many erup- 
tions occur in remote regions where their impact on hu- 
man affairs is minimal, and many of those reported are 
small and cause but minor damage. Even so, on the av- 
erage about a dozen volcanoes per year cause apprecia- 
ble damage and sometimes human casualties, and from 
one to a few times per decade volcat~ic eruptions car,se 
major damage and disruption with many casualties. 
In spite of the subordinate ranking of volcanic haz- 
ards in public consciousness, most countries with active 
volcanoes have been able to organize some effort to ob- 
serve and study them. The United Nations and several of 
the more developed countries with foreign aid programs 
have given occasional assistance to countries whose own 
resources are small, and efforts are being made to im- 
prove and continue these programs. However, in every 
country decisions must be made on how to allocate the 
limited available resources in the most effective way. 
For example, it must be decided whether to achieve 
broad but dilute coverage for an entire region or instead 
to concentrate on one or a few frequently active volca- 
noes. The ideal goaI would be to monitor them all, but 
this is rarely possible. Decisions on priority are reached 
by fitting the available surveillance program to known 
patterns of volcanic behavior. Even with abundant re- 
sources, it is difficult to achieve fully satisfactory warn- 
ing capabilities. While great strides have been made in 
monitoring procedures and general volcanic processes 
are becoming better understood, each volcano has a 
wide range of individual behavior, and few volcanoes 
exhibit the same precursors or eruptive style. Virtually 
every eruption at every volcano adds new information 
to the scope of possibilities. 
Witliin this framework of limitations and difficulties, 
a wide array of tools aad techniques has proven impor- 
tant for study, monitoring, and forecasting. Some tech- 
n iqu~s  have universal applicability, whereas others 
prove useful only at some volcanoes or for certain erup- 
tive episodes. Hence monitoring techniques applied at 
any volcano are best established by trial and error, grad- 
ually discovering the most efEective techniques and 
adapting them to local behavior patterns. As more data 
are collected, perhaps more universal behavior patterns 
will be rc.:ognized. 
Monitoring Techniques 
The most basic of all techniques, and one frequently 
overlooked or ignored in these tii.:es of high technology, 
is that of careful, systematic, visual observation. De- 
scriptions by trained and practiced observers for back- 
ground and quiet conditions, for precursory periods, for 
eruptive activity, and for changes caused by eruptions 
constitute the most essential surveiilance technique of 
aI1. Such observations are the starting point from which 
all other techniques begin. It is desirable for the obser- 
vations to be supplemented by topographic maps at sev- 
eral scales, aerial photographs with stereographic cov- 
erage, and systematic documentary photographs-all 
made at appropriate time intervals. But even when 
these valuable supplements are not available, the re- 
cords of keen and diligent observers are vital. 
An extensive literature describes the multitude of in- 
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strumental techniques utilized in volcano monitoring, 
Useful summaries and applications of common tech- 
niques are provided by Stacey (1969), UNESCO (1971), 
Civetta et at. (1974), Lipmnn and Mullineaux (1981), 
Martin and Davis (1982), and Tazieff and Sabroux 
(1983). Citations to individual papers within these col- 
lections will not be given in this abbreviated summary. 
Seismic monitoring is the single most essential instru- 
mental technique used in volcano surveillance. As 
magma riscs toward thesurface before eruption, stresses 
forming in the adjacent rocks are relieved by fracturing 
and slippage, which seismographs detect as earth- 
quakes. Most of these are of very smhil magnitude (less 
than Richter magnitude I), aldiough these micro- 
earthquakes may be interspersed with some quakes of 
larger magnitude (1 to 5). Another type of signal com- 
monly recorded is a fairly continuous, low-frequency 
rhythmic vibration that is termed volcanic tremor 
(more commonly but slightly erroneously called har- 
monic tremor). Ii is generally thought to be associated 
with the movement of fluid through passageways in 
rock, though the mechanism that generates volcanic 
tremor is not fully understood. 
At mast volcanoes the numbers of earthquakes per 
unit time and the rate of seismic energy release show 
systematic increases prior to eruptions, Such increases, 
particularly when accompanied by or interspersed with 
volcanic tremor, are one of the most important tech- 
niques in forecasting volcanic eruptions (Figure 15.2). 
They are used with most confidence where repeated 
similar patterns have been observed prior to earlier 
eruptions. Each volcano seems to have an individual set 
of characteristic signals, so aIthough the general princi- 
ples are common to all, the details recorded at one vol- 
cano do not necessarily apply at any other. Not every 
increase in seismic activity at a volcano precedes an 
eruption, which sometimes greatly complicates the fore- 
casting process and emphasizes the importance of utiliz- 
ing multiple techniques for surveillance. However, 
rarely if ever does an eruption begin without being pre- 
ceded by an increase in seismicity; hence any volcano 
with even primitive seismic instrumentation will likely 
give some warning before eruption. 
Nearly as important as seismic monitoring are various 
techniques of measuring ground deformation. As 
magma rises, it displaces rock, and these displacements 
are transmitted through intervening rock and expressed 
at the surface. Displacement of the surface may also be 
caused by pressure exerted by gases exsolving fron; the 
magma, These displacements cause points on the sur- 
face of the ground to move in relation to one another, 
both vertically and horizontally, and the amounts and 
rates of movement can be detected by a variety of tech- 
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FIGURE 15.2 PIotshowingdatn nsdctccted by thr~%diffcrentmoni- 
todng methodsspanning n 2-month period at  Mount St. Hdens. The 
period includes an eplsodc of lava exxtruslon during September 1984, 
increases in seismicity, rnte of ground displacement, and rate of gns 
emission were ussociated with this extrusion. The extrusion of lava be- 
gan nbout September 10 nnd continued for a few dnys. Signnls com- 
monly incrense at accelernting ratesduringdaysprIor to theonset, nnd 
decrease whenextrusiot~ begins, A, Seismicity nsslrown by dnily earth- 
qunke count ut a sdsmogruph located in the crnter. Counts bcgnn to 
increase in late .4ugust and progressively increased for several days; 
signalssaturated the record From nbout September 8 to 11. Selsrnicity 
returned to trickground about September 14. B, Maximum daily rate 
of displnecment ofselectcd target on lava dome, Prior to September 1, 
the background rate was from about 2 to 5 cmtday: from September 2 
to 8 the rate increased from 10 cmlday to about 3.5 rnldny. The dis- 
placement rate exceeded 50 mlday just prior to onset of extrusion and 
declined rapidly nfter extrusion began. C, SO? gns emission rate ns 
mensured by nircraft-mounted COSPEC. Dntn are not continuous be- 
cause flights are made nt irregular intervals. This extrusion was pre- 
ceded and uccompanied by a pronounced increase in emission rate, 
bct someevents show Httleor no change. 
niques. The simplest of these is a measuring tape; if 
cracks or faults develop, distances between fixed points 
on opposite sides of the break can be measured periodi- 
caIly, and rates, and sometimes directions, can be detei- 
mined and plotted. Across distances from tens of meters 
to tens of kilometers, horizontal displacement between 
fixed points can be monitored by eiectronic distance me- 
ters; modern precise instruments utilize a laser beam. 
Vertical changes can be determined by repeated level- 
ing along survey lines. Changes in slope of the ground 
are determined by tilt measurements by precise survey- 
ing techniques, water-tube devices, or electronic tiltme- 
ters. High-precision photogrammetry is now capable of 
detecting ground displacements to within fractions of a 
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meter, so it holds promise of being a useful supplement 
in detecting deformation, particularly in places where 
access is difficult. Repeated measurements by any of 
these techniques may give an indication of when swell- 
ing of the volcano is occurring, but ideally a combina- 
tion of all of them is employed, preferably with multiple 
stations and lines to attain a broad coverage. Constant 
rates of displacement indicate steady inflation or defla- 
tion of the volcano. Days to weeks before an eruption, 
rates of displacement may increase or total displace- 
ment may reach some critical level. Such changes, espe- 
cially when correlated with seismic observations, are 
important in predicting eruptions (Figure 15.2). When 
observations are made over a wide enough area, dis- 
placement vectors can estimate the location of the ten- 
ter of swelling, and further analysis may give indica- 
tions of the depth, size, and behavior of the magma 
body. Ground deformation studies are, therefore, im- 
portant both to forecasting and to improving under- 
standing of volcanic processes. 
The chemical and mineralogical composition of the 
erupted products is important in assessing the character 
of an eruption and the general state of the volcano, and 
systematic collection and analysis of lava and tephra 
samples are critical activities. Any change in composi.. 
tiori during an eruption provides clues to magmatic pro- 
cesses and may hint of potential changes in eruptive be- 
havior. 
Changes in the gravitational-field strength are caused 
by a change in elevation or a change in the density of 
nearby rocks or both. At a voIcano the altitude of points 
on the surface may change in response to intrusion or 
withdrawal of magma, and the nearby mass distribu- 
tion may also change in response to the same processes. 
Eruptions add new rock to the surface, and other vol- 
canic processes may cause collapse or other redistribu- 
tion of material, which affects the Iocal gravity field, 
Changes in the level of groundwater associated with 
eruptions, rainfall, or accumuIated snow and ice can 
cause changes in the gravitational-field strength. Be- 
cause of these complexities, it is unlikely that gravity 
measurements can be used as a forecasting tool. But 
when coupled with other techniques, especially ground- 
deformrition measurements, they can be useful in con- 
straining and better defining models for movement of 
Inagmh: and other volcanic processes. 
Gases are significant components of magma, and 
their chemistry, rate of emission, and relative propor- 
tiorrs provide clues to magmatic behavior and to vol- 
canic processes in general. The manner and rate at 
which gases are liberated from the magma are primary 
factors determining the type and style of any eruption. 
Moreover, during the times between eruptions, gases 
being exhaled from vents and fumaroles provide the 
only component of magma that can be readily sampled. 
Hence gases have long been recognized as an important 
subject for study, both for patential value in eruption 
forecasting as well as in improving the understanding of 
volcano behavior. Modern collecting and analytical 
techniques can yield reliable results for gas composition, 
and changes in ratios among different gases can help sci- 
entists to infer the eruptive potential of a volcano. 
Changes in the absolute emission rates of volcanic gas 
empirically wouldseem to reflect the likelihood of erup- 
tion because, as magma rises, confining pressure de- 
creases and cracks develop in adjacent rocks, which 
should tend to increase gas flux. Use of the correlation 
spectrometer (COSPEC) at Mount St. Helens and other 
volcanoes has helped to confirm this concept. The COS- 
PEC, an instrument originally designed to monitor air 
pollution, can be utilized to measure the flux rate of SO2 
gas, and results have demonstrated broad, and some- 
times specific, fluctuations that correlate with volcanic 
behavior (Figure 15.2). EIectronic probes to detect hy- 
drogen emissions and transmit data via telemetry have 
been deployed at a few volcanoes. 
Changes in the strength of the magnetic field at a vol- 
cano car! be caused either by the underground move- 
ment of magma or by changes in the stress patterns in 
the adjacent rocks. Regardless of tlie cause, a change in 
field strength should be a useful supporting technique to 
forecast eruptions, Studies have been carried out at a 
number of volcanoes, generally by deploying an array of 
magnetometers at sites on the volcano with one instru- 
ment established at a site remote from the volcano; the 
readings are systematically telemetered to a recording 
station. In addition to the absolute magnetic field mea- 
surements, the field-strength differences between the 
distant and near sites are recorded so as to neutralize 
nonvolcanic fluctuations such as magnetic storms and 
diurnal variations. Promising results have been ob- 
tained at several volcanoes, showing some changes in 
field strength associated with volcanic events, but as- 
sorted difficulties with instruments, telemetry, and vol- 
cano-induced damage have not yet allowed the tech- 
nique to achieve its full potential. 
Several kinds oE study have been performed at volca- 
noes using a variety of electrical and electromagnetic 
techniques. Electrical resistivity of magma and molten 
lava is low, whereas that of dry solidified lava is high; 
resistivity is further modified by the variable conductiv- 
ity of permeating groundwater. The contrasts are 
adaptable to a wide variety of studies and experiments 
with different kinds of instruments and equipment. 
Self-potential, very-low-frequency electromagnetic, re- 
sistivity, and induced polarization ore a few af the tech- 
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niques that have been used for experiments and studies 
at  volcanoes. 
Measurement of temperature changes at the surface 
seems to be an obvious method of detecting change 
within a volcano, but it must be applied with caution. 
Under certain conditions at some volcanoes, increases in 
temperature occur at hot springs, fumaroles, and crater 
lakes, and systematic temperature surveillance is a use- 
ful monitoring tool. But surface temperatures can be af- 
fected by many nonvolcanic factors-rainfall, snow, 
changing groundwater levels, vegetation, weather con- 
ditions sucll as clouds and wind, and diurnal changes- 
so measurements must be carefully interpreted. A num- 
ber of methods may be used to determine temperature; 
the simplest being direct measurements using thermom- 
eter, thermistor, or thermocouple, depending on the 
temperature range. Care must be taken on successive 
readings to occupy the same location under as consistent 
environmental conditions as possible, Thermal infrared 
techniques have been used at some volcanoes; measure- 
ments can be made remotely, either from ground sta- 
tions or by aerial survey. These methods are useful in 
detecting broad changes in thermal patterns, but unless 
expensive calibrated equipment is used they do not yield 
quantitative results. Readings depend heavily on atmo- 
spheric conditions; clouds, rain, dust, and volcanic 
fume will affect results. In spite of these difficulties, ef- 
forts are under way at  some volcanoes to establish con- 
sistent calibrated the.rma1 surveys. Fluctuating temper- 
atures at  some crater lakes have preceded some 
eruptions; such changes can supplement symptoms re- 
vealed by other techniques to help forecast activity. 
PUBLIC RESPONSE TO VOLCANIC ERUPTION 
Most people, in areas impacted by a volcanic erup- 
tion, are not especially interested in the research that 
keeps volcanologists occupied. During an emergency, 
they are concerned chiefly with the practical matters 
that affect them directly. Their questions are: Will the 
volcano erupt again? Will the lava (or volcanic ash) 
come in our direction? How often will it happen? How 
long will the eruption last? When can we go home? 
When can we resume our regular work? People gener- 
ally expect scientists to answer these questions, yet they 
rarely can be answered with confidence. 
When confronted with the stark conditions of dis- 
placement, discomfort, and perhaps survival, people 
may be surprised that the volcanologists are concerned 
with such seemingly esoteric matters as rock chemistry, 
tiny motions of survey markers, and wiggly lines on pa- 
per charts. While some people are interested and under- 
standing, others will regard such activities as irrelevant, 
inane, or futiIe, and scientists may be viewed with indif- 
ference, skepticism, or hostility. It is difficult for some 
people to comprehend that answers to the scientific 
questions are ultimately the chief hope for answering 
their own question) . For a more beneficial outlook, peo- 
ple need information and education, both about volca- 
noes and about methods used in their study, Hence in 
regions likely to experience volcanic eruptions, it is im- 
portant for regular programs of education to be carried 
out before times of crisis. I t  is in the interest of scientists 
themselves to provide impetus, encouragement, and 
even to sponsor such education, In making long-range 
plans for appropriate use and development of land, 
zones may be established as defined by relative degrees 
of volcanic hazard (Crandell et ol., 1984). 
Various ways cun be utilized to inform people about 
volcanoes, such as special meetings; talks to schools, 
civic groups, and clubs; nnd through booklets and pam- 
phlets, displays at museums and visitor centers, newspa- 
per articles, television and radio programs, and open 
houses at volcano observatories or other research facili- 
ties. The specific means can be adapted to local condi- 
tions. 
In the broad scheme of interactions between a vol- 
can0 and the people, three other groups besides the sci- 
entists play key roles: public officials, land and property 
managers, and representatives of the news media. 
When a nearby volcano is quiet, all groups have the op- 
portunity to participate in the important functions of 
education about volcanoes and preparation for crises, 
both for their own enlightment and for the benefit of the 
people they serve. When the volcano becomes active, all 
become responsible for critical functions. In many 
branches of science, scientists have but minimal or ca- 
sual dealings with public officials, land managers, and 
news media, but when working with an active volcano, 
scientists must deal regularly with them all. Each poup 
will find it advantageous to attain a good understanding 
of the role of the other and to gain appreciation and re- 
spect for the requirements, capabilities, and limitations 
of one another. While each group performs a different 
role, all have the common goal of promoting the welfare 
of the community. 
Interactions Between Volcanologbt~, Public 
Officials, and Property and Landkianagers 
Wide variations exist from one country to another in 
the type of government and land ownership. Regardless 
of the prevailing system, however, thosevested with ap- 
propriate responsibility each have an essential role to 
play when confronting problems posed by volcanoes. In 
areas of high volcanic risk, public officials and property 
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and land managers will be wise to gain at least minimal 
knowledge about the nature, characteristics, and range 
of behavior of the volcanoes in and near their jurisdic- 
tion. Ideally volcanologists will assist them, and rnem- 
bers of each group will establish acquaintance and a 
good working relationship during times when the vol- 
cano is quiet. All can foster education, both for children 
in schools and for adults in meetings and forums by pub- 
lic and private groups. Officials can formulate contin- 
gency plans that prescribe courses of action for all de- 
partments in the event of a volcanic emergency. Prop- 
erty and land managers can anticipate questions 
regarding operations and access on their property and 
develop contingency policies in conjunction with public 
officials. Drills may be held by all groups for practice 
and to test and improve the plans, At some volcanoes, 
the hazards affect two or more local jurisdictions, in 
which case the adjoining governments should cooperate 
in developing the plans and in practicing the proce- 
dures. Volcanologists may serve as advisors in such exer- 
cises. 
In most societies, elected or appointed officials hold 
authority for making the decisions on common action in 
response to a volcanic crisis (Warrick, 1979; Blong, 
1984; Tomblin and Fournier d3Albe, in press). Depend- 
ing on the situation and conditions, the officials may be 
at the local, regional, or national level. They must de- 
cide if and when people are to be evacuated; designate 
the boundaries of the evacuated area; determine routes 
and transportation methods; arrange for food, shelter, 
sanitation, medical care, and other needs of the evnc- 
uees; and pay the costs. An evacuation is an economic 
loss in terms of the cost of evacuation, care of those evac- 
uated, and interrupted productivity; it is asocial disrup- 
tion because of the displacement aE people from their 
homes and occupations. Officials face grave decisions 
when confronted with a volcanic crisis: to fail to evacu- 
ate during early activity when a destructive eruption 
follows may result in lives lost; yet to evacuate when no 
eruption follows results in social and economic loss. Ei- 
ther circumstance is inevitably followed by a hail ofcrit- 
icism (Wodge at aE., 1979; Blong, 1984; Fiske, 1984; 
Tvrnblin and Fournier d'Albe, in press). 
Officials themselves are rarely able to judge indepen- 
dently whether the condition of a volcano warrants 
evacuation; they must depend on the advice of scien- 
tists. At frequently active volcanoes, especially those 
where an observatory keeps the volcano under regular 
surveillance, the advice of the scientists is usually re% 
able. At these volcancres, procedures for a warning and 
subsequent decisions and actions are generalIy well es- 
tablished; familiarity and frequent practice aid officials 
in making sound decisions. Several corrrct decisions on 
warning and evacuation will build up public confidence 
and likely some tolerance for an occasfonal incorrect de- 
cision, Officials tend to lean toward the side of caution 
when issues of public safety are involved. The expenses 
incurred in unnecessary evacuations may help to con- 
vince officials that costs of volcano research are sound 
investments. But all should realize that even well-moni- 
tored volcanoes produce surprises. 
In contrast, at volcanoes that are little studied, infre- 
quently active, or believed to be extinct, the onset of 
unra5t may c r ~ - t e  confusion and uncertainty. Public of- 
ficials are likely to be unsure over the proper steps to 
protect the people and to uphold the public interest. 
They desperately need sound scientific advice, yet 
volcanologists brought in to evaluate such situations 
must often make conclusions based on inadequate data 
gathered quickly. Any resulting advice to officials may 
be heavily qualified with uncertainties. Unless mutual 
understanding has been established earlier, such advice 
may be perceived as inadequate or incompetent. During 
such situations, controversy may develop between sci- 
entists and public officials. Sometimes the officials want 
the scientists to make and be responsible for the deci- 
sions on evacuation and degree of allowable public ac- 
cess; more commonly the officials prefer not to relin- 
quish this authority. Such decisions involve economic 
and social crtnsequences about which scientists gener- 
ally have little expertise, and the officials must weigh 
carefully the degree of hazard against the consequences 
of various choices. The volcanologists have the responsi- 
bility to state the degree of risk in language that is as 
clear and unambiguous as possible, recognizing that few 
officials are familiar with technical terminology or with 
scientific methods of judging uncertainties based on 
scant evidence. However, if evidence is compelling that 
hazards are severe or unequivocal, volcanologists must 
make this clear by making appropriate recommenda- 
tions. Yet all parties should understand that, unless au- 
thority is otherwise vested, the ultimate decisions about 
public safety are in the hands of the public officials, 
Interactions Between volcano log is^ and the News 
Media 
Newspapers, magazines, television, and radio consti- 
tute the principal means by which people learn about 
potential or actual eruptive activity nt any particular 
volcano. The degree and type of news coverage is deter- 
mined by the size and character of the volcano or erup- 
tion, its accessibility, and the size and distribution of the 
local population. Journalists are generally more inter- 
ested in the impact of an event on people than in the 
scientific aspects. Major eruptions in isoIated regions of- 
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ten receive little or no notice by the press, whereas even 
minor events in populated areas receive much attention. 
It is important that public officials, property and land 
managers, and scientists have effective means for com- 
municating with the press, because the public welfare 
requires that prompt, reliable, accurate information be 
conveyed to the news media, Both public officials and 
large land managers deal with the press regularly, so 
channels and procedures are normally already in place. 
Volc~nologists, however, may be unfamiliar with me- 
dia procedures, so it is important thnt they prepare 
themselves, 
If a group of scientists is studying an erupting volcano 
or one showing signs of erupting, it is well to designate a 
single member of the group to communicntc with the 
news media; i f  the team is smaH the person may he the 
leader. Having a single representative ensures continu- 
ity and conrlstency and permits mutual confidence and 
rapport to develop while minimizing the chances for 
misunderstandings. Ideally this scientist-for-informa- 
tion is fully informed on thc status of the volcuno and on 
the activities, findings, and opinions of every team 
member and reports to the press regularly after consul- 
tation with the other scientists. Reports should be as 
complete and factual as possible, emphasizing what has 
happened and is happening. The scientist must be pre- 
pared on how to respond to questions regarding the tim- 
ing, nature, and magnitude of future events. These are 
important questions, and seeking their answers is one of 
the principal reasons for the scientists' activities; yet 
most of the time these questions dc3 not have clearly de- 
fined answers. The scientist musf ?till respond in a fac- 
tual, helpful manner, stating tile range of possibilities 
and the degrees of uncertainty in terms of ongoing pro- 
cesses thnt are understood. Many reporters will be deal- 
ing with an unfamiliar subject, and iniormation should 
be presented, insofar as possible, in straightforward, 
everyday language. The scientist should be patient with 
reporters as they learn and be genuinely concerned in 
helping them to produce complete and accurate stories. 
Honesty and sincerity inspire confi&r?ce from media 
membe~s, which in turn enhances the quality of the 
news stories. 
Depnrti:res from tkis ideal sometimes occur. Contro- 
versia bstween scientists may urise, sometimes when 
two or more groups come from different institutions or 
different countries. I t  is best to try to resolve such con- 
trovemies privately. But if the news media learn of 
them, t.he controversies can still be handled construc- 
tive';. by showing that volcaiiology is a young, inexact 
science and that progress is made by testing opposing 
hypothesis. Sometimes, however, such public disagree- 
ments hzcome antagonistic; the disagreement may rival 
tlie story of the eruption, relations between scientists 
and media deteriorate, the public becomes confused or 
angry, and scientists lose credibility. Such a controversy 
occurred at La Soufribre Volcano on Guadeloupe in 
1876 (Fiske, 1984). 
While constructive and mutually supportive relations 
between scientists and the news media are the ideal 
goal, it is sometimes not achieved. Most scientists who 
have experienced more than a few interviews can cite 
examples of misquotations, quotations out of context, or 
news stories thnt are flatly innccurate. On the other 
hand, reporters have equally valid complaints about sci- 
entists who talk in obtuse language, refuse to see them, 
or are perceived to be arrogant. Differences in percep- 
tions and goals between scientists and journalists are 
probably the cause of most of this antagonism and con- 
troversy. In an effort to help members of each group 
better understand the other, Table 15.2 outlines some of 
the complaints scientists and journalists have expressed 
about each other. These problems stem partly from the 
basically different personalities attracted by the con- 
trasting professions. Their respective job requirements 
are different. Scientists must be accurate, analytical, 
and deliberate, and they must consider many lines of 
evidence before reaching conclusions. Statements of 
their canclusions are commonly hedged with qualifiers. 
In contrast, journalists must be quick and decisive, and 
while they strive for accurac; it must be achieved within 
a framework of perpetual deadlines. Further, they must 
quickly identify the key factors, emphasize them, and 
reduce a body of information to its simplest terms. Table 
15.2 is arranged to illustrate opposite but corresponding 
complaints, which demonstrate how mutual misunder- 
standings develop from particular situations. Obviously 
not every aspect of these problems can be covered in an 
abbreviated and generalized table, but even so it implies 
ways to improve understanding between scientists and 
journalists. 
When scientists understand the reporters' needs to get 
quickly to the main point, they can dispense with 
lengthy preambles and excessive qualifiers. Scientists 
can minimize jargon and be sure that those technical 
terms that are necessary are clearly defined. It  is useful 
for them to remember that they are not delivering a pa- 
per at a scientific meeting but instead are conveying in- 
formation, through the reporter, to people from all 
,walks of life. Reporters in turn have the responsibility to 
strive for accuracy in expressing the information. Noth- 
ing is more frustrating to the scientist than to find him- 
self misquoted or to have his statements used in a wrong 
context. He is put in the position of seeming to provide 
incorrect, perhaps damaging, information to the pub- 
lic. Reporters should not be reluctant to check back to 
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TABLE 15.2 Somc Conltnon Sources of Friction Bctwcen Scientists and Journullsb 
Co~nl~lulnls  by Solcntlsts About 
Rcl~orters 
Ncportcrs urc too pus11y und uggrcssivc 
Reporturs urc not suttsficd wit11 wlrut we tell t h a n ;  thcy lrre alwups 
looklnf: for hlddcn unglcs; thcy nru too suspicin~rs 
Muny rcportcrs urc poarly prepnrcd; they know nutlring rrl~trut l~es~t l r -  
jcct o r  avcn ubout wlint IILLS ulrclldy l~upl~cncd here 
Itul~ortcrs interrupt our work schcduIc?s; thcy do not scmn to scc how 
they tlicrnsulves urt. liindcring 11s 111 trylng to l i ~ i d  nnswcrs to ttiulr 
(und cvcrynnbs) questions 
nct)orlers do not rcolly Ilstcn ttr tlic wl~olc slrrry w c  try to tell thun~; 
tlrdr covurugo is sl~ullow; t h y  ornlt t l~u  ull-imparlunt cluulificrs to 
our stotcmcnts; tllcy think ull answersshould trc bliick utid wllitc but 
Ignore ull tllc intcrmcdlutc sl~udcs or grily 
Reporters scck out dilfurenccs uf npininn bct\vuuti sciuntists unrl over- 
ernpl~i~slzc tllcm; tlicy try to tnukc II slory I)y lul~rlcuting d b o r d  
Scicntisls do not tell tllu wllalc slory, lhuy lloltl btrck urld co~~cuul infor- 
~nntlon 
ScIcr~tlsts expect us to I J ~  cxpcrts in their subjuct, tlley rtru inipulient in 
giving ra tha buckground wc nccd 
Sclenthts do nut r~~rdurstund tlla time dcndllncs ~ lnder  whic11 wo uru re- 
cpircd Lo o]~erulu 
Sclcntlsts aru too 1nng.winded; tllcy trllk nll i~round the s~il~jcot t ~ n d  
ttuvur get to the point, T l ~ c y  do no1 undcrstund tltul we ntrcd 10 use 
struightforwartl sirnl~lc slrttctncnls; we Ilnvu to convert thelr corr~l~li- 
cutcrl discnurscs to words tllut people curl ruud 
Who11 wc try to verify our story wit11 u second o ~ ~ l n l o n ,  we  cilnnot get 
any consirtcncy h t w e c n  different sclu~\tists. Hnw do we know who 
tn I>c.ltr?vt!P 
NO'l'E: This table sl\ows a x u n ~ p l a  of attitudm and nctlons ttiut lcud to unti ignfsn~ bctwccn scientists uncl joarnulists, l'ltcir listlng Ilere is not 
intcndcd us criticis~n of either grou11 nor to i ~ ~ c l  contravcrsy, lnstercl they uru intended to help cucl~ group rccogn:xc how its own u t t i t~rda  ttnd 
ucttous tmptnguuo ihaathcr ,  tllcrebg siding nlc~nburs of uitch group to sock wuys to Inlgrovc tllc perccptlons or t lv ntltcr. IIu~rl~ily, tlrc cnmpluints 
ure not universal, und tnuny rnetr~bers of both groups uticlurstitnd nnd itcconuntrdatc tlrc otllcrs' viuwpcrints unr! rcrluirutncnts. 
verify the accuracy of their stories; scientists should wel- 
comesuch opportunities. Many of the hard-to-reach sci- 
entists about whom the reporters complain are those 
who have been embarrassed by past misquotations, 
These potential problems demonstrate the value of hav- 
ing n specified scientist to provide information; this per- 
son can became practiced in responding to reporters' 
needs, seek ways to improve each presentation and 
avoid past mistakes, and build up friendly rapport. 
Likewise it is helpful if the same reporters stay on the 
story long enough to gain knowledge and build consis- 
tency; when new reporters are assigned, they can avoid 
many problems if they acquire appropriate background 
hefore starting their interviews, 
It is importitnt that each group understand the work 
requirements and time schedules of the other. Newspa- 
pers and television have deadlines at different times, 
and neither necessarily fits the normal working schedule 
of a field volcanologist. When the scientific staff is 
small, stopping work to grant interviews interferes with 
the acquisition and interpretation of data. However, 
when both groups better understand the others' legiti- 
mate requirements and limitations, it is almost always 
possi t l e  for them to accornodatc each other, When such 
cooperation is achieved, the public reaps the benefits. 
People properly informed about the character and 
behavior patterns of volcanoes ure best prepared to deal 
with volcano emergencies when they arise. Only near 
volcanoes that either erupt frequently or have just re- 
cently erupted, howevcr, arc members of: the general 
public likely to have much awareness of volcano hazards 
(Murton and Shimaburuko, 1974), In oreas distant from 
volcann2s, or in areas near long-dormant volcanoes, 
people are unlikely to be aware of problems posed by 
volcanoes, Even at times of volcanic crisis elsewhere, the 
general reaction is commonly, "aren't we lucky those 
things don't happen here." 
Among all groups of people, volcanologists and other 
earth scientists are the most likely to be aware of the 
troublesome potential of nearby volcanoes. Many recog- 
nize the responsibility to raise the general awareness of 
the hazards, yet their efforts are often misunderstood or 
misconstrued. For example, when the now-renowned 
report by Crundell and Mullineaux (1978) on volcanic 
hazards at: Mount St. Helens first appeared, it receiv~d 
considerable local criticism for being scarey and poten- 
tially adverse to the economy. Then, in spite of the les- 
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sons learned at Mount St, I-Iclens in 1980, a storm of 
criticism arose when u notice of potential I~azard was 
issued in 1982 at Mammoth Lakes, California, in re- 
sponse to repeated earthquake swarms (the hazards arc 
summarized in Miller ct al., 1982). The warnings were 
perceived by some of the local population and the press 
as self-serving to the scientists as wcll us highly damag- 
ing to property values and locul b.qsine.5~. Even in Ha- 
waii, where, if anywhere, pec* ~hould  be aware of 
problems pascd by volcanoes, a report describing vol- 
canic hazards of the Island of Hawaii (Muflineaux and 
Peterson, 1974) wusseverely criticized by some commu- 
nity leaders for depressing the local cconomy and hum- 
pering development in volcano-prone arcas. Similar re- 
actions have occurrod during recent seismicity and 
deformation at both Rubuul, Papua New Guinea, and 
Pozzuoli, Italy, Such reactions dcrnonstratu traits typf- 
cal of human nature and empliusizc tlie attitudes of in- 
difference or hostility induced when receiving. infarmn- 
tion about potentially unpleasant mattcrs, 
They also underscore the challenge that ft~ces cien- 
tists as they attempt to inform tlic public about volcano 
hnzards. The importance of ihc meange is great enough 
that the scientists must not only be willing to face the 
adverse reactions hut also to persjst in finding truly el- 
fective ways of conveying information that is important 
to societal needs. Competent scientific information does 
little good if it is ignored, scorned, or disbelieved. It  is 
important for scientists to bc tuctful, paticnt, and per- 
servering as they deal with the news media and public 
officials on matters concerning volcano hazards, rhey 
must find ways to employ the same qualities of innova- 
tion and resourcefulness that they normally display in 
scientific research if their hazard messages to the public 
are to be heard and heeded. 
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Volcanic Hazard Assessment for 
Disposal of High-Level 
Radioactive Waste 
BRUCE M ,  CROWE 
Los Alunlos Nalionul Laboratory 
Volcanic hazard studics for disposal of high-level radioactive vraste pose a number of unique 
problems. These include the long time frame of hazard assessment (JOqo lo0 yr), the limited 
gologic record of volcanic activity a t  disposal sites and the political sensitivity of this national 
problem. The major variables affecting volcanic hazard5 are  the structure of magma feeder 
systems at repository depths and the magma fragmentation and dispersal energy of cruptions. 
Thc latter is generally controlled by magma composition and the presence or absence of ground- 
water. Long-lived volcanic fields (> 1 m,y,) provide the greatest potential risk for waste dis- 
posal, but thcsc can be avoided by proper site selection. Short-lived volcanic fields are  more 
difficult to avoid but are generally mafic in composition, which results in  smaller disruption 
zones and expinsiveeruptions OF lower energy thsn those of long-lived centers. 
Volcanic hazards are evaluated through risk assessment, which is a product of probability and 
consequences. These studies have been completed for a potential waste disposaI site in the Ne- 
vada Test Site (NTS). Cenozoic volct~nism of the b!TS region is divided into three distinct epi- 
sodes. The youngest episode, 3.7 to 0.3 may., comprises scattered, monogenetic Strombofian 
centers of small volume (< 1 km3). Rates of volcanic activity for the NTS region are  estimated to 
be about 10-a eventlyr, based on vent counts through time and calculation of rates of magma 
production, The conditional probability of disruption of the possible waste disposal site a t  the 
NTS by basaltic volcanism is bounded by thc range of to  10-lo yr-l. Consequences, ex- 
pressed as radiological release Ievels, were evaluated by assuming disruption of a repository by 
basaltic magmas fcd along narrow dikes. Limits 2re placed on the volume of waste materiai 
incorporated in magma by analogy to the abundance of Iithic fragments in basalt scoria and 
lava. These consequences would be increased if rising magma encountered water and produced 
rnagmalwater vapor explosions, which can eject large volumes of country rock. Such a mecha- 
nism would be  important only if thevapor explosionsexcavated a crater to repository depths (380 
m)-an unlikely event, based on the dimensions of hydrovolcanic craters. The total expected 
release from disruption of a repository by basaltic magma for a 10'-yr period is 1.8 Ci for spent 
fuel and 1.3 Ci for high-level waste. 
INTRODUCTION 
Regardless of the current or future use of nuclear 
power reactors for the generation of electricity, one of 
the major national problems facing scientists across a 
range of disciplines is the safe disposal of high-level ra- 
dioactive wastes. (High-level radioactive waste refers to 
heat-producing waste.) By current definitions, this in- 
cludes two by-products of nuclear reactors-spent fuel 
assemblies and reprocessed spent-fuel assemblies. The 
current consensus of thescientific community is that the 
most viable means of waste isolation is through deep 
burial in selected rock formations. This is the present 
policy of the U.S. Department of Energy. The suitabil- 
ity of a number of sites for storage of high-level radioac- 
tive waste is now being actively investigated. Two of the 
sites that have undergone thorough geologic investiga- 
tions are the Hanford site in southern Washington 
(waste burial in the Columbia River Basalt) and the Ne- 
vada Test Site (NTS) in southern Nevada (waste burial 
in ash-flow sheets of the Timher Mountain-Oasis Valley 
caldera complex). 
Geologic investigations leading to selection of sites for 
burial of radioactive wastes pose several problems. 
First, detailed characterization of a block uf the Earth's 
crust is required on a level that is unprecedented in the 
science. This characterization has unique requirements. 
First, the repository block must be defined with a high 
degree of confidence, and yet penetrations of the block 
by exploratory drilling or tunnels must be limited so the 
integrity of the block is not compromised, This restric- 
tion requires an emphasis on geophysical techniques as a 
primary means of siteexploration. Second, the potential 
effects of construction of a repository tunnel complex 
and the thermal disturbance of the rock from the em- 
placement of heat-producing waste must be evaluated 
with respect to induced changes that could alter the iso- 
lation properties of the rocks. Third, the rates of opera- 
tion of natural geologic processes on the block, such as 
groundwater movement acd tectonic uplift or erosion, 
must be defined to evaluate the suitability of the block 
for containment of radioactive waste elements. Finally, 
possible future changes from naturally occurring but 
more catastrophic tectonic processes such as seismicity 
or volcanism must be evaluated for the required isala- 
tion period of high-level waste, This last topic, which 
falls in the regime of predictive geology is the focus of 
this paper. More and more frequently, geologists are be- 
ing asked by other scientists and the public to make spe- 
cific predictions on the future activity of geologic phe- 
nomena. Although some progress has been made in 
prediction of earthquake and ~;olc.anic activity, most 
predictions are valid for periods of months or at  most a 
few tens of years, In contrast, geologic predictions re- 
quired for waste disposal must encompass a period of 
thousands of years. We have Iimited experience in the 
geologic methods used to make such predictions and 
even less experience in communicating and defending 
decisions based on geologic predictions in a public fo- 
rum. This chapter describes recent work concerned 
with prediction of tectonic processes for one specific 
problem-volcanic hazards related to permanent isoIa- 
tion of high-level radioactive wastes. Two topics are em- 
phasized: (1) the special problems posed by volcanic 
hazard assessment for waste disposal and (2) the use of 
risk-assessment techniques to evaluate volcanic hazards 
for the storage of high-level radioactive waste in tuff in 
southern Nevada (Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Inves- 
tigations). 
SPECIAL PROBLEMS INHERENT IN 
VOLCANIC HAZARD ASSESSMENT FOR 
WASTE DISPOSAL SITES 
Perhaps the most novel aspect of volcanic hazard as- 
sessment for radioactive waste disposal is the length of 
time for which hazards must be forecast. The required 
containment period of high-level i .  *it. five waste is 
10.' yr as defined in the draft version 1 Environmen- 
tal Standards for Management and ..posaI of Spent 
Nuclear Fuel, High-Leval and Transuranic Radioactive 
Wastes [U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (1982) 
40 CFR 1911. Thisstandard, which has not yet been for- 
mally approved, is based on a radiological comparison 
of the projected mass of radioartive waste 110" metric 
tons of heavy metal (MTHM)] with an equivalent 
amount of unrnined uranium ore. A lo4-yr period has 
been chosen as the required intervaI for radioactive 
waste to decay to a level where the risk is about the same 
as the smsIlest estimate of the risk from an equivalent 
amount of uranium ore (EPA 52011 82-025, p. 29). 
However, Brcdelloeft cl al. (1078) noted that 10' yr pro- 
vides adequatecontainment for theshort-lived radionu- 
clides such as '%r or 13?Cs but allows for only a limited 
reduction in the potential hazards of long-lived radionu- 
clides like '2!11. Gera (1982) argued that the wasteshould 
be allowed to decay until the radiotoxicity levels are 
equal to the levels from the amount of uranium can- 
sumed in a reactor. This wouId require an isolation time 
of about 10"r. Whatever the required isolation period 
of high-level waste, this period becomes the minimum 
length of time for which future volcanic Ilazards must be 
forecast. Both 10' and lo5 yr are long compared to the 
rat- of operation of volcanic processes. 
The long time frame of hazard assessment is a special 
problem of waste disposal. There is neither an s t ab -  
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used for classification of eruption types based on the 
properties of the pyroclastic component (Walker, 1973; 
Wright el al., 1980), can be viewed as a measure af the 
explosiveness of an eruption. Positive displacement 
along the x axis represents increased particle dispersal, 
and height along the y axis represents increased particle 
fragmentation. Volcanic eruptions of basaltic composi- 
tion have low dispersal and fragmentatio~~ values be- 
cause of their Iow water contents (0.1 to 2 wt. %), lower 
viscosities (lo2 to lo3 P), and Newtonian fluid proper- 
ties. These eruptions fall into the Hawaiian and Strom- 
bolian fields in the lower left part of Figure 16.1. The 
limited dispersal and fragmentation characteristics of 
basaltic eruptions result in thesmallest potential for dis- 
ruption affects should a repository be penetrated by ba- 
saltic magma. The only important exception is hy- 
drovoIcanic activity, when basalt magma mixes at 
shallow levels with water and is fragmented and dis- 
persed by waterlmagma vapor explosions. These erup- 
tions have greatly increased particle fragmentation and 
somewhat increased dispersal and fall within the Sur- 
beyan field of Figure 16.1, In marked contrast, ande- 
sitic to silicic volcanic activity spans the sub-Plinian, Pli- 
nian, Vulcanian, and Ultraplinian fields of Figure 16.1. 
These eruptions have orders of magnitude greater dis- 
persal of pyroclastic debris than that of basaltic erup- 
tions. Silicic eruptions have the potential for disrupting 
the entire area of a waste repository and dispersing 
waste radionuclides on a global scale (Crowe, 1980). 
We thus have two end members of volcanic activity 
with very different potential effects on a buried radioac- 
tive waste repository: (1) monogenetic volcanoes of 
mafic composition, which have limited dispersal and 
disruptive effects, and (2) long-lived silicic volcanoes, 
which have large dispersal and disruptive effects. The 
potentiaI risk from the latter type of volcanic activity 
can and should be greatly reduced by careful selection of 
sites for a repository. Large-volume, long-lived volcanic 
centers are generally confined to distinct volcanic zones. 
For example, continental art: volcanoes form aligned 
volcanic chains that are Iocated above active subduction 
zones. The long-term existence of the arc Itself and the 
host of tectonic features associated with an active sub- 
duction zone make arc volcanism relatively easy to rec- 
ognize and avoid (for example, the Cascade volcanic arc 
in the Pacific Northwest). Similarly, we now recognize 
that many if not all of the major silicic volcanic fields of 
the western United States exclusive of the Cascade chain 
(for example, the Jemez field in New Mexico, the Yel- 
lowstone field in Wyoming, and thc Long Valley field in 
California) occur in distinct volcanic lineaments (Smith 
and Luedke, 1984). Thesevolcanic zones appear to form 
from melting of the loi.=or crust within areas of upwell- 
ing of mantle-derived basaItic magmas (Smith, 1979; 
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Hildreth, 1981)- The large flux of basaltic magma re- 
quired to raise crustal rocks to their melting tempera- 
tures and the apparent need for extensional deformation 
to provide storagespace for the basalts mean that sites of 
silicic magmatism are zones of high heat flow and tec- 
tonic activity. Again, these are relatively easy to recog- 
nize and avoid in selection of sites for wastestorage. The 
problem of choosing asite for waste disposal in the west- 
ern United States and minimizing potential effects of fu- 
ture volcanism becomw a matter of determining the risk 
of future volcanic eruptions in recognized volcanic 
zones. 
SITE-SPECIFIC TECHNIQUES OF VOLCANIC 
HAZARD ASSESSMENT 
There are two methods for assessing the hazards of 
volcanism at a site being investigated as a repository f ~ r  
high-level radioactive waste. The first and generally 
more traditional approach is to study the past record of 
volcanism at and around a site by using the current tools 
zvailable to geologic sciences (field mapping, geochro- 
nology, petrology, geochemistry, and geophysics). 
Whereas this approach provides essential data for un- 
derstanding the past record of volcanisn, it does not 
provide n direct means for deciding whether volcanism 
represents a significant threat to waste disposa!. Thesec- 
r~nd method, which is used increasingly in geological 
studim for waste disposal, is risk assessn~ent (for exam- 
pb, Crowe and Carr, 1980; D'Alessandro et al., 1980). 
In this sense, risk is defined as the product of probability 
and consequences, Probability determination? provide 
a means of specifying levels of risk as a function uf time, 
and consequences give a perspective for judging accept- 
able probability levels. In the followingsections, the use 
of risk assessment is described for a potential waste dis- 
posal site on and adjacent to theNTS. 
Volcanic Geology of the Nevada Tat  Site Region 
The NTS is located in southcentral Nevada approxi- 
mately 80 km northwest of Las Vegas (Figure 76.2). The 
current proposedsite for burial of high-level radioactive 
wastes is Yucca Mountain, a linear range upheld by a 
thick accumulation of ash-flow and air-fall tuff and as- 
sociated volcaniclastic rocks derived from the Timber 
Mountain-Oasis Valley caldera complcx (Christiansen 
et al., 1977). The identified volcanic hazards for the 
Yucca Mountah site are twofold: the hazards of future 
silicic volcanisrn and the hazards of basaltic volcanism. 
The hazards of silicic volcanism are considered to be 
negligible for a number of reasons (Crowe etal. ,  19813a) : 
1. There hns been no silicic volcanism within the 
NTS region for at least the last 7 million years (m.y,). 
The younge.~.t silicic volcanic activity (7 to 8 m.y.) was 
associated with the Black Mountain caldera, which is 
located approximately 80 km north-northwest of Yucca 
Mountain. 
2. There has been a dramatic regional decrease, and 
in most areas a cessation, of silicic volcanic activity 
within the southern Great Basin during the last 10 to 20 
m.y. (Stewart et al., 1977). 
3. Silicic volcanic activity of Quaternary age is re- 
stricted entirely to the margins of the Great Basin. 
The hazards of basaltic volcanism are much more dif- 
ficult to define and have been the subject of detailed 
studies (Crowe anrl Carr, 1980; Vaniman and Crowe, 
1981; Crowe et al., 1982,1983a,b), TheNTS region is in 
a zone of active volcanism referred to as the Death Val- 
ley-Pancake Range (DV-PR) volcanic zone. This zone 
extends from the Lunar Crater volcanic field in central 
Nevada south-southwestward to southern Nevada and 
adjoining areas of eastern California (Figure 16.2). The 
zone merges at its southern end with the Western Cor- 
dilleran rift zone of Smith and Luedke (1984). The DV- 
PR volcanic zone has been active sincc the cessation of 
silicic volcanism in the southern Great Basin, about 8 
m y .  ago. At that time, basaltic volcanism surpassed si- 
licic volcanism in erupted volume. Centers of active ba- 
saltic and minor silicic volcanism shifted progressively 
to the margins of the southern Great Basin, whereas in- 
termittent activity continged within the DV-PR vol- 
canic zone (Croweet cl., 1983a). Centers of Quaternary 
volcanic activity in the voicanic zone include the Cinder 
Hill scoria cone in southern Death Valley (0.7 m. y.), the 
Lathrop Wells scoria center (0.3 m.y.) located 20 km 
south of the waste disposal site at Yucca Mountain, four 
basalt centers (1,2 m.y,) aligned along a north-north- 
east trending arc in Crater Flat immediately west of 
Yucca Mountain, two small scoria mnes named the 
Sleeping Butte cones (0.3 m.y.) located 10 k ~ n  south of 
Black Mountain caldera, and at least 10 centers in the 
Lunar Crater volcanic field. 
Two major types of volcanic fields are present in the 
DV-PR volcanic zone. Type-I fields include long-lived 
volcanic fields that are active over a period of several 
million years. Mafic centers in these fields are clustered, 
with vent densities of 10-' to lo2 ventslkm. Magma vol- 
umes of individual centers are approximately 1 to 2 km3, 
and the total volume of the fields exceeds 10 km3. The 
range of rock types in type-I fields includes basaltic an- 
desite and trachyte that probably evolved through frac- 
tionation from basalt and bimodal basalt-rhyolite as- 
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FIGUnE 1G.Z Ccncrulizcd geologic rnup of 
the Death Valley-Puncakc Renge volcanic 
zone. SWM: Stonewall Mountain; BM: Black 
Mountain; TM-OV: Timber Mountain-Owis 
Vuiley calderu complex; YM: Yuccn Moun- 
tain exploration block: DV: Death Vnllcy; 
and CR: Coso Rung. 
semblages. Type-I volcanic fields in theDV-PH volcanic 
zone include the Greenwater and Black Ranges in south- 
ern Death Valley (8 to 4 m. y . ) ,  the oldest episode of ba- 
saltic volcanism in the NTS region (11 to 8.5 rn.~.) ,  tho 
Reveille Range (6 to 5 m.y.), and the Lunar Crater vo1- 
canic field (4 m y .  to Recent). Type-I1 volcanic fields 
incIude small-volume (< 1 km3) monogenetic centers, 
which - onsist of clusters of scoria cones and small-vol- 
ume lava flows. Vent densities of these fields are low and 
average about to vent/km2. Lava composi- 
tions are predominantly hawaiite with lesser amounts of 
alkalic olivine basalt. The llawaiites tend to be of 
evolved composition (Vaniman et al., 1982) with Mg 
numbers [Mg/(Mg t Fdf)] generaIly <0.55. Parental 
basalts (Mg number > 0.68) sre rare. Type-I1 volcanic 
fields in the DV-PR volcanic zone include southernn~ost 
Death Valley, the NTS region, and Kawich Valley (Fig- 
ure 16.2). 
Crowe at al, (1983a) divided thz basaltic rocks of the 
NTS area surrounding the Yucca Mountain site into 
three episodes: each episode spans several million years 
and includes basalt from many eruptive centers. The 
volume relations of these episodes versus time are shown 
on Figure 16.3. The oldest episode of basaltic volcanism 
includes the basalts of the silicic episode, which erupted 
during the waning phase of silicic volcanic activity (11 
to 8.5 my.). These basalts form bimodal basalt-rhyolite 
centers that crop out in a northwest-trending zone ex- 
tending from thesouth moat zone of the Timber Moun- 
tain caldera to Stonewall Mountain (Figure 16.2). Vol- 
umes of basaltic magma associated with the basalts of 
the silicic episode are large, and individual centers ex- 
ceed 10 km3 in volume. The ba5alts of the silicic episode 
were replaced gradationally in time by the older rift ba- 
salts. The older rift basalts are either distinctly younger 
than or spatially separate from the silicic volcanic cen- 
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ters. They consist of small-volume (< 1 km3 mono- 
genetic Strombolian centers that erupted during the 
probable peak of extensional faulting. Magma volumes 
during this episode declined drastically, then stabilized 
at low but uniform rates (Figure 16.3). There was a 
brief but important pause in volcanic activity between 
6.5 and 3.7 rn.y. This hiatus was followed by eruption of 
the younger rift basalts. These basalts form widely scat- 
tered, small-volume centers identical to those of the 
older rift basalts. They are separated from the older rift 
basalts on the basis of their age (3.7 m.y, to Recent) and 
their enrichment in incompatible trace elements, with 
theexception of Rb (Vaniman et al., 1982). The younger 
rift basalts record an intervaI of declining magma pro- 
duction rates (Figure 16.3). The decline may coincide 
with a declining rates of tectonism in the NTS region 
and increased activity in the adjoining southwestern 
areas of the Great Basin (Death Valley and Owens Val- 
ley, Figure 16.2), 
Figure 16.4 is a geologic map of the Lathrop Wells 
center, This center illustrates a number of characteristic 
features of Strombolian centers of both the younger and 
older rift basalts, Each center consists of a main scoria 
cone flanked by several smaller satellite cones. The sat- 
ellite cones are generally older and are located south or 
southeast of the main scoria cone. This suggests a north 
to qortheastward migration of active vents during an 
eruption cycle. The number of vents per center averages 
2 to 3 for the Quaternary centers of the NTS region 
(Crowe et al., 1983b). Blocky aa lava flows vented from 
the flank. of the main scoria cone and traveled short dis- 
tances. Measured flow lengths of Quaternary flows in 
the NTS region range from 0.6 to 1.9 krn with a mean 
length of 1.1 km. It is inferred that scoria fall sheets ex- 
tended downwind from the main scoria cone. These are 
entirely removed by erosion at all but the youngest cen- 
ters in the NTS region. The only exception is the 
270,000-yt-old scoria fall sheet of the Lathrop Wells 
center, and only minor remnants of this sheet are pre- 
served. The cumulative volume of individual centers in 
the NTS region (dense rock equivalent) was calculated 
assuming a scoria fall sheet-to-cone ratio of 5:1. Magma 
volumes for the Quaternary cones of the NTS region 
range from 105 to lo8 m3 with a mean of 3 X lo7 (Crowe 
et al., 1983b, p. 269), 
PROBABILITY AND CONSEQUENCE 
ASSESSMENT 
Probability 
Several aspects of the history of basaltic volcanism in 
the NTS region provide justification for a probabilistic 
approach to volcanic hazards. First, there has been a 
consistency or decline in the rates of basaltic volcanism 
for the past 8.5 m. y. Second, all basalt centers formed 
during the past 8.5 m,y. are small-volume Strornbolian 
centers. Third, the petrology of the erupted basalts is 
broadly similar throughout this period, which is indica- 
tive of similar conditions of magma genesis. The consis- 
tency in rates, eruptive style, and petrology for this ex- 
tended period provides a basis for forecasting rates of 
future volcanism for the required containment period of 
high-level radioactive waste. 
The probability of disruption of a repository by basal- 
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tic magma can be formulated as a case of conditional 
probability 
Pr = { E2 given E l  ), (16.1) 
where Pr is the probability of repository disruption, El  
is the rate of occurrence of volcanic events, and E2 is the 
probability of intersection of a repository by magma, 
given E l .  This probability can be expressed as (Crowe 
et nl., 1982) 
Pr [no disruptive event before time t] 
= oxp(- Xtp), (16.2) 
where X is the rate of volcanic activity and p is the prob- 
ability that an event is disruptive. This formulation a- 
sumes that the time between events is exponentially dis- 
tributed, and the number of events in time intervals of 
length t has a Poisson distribution with a mean of Xt. 
The p can be estimated as the ratio alA, where a is the 
area of a repository or of an assignc!d volcanic disruption 
zone (whichever is larger) and A is some minimal area 
that encloses the repository and the volcanic events used 
to describel. For the case of basaltic volcanic activity, a 
is the area of the repository. It is estimated to be about 6 
to 8 km2, based on the size of the exploration block at 
Yucca Mountain (Crowe et at., 1982). The A can be se- 
lected in a number of ways, Crowe and Carr (1980) de- 
fined A ns the area enclosed by circles of 25- and SO-km 
radii with centea at the Yucca Mountain exploration 
block. This approach, although computationally sim- 
ple, does not consider the spatial trends in the distribu- 
tion of volcanic centers that are controlled by tectonic 
features. Crowe et al.  (1982) developed a numerical ap- 
proach to find the minimum area circle and the mini- 
mum area ellipse that contain the volcanic centers of 
interest and the repository site. Differing combinations 
of ellipses and circles were obtained using geologic as- 
sumptions concerning the tectonic setting of volcanic 
centers. Disruption probability values are calculated 
and tabulated in table form (Crowe st al., 1982), which 
allows a range of values p to be used in Eq. (16.2). The 
preferred definition of p is based on the distribution of 
volcanic centers in the DV-PR volcanic zone. 
The most difficult parameter to estimate for proba- 
bility calculations is A, the rate of volcanic activity. Ide- 
ally, rates shouId be determined from an understanding 
of the controlling processes of volcanic activity. Al- 
though this is not now possible, a number of studies sug- 
gest that rates of volcanism are related in a direct but as 
yet poorly understood way to the regional stress-strain 
pattern. That is, rates of volcanism, similar to regional 
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seismicity, reflect the degree of tectonic activity of a re- 
gion. For example, Shaw (1980) related rates of magma 
production at Hawaii to seismic moment-a measure of 
the volume change represented by the release of seismic 
energy, He assumed that the potential energy available 
in a tectonic system may b~ released through both seis- 
mic radiation and the generation and ascent of magma. 
The demonstration of a connection between the release 
of seismicenergy per year and the annual rate of magma 
production suggests that the two tectonic processes are 
closely related and that, by inference, magmatism may 
be an important process in regulating mantle stress lev- 
els (Shaw, 1980, p. 259). Similarly, Feigensen and Spera 
(1981) recognized a correlation between the occurrence 
of thoieiitic and incompatible-element-enrich4 alkalic 
magmas and eruption frequency in Hawaiian Iavas. 
They related magma production to shear-stress defor- 
mation (viscous deformation of Shaw, 1973) and sug- 
gested that a reduction in shear stress caused a decrease 
in the degree of partial melting and an increase in the 
time between eruptions. Bacon (1982) documented a 
time-predictable relation among the basalts and high- 
SiOz rhyolite5 of the Coso volcanic field. He suggested 
that the magma production ra.te for the field is con- 
trolled by a constant strain rate, A minimum strain 
value equal to the failure strength of the crustal rocks 
must be exceeded to allow ascent of magma. 
These studies, although promising, are not yet suffi- 
ciently developed to allow estimates of volcanism rates, 
particularly for relatively inactive regions such as the 
NTS. We thus are forced to forecast future rates of vol- 
canic activity on the basis of past activity. Crowe et aI. 
(1982) estimated rates of volcanic activity in two ways: 
through counts of age-controlled volcanic centers and 
through variations in magma volume versus time, The 
first technique involves field mapping vent zones for 
Quaternary volcanic centers. Each vent is treated as one 
volcanic event, and time control is provided by the K-Ar 
age and the magnetic polarity of the volcanic center, A 
somewhat similar approach, with less rigorous age con- 
trols, was used to determine the probability of faulting 
for a potential waste disposal site in Italy (D'Alessnndro 
et al. ,  1980). Estimated rates of volcanic activity are cal- 
culated by counting vents within the areas defined in the 
determination of A. These rates d u r i q  Quaternary time 
(< 1.8 m.y.) are about 8 X 1O~~volcanicevents per year 
for the NTS region, 7 X lom5 volcanic events per year 
for the DV-PR volcanic zone, and 8 X volcanic 
events per year for the southern Great Basin (Crowe 
st ol. ,  1982). The latter two caIcuIations are strongly 
effected by the high cone density of the Lunar Crater 
volcanic field at the northern end of the DV-PR volcanic 
zone, 
The calculation of volcanic rates by using rates of 
magma production is based on Figure 16.5, an ex- 
panded version of Figure 16.3. Figure 16.5 shows 
magma volume (dense rock equivalent) versus time for 
the past 3.7 may. The basaltic eruntions show a linear 
decrease in magma volume with time, Regression annly- 
sis, treating magma volume as the dependent variablk, 
gives a coefficient of determination of 0.8 and a rate of 
magmatic production of 210 m31yr. This magma pro- 
duction rate, is used to calculate the times required to 
generate magma volumes that are equal to representa- 
tive volumes of past magmatic cycles in the NTS region. 
These times, corrected for the timesince the last basaltic 
TIME (my) 
FIGURE 16,5 Plot of magmu volume 
(dense rock eq~~ivalcnt) versus time for the 
younger dft hasalts. Error burs for time arc 
tllestandard dcviution (1 ) of replicate age de- 
terminations. Error bars for tlie volumc ure 
cstimntes of crrors in volumc calculutions. 
From Crowc el 01. (1082). 
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eruption (2.7 X lo5 yr) give predicted occurrence times 
or rates of future activity (Crowe et ul., 1082). 
The  conditional probability for the combined occur- 
rence of a future basdtic event and thnt event to directly 
intersecting a buried radioactive waste repository at 
Yucca Mountuin is calculated using Eq. (113.2) and the 
data  tables for X and p. Because of the large uncertain- 
ties in the probability cnlculations, little emphasis is 
placed on individual calculntions. Rather, a range of 
probability values is assembled by using a matrix of area 
ratios and rate determinations. Probability bounds are 
established by the extremes of the calcrnlated probabili- 
ties. These bounds are5 X 10-"to 3 X 10-lo yr"! for the 
Yucca Mountain site (Crowe at al., 1982). 
Consequence analysis involves identification o l  vol- 
canic processes that could lead to failure of a waste-iso- 
lation system and calculation of the results of failure ex- 
pressed as radiological levels of released waste elements, 
Crowe ~t ul. (1983b) suggested that the most likely event 
to affect a buried repository at Yucca Mountain would 
be intrusion of the repository by rising basaltic magma, 
followed by Strombolian eruptions of waste-contami- 
nuted magmas. They argued, based on field evidence, 
that the most likely intrusion structure for basalt at re- 
pository depths (>300 m) would be linear dikes, that 
there would be 2 to 3 dikes per volcanic event, and that 
the dike widths and lengths would be 0.3 to 4 m and 0.5 
to 5 km, respectively. Using these background parame- 
ters, the important questions become: (1) How mu& 
waste material would be incorporated in the basalt 
magma, and (2) how would the waste material be dis- 
persed with the magma at the surface? 
The  mechanisms of intrusion of basalt rnagmu into a 
waste repository are difficdt to predict, Magmu could 
completely flood a repository tunnel or intrude as nar- 
row dikes with the only magmatwaste contact being 
along the dike walls. In either case, the number of waste 
canisters that would be contacted by magma and poten- 
tially carried to the surface ranges from 0 to more than 
400 (Logan et ul., 1982). It is possibIe to establish limits 
on the volume of waste material incorporated in basalt 
magma by assuming thut the repository is intersected by 
a dike of random orientation and tracing the pathways 
of waste incorporated in magma through ana log  with 
the distribution of lithic (country-rock) fragments in ba- 
salt scoria. Studies of the distribution of these fragments 
in basaltic rocks revealed that they are derived from 
shallow levels and are concentrated in the pyroclastic 
component (Crowe et al., 1883b). This latter conclusion 
is based on the fact that particles in a magma exsolving 
volatiles are preferential sites of bubble nucleation 
(Sparks, 1978) and thnt lithic fragments arc present in 
small amounts in cone scoria but are extremely rare in 
luva. Two mecllunisms are praposed for the incorpora- 
tion of lithic fragments in basaltic magma: (1) during 
magma fragmentation when the gas-to-magma ratio 
reuches 0.75 and the magma disrupts (Wilson and 
Head, 1981) and (2) during hydrovolcanic explosions as- 
sociated with a predominantly Strombolian eruptivecy- 
cle, Assuming that waste particles are dispersed in  an 
eruption in the same pattern as country-rock lithic frag- 
ments would be, Crowe et a!. (1983b) calculated that 
600 to 1100 m3 of a repository inventory would be dis- 
persed in a pyroclastic eruption. Of that inventory, 15 to 
20 percent will be deposited in the scoria cone (less than 
1 percent will be exposed at the surface during a time 
period of 10' yr), 50 to 80 percent will be deposited in 
the scoria fall sheet, and 2 to 5 percent will be regionally 
dispersed with the fine-grained particle component 
(windborne), Thew calculations are based on an aver- 
age lithic fragment abundance of 0.032 percent by vol- 
ume in studied scoria deposits of the NTS region 2nd the 
San Francisco volcanic field in northern Arizona 
(Crowe ct ul., 1983b), 
An additional eruptive process in basaltic eruptions is 
hydrovolcanic vapor explosions, This type of eruption 
occurred a t  three basalt centers in the NTS region dur- 
ing the past 10 may. The increased dispersal distance 
and the greater particle fragmentation of hydrovolcanic 
explosions, as noted previously, could greatly increase 
the consequences of repository disruption. Crowe and 
Carr (1980) originally argued that hydrovolcanic activ- 
ity was unlikely at Yucca Mountain. This was bused on 
the depth to the groundwater table at Yucca Mountain 
(> 300 rn below the surface) and the lack of surface wa- 
ter as a result of the arid climate and steep drainage gra- 
dients. Moreover, the moisture content of the unsatu- 
rated zone at Yucca Moulntain is insufficient to allow 
initiation or maintenance of hydrovolcanic cxplosions 
except under extreme saturation conditions (Crowe et 
ul. ,  1983b), New data on hydrovolcanic activity l~ave 
caused re-examination of this question. Although field 
evidence indicates thut lithostatic load has an inhibiting 
effect on the formation of hydrovolcanic activiiy (prob- 
ably because the vapor phase of water is suppressed)$ 
this may not always be the case. In the geologic setting of 
Yucca Mountain, groundwater may mix in a supercriti- 
cal state with magma below the repository level. As the 
magmalwater mix ascends and the pressure drops, va- 
por explosions may occur throughout an interval ex- 
tending from the water table through the repository ho- 
rizon to the surface. Studies of fuel-coolant interactions 
and experimental work using thermite melt mixed with 
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water to simulate volcanic eruptions (Wohlctz and 
McQuettn, 1984) show that the major control of hy- 
drovolcnnic explosions is the mass ratio of water to 
magma. Eruptions may vary between Surtseyan and 
Strombolian, depending on this ratio. The optimum ra- 
tio for development of Surtseyan explosions is about 0.3 
(Wohletz and McQuecn, 1884), 
The occurrence of lithic fragments in basalt scoria of 
the Lathrop Wellscenter may be due, as noted above, to 
hydrovolcanic explosions. Such explosions would re- 
quire a water-to-magma ratio of less than about 0.3 so 
that the eruptions would have been predominantly 
Strombalian with only a minor hydrovolcanic compo- 
nent. This is suggested by the irregular distribution 
of fragments in scoria (intermittent explosions) and 
the fact the initiul eruptions of the center were 
hydrovolcnnic (Vanimnn and Crowe, 1881). 11 it is 
assumed that the fragments were produced by a 
hydrovolcnnic component, possible effects of hydro- 
volcanic explosions were included in the calculations of 
lithic fragment abundance. In this case, the conse- 
quences of n hydrovolcanic component can be shown to 
be small (Logan et al . ,  1882). A more extremecase, hav- 
ing major negative eonsequenca for waste isolation, 
would be the possibility of exhumation of a buried re- 
pository during crater-forming hydrovolcanic explo- 
sions. This possibility is tested by data summarized in 
Figure 16.6, which is a relative-frequency diagram of 
crater depth for hydrovolcanic centers (maan and tuff 
rings) bused on the dntu of Pike and Cluw (1981), The 
crater-depth data are positively skewed, and the mean 
depth is91 k 07 rn, The werage depth to the repository 
Iiorizon at Yucca Mountain is about 380 m (the depth 
varies throughout the exploration block because of the 
6 to 8' eustward dip of the currently favored repository 
horizon). A deptli of 380 m is grcuter than 4 standard 
deviations from the mean depth of liydrovolcanic cra- 
ters and exceeds the muximum listed crater depth in the 
datacatalogoEPike and Clow (1881). Thelow probabil- 
ity of repository disruption to yr-I), coupled 
with the low probability of exhumation of a repository 
by explosive cratering, suggests that the risk of hy- 
drovolcanic explosions is of limited concern at Yucca 
Mountsin, 
The radiologic consequences of basaltic volcunism 
have been calculated for the disruption of two hypothet- 
ical repositories, bod1 iocnted at Yucca Mountain (Lo- 
gun et al . ,  1982), The first contained unreprocessed 
spelrt fuel and the second reprocessed waste. The calcu- 
lations assumed a repository storage capacity of half the 
estimated volume of spent fuel or reprocessed waste gen- 
erated by commercial power reactors through the year 
2000. It was estimated that the repnsitory area would be 
1640 m2 and would contain waste aged for 10 yr at the 
time of emplacement. A range of geometric arguments 
is used to detmmine the numl~er of canisters that would 
be intersected by a linear basalt dike. The preferred ap- 
proach was to assume a random orientation of the dikes 
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encountering the repository tunnel complex, Accord- 
ingly, magma would intersect about seven canisters of 
spent fuel and about one cannister of high-lcvel wnste- 
equivalent to an inventory fraction in both cases of 
about 8 X low3 (Logan et aE., 1982, p. 32), There arc nn 
data on the behavior of a waste canister in rising and 
vesiculating magmu. Therefore, it wns assumed that all 
waste contacted by magma would be incorporatod uni- 
f~ rmly  ,in the magma and carried to the surface to be 
erupted preferentially with the pyroclastic component. 
Radiological dose was examined in two forms: the dose 
resultingfrom the wasteentrained in the basalt eruption 
column und the dose resulting from exposure to wnste- 
bearing scoria deposits, resuspended particles, and 
radionuclides entering the food chain, Population, agri- 
cultural, and meteorological data from Yucca Moun- 
tain were used to calculate doses from the airbornecom- 
ponent, The worst case for the airborne dose resulted in 
a cumulative total of 25 health effects in 10° yr (Logan et 
ol., 1982, p. 6). Dose effects were calculated from scoria 
deposits that formed the scoria cone and the scoria fall 
deposits downwind of a hypothetical eruption and in- 
cludeeffectsof erosional transport during a period of loa 
yr. The worst case here yields about 2800 health effects 
in 10° yr, Finally, Logan et 01, (1882) calculated the to- 
tal activity that would be transported to the surface, 
normalized to lo3 MTHM. The values vary for the type 
of waste and the time of eruption relative to ernplace- 
ment and closure of the repository, Stepwise integration 
of the release fraction by radionuclide with the annual 
probability of volcanic disruption of a repository using 
the computer code AMItAW (Logan and Berbano, 
1978) gives total expected releases as a function of time. 
The total expected release for 10.' yr is 1.8 Ci or 0.038 Cil 
lo3 MTHM for spent fuel and 1.3 Ci or 0.034 Ci/103 
MTHM for high-level waste (Logan el al., 1982, 
p. 163). 
A variety of evidenceshows that there is a finite risk of 
volcanism with respect to storage of radioactive waste at 
Yucca Mountain. In particular, the site is located in a 
zone of active volcanism-the Death Valley-Pancake 
Range volcanic zone and five Quaternary volcanic cen- 
ters (1.2 to0.3 m.y.) are present within a range of 8 to 20 
km of the exploratiori block. Geologic data show that 
there has been a consistency in the rates, eruptive style, 
and petrology of basaltic volcanism in the NTS region 
for the past 8 m.y. Volcanic activity in the region was 
characterized by formation of scattered small-voiume 
Strombolian scoria cones and lava flows, Rates of vol- 
canism have been low, and there is some evidence of a. 
decline in tho rate OF magma production during the past 
3.7 m.y. The consistency in the geologic record provides 
some degree of confidence that future volcanic patterns 
cun be projected for periods of 10.' to lo5 yr. These cir- 
cumstances provide a rensonablr: b.asis for applying risk- 
assessment techniques to deffnrj the magnitude of vol- 
canic hazards. Probability estimota of the likelihood of 
the combined occurrence of a future volcanic event and 
the likelihood that the volcnnic event will intersect n 
buried repository at Yucca Mountain are very low- 
to per year. The consequences of penetration 
of a repository by basaltic magma followed by eruption 
of the mngmu ut the surface are limited, perhaps sur- 
prisingly limited. This is due to the small subsurface 
area of Basalt feeder dikes, the probable limited intru- 
sion effects of these dikes, and thelimited surface disper- 
sal of basaltic particulates in Strombolian eruptions. 
The combination of tho low probability and limited 
consequences indicate that the risk of volcanism at this 
particular site is low. 
The suitability or unsuitability of the Yucca Moun- 
tain site will be decided by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission if the Department of Energy recommends 
the site as a forrntll candidate for a waste repository. 
Certainly many other criteria other than volcanism will 
be considered in any licensing decisions; this paper em- 
phisizes the methods followed to define the magnitude 
of volcanic hazards. In the Nevada case, geologic, geo- 
chronologic, petrologic, geochemical, and geophysical 
data are used in combination with techniques of risk as- 
sessment to evaluate volcanic hazards. Some but not all 
of these methods may be useful far hazard assessment at 
other sitrc; under consideration for disposal of high-level 
radioactive waste. 
How reliable are the geologic data used for risk assss- 
ment? Certainly the field, geophysical, and laboratory 
data have been gathered as carefulb as possible, and the 
reliability of this work must be judged by research stan- 
dards established in the current geologic literature. Re- 
search data have been evaluated at review meetings 
where hazard data were presented to a panel of scfen- 
tists. The volcanic hazard worl: has alsli been published 
in the scientific literature to provide a wide exposure to 
thescientific community. An additional item of concern 
is the built-in bias in the work. ?'hat is, the purpose of 
the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations is to 
attempt to find and prove a site for disposal of radioac- 
tive waste, As studies of a site progress and increased 
funding is invested, there is mounting pressure to 
"prove" the site. The presentation of both positive and 
negative evidence of the hazards of volcanism (Crowe et 
al., 1983b) is an attempt to overcome this bias. 
There is a continuing controversy over the use of 
probabilistic studies in geology. Indeed, the special 
problems of hazard prediction in waste disposal huvc 
brought this question to the forefront (for example, 
Mnrsily and Merriam, 1982). Qttcstions huve been 
raised whether geologic process are truly random and 
suitable for probabilistic analyses (DtAlessnndro nnd 
Bonne, 1982). Certninly, with respect to tile Nevads 
work, the data used for probability calculations arc llm- 
ited at best. T l t c  number of data points for rate cnlculu- 
tions are small, and It is difficult to include effects of 
tectonic setting in localizing sites of volcanism, What is 
the time sensitivity of the data? For the Nevada site, fu- 
ture rates of volcanism are forecast on the basis nf the 
geologic history of the region during the past 3.7 m.y. 
The isolation period of radioactive waste is 3 to 0.3 per- 
cent of this time, and, thus, it is not clear how sensitive 
this approach is to short-term variations in tectonic pro- 
cesses. Because of these datu uncertainties, the probubil- 
ity is presented as a range spanning 3 orders of niagni- 
tude and the data ussumptions are biased tawurd the 
worst case to provide conservative estimates (Crowe el 
al, , 1982). Sttnilar cluestions are raised about tho results 
of consequence analyses. The detailed offects of intru- 
sion of u repository by volcunis~n are not clear. Varitl- 
tions in the strike of lincnr dikes intersecting u repository 
result in differences in tho numhcr of contucted cannis- 
ters, ranging from 0 to more than 400 (Logan at al. ,  
1982). Equally, we can only spcculatc llow waste could 
be incorporated inn magma. It may be mnintainecl in its 
cladding, may be fragmented us a particulate, or may 
be geochemically dispersed in the magma. Any of these 
possibilities results in major changes in tlle calculated 
radiological dose levels through time. 
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Ground motion, strong, charnctwistics and 
intensity, 47 
Gulf Coastal Plain, arching of, 38 
Iiawnii 
dry-tilt measurement in, 172 
volcanic activity in, 7-8.31 
Hazardous wnste. tectonic stability of 
disposal sites, 92. 247-258 
Hazards 
earthquake, 14,24,45-60,226228 
evaluation, 3, 4, 14,24,41,45-60, 151, 
215-228, 247-259 
relnt~d to faults, 47-49 
seismic, trends in geologic analysis, 
215-228 
volcanic, 13, 247-259 
Henry Mountnins, 183-184 
Hillslopes 
character of, 126 
degradation patterns of, 181-183 
loosening-limited, 183-185, 188-1F9, 191 
profile of, 187 
transport-limited, 183-188, t89,191-193 
weathering-limited, 184 
see also Slopes 
Himnluyu 
grcntcst earthquakes of, €4 
rnnp of southcrn margin of, 74 
thrust front, profilc ol,74 
Historical records 
geodetic monitoring through, 10 
of carthquakcs, 10,45-46 
Holocene 
deposits, ns indicators of fault activity, 52 
deposits, In faults, 144 
fault displacements, 13, 15 
motions, 39 
stmndlintr, 96-99,102-108, 110-113, 
115-120 
scc also Chronology; Palwseismalog 
I-lot spots, 39, 41 
Hudson Bay, chuructcr of, 08 
Hurricane Cliffs, 130, 135 
Hydration 
obsidian, 197, 109,106 
tcphra, 197, 199 
India 
active foreland thrust bclt of, 73 
ulluvinl plain of, 73 
as a rigid indcntor, 41 
underthrusting benclrth Bfmulnya, 75 
lndus Valley. impact of active tectonics on 
river use, 65 
Instruments, gcodctic monitoring, 10 
Interferometry, very-long-baseline, 10, 163 
Interplate regions, churncteristics of, 49 
Intraplate deformations 
mechunisms for, 40 
social impact of, 41 
Intraplate movement<, 9, 3042,45-46, 
49-50.55.59 
Intraplate regions 
seismic hazard evnluntion oi', 49-50 
l ran 
impact of active tcrtonim on cunnl asc, 
85 
strandline in, 115 
uplift rute in, 10 
Iwo Jima, volcanic uplift of, 104-105 
Japan 
active folding in, 88-67 
coseismic uplift in, 115-118 
invetigation of fault~d terrum in, 145 
strandlines, 97, 101, 108-110, 113, 115 
stnltigraphic r iord of, 10 
vertical displa~ernent ratrrs in, 7 
Lahars, 235 
Land use planning, 1.35 
Lundforms 
PS indicators ol Inuit activity, 52 
wcmblages, 128,139-141 
dating, 126 
evaluation of faultcd, 144 
study of active t~rtonfrs througfr, 4, 11 
types, 125-126 
Landslides, 48 -4D,82, 15D 
Laser ranging 
sutellite, ID. 4'2, 163 
strain rnensurcjrrcnt by, 10 
two-color, 10 
Lava flows, 234 
Level lines. 10, 53, 188 
Leveling, gmdetic, 42.53, 159-161, 166, 
169-171, 175 
Licl~cnornctry, 197, 199 
Liquefaction, 48-49, 150 
Lithospheric plates, see Plates 
Loas deposfts, thormoiumincscenco dating 
of, 205 
Los Gntos Creek, deformation of stream 
bed of, 72-73, 160-1Gl 
Lost River Range, faults dong. 13-14 
Low-Sun angle photopaphv, 50,53,56 
Mngma 
associutid with monogenetic volcanic 
centers, 249 
1~uxlt.r systems, 249 
inflation, intraplate, 35-36 
intrusion Into lower crust, 40 
movements, suhsurfuce, 35 
sepnration, 40 
volume vs. time plots, 253, 255 
Mugnctic field, chungm preceding volcanic 
eruption, 240-211 
Magnctostrutigaphy, 73, 75 
Magnitude 
maximum moment, ol sulrduction zone 
rupture, 58 
moment, 54, 149 
scalcs. 54 
scrfacc wuvc, 52 
scc also Earthquake rnugnitudcs 
Mammoth Lakes, inlracrustnl magmatism 
in, 30 
Mantle, dcnsification. 40 
Matuyumu llcvcrs~rl-Polurity Clrron. 210 
Mendocino triple junction 
dcfonnations at, 21, 25, 26 
plute activity at, 6, 20, 26 
Michigan B~rin, 31,33,40 
Microcurthquuk~, 149 
Microplat= 
bounduriw, 49 
collision with major plates, 6 
domains. fmlt characteristics af, 49 
Microscismicity. determining distributions 
nf. 11-12 
Microtopogruphy, 140 
hliddle America, population dwelling near 
volcnnocs in, 237 
Mississippi River 
e f f ~ ~ t s  of uplifts on, 91 
history of. 87 
longitudinal profila of, 80 
profililc through Monroe Uplift, 88 
Missisrippi Volley 
earthquake potential, 14 
impuct of active tstonics on river use, 
85-01 
Modeling/Models 
chnrncterfstic earthquake, 222-224 
crustnl structurc and behavior, 24 
carthquakc hnznrd, 226-228 
earthqunkc recurrence, 56,224-226 
hillslope degradation, 185-193 
of fault sccrrps, 181-193 
of fault scpcnts, 55 
of fold-nnd-thrust bclt mechanics, 64, 
76-77 
Poisson-Exponcntinl, 227 
process response. 141-146 
renewal, 228 
sclrematic, of fault structure, 57 
seismic deformation cyclc, 156 
scismogenic, 47 
snowplow, 64 
time-predictable, 227 
Mojave Desert 
nontretonic fault slip in, I69 
pudimcnt surface in, I33 
Mol- sediments, 74 
Monitoring 
crustal tilt, 171-173 
deformation rut=, 155-156 
dry-tilt method, 172-173 
friults, 25, 165 
geodetic, 10, 17, 37, 164-177 
Long Vallcy, 36 
recurrence of slip-stick faulting, 76 
Snn Andreus Fault system, 25 
seismic, of volcanoes, 230 
strain and stress. 18, 53 
stratigraphic, ID-1 1 
voleanws, 238-24 1 
scc also Instruments 
Monroe Uplift 
active tectonics of, 87-90 
uplift r a t s  or, 7 
Montuguc Island, verticul displncemcnt of, 
7, 48 
hlontalvo Mounds, 72 
Morphology, .stream-vdley, 128-129 
Mountain blocb, 127-128 
Mountain fronk 
fault-generated, 127-129 
irypothctical uplift history of, 126 
tcctonic geomorp!lolog). of. 125-135 
Mountofns, scc specific mountains 
Murray River, 81 
N 
Nunkui Trough, seismic activity of, 161-182 
Ncotcctonics, 9, 38 
Nevada Test Site 
radioactive wndc disposal in, 248 
volcnnic geology of, 251-253 
New Cuinen 
coastline lilt of, 109 
strnndlincr, 93,99-100,107-109 
New Mexico, uplift In, 35 
Ncw York, seismicity in, 3435.39 
New Zenlnnd 
block diagram of Gilcs Creek faulting, 06 
coscismic upltft in, 118-120 
lnvatigntir~n of faulted to r r am in, 145 
strandlines, 97, 101, 111-113, 120 
SFC aIso Grcy-lnunguhun Busin 
North Ameri1:a 
seismicity I I ~  enstern coost, 97 
soutllei~itcrn, character OF coa~tline, 97, 
101 
western, hktorfcal enrtl~quuke r m r d s  or, 
10 
see also United States 
Nuclear fuel, spent, d~5posal of, 248 
Nuclear renctors 
Bodegn Bay, 12-13 
CE Vallecitos test, 210 
seismic hazards to, 215 
siting, 51, 215 
0 
Onkwwd Salt Dame, Dl! 
Obduction, description, 6 
Oil exploration, in uctive fold-and-thrust 
belts, 76 
Oklahoma. fault displacements in, 15 
Oregon 
active-tcctonic renlms of, 21, 22, 28 
Coast Ranges, tectonic activity of, 26 
coutlinc displacement, 107 
plnte nctivity beneath, 6 
Orogcny 
deforrnational procases of, 5-6 
examples. 6 
P 
Pakistan 
active foreland thrust belt of, 73 
Salt Range, 64,73 
Palmmagnetism, 200,210 
Pnleoseism icity 
Holocene, 14A 
Palwseisrnology 
Central Nevada Seismic Belt. 57 
earthquake mngnitude approximation in, 
55  
enrthquakc risk =mcnt through, 125 
of San Andreas Fault zone, 56 
progrw in, 149 
remmmended research prioritirs on, 
17-18 
research techniclurs in, 148-152 
Palos Verdrs Peninsula, marine strandlines 
of, 95  
Pearl River, effect of Wlggins Uplift on, 91 
Pcdimcnts, 131,133 
Peninsular nungus, t~vtor~ic  a tivity of, 23 
Plntc tectonics tl~eory, 30,49, 233 
Plntcs 
uctivity along margins of, 5-0 
Asiatic, G 
Australia-Y ndia, 119 
boundaria, 57,95,233 
boundary f o r m  of, 39 
collision of, 0, 39 
convcrgencc, Zi, 57 -53.63,73,232-233 
Eurmian, 73, 75, 115, I J G  
Indian, 6,39,73,75 
Juan de Fucn-Cordu, 5-tl,20,21,20, 
57-58, 158 
location of volepnocs rdutive to, 232-233 
movement of, 6, 7, 10 21,30 
North American, 5-7,20-21, 25,20,39, 
50,57,75, 158,211 
Pacific, 5-7, 20,21, 25,26,30-31,75, 
119,211 
Philippine Scn, 1G1 
rotation. 23 
sliding p u t  ench other, 30 
see also Interptatc nnd Intrnplutc! listing: 
Microplata 
Pleistownc 
strnndlines, 98.98-102, 104, 106-169, 
I l l ,  113, 115 
see aLEo Chronology; Dnting; 
Patmscismolo~y 
Porpoise structure, 23, 25 
Postglncinl rehound, 30,32,30-37,39,41, 
105 
Predictions 
implicntions of prcseismlc deformutions 
for, 34 
seismic event, 4,7-8, 1647.34, 41,49, 
57, 118, 136, 142, 144,169,249-251 
Probabilistic risk usmmcnt, 253-W6 
Probability studius, recommended research 
priorities on, 18 
Pyroclastic falls and flows, 234 
Pyroc1;lstic surge, 235 
Radar imagery, 50 
Radioactive waste disposn!, volcanic hazard 
assessment for, 247-259 
Radiouctive wnste rep~isitory, effect of 
volcnnic eruption on, 249-251 
U a n p  fronts, characterization, 8 
Ranges, see spccific rang= 
neactivnlion concept. 39 
Red Mountain, strandline ncrcss, 113 
Research needs 
mastal tectonicu, 120-121 
in coastal tectonics, 120-121 
in tectonic geomorphology, 135 
rnorphologic dating of fault scnrps, 193 
on duting, 17 
on probability studies, 18 
sc?ismologtcal and pnlwscismologicul, 
17-18, 151-152 
Ring of Fire, 30,233 
Rio Crnnde rift, 35, 30 
Rivers 
major, in nrens of structurul instability, 
80 
see also Aluviul rivers; specific rivers 
Rockfnlls, 48 
S 
Salton Trough, 21-22, 166, 109 
Snn Francisco Bny nrca, nctive faults of, 157 
Sun Gabriel Mountains, npplicntion of 
strenm-gmdient index to, 137-138 
Snnd blows, liquefaction-rolatcd, 57, 150 
Sunta Clarn syncline, diugrnmmatic 
cross-section, 66 
Satellite, gmday, 53 
Scarps 
tectonic gmmorphology of, 125-135 
wit11 simple initial morphology, profile 
of, 183 
see also Escarpments: Fuult scarps 
Sen lcvcl 
chnnga, 36-37,95-121 
history, 96,99, 104 
Scdimcntury deposits, use lo appraise 
earthqunke hazards, 24 
Seiches, 48-49 
Suistnic gaps, description, 57 
Seismic moment, 54, 149 
Seismic networks, 4,54 
Seismic reflection techniques, 51 
Soismicity 
global map of. 31 
of eastern United States, 50 
of intraplate regions, 49-50 
patterns of, 53-54 
resulting from magma inflution, 35 
see also Psleoseismicity 
Sebmographs. 25,239 
Seismology 
improved t~i;i~niqucs of, 149 
raaarch twhniques in, 148-152 
Seismomet~r networks, 53, 152 
Shivv1:ie Plateau, 132 
Sirrra Nevada foothills, earthquake and 
fault displacement potential of, 13 
Sinuosity 
mountain front, 8, 128, 137-139 
river cbnnncl, 82-84, 87,88-92 
Slip 
ascismic, 185 
coseismic, 114 
dynumically triggered, 166-167, 169, 
174, 178 
prwekmic, 174 
rates, 51-52, 56, 146, 149, 158. 216, 
225-226 
Siopes 
ch?mcterization of, 126-127 
elements of, 143 
INDEX 
equilibrium in, 126-127 
evolution of, 127 
patterns of chanp  of, 127 
replncemcnt, 130, 131 
retreat, 130 
scarp, 142 
transport-limtted, 127 
weathering-limited, 127 
see also Hillslopes 
Soils 
disturbances be faulting uod carth(luakes, 
152 
geomorpholo~y, 146 
Profile Devclopmcnt Index, 207 
Source directivity, 47 
Strain 
gauges. 27 
meters, 10 
rut-, 34 
relensc, 7-8, 48 
tectonic, 10 
Strnndlincs 
depositfonnl, 96, 97 
displummcnt and deformation of, 
103-120 
erosionni, 96, 97 
fnult movement recorded in, 112-1 15 
I.lolocene, 9&0O, 102-108, 110-1 13, 
115-120 
mnrinc, 95-120 
Pleistocene, 96,98-102, 104, 106-!OD, 
111, 113,115 
Stratigraphy, monitoring tcttnnic activity 
through, 10-11,200,209-210, 213 
Stream vallcys, morphology, 128-128 
Strike-slip faults 
disruptions by, 6 
lnndform a~scrnblage characteristic of, 
140-141 
relationslrip between cartl~cluukc 
magnitude and ditplacement for. 55 
simple shear ussociuterl with, 142 
verticnl displacements of, 151 
Subduction 
along offshore Peru-Chile trench, 98 
character of in northwestern Unitcd 
Statm, 45,57-58 
description, 6 
obliqu?, 26 
of Juan dc Fuca plate, 26,5748 
of Pacific Ocean plates, 30 
volcnnic ussociation with, 35, 36 
zones, earthquake magnitude in, 49 
Subsidence, 48 
Subsurfncc mdnr profiling, 50 
Surveys 
asromagnctic methods, 51 
alignment, 53 
geodetic, 53, 162- 163 
space-based, 163 
surfacc mnbmctic mcthod, 51 
Taiwan, fold-und-thrust belt of, 64 
Talluhala Crcck, cllilnncl profile of, 00-91 
Tectonic uctivfty, sce Active tectonics 
Tc~tonic process  
rates, 5-9 
types, 5-6 
scc UI~T~I  Epcfrogeny: FoldinglFolds; 
Orogeny 
Twtonic realms 
unidysfs of, 1 I 
dcfinit!on, 21 
wmtern contsrmfnous United Stntcs, 
21-26 
'fcctonics, intruplntc, see Intruplute llstlng 
Tcphrochronology, 73, 75,2DO, 210 
Thcrmolurninrrccncc, 107, 1!18, 204-205 
Thrusting 
dip-slip, 69 
oblique-slip, GB 
Tide-guugc records, 95-97, 102, 104-105 
Tfgrus and Euphratr~ Vullcy, impnct of 
activc tectonics on cnnul usc, 85 
Tilt 
along a straight coutlinc, 109 
levcling to detect, 171-173 
of bedrock and rivcr tcrraccs ovcr 
Ventura Avenue Anticline, 146 
of marine strnndlines, 107-109 
rate culculation, 108 
Tiltmctcrs, 10, 134 
Tomography. 149 
Toppenish Ridp, Wmhington, bending 
moment faults at, 69. 72 
Transverse Ranges 
active filuits in, 24, 149 
tectonic activity of, 9, 63-64, 65-66,75 
Tremor, volcanic or harmonic, 231) 
TrenchinglTrenches 
across activc faults, 152, 222-224 
cxploratory, 51, 09 
lo,: of, 222-223 
Triangulation, 53, 106-168 
Trilatcration, 10, 53, 156, 158-159, lGO, 
168-1 69 
Tsunamis, 48-49 
United Stintcs 
ccntrnl and castcrn, carthquukc 
cl~uructeristics in, 40 
eastern, seismicity in, 50 
euqtcrn, vcrtical motion of, 39 
intraplate stress patterns for, 39 
invcstigulion of fuultcd terracw !n, 145 
northwc~tcrn, s~lbduction chaructur of, 
57-58 
wutcrn, active fnult cvaluution in, 46 
wcstern, vertical displacement rates in, 7 
.TEC also North America 
Uplift 
Collowing glacial unloading, 37 
hypothetical history of, 128 
of Appulnchiun Mo~intuins, 37 
of bedrock und river terraces ovcr 
Venturn Avcnue Allticlinc, 146 
rates, 7, 10-11,23,35, 3G, 40, 100, 104, 
108, 115-120, 125-120 
strandlinc production by, 115-120 
thcaretical patterns of, 110 
Vallcys 
warping of alluvial terraces in, 81 
width-to-height rutio, 139 
scc alro Strcilm vnllcys 
Varvc chronology, 197, 198 
Ventura Avenue anticline, 7,23,75-70, 140 
Vcnturn Basin, 65, 73, 138 
Vermillion Cliffs, 131 
Vis~olastic relaxation, 32 
Volcanoes 
activc, 26 
Cascude Hangc, 26 
characteristics of, 233-235 
dcformutionr n~snciatcd with, 26 
dirtrihutlon of, 232-233, 236 
eruptions of, 7-8,233-235,238, 241-245 
Hawaiian Islands-Emperor Seamount 
chain, 31 
hazurds to radioactfve wnstc disposal. 
247-E9 
historicul record of, 10 
impact of p ~ ~ p l c ,  236-238 
locution relative to pltitcs, 232-233 
mo~~itoring, 238-241 
Mount St. I.lclens, 7-8, 235,239,244 
public response to, 241-245 
sociological impacts of, 231-245 
tcctnnic setting of, 231-245 
vertical displaccrncnt~ by, 104-105 
world distribution of. 232 
Wusatcb Range, 185, 221 
Wasl~ington (stntc) 
activc tcctonic realms of, 21,22, 28 
Cnast nnngcs, tcctonic activity of, 26 
coutlinc displacement. 107 
plate activity bcncath, 6 
volcanic activity in, 8 
Wiggins Uplift, active tectonics of, 90-9l 
Wrench faulting, 26 
Ycllowstone National Park, intracrustnl 
magmatism in, 36 
